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ABSTRACT 
This work is an analysis of Rayleigh waves with frequencies of 
around 1 to 3 Hz, observed from four explosions fired in Scotland 
during the large scale refraction project LISPB. 
Time domain measurements are made from reduced travel time 
sections showing recordings from the linear LISPB array in northern 
Scotland and for isolated paths around the LOWI'ET network in the 
Midland Valley and to the EKA array in the Southern Uplands. These 
show a division of the country into seven separate provinces with 
boundaries marked by sharp velocity changes and sudden attenuation, 
co—incident with features of the mapped surface geology. 
In the frequency domain, group and phase arrival times and 
amplitude are obtained for each Rayleigh wave recorded. 	After least 
squares analysis, phase and group slowness (s(f), s(f)) are 
obtained for each of the seven provinces and the specific dissipation 
factor (Q(f)) for five. 
s(f) ranges from 0.329 to 0.610 s/km and generally increases 
with frequency, consistent with s(f) which is always larger. 	Q. (f) 
ranges from 0.015 to 0.050. 
These data are inverted using both linear and Hedgehog methods 
to obtain shear wave velocity 	and the shear wave dissipation 
factor (Qj 1 ) in layered models for the upper 2 km of the crust in 
each province. 
generally increases with depth, due to compaction and near 
surface weathering. 	It also increases with geological age, which 
ranges from the Carboniferous of the Midland Valley to the Moine of 
northern Scotland. 	A low velocity zone beneath the Ochil Hills 
indicates that Devoniani lavas overlie Old Red Sandstone which 
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outcrops further north. Q, generally increases with depth also. 
- 	 - Introaucing a Q (f) which varies as f-0.5  makes no marked change 
to the models, with a tendency for larger values at shallow depth 
and smaller values deeper down. 
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ORIGINS AND BACKGROUND 
1.1 	The beginning 
The research work reported in this thesis was prompted by the 
observation of explosion generated seismic Rayleigh waves with 
frequencies of around 1 to 3 Hz on seismograms recorded along 
profile lines in Scotland. Surface waves had rarely been studied 
at these frequencies in the past. 	Sophisticated techniques, used 
in the past to analyse teleseismic Rayleigh waves, could be 
modified for this work. These, together with the high density of 
stations, promised some detailed information about the near 
surface crustal layers in the earth. 
The ultimate aim throughout the project has been to model the 
anelastic properties of shallow crustal layers in the region of 
study. This has entailed determination and then inversion of the 
specific dissipation factor for the Rayleigh waves observed. To do 
this has required prior knowledge of a seismic velocity structure 
which itself has been derived by the inversion of observed Rayleigh 
wave phase and group velocity dispersion. 
These aims set the form of this thesis. Preliminary 
discussion makes reference to previous work on surface waves, 
concentrating on the 0.5 to 5 Hz "VHF" band. Background information 
on the geology of, and previous seismic work in the area of study is 
also given. After some preparatory data processing, direct 
measurements made from the seismograms begin to give an insight both 
to the information contained in the Rayleigh wave data and how 
existing methods should be modified to extract it. The frequency 
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dependence of group velocity, phase velocity and attenuation are 
then determined, which leads to the final inversion stage. Model 
structures are produced representing shallow elastic and anelastic 
parameters for the different geological provinces examined. 
1.2 Definition of the surface wave parameters measured 
In section 1.1, the terms "phase velocity", "group velocity" 
and "specific dissipation factor" were introduced. Their 
definitions are given in the following discussion. 
A surface wave observed on a seismogram can be described as 
(Dziewonski & Hales, 1 972) 
w(r.t) = exp( i(wt-(r,9w))dw  
2Tr Jo 
where, 	r is distance from the source 
t is time 
e is azimuth 
w is angular frequency 
A is amplitude 
0 is phase delay 
There are several contributory elements to the amplitude 
A(r9,w) =S(r,e,w)I(w)D(r,w)G(r.w) 	 (1.2) 
and to the phase delay 
'(r,e,w) = S(r, 0,w) 4 (w).d(r,w) 	 (1.3) 
where, 
	
	S, $ are source terms for amplitude and phase 
respectively 
I, $ similarly represent the response of the recording 
instrument 
D, 0d  are the effects of the propagation path 
— 2 — 
G 	is geometrical spreading, affecting amplitude only 
Phase velocity (c(w)) and group velocity (13(w)) are related to 
the phase delay while the specific dissipation factor (Q(w)) 
is related to the attenuation (D(w)) along the propagation path. 
Consider a single crest of a monochromatic wave contributing to 





where k is the wavenumber and 
= k(w)r 	 (1.5) 
Now suppose Oi and Os are known and have been removed from the 
seismogram, then the phase velocity 
c(w)=f = 	 (1,6) 
Phase velocity is often determined by a two-station measurement 
(Press, 1956) 
w(t2-t1) = 0i2 - ii •k(r2-r1 ) 	 (1.7) 
in which case the source term drops out. 
A definition of group velocity follows by considering the form 
taken by a surface wave as it appears in the time domain on a 
seismogram. This can be found by approximate evaluation of equation 
1.1 using the method of stationary phase (Bath, 1968, pp  43-48). 
Let f(w) = wt - k(w)r 
then f(w) = t-k'(w)r 
has a stationary value at 
t=k(w)r 
Clearly k (w) is a velocity, the group velocity 




Phase velocity and group velocity are therefore related (Novotny, 
1976) 
C(W) 
U(w) = 	 (1.9) 
cdw 
Applying the method of stationary phase to equation 1.1 gives 
(Brune, Nafe & Oliver, 1960) 
w(r t) - 
	A(w) 
expEl (w t  -kr 
- (21TrjU'(wM)I 	
,±-)] 	 (i .10) 
At a given range and time, the surface wave has the form of a 
monochromatic wave of frequency w which is the frequency for which 
U(w)= -f  
Group velocity can therefore be measured directly from the 
seismogram; which is the classical "peak and trough", or time 
domain measurement. 
The stationary phase evaluation also shows that phase velocity 
can be measured by correlating peaks from one seismogram with 
another. For such a correlated peak, 
w 1 t 1 - k,rj = w. 2.t - 
w - 
- - - C 	 (1.12) ti  - t i 	k 
EL provided w ul 	u2 w , that is U(w,) U(w 1) 
Time domain measurements like these are pursued in Chapter 2. 
Note however, that the stationary phase approximation upon which 




At the Airy phase, the stationary phase approximation breaks down 
because U()—O and a separate treatment is required (Pekeris, 
1948). 
Now consider the amplitude of a monochromatic wave contributing 
to the Fourier integral 1.1. Except near the source, the decay of 
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harmonic signals is exponential (Knopoff, 1964a) 
D(w) = exp(-(w)r) 	 (1.14) 
where, 	(w) is the attenuation co-efficient 
The specific dissipation factor (w) is a dimensionless measure of 
attenuation per wavelength and is related to K by 
Q(w) 	2U(W)() 	S 	 (1.15) 
For surface waves, Brune (1962) has shown that group velocity rather 
than phase velocity should be used in this expression. 
For a flat earth approximation, 
I, 
(1.16) 
Therefore the equation for the amplitude is now (Burton, 1974) 
-i •i A(w,r) = 1 	wr 	 (1.17) 
As with phase velocity, a single station measurement requires 
knowledge of the source term. This could be obtained by comparing 
records at that station of two events at the same epicentre 
(Marshall & Burton, 1971). For a two station measurement, however, 
where A2/A 1 is used, it drops out. 
A monochromatic Rayleigh wave propagating on a half-space has a 
vertical component of motion derived by Ewing, Jardetzky & Press 
(1975, p  33) as 
- 
W(z) = D(-0.8475e 	.1.4679 e 03933 k2  
At a depth of one wavelength, z =\ and 
w(?)'xO.1w(0) 	 (1.19) 
implying that, as a rough guide, a Rayleigh wave "penetrates" to a 
depth of one wavelength. 
1.3 Seismic surface waves and the 0.5 to 5 Hz band 
The surface waves studied here form a small part of a broad 
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spectrum. 	At low frequencies, down to 2 x 10 3 Hz, surface waves 
have been used to derive the structure of the earth's mantle, both 
as a global average and within particular tectonic provinces. 
Both dispersion (Knopoff, 1972) and attenuation (Jackson & Anderson, 
1970; Smith, 1972) have been studied. 	In a large number of cases 
seismograms from the World Wide Standardised Seismograph Network 
(wSSN) have been used. These stations have seismometers with a 
peak response near 0.05 Hz, giving a useful bandwidth of about 0.01 
to 0.1 Hz. Surface waves in this part of the spectrum penetrate 
the upper mantle from about 30 to 400 km depth. At higher 
frequencies, 0.07 to 0.2 Hz, surface waves generated by nuclear 
blasts have been studied (Keller et al, 1976; Bache et al, 1978). 
The crustal models obtained are complementary to the results of the 
body wave refraction work of explosion seismology. 
On the other hand, surface waves at frequencies higher than 
5 Hz, which penetrate to depths only of the order of metres, are of 
interest to the oil industry (Dobrin et al, 1951), although largely 
in a negative sense, the aim being to suppress them in favour of 
body wave reflections (Levshin, 1962). 	However, they can be used 
to give the thickness of the "weathered layer" (Waters, 1978). 	A 
further application is to engineering site surveys (Chang & Ballard, 
1973). 
The main area of interest in this work is the 0.5 to 5 Hz band, 
intermediate between "crustal" and "weathered layer" studies. The 
analysis by McEvilly and Stauder (1965) illustrates the sensitivity 
of Rayleigh waves in this frequency range to sedimentary thickness. 
Blasts of three to four tons of explosive fired during strip—mining 
operations in Missouri generated Rayleigh waves which they have 
observed at distances from 50 to 65 km. Over the shorter paths, 
peak and trough measurements give group velocities of 1.5 to 2.4 
km/s, while over the longest path, which is at a markedly different 
azimuth to the others, the group velocity is an overall 0.4 km/s 
faster, marking a thinner sedimentary layer overlying the Pre-
Cambrian basement common to all paths. In modelling the observed 
dispersion, they confirm observations of first higher mode Rayleigh 
waves travelling about 0.8 km/s faster that the fundamental along 
the short low velocity paths. Herrmann (1969) applies the same 
observational principles but extending the scope to six stations 
recording events at seven sources, from which he forms fourteen 
inter-connecting paths across the Cincinatti Arch. He reaches 
conclusions about the regional variation in sedimentary thickness, 
which runs from an overall minimum of 1.91 km up to 5.04 km. 
Herrmann's model of sedimentary structure includes a low 
velocity layer with a shear velocity of 2.75 km/s contrasting with 
3.14 above and 3.55 below, which he is able to correlate with 
Cambrian sandstone found in a nearby borehole. This would be a 
"hidden layer" in a refraction study of the area. Anderson and 
Dorman (1973) also have a low-velocity sandstone at depth to model 
time domain group and phase velocity data derived from seismograms 
recorded near New York. This latter model represents only one of 
two major geological zones in that area, however. These Triassic 
sediments contrast with a crystalline metamorphic region in which 
seismic velocities are noticeably higher. Rayleigh waves generated 
at Raverstraw quarry are observed at Palisades after following a 
direct path through the Triassic. However, a second group are also 
seen, doubly refracted through the crystalline rocks to the east. 
In the crystalline zone, Anderson and Dorznaji still find 
dispersion although sedimentary cover is negligible. This mirrors 
observations by Bath (1975) of Rayleigh waves generated by 
rockbursts and mining operations in Sweden. In both cases, the 
observed dispersion is modelled by a single surface layer about 1 km 
thick in which shear velocity is roughly 0.6 km/s lower than the 
half—space below. The surface layer represents decompression and 
cracking of the underlying material near the earth's surface. 
In large scale refraction experiments, the body wave data may 
carry little information about near surface structure. In 
experiments in Canada (Berry & Fuchs, 1 973; Clee et al, 1974), VHF 
Rayleigh waves have been observed and a low velocity surface layer 
included in the interpretation as a result. These are further 
examples of the near surface cracking described in the last 
paragraph. 
Bath's (1975) study includes rough estimates of Qg for VHF 
Rayleigh waves. 	From equations 1.10 and 1.17, the decay in 
Rayleigh wave amplitude measured direct from the seismogram has 
1  
components r 2  due to dispersion, r- due to geometrical spreading 
and exp(— r) due to attenuation. That is 
A o. rexp[_.fQ] 	 (1.20) 
Therefore, comparing time domain amplitude at two stations gives 
= u 
Tf (r-r,) 	 (1.21) 
This equation assumes identical instrument response and group 
velocity dispersion at the two stations. Bath uses it to obtain 
values of Q ranging from 0.003 to 0.005. 
An estimate of Q follows also from work by Long (1976). In 
the Georgia - South Carolina Piedmont Province, the largest 
amplitude arrivals in the range 10 to 150 km from quarry blasts are 
VHF Rayleigh and Love waves, their relative amplitudes being 
dependent on the orientation of the quarry wall relative to the 
recording station. Using instrumental and macroseismic data, Long 
derives the magnitude relation 
Iog Q A= ML- 2.0Logr.1.5 	 (1.22) 
where, 	A is ground amplitude (microns) 
M is local magnitude 
r is range (km) 
As pointed out by Nuttli ( 1 973), the relationship between log A 
(or log A/T) and log r is not linear and a better approximation 
follows from the stationary phase approximation. Empirical 
relations like Long's are underestimates of A at mid-range and 
overestimates at long and short range. If the same data set is 
fitted by Bath's formula and Long's, the two will match at distances 




1f (r2 -r ) 	 (1.23) 
An estimate of Q X using Long's equation can be made using the 
following values 
r1 = 1 0-i-11- (150-10) = 45 km 
= 104 (150-10) = 115 km 
f = 1 Hz 
U = 2.5 km/s 
Then 
= 0.011 
This figure is almost an order of magnitude higher than found by 
Bath. 
Long intends that his relation be used to estimate ground 
motion for earthquakes of a given magnitude ML. He restricts its 
validity to less than 150 km, within which the Rayleigh and Love 
waves from which it is derived have the largest amplitude on the 
seismogram. Beyond 150 kin, he mentions Lg as the largest. 	Lg 
arises from a mixture of Rayleigh and Love higher mode propagation 
(Panza & Calcagnile, 1975) and time domain studies have been carried 
out by Nuttli (1973; 1978) with a similar aim as Long. 	Lg has 	a 
of approximately 10. However, although the frequencies of Lg 
fall within the VifF range, attention in this thesis is focussed on 
the fundamental modes at closer range. 
In another study, Frantti (1977) has observed abnormally strong 
attenuation of VHF Rayleigh waves propagating across mined areas. 
1.4 Surface wave work in the region of Britain 
Previous surface wave studies conducted around Britain have 
concerned upper mantle structure and have made use of the \4WSSN 
station at Eskdalemuir in Scotland, together with the nearby 
stations at Valencia, Copenhagen and Kongsberg (Fig 1.1). 
Rayleigh and Love wave phase velocity dispersion along the path 
ESK - VAL (Fig 1.1) has been analysed by Jacob (1969a). 	In his 
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final model shear velocities are 3.6 km/s in the lower crust, 4.68 
km/s beneath the Moho and 4.25 km/s in the low—velocity zone. He 
places the depth to the top of the low—velocity zone at 60 km. 
Stuart (1978) has analysed Rayleigh wave phase velocity 
dispersion along the North Sea paths given in Fig 1.1. He finds 
no significant difference between them in the frequency range 
0.008 to 0.08 Hz and combines the three data sets into one. The 
inversion gives a low velocity zone in the upper mantle with a 
shear velocity of between 4.35 and 4.5 km/s. 	The depth to the top 
of the low velocity zone is 80 to 90 km deeper than found by Jacob 
further west. Shear velocity in the lower crust is 3.875 to 3.9 
km/s and beneath the I4oho 4.6 to 4.7 km/s, similar to Jacob. 
No crustal surface wave studies have been conducted around 
Britain. The WSSN, for example, is a very coarse grid for such 
work with only ESK in Britain. Also, the WWSSN long period 
instrument response falls off around 0.1 Hz. 	Its use has been 
limited to identifying large scale sedimentary basins (Tatham, 
1975). Furthermore, there are unlikely to be sources, either large 
explosions or natural events, close enough to give surface waves at 
these frequencies propagating across Britain. 
In the VHF range, 0.5 to 5 Hz, there has been no previous work 
published for Britain. The nearest approach was by Collette et al 
(1967), while conducting refraction experiments in the North Sea, who 
noted surface waves with frequencies around 3 Hz and group 
velocities of 0.74 and 0.84 km/s. 	Surface waves are also reported 
from a refreaction experiment carried out by Hall (1978b). 
Numerous refraction experiments have in fact been conducted around 
Britain (Willmore, 1 973) and the resultant seismograms may represent 
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an as yet untouched wealth of surface wave data. 
The surface waves studied in this project were generated by 
shots fired during one of these refraction projects, the 
Lithospheric Seismic Profile in Britain (LISPB: Bainford et al, 1976) 
carried out in 1974. This is the most extensive experiment 
conducted in Britain to date and was intended to considerably 
improve knowledge of the seismic veloci±y structure of the crust and 
Moho. High resolution techniques previously used on the continent 
were introduced and it was the first major project in which land 
shots were fired. The shot-points and the north to south profile 
line through mainland Britain are shown in Fig 1.2. The shots 
fired and a mobile array of sixty recorders were used to build up a 
scheme of overlapping and reversed profiles with a station spacing 
of 3 km. 
Out of 29 shots fired, 13 were observed at less than 100 km 
range where VHF surface waves could be expected. Examination of 
the digitised seismograms showed surface waves from only four shots; 
Nil, N12, 11 and 12 (Table i.i). 	These were all fired in Scotland. 
Surface waves were probably truncated on the other seismograms by 
digitising too short a record (see Chapter 2). 
The LISPB shots fired in Scotland were also recorded by 
permanently sited seismometers operating in the Midland Valley and 
Southern Uplands (Fig 1.2). 	The Lowlands Network (LOWNET; 
Crampin et al, 1970) operated by the Institute of Geological 
Sciences, consists of a three component set in the Royal Observatory 
vault in Edinburgh and seven vertical component out-stations radio-
linked to a recorder at the observatory (Fig 1.3). Crampin et al 
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1. 	Land Shots 
Shot 	Date 
	
Time (GMT) 	Co—ordinates 	(NG) Wt (ib) 
21 	26/7/74 1801 	1 0.92 359.60 576.00 3000 
22 	29/7/74 2001 	10.35 359.60 576.10 3000 
11 	30/7/74 1801 	11.37 296.75 747.05 3000 
12 	 1/8/74 1801 	14.83 296.85 747.05 3000 
Observed 
range 
O - 210 
O - 180 
0 - 180 






2. 	Firth of Forth Shots 
Shot 	Date 
El 	 26/7/74 
E2 	30/7/74 
E3 	 1/8/74 
Time (Gr'rT) 	Latitude 	Longitude 	Depth 	 Weight (tons) 
1403 11.69 	56 01.63 1 N 	03 1 9.73'W 	 0.6 
80 ft in 
1401 02.14 	56 01,63 1 N 	03 1 9.73'W 	100 ft of 	0.6 
water 
1405 59.39 	56 01.63 1 N 	03 1 9.73 1 W 	 0.6 
3. Sea Shots 
Shot 	Date 	Time (GMT) 
Nil 4/8/74 1958 49.75 
N12 4/8/74 2012 02.56 
Latitude 	Longitude 
58 34.66 1 N 	04 38.38 1W 
58 34.60 1 N 	04 38.19 1W 
Water 	No. of * 	Observed 
depth 0.2 ton range 	segment 
charges 	(km) 
115 	3 	 0 - 400 	A + B 
94 	3 	 0 - 405 	A + B 
* Each charge was at optimum depth (95m). 
Table 1.1 	LISPB shots from which surface waves were observed 
(after Baford et al, 1976). 
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Southern Uplands Fault 
illustrate seismograms which show VHF surface waves recorded from a 
quarry blast and a local earthquake in the Ochil Hills. LOWNET 
recordings of LISPB shots at 1 and E have been used in this project. 
The Eskdalemuir Array (EKA; Truscott, 1964) consists of 20 
seismometers set in specially constructed pits and cable linked to 
a central recorder. The pits are arranged in the form of two 
straight arms (Fig 1.4) which intersect at right angles. The 
inter—pit spacing is 980 yards. LISPB shots at E and 2 gave rise 
to VII? surface waves recorded at EKA. 
The seismograms used in this project are presented in Chapter 
2 . 
15 The geology of Scotland 
The results of crustal geophysical surveys are generally 
interpreted in terms of the geology of the area of study. Seismic 
velocities are, for example, correlated with particular rock types 
(Hall, 1970). 	It is therefore relevant to suinmarise the geology of 
Scotland, illustrating the different provinces covered by the 
surface wave data recorded from the LISPB shots. General 
references for the following discussion are Bennison and Wright 
(1968) and Rayner (1971). 
Scotland is cut by four major faults, dividing the country 
into five regions (Fig 1.5). 	These faults exhibit the north—east to 
south—west trend characteristic of structures associated with the 
Caledonian orogeny. This is the earliest and mose pronounced of 
three which have affected the British Isles. Caledonian folding 
and metamorphism extended from the Pre—Cambrian to Devonian periods 
and the mobile belt can be traced into Ireland one way and 
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Fig 1.5 Major geological provinces in Scotland and recording 
stations used. 
Scandinavia the other (Dalziel, 1969). 	The later }iercynian orogeny 
led to a much less marked structural change in Scotland (George, 
1 965) while Scotland is yet further isolated from the more recent 
Alpine orogeny. 
Lately, an active line of debate has been how to interpret the 
Caledonian orogeny in terms of plate tectonics. 	This follows from 
Wilson's (1966) suggestion that a Proto-Atlantic ocean ("lapetus") 
existed, with most of Scotland on the "American" side. 	This ocean 
closed in upper Ordovician times and the present day Atlantic formed 
subsequently along a spreading ridge to the west. The various 
models describing the closure of the Proto-Atlantic and subsequent 
continental collision can be contrasted in the chosen direction and 
position of consuming plate boundaries and the existence or otherwise 
of a remnant of oceanic crust in the Midland Valley or Southern 
Uplands (Moseley, 1977). 	Interpretation of the refraction data 
from the LISPB project (Bamford et al 1977; 1978) has indicated 
that all oceanic crust has been consumed but that a lateral seismic 
velocity contrast exists across the Southern Uplands Fault which 
could mean it is of prime tectonic importance. 
The oldest rocks outcropping in Scotland form the Pre-Cambrian 
basement of the North-West Foreland. Two early orogenic cycles 
are recognised in these rocks, forming the Scourian and Laxfordian 
complexes. 	The basement is overlain by thick Torridonian 
sedimentary deposits of low metamorphic grade. 	These are topped 
by more recent Cambrian rocks, commonly quartz. 
East of the Noine Thrust, the rocks have undergone a more 
intense metamorphism, forming the Moine schists which outcrop over 
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large areas of the Northern and Grampian Highlands and dominate the 
northern part of LISPB profile ALPHA along which surface waves from 
shot—point Ni were recorded. Lewisian inliers occur but are not 
very different in terms of mineralogy because of the high 
metamorphic grade of both rock types in this area. 
Moine and Torridonian rocks are recognised as having been laid 
down over the same period, but the Moine at some distance to the 
east in a more active tectonic environment. The two were then 
brought together by movement of the Moine Thrust, which has a 
shallow dip to the south—east. 
The Northern and Grampian Highlands are separated by the Great 
Glen Fault along which movement has occurred since the early 
Devonian (Pitcher, 1969). 	The direction of movement is. disputed, 
but largely strike—slip with a dip—slip component down thrown to 
the south—east. 
Dalradian rocks overly Moine along a belt in the southern 
Grampians bordered on the south by the Highland Boundary Fault, also 
appearing towards the south—west end of the Great Glen. The 
Dalradian—Moine boundary crosses the LISPB profile 26 km north of 
shot—point 1 in the form of the Loch Tay Fault. Dairadian rocks 
have undergone varying degrees of metamorphism, but the original 
sediments can still be traced. 	A large overfold, the Tay Nappe, 
extending from Deeside to Kintyre (across the LISPB profile) is the 
major structural feature. 
Both Moine and Dalradian rocks have been intruded by a number 
of granitic- masses. 	"Older Granites" are of Ordovician age and 
"Newer Granites" post—Silurian. 
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Lower Palaeozoic Ordovician and Silurian sediments outcrop 
largely in the Southern Uplands, bordered for the most part to the 
north by the Southern Uplands Fault and overlain to the south by 
more recent sediments. The outcrop becomes younger (Ordovician + 
Silurian) north to south. EKA is sited on Silurin rocks. The 
path to EKA from shot—point E crosses the Southern Uplands Fault 
about 2/5 of the way along its length, while that from shot—point 
2 enters the Lower Palaeozoic after 4/7 of its length. 
The Scottish Highlands were uplifted in the Devonian, 
accompanied by the creation of two basins, the Orcadian and 
Caledonian, in which Old Red Sandstone sediments were deposited. 
Rocks of the former. basin outcrop in the Orkneys and coastal areas 
of the Moray Firth, where they overly Moine rocks. The Caledonian 
basin extended across what is now the Midland Valley, although 
deposition was not restricted to the present day fault boundaries. 
Outcrops occur over a wide area south of the Highland Boundary 
Fault, which cuts the LISPB profile 11 kin south of shot—point 1. 
Lavas are interspersed with the sediments contributing in particular 
to the Ochil Hills, 20 km along the LISPB profile south of the 
Highland Broundary Fault. Rocks from the southern part of the 
basin outcrop in a narrow band north of the Southern Uplands Fault 
and also overly the LowerPalaeozoic rocks of the Southern Uplands 
at their eastern side. 
The Midland Valley, which is the site of LOWNET and shot—point 
E, is now a downfaulted trough occupied largely by Carboniferous 
rocks, overlying the Devonian sediments and lavas. At its northern 
edge is the Highland Boundary Fault which was downthrown to the 
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south—east about 10000 ft. in the Devonian, while later movements 
may have occurred in the Carboniferous as sedimentation continued in 
the trough. Likewise, the main movement of the Southern Uplands 
Fault on the southern edge was Devonian (Pitcher, 1 969). 
The Carboniferous sediments of the Midland Valley consist 
mainly of coal, limestone, shale, sandstone and sea tearth deposited 
through successive cycles of sub—aerial, marine and freshwater 
environments (Francis, 1965). Volcanic rocks also occur, notably 
in the central and western portions of the Lower Carboniferous 
Calciferous Sandstone group, forming the Clyde Plateau. 
To the south, the Northumberland Basin which terminates the 
Southern Uplands is also filled with Carboniferous sediments. 
Paths E to EKA and 2 to EKA are therefore similar, part in 
Carboniferous and part in Lower Palaeozdic rocks. 
The Carboniferous is the most recent large scale sedimentary 
feature in Scotland; Upper Palaeozoic and Mesozoic rocks are much 
less widespread. New Red Sandstone deposits outcrop along the 
Moray Firth and in the south—west Highlands and fill several 
depressions in the Southern Uplands. Jurassic rocks occur along 
the Moray Firth and in the Inner Hebrides where Cretaceous outcrops 
can also be found. Significant igneous activity occurred during 
the Tertiary (Stewart, 1965) and north—west trending dyke swarms 
are widespread in west and south—west Scotland. Quaternary 
superficial deposits are mainly glacial, together with peat inland 
and mud and silts at river mouths and estuaries. 
The surface wave data recorded from the LISPB shots therefore 
represent a range of structures, metamorphic Moine and Dalradian 
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rocks near shor—points Ni and 2, Devonian sediments and lavas south 
of shot—point 1, Lower Palaeozoic rocks around EKA and Carboniferous 
around LOWNET and shot—point 2. Some thickness of Quaternary 
deposits exists beneath shot—point E in the Firth of Forth. 
Geological sketch maps for each area of interest are given in 
Chapter 2. 
1.6 The seismic velocity structure of Scotland 
The surface wave study to be described in this thesis concerns 
the shallow structure of the crust to a depth of 5 km. No 
attenuation model exists for Scotland but comparable velocity models 
exist determined from refraction experiments. 
The majority of refraction work has consisted of shots fired at 
sea being observed on land and the history of activity has been 
reviewed by Wilimore (1973) and Jacob (1974b). Many of the 
observation schemes have been such that only the Moho depth is well 
determined, the crust being divided into two layers, superficial and 
grariitic. 	The seismic velocity in the superficial layer has to be 
assumed in the calculation of the depth to the refracting boundary 
(Agger & Carpenter, 1 964; Sornes 1971). 
Time terms for the Moho refraction P have been gathered 
together from several projects to indicate the variation of crustal 
thickness in Scotland (Jacob, 1974a; Bamford et al, 1978). 	For 
the mainland, Bamford et al pick out an increase from values around 
2.4 sec beneath the Caledonian Foreland to 3.0 sec beneath the 
Midland Valley, indicating a thickening of the crust southward. 
This trend is preserved in the LISPB model of crustal structure in 
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northern Britain (Bamford et al, 1977; 1978). 
The LISPB model is considerably more detailed than other 
published results and is particularly relevant to this thesis in 
view of the use being made of LISPB data. The better resolution is 
a result of the dense observation scheme adopted (Bamford et al, 
1 976) with a station spacing of 3 km along the profile. A map 
showing the profile has already been presented (Fig 1.2). The 
data set was enhanced by the fortuitous recording of a local 
earthquake in Kintail while the array was operating along profiles. 
ALPHA and BETA in Scotland (Kaminski et al, 1976). The model 
resulting from the interpretation of refracted and reflected 
compressional body waves is shown in Fig 1.6. Deep reflections 
from beneath the Moho have been discussed by Faber and Bamford 
(1979). 
The model consists of a three layer crust overlain by a 
superficial low velocity layer of varying thickness. The latter is 
representative of either sedimentary thickness or fractured 
unconsolidated basement rock where the cover is negligible. The 
velocity within this layer is assumed over much of the profile but 
near the shot—points is determined by observational data. 
Layer 1 is divided north and south of the Loch Tay Fault. To 
the north it represents Caledonian Belt (Moine) metamorphic rocks. 
This interpretation ties in with one of the two possibilities 
considered by Smith and Bott (1975) for the corresponding layer in 
its continuation north of the Scottish Coast. Crustal structure in 
this region has been investigated in the North Atlantic Seismic 
Project (NASP). The second possibility put forward by Smith and 










Fig 1.6 The LISPB model of seismic velocity structure in the crust of Northern Britain 
Bott is that layer 1 could represent Lewisian rocks of a relatively 
low metamorphic grade (Laxfordian). 
This second interpretation is preferred by Hall and Al—Haddad 
(1976). 	Hall (1978b) has conducted a refraction experiment, the 
Lewisian Units Seismic Traverse (LusT), running from near shot-
point Ni of LISPB in a south—westerly direction (Fig 1.7). The 
velocity—depth distribution for the northern section of the line, 
where Lewisian gneiss outcrops, shows a rapid increase in velocity 
in the top kilometre to over 6 kin/s, as found in layer 1 of the 
LISPB model. 
One problem with the second interpretation is that the thickness 
of Moine rocks south—east of the Moine Thrust is not clear. The 
Moine Thrust does not appear in the LISPB model, outcropping as it 
should just south of shot—point Ni. The conclusion would appear to 
be that, in the same way that Lewisian inliers within the Moine are 
not very different mineralogically, Moine and Lewisian are 
indistinguishable in terms of seismic velocity. The near surface 
velocity distribution is therefore dominated by the physical state 
of the rocks, being lower near the surface due to decompression. 
To the south of the Loch Tay Fault, Bamford et al interpret the 
lower velocities obtained as representative of Lower Palaeozoic 
rocks. No mention is made of the extent of Dairadian rocks. 
The interpretation of layer 2 is also helped by the results of 
NASP. Off the north coast of Scotland, Smith and Bott find that 
layer 2 shallows to about 2 kin depth and a correlation with other 
geophysical work leads to its interpretation as Lewisian granulites. 
The LISPB model shows Lewisian extending south in layer 2 as 
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Fig 1.7 P-wave velocity distribution for the Lewisian of 
north - west Scotland from refraction survey LUST (Hall . 1978) 
far as the Southern Uplands Fault. There the seismic velocity 
decreases. Layer 3 also contrasts north and south of the Southern 
Uplands Fault, suggesting because of the depth that this fault is 
of tectonic importance. 
Compressional wave velocity beneath the Moho is given as 8.0 
km/s in the LISPB model. Faber and Bamford (1979) report deep 
reflections from stratifications in the upper mantle, with velocity 
reaching about 8.4 km/s at 70 km depth. 
Analysis of the LISPB data has included a detailed study of 
crustal shear waves (Assumpcao & Bamford, 1978) from which a 
Poisson's ratio model comparable with the P velocity model has been 
constructed (Fig 1.6). The S wave date set was more restricted 
since S waves are always late arrivals with onsets difficult to 
pick. Furthermore, due to their relatively short wavelength, they 
are more rapidly attenuated than P waves. Ratios of S wave to P 
wave travel time (t/t) are found to decrease with increasing 
distance from the shot, suggesting a relatively high Poisson's 
ratio near the surface. 
The Poisson's ratio model was obtained by a least squares 
method, using the existing LISPB model to constrain the P velocity 
structure. It did, however, require slight modification to the 
superficial layer near shot—point 1 (Fig 1.6 gives the modified 
form). This does not alter t but was necessary to fit t/t. 
The Poisson's ratios found are close to the usual 0.25 except in the 
superficial layer, in layer 1 under the Southern Uplands and in 
layer 2 under the Midland Valley, further emphasising the apparent 
tectonIc importance of the Southern Uplands Fault. 
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The Poisson's ratios given for the superficial layer are all 
greater than 0.25, as suggested qualitatively above, and also show 
some rapid swings between 0.27 and 0.33 between the Highland 
Boundary Fault and shot—point E, implying that the shear wave 
velocity in this region is more variable than the compressional wave 
velocity. These values are however poorly determined and the 
oscillations could simply represent instability in the inversion. 
The alteration to the superficial layer near shot—point 1 is of 
interest, introducing a shallow basin in which shear velocity is low 
but compressional velocity is similar to the surrounding basement. 
Seismic velocities found from the LISPB experiment for the deep 
crust and upper mantle are comparable with those found from the 
surface wave study by Stuart (1978). For the lower crust Stuart 
has = 3.9 km/s and = 6.8 km/s, while the LISPB model has 
= 4.0 kin/s and V, = 7.0 km/s. For the upper mantle immediately 
beneath the Moho, Stuart has = 4.65 km/s which implies v, = 8.1 
km/s while Faber & Bamford (1978) have at = 8.0 kxn/s, but increasing 
to 8.4 km/s with depth. 
A velocity structure representing the crust beneath LOWNET has 
been determined by Crampin et al (1970) but is now superseded by 
the LISPB results. LOWNET has also been the basic observational 
network for a number of sea shots (Jacob, 1974c) but with no 
resulting velocity structure published. 
A series of sea shots were fired for observation at EKA and a 
time term interpretation published by Agger and Carpenter ( 1 964). 
However, near surface velocity had to be chosen arbitrarily in the 
interpretation and the time terms for the crustal refraction 
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observed (Pg) include an arbitrary constant which Parks (1967) has 
shown to be poorly determined. 
tising the phase velocity of crustal P waves measured across EKA, 
Jacob ( 1 969b) has investigated velocity structure in the upper crust 
beneath the array. His data split into two grounds; "fast" and 
"slow". An inversion of the slow group gives a velocity rising 
from 5.54 km/s at the surface to 5.94 km/s at a depth of 12 km. 
There, to model the fast group, a 6.44 km/s refractor is included 
(Fig 1.8). 	This model is comparable with the LISPB result, where 
a 1.2 km thick 5.0 km/s superficial layer overlies layer 1 which has 
a velocity of 5.8 km/s. Layer 2 beneath has a velocity of 6.4 km/s 
and begins at a depth of 16 kni. The LISPB velocities in the 
superificial layer and layer 1 are lower than found by Jacob and the 
depth to the refractor is greater. In neither case is an 
uncertainty estaimated for the model parameters, but the depth given 
by Jacob to the 6.4 km/s refractor is regarded as the less well 
determined. 
Corbishley (1970) has used teleseismic data recorded at EKA 
from a variety of azimuths to determine site corrections for 
individual seismometer pits. He shows that the corrections 
correlate with site height, from which he determines the P velocity 
of the uppermost layer (170 m) to be 2.94 km/s. 
There have been a number of shallow seismic surveys which cover 
structures outside the region of study but which provide estimates 
of seismic velocity in particular formations. These are summarised 
in Table 1.2. 
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Fig 1.8 P-wave velocity distribution beneath EKA found by 
Jacob (1969). The LISPB line is shown for comparison. 
Age Rock type P - velocity 
(km/s) 
Triassic sandy marl 2.7 
Permian sandstone 2.0 
coarse sandstone 2.9 
conglomerate 3.0 
lava 4.3 
Carboniferous sandstone 1.9 
other sediments 2.7 - 3.3 
lavas 3.3 
Old Red Sandstone sandstone 2.5 
coarse sandstone 3,5 
conglomerate 3.9 
Lower Palaeo.zoic 4.0 
Dairadian 4.5 
Notes: 
The velocities can only be a rough guide; the velocity within 
a single fonnation can vary. However, the contrasts between 
formations are reproducible. 
At shallow depths velocity decreases due to weathering, notably 
in the lavas, and sampling above the water table. The values 
given here are all determined at shallow depth. 
There is an increase in velocity with grain size in Permian and 
Old Red Sandstone rocks. 
The effect of depth of burial 1 is to increase velocity at the 
rate of about 0.2 to 1.0 sec 
References; Hall (1970), Hall (1978a), Ashcroft and Wilson 
(1976). 
Table 1.2 Seismic velocities in particular geological formations in 
Scotland. 
1.7 Summary 
The ultimate aim of the research project reported in this thesis 
has been to model the arielastic structure of shallow crustal layers 
by the inversion of VHF Rayleigh wave data. These were generated 
by explosions fired during the large scale refraction project LISPB 
and recorded by the temporary mobile array brought together for the 
duration of the experiment, together with the permanent 
installations EKA and LOWNET. 
The work involves measurement of the Rayleigh wave specific 
— 
dissipation factor ( 1 (w)) and phase and group velocity dispersion 
(c(w) and U(w)). These parameters have been defined and it has 
been pointed out that a Rayleigh wave penetrates to approximately 
one wavelength in depth. 
Previous work on VHF surface waves has concerned largely the 
analysis of dispersion, with group velocities of 1.5 to 2.8 km/s 
being reported for fundamental mode Rayleigh waves and an overall 
0.8 km/s faster for the first higher mode. Modelling has concerned 
sedimentary thickness or the extent of decompression and cracking in 
near surface rocks. Surface wave records have been obtained in 
large scale refraction experiments and used to modify the velocity 
structures obtained. Two measurements of Q X give very different 
results, 0.003 to 0.005 for one and 0.01 for another. 
Previous surface wave work around Britain has used the WWSSN 
station ESK together with its near neighbours to investigate upper 
mantle velocity structure. No crustal surface wave study has been 
carried out. Crustal velocity structure in Britain has therefore 
been determined purely by refraction projects. In two cases, 
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however, VHF surface waves have been noted. As stated above, large 
scale refraction projects represent one source of VEF Rayleigh wave 
data which has not been exploited in Britain as yet. 
The data available from LISPB which have been studied in the 
project represent a range of geological environments from the Pre—. 
Cambrian Moine to the Carboniferous. No comparison can be made 
with previous surface wave experiments for the near surface crustal 
layers in Britain but existing velocity models obtained by 
refraction can be used, in particular that obtained from the LISPB 
project itself. The first comparison will be with time domain 
measurements on the surface waves and these are reported in 
Chapter 2. 
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CHAPTER 2 
PRELIMINARY DATA PROCESSING AND TINE DOMAIN MEASUREMENT 
2.1 	Introduction 
Three different sources of data have been described in Chapter 
1. These are LOWNET, made up of eight stations distributed around 
the Midland Valley, the LISPB profile array, consisting of sixty 
mobile stations, and EKA, a cross shaped array of twenty 
seismometers situated in the Southern Uplands. The records of the 
LISPB shots fired at shot points Ni, 1, E and 2 were therefore 
available in three different formats, depending on the particular 
recording station involved. One aim of the preliminary processing 
described in this chapter was to reduce all the seismograms to a 
single format in preparation for the digital computation to be 
described in Chapters 3 and 4. 
The preliminary processing consisted of four stages, 
digitisation, resampling, summation and decimation. 	All the 
seismograms were initially analogue recordings on magnetic tape. 
Digitisation consisted of sampling each recorded signal at regular 
time intervals (st). The main reason for this transfer from 
analogue to digital form was to allow the use of the Fast Fourier 
Transform technique (Cooley and Tukey, 1965), whereby seismograms 
could be transferred from time to frequency domain. Use of this 
method is basic to all the digital processing described in Chapter 3. 
In the frequency domain, a seismogram is expressed as amplitude 
and phase spectra at frequency points (positive and negative) 
fi = i/2t 	i = 0,... ,2 
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The maximum frequency is the Nyquist frequency 
fu = 1 / 2t 
The sampling interval must be short enough to avoid aliasing; noise 
contained in the original analogue recording must not be "folded" 
about the Nyquist frequency back onto the frequency range of interest 
(Bath, 1974, pp 145-155; Kanasewich, 1 975, pp 89-95). 	In Chapter 1 
the frequency range of interest was given as 0.5 to 5 Hz for VHF 
Rayleigh waves. 
The sampling rates of all the seismograms used in this work were 
checked against an accurate time signal and found to vary from the 
exact values desired. It is advantageous to work with a set of 
seismograms with identical sampling rates so that the corresponding 
velocity dispersion and attenuation data are quoted at the same 
frequency points. To achieve this for the seismograms used here, 
they were resampled at an exact sampling rate by interpolation 
between the existing points. 
The EKA and LOWNET seismograms could be formed into groups, 
each consisting of recordings of shots all fired at the same site 
and recorded by the same seismometer. For example, seismometer B4 
in the ERA array recorded three explosions (El, E2 and E3) at shot-
point E in the Firth of Forth. Assuming the shots in each group 
were equally efficient and that instrument drift could be neglected 
(the longest time interval between any two shots in a group was 5 
days) the seismograms in each group were identical but for non-
signal generated noise. Rather than process them separately, group 
members were summed. By this process, the ratio of signal to non-
signal generated noise (random noise) could be expected to improve 
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by a factor of Ji, where n was the number seismograms summed 
(Waters, 1978, pp 73_75). 	Possible differences between shots in any 
one group could have been investigated by the method of Marshall and 
Burton (1971) but this was not carried out in the work described 
here. 
It has been said above that the Nyquist frequency should be as 
high as possible to avoid aliasing. However, if it is very much 
greater than the maximum frequency of interest, as was the case for 
the seismograms considered here, then later work will involve 
unnecessary computation. Decimation, by the method of Dziewonski 
and Hales (1972), was used to reduce the sampling rate without 
introducing aliasing problems. 
Estimates of Rayleigh wave group and phase velocity can be 
measured directly from a seismogram. Such time domain methods were 
standard before the introduction of digital computers. Although 
now superseded in terms of the amount of information recovered by 
the methods to be described in Chapter 3, these techniques can lead 
rapidly to interesting geophysical results. The description of 
time domain measurements made on Rayleigh waves generated by LISPB 
shots forms the latter part of this chapter. 
The direct time domain measurements applied were not aimed at 
investigating the frequency dependence of surface wave parameters 
which would have been a duplication of the work in Chapters 3 and 4. 
Rather the intention was to recognise lateral variations in 
propagation which could then be discussed in the light of maps of 
the surface geology in the area of study. 
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2.2 Digitisation 
Seismograms recorded by the LISPB mobile array were digitised 
at the Geophysikalisches Institut, Universitat Karisruhe in West 
Germany. The LISPB mobile array consisted of sixty stations; 
fifty MARS66 (Berckhemer, 1970; 1976) and ten GEOSTORE (Racal 
Electronics Company). Each station made analogue recordings on 
magnetic tape of vertical, radial and transverse component 
seismograms and a radio time signal. Different digitisation 
procedures were adopted to accommodate the different tape formats 
of the two types of instrument (Bamford et al, 1 976; Faber, 1978). 
The MARS66 seismograms were digitised at 400 samples per second 
(sps), the sampling rate being controlled by a 6.4 kHz tone recorded 
on the tape. They were subsequently treated with a 90 Hz anti-
aliasing filter (Fig 2.1) and resampled at 200 sps. The GEOSTORE 
seismograms were digitised at 200 sps, the sampling rate being 
controlled by an external oscillator. 	This gave less accurate 
control (see section 2 .3). 
All the seismograms were now bandpass filtered (Fig 2.1) to 
avoid unwanted noise. The tape recorders on the MARS66 system 
caused low frequency noise (D. Bamford, personal communication) 
while high frequency noise was removed to avoid aliasing. The 
seismograms were now resampled again at 100 sps. Digital tapes of 
the seismograms in this form were made available to the author at 
the Institute of Geological Sciences (IGS) in Edinburgh. 
The recordings from EKA and LOWNET were available in analogue 
magnetic tape form at IGS. These were digitised using the IGS PDP 
11/50 computer and SE Data 5000 tape replay system. The maximum 
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sampling rate which the computer could handle in real time was 12000 
sps and the maximum number of channels which could be simultaneously 
digitised was 32 (Houliston, Laughlin and Waugh, 1976). The latter 
figure was limited to 16 in practice, the maximum number of 
channels that could be simultaneously replayed for checking. 
The above figures set the following conditions on the sampling 




e < 16 	 (2.2) 
where, 	s is the sampling rate 
is the recording speed 
r1 is the replay speed 
is the number of channels simultaneously digitised. 
A further condition exists on s which makes possible the use of 
decimation to make the sampling rates consistent 




The figure 100 is the sampling rate of the LISPB mobile array 
seismograms. The reason for condition 2.3 will become apparent 
in section 2.5. 
The minimum replay speed usable on the SE Data 5000 was 17  ET 
in/sec. The minimum was selected in order to maximise the sampling 
rate (s) for the reason discussed in section 2.1. 	The LOWNET 
seismograms were digitised first. 	For LOWNET; r0 = 15/128 in/sec 
and Tlc  = 9 (8 vertical component seismic channels and 1 time code). 
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This satisfied condition 2.2, while condition 2.1 gave s <83. 
Then, by condition 2.3, $ = 50. 	This is markedly lower than the 
figures for the LISPB array seismograms. However, given a maximum 
frequency of interest of 5 Hz, the surface wave signal was protected 
against aliasing for noise up to 25+ (25-5) = 45 Hz, at which the 
sensitivity of the recording system was low, 18 db below peak. For 
EKA; r0 = 0.3 in/sec and n = 21 (20 vertical component seismic 
channels and 1 time code). The value of n violated condition 2.2. 
Red and Blue arms of the array (see Chapter 1 for a description of 
the array) were therefore digitised separately. For each arm n c = 
11 and condition 2.1 then gave s <175, so by condition 2.3, s = 100. 
For each of the LISPB array seismograms, figures were available 
giving the start time and sampling rate, checked against the radio 
time signal. These data were derived from the EKA and LOWNET data 
by making a similar check against the digitised time code. Short 
programs were written for the PDP computer to carry out this work. 
To check the sampling rate, a count was made of the number of 
samples from the leading edge of the first second mark to the 
leading edge of another 50 seconds later. It is estimated that 
these counts were accurate to ± 2 samples, depending on the rise 
times of the second marks. This means that the sampling rates were 
determined accurate to 1 0.04 sps for the LOWNET data and 
0.02 sps for the EKA data. 
To check the first sample time of each seismogram, a sample 
count was made back from the first second mark. These counts were 
~ + estimated correct to - 1 sample, that is - 0.02 sec for the LOWNET 
data and ± 0.01 sec for the EKA data. 
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The time signals against which these checks were made were 
laboratory clocks, whereas the shots were timed against the radio 
time signal NSF. For the EKA data, NSF was checked against the 
laboratory clock at recording time so the necessary correction (of 
the order of a few thousandths of a second) could be read from the 
relevant tape log sheets. For LOWNET, NSF was recorded as a 
further channel on the analogue tape. A fast paper playout was 
made of the time signals from laboratory clock and NSF at each 
event. Typically, the distance between successive second marks on 
each trace was 60 mm. Each time signal was played out on two 
channels, one at the top and one at the bottom of the paper and the 
required time correction was measured at five positions along each 
playout using both pairs of traces. The mean value of the resulting 
ten measurements was then calculated. 	As an example, for shot 11 
the correction to be added to laboratory clock time was 0.68 sec 
with a standard error for the ten measurements of 0.02 sec. 
The digitised LOWNET seismograms were found to include dropouts, 
up to six per seismogram. The sample number of each was found by 
using a computer program which calculated the mean and standard 
error of successive windows of 50 samples and flagged points removed 
more than three times the standard error from the mean. The 
dropouts were then removed by hand. 
2.3 Resampling 
In section 2.2 it was shown that accurate measurements of the 
sampling rate were made by checking against a time code signal. 
Three ways in which such information can be handled are; to neglect 
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the variations, to assign each seismogram an individual sampling 
rate or to interpolate the seismograms, making the new sampling 
rates identical. 
If all the seismograms can be assigned identical sampling 
rates then the corresponding velocity dispersion and attenuation 
data are stated at identical Fourier harmonics. 	The second option, 
which gives different sampling rates to each seismogram, was 
rejected because interpolation is required to compare the 
corresponding data sets. 	It would be more convenient to adopt 
option three, interpolating the seismograms instead. The first 
option is satisfactory if the sampling rates are closely distributed 
about some central value. 
The sampling rates for the seismograms under discussion fell 





range of sampling rates 
99.9 - 100.2 
102 - 104 
100.2 - 101.1 
98.9 - 99.9 





For the purposes of comparison, the sampling rates of the LOWNET 
seismograms (group (c)) have been multiplied by two. Only in the 
case of group (a) did the sampling rates cluster round the desired 
value of 100 sps. 	Recall from section 2.2 that the MARS66 
seismograms were the only group digitised using a recorded tone to 
control the sampling rate. In view of the variation in sampling 
rates between the different groups, option three was adopted. 
A second motivation for resarnpling existed for groups (c) and 
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(d). 	The summation process to be described in section 2.4 would be 
simplified if the seismograms were all sampled at the same times 
relative to their respective shot times. 
The LISPB array seismograms (groups (a) and (b)) were resampled 
by linear interpolation between the existing points. The resampling 
method was modified in application to the remaining seismograms. 
This was to protect the LOWNET seismograms against noise introduced 
by the processing and to sample all the seismograms at identical 
times relative to their respective shot times. 	The interpolation 
method was improved, adopting a Lagrange polynomial technique (H.M. 
Nautical Almanac Office, 1956) as given in computer program form by 
Burton and Blarney (1972). The first sample of each EKA and LOWNET 
seismogram was set to the shot time or a multiple of the new sampling 
interval thereafter. 
The disadvantage of resainpling is that it introduces noise. 
However, the sampling rates of the seismograms were very high 
compared to the frequencies of interest; the Nyquist frequencies 
were 25 Hz for the LOWNET seismograms and 50 Hz for the others while 
the frequency range of interest for Rayleigh waves was defined in 
Chapter 1 as 0.5 to 5 Hz. Much of the noise introduced could be 
expected to lie outside the frequency range of interest. 
Tests were made of the degree of noise contamination due to 
resampling by comparison of the recording of shot 12 at station A052 
on the LISPB profile with the resultant after two applications of 
the process, down from the original sampling rate of 103.7 sps to 
100 sps and back to 103.7 sps. 
The first test was to calculate the error signal 
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s(t) = s0(t)-s2(t) 	 (2.4) 
where, 	s is the original seismogram 
is the twice resampled seismogram 
t is time 
The error signal turned out to be weak (Fig 2.2) with a relatively 
high frequency content. In the second test, the relative noise in 
the amplitude spectra was calculated 
r(f) = 2 A,(f)-A2(f) 
A,(f).A2(f) 	
(2.5) 
where, 	A1 (f) is the amplitude spectrum of the original 
seismogram 
A2 (f) is the amplitude spectrum of the twice resampled 
seismogram 
f 	is frequency 
Over the range 0.5 to 5 Hz, r(f) is less than one, with a minimum 
near 1 Hz (Fig 2.3). The increase at higher frequencies in r(f) 
approaches a value of 1 near 30 Hz. The increase in r(f) at 
frequencies below 1 Hz is undesirable and probably due to numerical 
error in handling low signal amplitudes caused by the fall off in 
instrument response (see Appendix A) and the effect of bandpass 
filtering (Fig 2.1). 
2.4 Summation 
Many of the 100 EKA and 41 LOWNET seismograms were duplicates; 
recordings of shots fired at the same site and recorded at the same 
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Fig 2.3 Relative error r(f) in the amplitude spectrum of a twice 
resampled seismogram. 
station. Rather than spend time processing all the seismograms 
individually through the computations described in Chapters 3 and 4, 
duplicates were combined. This grouping of the seismograms is 
shown in Table 2.1. 
In section 2 .3, the resaxnpling process was described which set 
the first sample of each seismogram to the shot time or a multiple 
of the new sampling interval thereafter. The combination of 
duplicate seismograms was therefore simplified, becoming a summation 
point by point. 
Figure 2.4 shows the effect of summation for a LOWNET 
seismogram. The LOWNET seismograms suffered from the largest 
background noise level. The reduction in this non—signal generated 
noise is most apparent in that part of the seismogram preceding the 
first arrival. The improvement in signal to noise ratio by a 
comparison of surface wave and noise amplitudes is a factor of 1.2. 
The number of EKA and LOWNET seismograms to be processed was 
reduced by the summation process to 40 from EKA and 16 from LOWNET. 
2.5 Decimation 
Where the Nyquist frequency is considerably greater than the 
maximum frequency of interest, as was the case for the seismograms 
under discussion, time would be wasted in later digital computation 
due to the required handling of unnecessarily large arrays of data. 
Decimation, as described by Dziewonski and Hales (1972), reduces 
the Nyquist frequency, keeping the frequency interval between the 
remaining frequency points the same. The information of interest 
is all retained, but in a smaller array. 
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Fig 2.4 Exampie summation of LOWNET records of LISPB shots 11 and 12. 
The method is as follows. The seismogram is cosine tapered 
and zeros added to make the number of points up to 2 where N is an 
integer. A forward Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is applied. The 
transform array is reduced to another of 2NEC  points by the 
removal of high frequency components as shown in the sketch below. 
H-MDEC  




2nd array  
After a reverse FTP, the seismogram recovered represents the same 
period of time but with a sampling interval increased by a factor of 
2EC relative to the original. This process includes the low—pass 
filtering necessary to avoid aliasing. 
The relevance of condition 2.3 in section 2.2 will now be 
realised. Seismograms with sampling rates which satisfy condition 
2.3 can be reduced to the same sampling rate by a suitable choice 
of NDEC for each. 
Decimation as described above was applied with NDEC = 1 for the 
LOWNET seismograms and NDEC = 2 for the LISPB array and EKA 
seismograms. All the seismograms now had a sampling rate of 25 spa. 
Larger values of NDEC could have been selected, reducing the 
sampling rate to 12.5 sps. This would have reduced the Nyquist 
frequency to 6.25 Hz, still larger than the upper limit of 5 Hz 
given for VHF surface waves in Chapter 1. This limit is not 
absolute, however, and choosing a lower sampling rate could 
conceivably have lost some surface wave information. 
2.6 Time Domain Measurements 
Having now put the seismograms into a standard form by the 
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preliminary processing described in the previous sections of this 
chapter, they are now presented and direct measurements of Rayleigh 
wave group and phase velocity made from them. 
In early studies of surface waves, such time domain methods 
were the only means of measuring group and phase velocity. Interest 
centred on dispersion as an indicator of the variation of intrinsic 
elastic parameters with depth in the earth. Bullen (1939) measured 
the period of single cycles in the wavetrain and plotted period 
against arrival time. Arrival time was converted to group velocity 
given the source time and great circle path length from epicentre to 
recording site. In a slight modification to this method, Ewing and 
Press (1950) plotted arrival time against crest number for the 
surface wave. Period and arrival time were derived from tangents 
to a smooth curve drawn through these points. Inter-station phase 
velocity can be derived by correlating wave crests between stations 
(Press, 1956). 
Time domain methods are discussed in some detail by Brune, Nafe 
and Oliver (1960). They are applicable given that the stationary 
phase evaluation of equation 1.1 (in Chapter 1) is valid. 	This is 
so away from a group velocity extremum (Airy phase) and where 
amplitude does not vary rapidly with frequency. A single station 
phase velocity method is developed in this paper which Brune and 
Dorman (1963) have applied, together with inter-station measurements, 
to an analysis of surface wave phase velocity dispersion across the 
Canadian Shield. 
Latterly, time domain methods have been superseded by the 
frequency domain techniques to be described in Chapter 3. However, 
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they do lead quickly to geophysically interesting results. They 
have not been used to try and assess the frequency dependence of 
surface wave parameters, which would be an unnecessary duplication 
of the work in Chapters 3 and  4, but rather to look at lateral 
variations, in particular in Rayleigh wave group and phase velocity. 
These lateral variations are correlated with features of the mapped 
surface geology. The methods adopted are described below. 
Each Rayleigh wave is assigned a single group arrival time at 
that point where the amplitude envelope reaches a maximum. This is 
an arbitrary choice and will occur at some point determined by the 
rate of change of group velocity with frequency and the shape of 
the amplitude spectrum of the surface wave. For isolated paths, 
the group velocity from shot to station is assigned as 
x 
tg - to 	 (2.6) 
where, x is the path length 
tg is the group arrival time 
t is the shot time 
0 
To investigate group velocity along the LISPB profile, some ideas 
are borrowed from refraction seismology. Reduced travel time 
sections are in common use for the presentation of refraction 
seismograms. They are plotted against scales of reduced time and 
distance from the source. The reduced time is calculated as 
x 
ft = t a - - 
Vr 	 (2.7) 
where, 	to is real time 
x is distance from the source 
Vr is the reduction velocity 
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Typical selections are Vr = 6 km/s to illustrate crustal P waves and 
V = 8 km/s to illustrate the Moho refraction P. Vr = 3 km/s can 
be used to illustrate VHF surface waves. The refraction 
seismologist draws straight lines through body waves which he thinks 
correlate from one seismogram to the next. The gradient of the line 
gives the apparent velocity of that body wave phase along the 
profile. Similarly, a straight line through the group arrival 
times for Rayleigh waves gives the apparent group velocity along the 
profile. This is the true velocity if no significant lateral 
refraction is present. 
The extent of lateral refraction could be identified from 
particle motion plots, where three components of motion have been 
recorded. This was the aim with the LISPB mobile array. However, 
three components were found to be available in only a restricted 
number of cases. The direction of the horizontal components was 
also unreliable, although they are likely to have been at least 
perpendicular at each station. Horizontal components, therefore, 
have only been used to confirm the retrograde elliptic particle 
motion of Rayleigh waves (Fig 2.5). 
Adjacent Eskdalemuir array seismometers are separated by about 
1 km, which is less than half a wavelength for the Rayleigh waves 
observed from the LISPB shots. Surface wave crests could therefore 
be correlated unambiguously from one seismogram to another. In 
section 2.9, a single peak is correlated between all 20 stations to 
estimate Rayleigh wave phase velocity across the array. 
2.7 Lateral variations along segments ALPHA and BETA of the LISPB 
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Fig 2.5 Particle motion for the recording of shot Nil at A009. The seismogram has been band-pass 
filtered at 2 Hz. In each particle motion plot the * marks the beginning of the motion. 
Therefore motion in the Z-R plane is retrograde eUiptic. 
profile 
Rayleigh waves recorded from shots Nil and N12 fired at shot-
point Ni are shown in a reduced travel time section in Figure 2.6. 
The section shows 15 seismograms recorded along the northernmost 
66 km of segment ALPHA of the LISPB profile. Nil was recorded at 
the odd numbered stations and N12 at the even numbered. The 
stations are mapped in Figure 2.7 together with a sketch of the 
surface geology in the area. Much of this part of the profile 
lies within the region of highly metamorphosed Moine rocks which is 
widespread in northern Scotland but between A002 and A004 it is cut 
by the Moine Thrust (see Chapter 1). 
On the reduced travel time section, a Rayleigh wave three to 
five cycles long appears with good signal to noise ratio on 
seismograms A008 and A013. The signal can still be picked at A014 
and A015 but at A017 it is lost in noise. 	At A001 and A002 the 
Rayleigh wave is more impulsive since these stations are located 
near the source. No seismograms were available from A003 and A007 
and .A004, A005, A006 and A016 recorded with faulty instrumentation. 
A straight line has been fitted by eye through the Rayleigh wave 
arrivals from A008 to A015 giving a group velocity of 2.4 km/s. 
This value is representative of the Moine rocks of northern Scotland 
and can be transformed into rough estimates of compressional and 
shear velocities in the top kilometre of the earth's crust beneath 
the profile. Recall from Chapter 1 that a Rayleigh wave may be 
regarded as penetrating to a depth of about one wavelength. Here, 
the dominant frequency is 2 Hz, which gives a wavelength of 1.2 km 
for a velocity of 2.4 kin/s. 
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Fig 2-6 Reduced travel-time section showing seismograms 
recorded along profile ALPHA from shots Nil 
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A Rayleigh wave propagating in a half-space has eoual group and 
phase velocities. If the half-space is a Poisson solid then (Ewing, 
Jardetzky and Press, 1957, p 3) 
c = 0.9194p 	 O(. = F3
(2.8) 
where, 	c is Rayleigh wave phase velocity 
is intrinsic shear wave velocity in the half-space 
ç is intrinsic compressional wave velocity in the half-
space 
For c = 2.4 kin/s, p = 2.6 km/s and & = 4.5 km/s. 	In their model of 
crustal structure in northern Britain based on an interpretation of 
the refraction data from the LISPB experiment, Bamford et al (1978, 
see Chapter i) give o.. =4.5 km/s for the surface layer. However, 
this layer is only 0.1 km thick. 	For an average value of 4.5 kin/s 
in the top kilometre, a thicker surface layer is implied, or a lower 
velocity in the surface layer. 
The straight line drawn on the reduced travel time section 
(Fig 2.6) is continued as a dashed line through A001 and A002, 
passing through the more impulsive Rayleigh wave signals on these 
seismograms. 	The continuation of the line cuts the time axis at 
zero distance at 0.6 sec. This implies that Rayleigh wave group 
velocity is less than 2.4 km/s between the shot-point and A001. 	The 
likely cause is the presence of the water layer. 	Although the water 
depth is only about 100 in (see Table 1.1 for water depth at shot-
point Ni) which is about 0.1 of a wavelength, this is sufficient to 
significantly reduce the Rayeigh wave group velocity, as is shown by 
theoretical calculcations by Ewing, Jardetzky and Press (1957, p  173). 
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The seismogram recorded at A002 includes a long sinusoidal 
wavetrain ((1) in Fig 2.6). 	The mean frequency of ten cycles 
measured from the seismogram is 3.5 Hz. This station is located 
close to the shore line (Fig 2.7) and this oscillation could 
repres -ent reverberation in the water layer. The water depth 
corresponding to a reverberation frequency f is 
d =-- 
4f (Bancroft, 1966, 2.9) 
where, 	s is the compressional wave velocity in sea water. 
For s = 1520 rn/s (Jacob, 1975) and f = 3.5 Hz, d = 109 m, which is 
comparable with the water depth at shot—point Ni given in Table 1.1. 
Station A001 is also sited close to the shore—line but shows no 
reverberation. However, A001 recorded shot Nil and A002 shot N12. 
Reference to Table 1.1 shows that N12 was fired on the sea floor 
whereas Nil was off the bottom. This difference between the shots 
could be the reason only A002 shows a reverberation (Nil and N12 are 
discussed further in Chapter 4). 
Wavetrains (2) and (3) in Figure 2.6 are possibly lateral 
reflections. It has not been possible from the available information 
to confirm likely reflectors that could give rise to these wavetrains. 
Rayleigh waves recorded from shot 12 fired at shot—point 1, the 
southern termination of segment ALPHA of the LISPB profile near 
Dunkeld, are shown in a reduced travel time section in Figure 2.8. 
Overall, the group velocity along the southern part of segment ALPHA 
covered is faster than at the northern end discussed above and a 
faster reduction velocity, 3.3 km/s, is used to display the Rayleigh 
waves. Sixteen seismograms recorded along the southern 54 km of 
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Fig 2-8 Reduced travel-time section showing seismograms recorded 
along profile ALPHA from shot 12. LTF - Loch Tay Fault. 
segment ALPHA are considered. 
A Rayleigh wave with good signal to noise ratio can be followed 
from A059 to A052 and on to A050 where the signal to noise ratio is 
poorer. At the group of four outlying stations, A48A, A048, A48B 
and A047, the Rayleigh wave appears but with very poor signal to 
noise ratio. The seismogram recorded at A051 contains a drop—out 
simultaneous with the S arrival which precedes the surface wave on 
all the seismograms. It will be shown in Chapter 4 that, although 
reasonable velocity data for the Rayleigh wave could be derived from 
A05 1 , the amplitude date was clearly in error, indicating that a 
faulty instrument was used to make the recording. Station A060 was 
sited very close to the shot, so close that the different body and 
surface wave phases cannot be distinguished on the seismogram. 
Therefore, A060 was neglected. 
Reference to the map showing the stations and surface geology 
(Fig 2.9) illustrates the effect of the hilly terrain in the area on 
the siting of stations. Access to the profile line was difficult 
and stations were positioned as best they could near the few roads 
and tracks in the area. Some seismograms shown here come from a 
permanent seismometer array, the Atholl Net, which operated for the 
duration of the LISPB experiment because of the difficulty of access 
for the mobile array. The same reason is also the cause of the gap 
in the profile between A050 and A48A. 
Three straight lines have been fitted to the seismograms A059 to 
A052. From the shot—point to A057, a group velocity of 2.3 km/s is 
given. Over the next section as far as the Loch Tay Fault, the 
group velocity increases to 2.6 km/s. Beyond the fault as far as 
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A052 the group velocity remains 2.6 km/s. However, at the fault, 
the line is moved to the left. Simultaneously, the wavetrain loses 
high frequencies which are apparently strongly attenuated in the 
fault zone. The Rayleigh wave is normally dispersed, lower 
frequencies travelling faster than high. The removal of high 
frequencies biases the amplitude spectrum to lower frequencies moving 
the signal envelope peak earlier because of the dispersion. 
A "half—space" analysis, as described above, for c = 2.6 km/s 
gives P = 2.8 km/s and c = 4.9 km/s. Comparing the crustal model 
of Bamford et al (1978), in the region of Moine rocks north of the 
Loch Tay Fault a 0.1 km thick surface layer with rA = 4.5 km/s is 
given, as at the northern end of segment ALPHA. This is more 
closely in agreement with the observed Rayleigh wave group velocity 
here. Bamford et al mark the Loch Pay Fault as an important 
feature, consistent with the observed scattering of high frequencies 
in the Rayleigh wave. South of the Loch Pay Fault, nearer to shot-
point 1, the surface layer in the crustal model of Bamford et al 
thickens southward. Thickening of a low velocity surface layer 
could account for the reduction in Rayleigh wave group velocity 
observed. This part of the profile crosses the valley of the River 
Tay. and a significant thickness of sediments may exist. 
In modelling v/vs  observations, Assumpcao and Bamford (1978) 
alter the near surface layer under shot—point 1 from that given by 
Bamford et al, substituting a 0.5 km thick layer with o = 5.65 km/s, 
the base of which dips northward, reaching a maximum depth between 
the fault. There is little contrast in V, between this and the 
underlying layer, for which D'. = 5.7 kni/s, but Poisson's ratio is 
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given as 0.33  in the surface layer and 0.24 beneath. These figures 
imply sheai wave velocities of 2.8 km/s and 3.3 km/s. The former 
value agrees with the result for the "half—space" analysis given 
above. 	 - 
Of course, a change in Poisson's ratio away from 0.25 also 
changes the ratio c/P away from 0.9194 used in the "half—space" 
calculation. However, the change is quite small, from .0.885 to 
0.956 over the entire range of Poisson's ratio (0.0 to 0.5). 	The 
change in c/v, is much more marked, going from 0.62 to 0.00 
(Knopoff, 1952). 
Rayleigh waves recorded from shot 11 at shot—point 1 are shown 
in a reduced travel time section in Figure 2.10. Overall, the 
Rayleigh wave group velocity is slower than in either case considered 
above and a reduction velocity of 2.7 km/s is used. Sixteen 
seismogaJns recorded along the northern 50 km of segment BETA of the 
LISPB profile are considered. The Rayleigh wave can be picked on 
all the seismograms from B002 to B016 except for B008 which was 
recorded with a faulty instrument. BOOl is neglected for the same 
reason as A060 was for shot 12. In the seismograms recorded 
furthest from the shot the Rayleigh wave is truncated by the end of 
the digitised trace. The digitisation of seismograms from the 
LISPB mobile array was designed to select body waves. Therefore, 
slow surface waves are likely to be truncated in this way. This is 
probably the reason surface waves are not found on more than the 
first two or three seismograms recorded from the remaining LISPB 
shots. 
Changes in the observed Rayleigh wave group velocity divide the 
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Fig 2-10 Reduced travel-time section showing seismograms 
recorded along profile BETA from shot 11. 
HBF- Highland Boundary Fault. 
northern 50 km of segment BETA into three. The velocity contrasts 
coincide with major geological features (Fig 2.9). 	In the section 
of Dalradian rocks nearest the shot-point, a straight line fitted by 
eye gives a group velocity of 2.6 km/s. This is in a€reement  with 
the value for Dalradian rocks north of shot-point 1 found from shot 
12. The surface wave group velocity of 2.6 km/s is taken as 
representative of Dalradian rocks between the Loch Pay Fault and 
Highland Boundary Fault. The reduced Rayleigh wave group velocity 
found just north of shot-point 1 is not continued south, suggesting 
a basin of low velocity material perhaps associated with the valley 
of the River Tay and possibly similar in form to that given by 
Assuinpcao and Bain.ford (1978). 
South of the Highland Boundary Fault the Rayleigh wave group 
velocity falls to 1.5 km/s. The Highland Boundary Fault is 
downfaulted to the south (see Chapter i) and marks the northern 
boundary of a basin of Old Red Sandstone sedimentary deposits. A 
"half-space" analysis of the figure of 1.5 km/s gives P = 1.6 km/s 
and V, = 2.8 km/s. Compressional wave velocity has been listed for 
shallow deposits Cf Old Red Sandstone in other areas of Scotland 
(Hall, 1970; Ashcroft & Wilson, 1976). 	The values for sandstones 
range from 2.5 to 3.5 km/s, the faster velocities being in the 
coarser deposits. Conglomerates range from 3.4 to 4.1 km/s. 	The 
observed Rayleigh wave group velocity is consistent with fine grained 
sandstone when compared to these data. 
Further south, the profile enters the Ochil Hills which are 
formed of Devonian Lavas.' The Rayleigh wave group velocity responds  
by increasing to 2.0 km/s. 
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The crustal models given by Bamford et al (1978) and Assumpcao 
and Bamford (1978) cannot reproduce the observed lateral variations 
in Rayleigh wave group velocity in the northern 50 km of segment 
BETA of the LISPB profile. From this and the other comparisons 
made up to this point, it can be said that the Rayleigh waves 
analysed in this work provide new information on near surface 
structure along parts of the LISPB profile which is not available 
from the body wave refraction data interpreted by Baniford et al and 
Assumpcao and Bamford. 
2.8 Isolated paths in the Midland Valley and Southern Uplands 
Rayleigh wave group velocity has been calculated for paths from 
shot-points 1 and E to the LOWNET stations and shot-points E and 2 
to the ERA array. The LOWNET stations and geology of the Midland 
Valley are mapped in Figure 2.11 and the paths from shot-points E 
and 2 to ERA mapped, together with geology in the Southern Uplands 
in Figure 2.12. 
The short-period vertical component records of shots 11 and 12 
from the LOWNET stations were summed (see section 2.4) to give the 
seismograms shown in Figure 2.13. A Rayleigh wave is clear on the 
seismograms from 	EBE, EDU and ELO. All the other stations are 
more than 50 km from the shot-point, confirming the pattern set by 
the LISPB array that signal to noise ratio falls below 1:1 at a range 
of about 50 km. 
Group velocity from shot-point 1 to ELO is about 2.4 km/s. 
This is less than the 2.6 km/s reported in Section 2.7 for Dalradian 
rocks along the LISPB profile near shot-point 1 • This result is the 
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Fig 2-13 LOWNET recordings from shot-point 1 
less reliable, being determined from only one seismogram as against 
several in the case of the LISPB array but nevertheless suggests 
lower velocity material west of the LISPB profile. This result 
points out a weakness of one dimensional arrays. If there is a 
velocity gradient across the array then surface wave velocities 
measured along it will be over-estimates because the surface waves 
are not travelling along the array line but are refracted in from 
one side. 	Lateral refractions can only be recognised with a one 
dimensional array if reliable three-component information is 
available, which was not the case with the LISPB array. 
The group velocity from shot-point 1 to EBH is 1.96 km/s. EBH 
is 41.6 km from shot-point 1 and situated close to the northern end 
of segment BETA of the LISPB profile. Observations of Rayleigh 
wave group velocity along this segment have been given in section 
2.7 and show that Dairadian rocks, Old Red Sandstone and Devonian 
Lavas give contrasting velocities along it. Station B014 is 40.8 
km along the segment from shot-point 1. Treating seismogram B014 
in the same way as EBE gives a group velocity of 1.90 km/s, only 
0.06 km/s different, showing that EBH is consistent with the LISPB 
mobile array data. 
EDU is a similar distance to EBH from shot-point 1 but at a 
different azimuth over to the east. However, the path from shot-
point 1 to EDU crosses a similar geology of Dalradian rocks, Old Red 
Sandstone and Devonian Lavas and the observed group velocity is 
little different, 2.0 km/s. 
The short period vertical component records of shots El, E2 and 
E3 from the L0WIET stations were summed (see section 2.4) to give 
the seismograms in Figure 2.14. Rayleigh waves can be picked on the 
seismograms from EDI, EAIJ, EBH, EGL and ELO. 
Group velocities from shot—point E to each of EDI, EAU, EBH and 
EGL are similar, lying in the range 1.3 to 1.4 kin/s. All the paths 
cross Carboniferous sediments in and around the Firth of Forth. A 
"half—space" estimate of the corresponding shear velocity is = 1.4 
to 1.5 km/s. 	Hall (1978b) gives (A = 3.9 km/s for Carboniferous 
sediments in the Firth of Clyde. Combining these values gives a 
Poisson's ratio of p = 0.43 suggesting that water( F = 0.5) or wet 
sediments are important in determining the Rayleigh wave group 
velocities observed. 
EBH and ELO are at the same azimuth relative to shot—point E. 
Therefore, inter—station group velocity can be estimated 
u1z = ta-tI 
	 (2.10) 
where, 	x1 is the distance to ELO from shot—point E 
x2 is the distance to EBH from shot—point E 
t 1 is the group arrival time at ELO 
t2 is the group arrival time at EBH 
The calculation gives U12 = 2.0 km/s. The path EBH to ELO crosses 
Devonian Lavas, Old Red Sandstone and Dalradian rocks, for each of 
which Rayleigh wave group velocity has been established from the 
LISPB array sited slightly to the east. 	The path splits in the 
ratio 7:15:2 for the three rock types. 	The velocities determined 
from the LISPB array give a group veloèity of 1.7 km/s for a path 
split in these proportions. The 2.0 km/s observed may represent a 

























Fig 2.14 LOWNET recordings from shot point E 
dominant frequency of the Rayleigh wave generated by shots at E was 
lower than that generated by shots at 1, 1 Hz as against 2 to 3 Hz, 
probably because the shots at E were larger. The observed 
difference in velocities could be an expression of normal dispersion 
for Rayleigh waves in the area. 
The shots fired at shot—point E in the Firth of Forth were well 
recorded by seismometers in the Eskdalemuir array, EKA (Fig 2.15). 
Taking the path from shot—point E to station B4 near the centre of 
the array, the group velocity is 2.0 km/s. The path begins in the 
Carboniferous of the Midland Valley, crosses the Southern Uplands 
Fault and enters Lower Palaeozoic rocks for the remainder of its 
length. From the map (Fig 2.12), the Southern Uplands Fault 
divides the path in the ratio 2:3, Carboniferous:Lower Palaeozoic. 
Taking the group velocity in the Carboniferous as 1.4 km/s (see 
above) determines a group velocity for the Lower Palaeozoic of 
2.8 km/s. This result is comparable to a determination of phase 
velocity across EKA made in section 2.9. 
EKA also recorded Rayleigh waves from shot—point 2 (Fig 2.16). 
Group velocity for the path from shot—point 2 to B4 is 2.1 km/s. 
This path begins in the Carboniferous rocks in the north of England, 
with the Lower Palaeozoic outcropping part way along. The path 
divides in the ratio 3:4 Lower Palaeozoic:Carboniferous. 	Assuming 
a velocity of 2.8 km/s in the Lower Palaeozoic gives a group velocity 
for VHF Rayleigh waves in the Carboniferous of northern England of 
1.6 km/s. 	This result is comparable with 1.3 to 1.4 km/s determined 
for paths in the Midland Valley Carboniferous. 
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Fig 2.15 EKA recordings from shot-point E, showing the 
crest correlated from pit to pit. 




















Fig 2•16 EKA recordings from shot-point 2. 
2.9 Phase velocity across Eskdalemuir Seismic Array 
In section 2.6 it was said that Rayleigh wave crests could be 
correlated unambiguously from seismogram to seismogram in the 
Eskdalernuir Array, EKA. Arrival times have been measured for one 
particular crest on all 20 seismograms derived from shots fired at 
shot—point E (Fig 2.15). These data have been used to estimate 
Rayleigh wave phase velocity across EKA. 
Assuming that wavefronts crossing the array are circles centred 
on the shot—point, phase velocity can be determined from the gradient 
of a least squares straight line fit to the measured crest arrival 
times plotted against distance from the Shot—point. The results of 
an application of this method to the EKA data for shot—point E are 
shown in Table 2.2. This gives a phase velocity of 2.65 km/s which 
is comparable to 2.5 km/s found by Key ( 1 967). 
Note however, the pattern of residuals. The observed arrivals 
are early at the west end of the red line (for a description of EKA 
see Chapter 1) and the south end of the blue line. There is a 
gradual change along each arm until the observed arrivals are late 
at the east end of the red line and north end of the blue line. 
This trend would be removed if the assumption of circles centred on 
the shot were dropped and an anti—clockwise rotation made of the 
wavefronts fitted to the arrival times. This implies a lateral 
refraction of the wavefronts eastward at some point between the 
shot—point and EKA. 
Jacob (1969b) has presented a formulation which uses the two 
dimensional nature of EKA to solve for both the phase velocity and 
azimuth of wavefronts crossing the array. From Figure 2.17 
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Arrival Residual by Residual by 
Site East North Range time method 1 Jacob's method 
Bi 7.951 -79.859  80.254 3.983 0.225 -0.010 
B2 8.283 -79.029 79.462 3.79 1 0.118 0.061 
B3 8.479 -78.152 78.611 3.409 0.178 -0.029 
B4 8.944 -77.368 77.883 3.183 0.130 -0.025 
B5 9.276 -76.538 77.098 2957 0.059 0.001 
B6 9.606 -75.707 76.3 1 4 2.661 0.059 -0.031 
B7 9.937 -74.877 75.533 2.400 0.025 -0.036 
B8 10.313 -73.919 74.635 2.139 -0.053 -0.004 
B9 1 0.598 -73.216 73.979 1.913 -0.075 -0.017 
Bil 11.260 -71.555 72.436 1.478 -0.222 0.048 
Ri 7.826 -76.729 77. 1 27 2.922 0.105 0.057 
R2 8.658 -77.064 77.549 3.096 0.090 0.026 
R3 9.489 -77.399 77.978 3.3 22 0.026 0.044 
R4 10.320 -77.734 78.416 3.443 0.07 1 -0.044 
R5 11.151 -78.069 78.861 3.687 -0.005 -0.012 
R6 11.983 -78.404 79.314 3.861 -0.008 -0.052 
R7 12.814 -78.739 79.775 4.122 -0.095 -0.008 
R8 13.645 -79.074  80.243 4.330 -0.126 -0.018 
R9 14.477 -79.410 80.719 4.539 -0.156 -0.030 
nil .16.140 -80.080 81.690 5.096 -0.346 0.080 
r.m.s. 	0.023 	0.002 
Table 2.2 Least squares fit to arrival times of a Rayleigh wave 
peak from shot-point E at EKA seismometers. 
cartesian co-ordinates of 	 shot-point 
ith seismometer 	relative to 
array centre 	 / 




distance from shot-point 
to array centre 
/ 





L 	distance from source to 
array centre 
Fig 2.17 VariabLes representing direction of propagation 
of wcivefronts across an array 




	/ is distance from shot—point to array centre and is 
held fixed 
s is phase slowness across the array, the inverse of 
phase velocity 
e is the azimuth of the wavefront propagation vector 
at the centre of the array 
to is a correction for the arbitrary time origin of the 
observations 
t. is arrival time at the ith seismometer 
1 
x.1 ,y.1  are Cartesian co—ordinates of the ith seismometer 
relative to the array centre 
To solve for the best fitting values of s, e and t0 is a non—linear 
inversion problem. Solutions can be found by an iterative scheme 
using least squares inversion to solve the linearised problem at 
each step, 
t. = !1s . 	. Ilisto 
(2.12) 
This group of 20 equations can be written in matrix form as 
Ax = b 
where, 	A is a two dimensional matrix of partial derivatives 
x is a column matrix of parameter corrections 
b is a column matrix of observed minus theoretical arrival 
times for the current parameter estimates 
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The matrix equation is solved by the method described in Appendix B. 
It is not necessary to damp the inversion by the zeroing of eigen-
values in this over—determined problem. The iteration is continued 
until parameter corrections are less than 0.001. 
Applying this method to the observations described above gave 
the following results after five iterations; 9 = 163 degrees, phase 
velocity = 2.70 km/s. The azimuth of the direct path from shot—point 
E to EKA is 173 degrees. Therefore the solution by linearised 
inversion confirms that the Rayleigh waves were refracted eastward 
(wavefronts rotated anti—clockwise) between the shot—point and EKA. 
The phase velocity is slightly increased in the new result. 
The major lateral contrast in geology between shot—point E and 
EKA is the Southern Uplands Fault and has been identified in section 
2.8 as the likely site of a contrast in Rayleigh wave group (and 
phase) velocity. Lateral refractions for surface waves follow 
Snell's law for the phase velocity each side of the velocity contrast 
(Capon, 1970). Therefore, surface waves propagating south across 
the fault will be refracted towards the normal to the fault direction 
because velocity on the south side is faster. Examination of 
Figure 2.12 shows that an eastward refraction at the Southern Uplands 
Fault is indeed towards the normal, consistent with the result 
obtained from the linearised inversion. 
2.10 Surface wave propagation and geological provinces in Scotland 
Seismograms for study in this work were obtained from three 
sources. Shots at Ni, 1, E and 2 on the LISPB profile through 
Britain generated Rayleigh waves which were recorded at the mobile 
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array which operated for the duration of the experiment, LOWNET in 
the Midland Valley and EKA in the Southern Uplands. 
Because the seismograms came from a variety of sources, the 
data set was not initially in standard form. After preliminary 
processing all the seismograms were in digital form, sampled at 25 
samples per second. The preliminary processing consisted of four 
stages; digitisation, resampling, summation and decimation. 
Time domain measurements made directly from the seismograms 
were used to look at lateral variations in Rayleigh wave group and 
phase velocity in Scotland at the frequencies of 1 to 3 Hz generated 
by the LISPB shots. Along the LISPB profile, straight lines were 
fitted to group arrivals of Rayleigh waves drawn on reduced travel 
time sections. The gradients of these were estimates of Rayleigh 
wave group velocity in each of several provinces crossed by the 
profile. Not only could these be distinguished by contrasts in 
Rayleigh wave propagation but also from maps of surface geology. 
This established a theme which was carried over to the measurements 
of group velocity along isolated paths to the LOWNET stations from 
shot—points 1 and E and to EKA from shot—points 2 and E. Finally, 
the phase velocity and azimuth of propagation vector across EKA of 
a Rayleigh wave generated by shots at E was determined. 
The geological provinces identified are given in Table 2.3 
together with a summary of the Rayleigh wave velocities. The 
boundaries between the provinces are sometimes major faults; the 
Highland Boundary Fault and Southern Uplands Fault were shown to be 
associated with lateral contrasts in Rayleigh wave group and phase 
velocity. On the other hand, the Loch Tay Fault scattered high 
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Result in the previous row of the table used in this 
calculation 
Phase velocity 
Table 2.3 Summary of geological provinces and Rayleigh wave 
velocities derived from time domain measurements. 
frequencies in the Rayleigh waves. 
The geological provinces selected by the work described here 
are now further investigated by the measurement of Rayleigh wave 
group and phase velocity dispersion and attenuation. The frequency 
domain methods used are described in Chapter 3 and the results in 
Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 3 
TUE DETERMINATION OF FREQUENCY DEPENDENT RAYLEIGH WAVE 
PARAMETERS 
3.1 	Introduction 
A rough measure of the depth of penetration of a Rayleigh wave 
is its wavelength, a fact which has already been made use of in this 
thesis. A Rayleigh wave parameter, measured at a particular 
frequency, represents the physical properties of the earth averaged 
from the surface down to a depth of about one wavelength. If 
measurements are made over a range of frequencies, then a set of 
different averages have been obtained, penetrating to different 
depths and with different weights at particular levels. Therefore, 
Rayleigh wave velocity and attenuation data for a range of 
frequencies can be inverted to indicate the velocity and attenuation 
structure in the earth. 
In Chapter 2, time domain measurements identified different 
geological provinces in Scotlanth Here, frequency domain methods 
are described which have been aimed at obtaining representative group 
and phase velocity dispersion and attenuation for each. This is 
achieved by an extension to the methods described in Chapter 2. To 
begin with, group velocity dispersion and amplitude spectra are 
obtained from individual seismograms and phase velocity dispersion 
between selected recording sites. The required dispersion and 
attenuation data for each geological province are then obtained, 
with a statistical estimate of uncertainty on each result, by the 
application of least squares to these data. 
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Time domain methods, as discussed in Chapter 2, were originally 
the only means of obtaining frequency dependent data. There are 
several drawbacks discussed by Burton (1973). The frequencies at 
which measurements are made are forced by each individual seismogram, 
measured amplitude data must be corrected for the effect of 
dispersion and the stationary phase approximation, upon the validity 
of which they rely, is inaccurate near turning points of the group 
velocity dispersion curve (Bath, 1968, pp 43-48) requiring a 
separate treatment of the Airy phase. Working in the frequency. 
domain overcomes these disadvantages. The data from each 
seismogram are expressed at identical Fourier harmonics, no separate 
treatment of the Airy phase is required and the need to correct 
amplitude data for dispersion does not arise. Furthermore, 
instrumental correction becomes a simple division of Fourier spectra 
as against a lengthy convolution. Modern methods of data analysis 
have been reviewed by Dziewonski and Hales (1972) and Kovach (1978). 
The group arrival time at a particular frequency occurs when 
frequencies around that value combine to produce a maximum in 
energy. An FTAN diagram (Levshin, Pisarenko & Pogrebinski, 1972) 
is a contoured display of the distribution of instantaneous amplitude 
in a dispersed wavetrain as a function of frequency and time 
(Frequency Time ANalysis). The group velocity of a Rayleigh wave 
can be found by following the ridge representing the signal across 
such a diagram. FTAN diagrams can be formed by calculating the 
FFT of successive time windows along the seismogram and using the 
amplitude spectra to build up a two-dimensional matrix row by row. 
Alternatively, the process can be started with the seismogram in 
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the frequency domain, calculating the inverse FFT of successive 
frequency windows and using the envelopes of the resultant time 
series to build up the matrix column by column. The former is the 
principle of moving window analysis (Iyer, 1964; Landisman, 
Dziewonski & Sato, 1969) and the latter the multiple filter 
technique (Dziewonski, Bloch & Landisman, 1969). Of the two, the 
second is computationally more efficient and is applied in this 
work. 
Use of the Fourier phase spectrum for phase velocity measurements 
was introduced by Sato (1955). For inter—station work, the phase 
spectrum of the cross correlogram of the two seismograms is more 
resistant to noise than the difference between individual phase 
spectra (Landismari, Dziewonski & Sato, 1969). 	The method of Bloch 
and Hales (1968) uses a form of cross correlation and is adopted 
here. 
The immediate method of obtaining the amplitude spectrum of a 
signal is by a direct FFT. However, a Rayleigh wave is a dispersed 
signal; if normally dispersed, low frequencies in the signal arrive 
in the early part of the seismogram and high frequencies towards the 
end. This means that the late part of the seismogram may contain 
low frequency noise and the early part high frequency noise. The 
latter in particular can take the form of higher modes or S waves at 
the close ranges considered in this work. Time variable filtering 
(Landisman, Dziewonski & Sato, 1 969) reduces these problems by 
selecting a symmetrical window about the group arrival time at each 
frequency considered. 
Discussion of the multiple filter technique, Bloch and Hales' 
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cross—multiplication method and the calculation of amplitude spectra 
with time variable filtering occupies sections 3.2 to 3.4. 	The 
treatment by least squares of the data obtained is then described 
in section 3.5. 
3.2 The multiple filter technique 
The multiple filter technique is a method whereby the 
distribution of instantaneous amplitude in a seismogram can be 
displayed as a function of frequency and time. This is illustrated 
by the analysis of a synthetic seismogram (Fig 3.1) in which the 
amplitude level is contoured at intervals of 5 db. Measured values 
of group velocity are marked as crosses on the diagram, following 
the ridge formed by the dispersed signal. 
The frequency—time display gives a useful separation of signals 
and noise not possible by the use of time domain or frequency domain 
representations alone. An early example of the application of the 
multiple filter technique was its use to search for dispersion in 
body wave arrivals (Archarnbeau, Flinn & Larnbert, 1966), while a 
detailed description of its application to surface waves has been 
given by Dziewonski, Bloch and Landisman (1969). A computer program 
which implements the method has been published by Burton and Blarney 
(1972) and forms the basis of that used in this work (TSAP, Appendix 
D). The derivation of a group velocity dispersion curve divides 
into three stages; preparation of the seismogram, formation of the 
FTAN matrix by multiple filtering and selection of the group velocity 
dispersion curve. 
The preparation stage takes the seismogram from its initial form 
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Fig 3.1 FTAN diagram illustrating the energy distribution in a 
synthetic seismogram. Theoretical (U) and observed (U 0 ) 
group velocities are compared 
in the time domain to its representation as an instrument corrected 
Fourier spectrum. It is first baselined by subtraction of the mean 
value and one—tenth of the seismogram at either end is cosine—tapered. 
Zeros are added to the end of the seismogram to make the number of 
points up to 2 where N is an integer. This is a requirement of the 
FTP algorithm used (Cooley & Pukey, 1965). For all the seismograms 
N = 10 was used, giving 1024 points. Use of a standard value for N 
meant that all Fourier spectra would be quoted at the same frequency 
points, multiples of the fundamental 
Lf == 0.0244 Hz 
(3.1) 
To apply an instrumental correction, the seismogram is transformed 
into the frequency domain and a complex division carried out 
Z 	
Z0-(f) 
(f) =  
1(f) 	 (3.2) 
where, Z is the complex spectrum of the initial seismogram 
I is the complex spectrum representing the instrument 
response (see Appendix A) 
Z is the instrument corrected seismogram spectrum 
At low frequencies, the amplitude of 1(f) becomes very small which 
spuriously increases noise. Frequencies less than 0.4 Hz (o to 
16 Lf) for the LISPB array data and 0.16 Hz (a to 6 f) for the 
LOWNET and EKA data were filtered out to prevent the instrument 
corrected seismogram being dominated by large and unreal low-
frequency oscillations. 
The FTAN matrix is constructed column by column, each 
representing a successive frequency value. The columns are the 
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envelopes of narrow band pass filtered seismograms. 
The form of filter used is Gaussian, for which the product of 
frequency and time resolution is a minimum (Papoulis, 1962, p 62). 
The filtering process can be represented mathematically as 
(Dziewonski & Hales, 1972) 

























the filtered seismogram 
angular frequency 
the amplitude spectrum 
wavenumber 
the filter centre frequency 
3cribes the filter roll—off 
k(w)= k.kA(w-w) 
A(w) = A n 
within the filter bandwidth, then 
h(t) = w Arcos (knwn(t)) exp(t_ t) ) 
40. 
which is an amplitude modulated waveform with a maximum at 
t = k 1 r 
(3.5) 
the group arrival time. 
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The appearance of the ridge representing the signal on the 
diagram alters depending on the value of O( • The equations above 
show that as increases, time resolution decreases and vice versa 
as 	is decreased. The value chosen in application to the VHF 
Rayleigh wave data in this work was V,  = 35. To speed computations, 
the filter was assumed zero outside the limits 0.6 to 1.4 w. 	At 
these limits the Gaussian is 1/70 its peak value. 
Note that the filters are of constant relative bandwidth. 
Dziewonski, Bloch and Landisman (1969) stepped in constant intervals 
of log period between successive columns of the FTAI'T matrix. 	A 
linear frequency scale was introduced by Burton (1973) removing a 
discrepancy between this scheme and the Fourier harmonics. Filters 
of constant relative bandwidth have constant resolution on a log 
period scale and the switch to a linear frequency scale ought to be 
accompanied by a change to filters of constant bandwidth of the form 
exp(-(w-w )Z) 	
(3.6) 
This was considered, but is inconvenient since at low frequencies the 
filter soon attempts to include "negative frequencies" outside the 
spectrum. The resolution in terms of frequency therefore gradually 
changes across the scale in the FTA.N diagrams used in this work. 
The full range of filter centre frequencies used was 0.26855 to 
5.93 26  Hz (ii f to 243sf),  stepping in intervals of 4sf, giving 
59 frequency points. This interval was chosen since the length of 
actual data was approximately * x 1024, although this varied, the 
length of the Rayleigh wave becoming longer in time with increasing 
distance from the source. 	However, group velocity data were not 
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obtained over the entire frequency range given here. 
At each frequency. of interest, it is the envelope of the narrow 
band pass filtered seismogram, rather than the seismogram itself that 
is required. Goodman (1960) has defined the analytic signal 
(t) = s(t)-iH(s(t)) 	
(7) 
where 	s(t) is the time series 
H 	is the Hubert transform operator. 
When s(t) is a narrow band pass filtered seismogram 
x(t) = A(t)exp(2Trift) 	
(3.8) 
where A(t) is complex. The instantaneous amplitude is defined as 
IA(t)I and has the form of the envelope of the filtered seismogram 
shown in Fig 3.2. 	s(t) and H(s(t)) are obtained as the real and 
imaginary parts of the complex time series if the filter is non—zero 
only for positive frequencies in the corresponding complex spectrum 
(Burton & Blarney, 1972). 
Each filter envelope is sampled by interpolation at intervals 
of 0.05km/s in velocity. These data are then stored as a column of 
the two—dimensional FTAN matrix. 
For a pure signal, there is a single energy peak in the matrix 
at each frequency (Fig 3.1). 	Therefore, to obtain the group 
velocity dispersion it is sufficient to search columns of the FTAN 
matrix and select the velocity corresponding to the maximum value. 
This was the search procedure adopted by Burton and Blarney (1972). 
In application to real seismograms, it can happen that at some 
frequencies another arrival on the diagram may have a larger maximum 
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original seismogram 
travel time (sec) 
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Fig 3.2 An example of narrow band pass filtering to obtain 
group arrival time 
in instantaneous amplitude. This was particularly so in the case of 
the recordings of LISPB shots and to ensure that the correct peak was 
selected, a ridge searching procedure was introduced. 
The largest value in the matrix is selected and assumed to 
represent part of the signal of interest. A parabola is fitted to 
that point and those immediately above and below and its maximum 
taken to mark the group velocity at that frequency. Suppose that 
the maximum element in the matrix occurred at e3.  The next stage 





are calculated. 	Then the following decision table is followed 
! 
1 < 0 > 0 	fit parabola and calculate group velocity 
2 < 0 < 0 	move from row i to i+1 
3 > 0 > 0 	move from row i to i—i 
4 > 0 4 0 	stop (ridge turned into valley) 
If either 2 or 3 occur then the differences are re—calculated and 
the table re—entered. 	If 1 occurs then the process is applied 
subsequently to 	the next highest frequency. 	If the current 
frequency is the maximum filter frequency, or if 4 occurs, the 
process switches to searching to lower frequencies starting once 
more at the maximum point. 
In some cases the signal to noise ratio was very poor and the 
first assumption, that the maximum point was part of the Rayleigh 
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wave, was wrong. However, the FTAN matrix associated with each 
seismogram was saved so that the search could be re—started at any 
desired point of the matrix, thus enabling the Rayleigh wave to be 
selected at lower db levels. 
For display, the energy matrix is normalised to a maximum of 
99 db and contoured at intervals of 5 dl,, 40 to 95 db. The 40 db 
minimum is arbitrary and introduced to save computing and plotting 
time. A signal to noise ratio better than 60 db was thought 
unlikely for real seismograms. 
Errors in the resulting group velocity data arise from several 
possible sources, either through interference to the surface wave 
signal at the recording site, through errors in recording and 
processing before multiple filter analysis or within the filtering 
itself. 
Interference to the fundamental mode Rayleigh wave can arise 
through the presence of higher modes. In this connection, Herrmann 
(1973) has discussed the problem of resolving closely spaced 
arrivals on FTMT diagrams. He gives 
4 	f\jTr 	 (3.10) 
Two arrivals are adequately separated if their group arrival times 
are different by greater than 2td• For =35 and f0=2 Hz, 
sec. An example of higher mode observationis given by 
McEvilly and Stauder (1965) for VBF Rayleigh waves. They find 
fundamental mode and first higher mode Rayleigh wave group 
velocities of 1.55 and 2.58 km/s respectively. 	For these figures 
the arrivals are adequately separated for ranges greater than 13.0 
INDME 
km. Short ranges around this limit occur in the case of the LISPB 
array seismograms. In each case a comparison could be made with 
recordings made further out and the existence or not of interfering 
higher modes confirmed. Likewise, EDI, which approaches the limit 
with respect to shot-point E, could be compared with the nearby 
stations EAU, EBL and EGL. 
At close range the Rayleigh wave is also separated little in 
time from the preceding S wave arrival, particularly for example in 
the case of the recordings along profile BETA from shot-point 1. 
The S wave is a non-dispersed arrival with a higher frequency 
content than the Rayleigh wave. Therefore it is distinguishable in 
time from the late arriving high frequencies in the surface wave and 
in frequency from the fast low frequencies in the surface wave. 
S waves and higher modes represent arrivals for which the 
instantaneous amplitude can reach higher db levels than the 
fundamental mode at some frequencies and for which the ridge 
searching process was therefore required to prevent incorrect 
selection of the group velocity. A further source of interference 
could be lateral refractions and reflections. 	In this respect, the 
LOWNET stations are most at risk because of the low density of 
stations which makes these unwanted arrivals difficult to recognise. 
Other interference to the Rayleigh waves arises from 
microseismic noise which can be expected to increase with decreasing 
frequency towards a peak around 0.17 Hz. Group velocities 
calculated by the multiple filter processing were accepted within 
the region of the signal on the FTAN diagram represented by closed 
contours, or contours which followed the trend of nearby closed 
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contours. Thus the group velocities were calculated from parts of 
the signal above the level of background noise. Examples of this 
selection process are given in Chapter 4. 
Error in the start time of the seismogram is one member of the 
second category of errors which arise from the recording of the 
seismogram or other processing prior to the multiple filter 
analysis. However, this must be very small because the start time 
was accurately assessed from the same time signal as the shots (see 
Chapter 2). Inaccuracy in the sampling rate is a further source of 
error but was removed by resampling as described in Chapter 2. The 
penalty was a slight increase in the background noise of the 
seismograms at the frequencies of interest. 
During the application of multiple filter analysis, group 
velocity error could arise through an inaccurate instrumental 
correction. The corrections applied were standard responses for the 
instrument parameters given (see Appendix A). it is assumed that 
variations of the seisinometer responses from the standard ones can 
be regarded as random, in which case such errors become components of 
the statistical uncertainties assigned to the least squares 
estimates derived from groups of seismograms as described in section 
3.5. 
The remaining elements of the multiple filter process were 
tested by application to a synthetic seismogram. This had amplitude 
and phase spectra defined by 





((f0 _f2  )-42 ) f:f2 )'2 
(3.11) 
where, 	P = 0.7 f0 = 1 Hz c 1 = 3.0 km/s c 2 = 2.5 km/s 
0=0.5 C 1 =0.02 x=3Okm 
The amplitude spectrum of this seismogram is similar to those of the 
VHF Rayleigh wave data recorded from LISPB shots and its group 
velocity can be calculated analytically and compared against the 
multiple filter results. The seismogram was analysed over the 
frequency range 0.659 1 8 to 5.9326 Hz and an rms error of 0.01 km/s 
found. The comparison between theoretical and observed data is 
shown in Fig 3.1. 
The errors found have both random and systematic components. 
The systematic error arises from the mathematical assumptions that 
A and k+k are adequate approximations within the filter bandwidth. 
The effect of a significant amplitude spectral gradient is to bias 
results in those parts of the frequency spectrum to the uphill side. 
In this work no modification was made to mitigate the effect of this 
problem but Godlewski and West (1978) introduced pre—whitening for 
this purpose. Dwiewonski, Mills and Bloch (1972) introduced the 
residual dispersion method to reduce the problem of a significant 
11 
k n  second order element within the filter bandwidth. 
3.3 The cross—multiplication method 
The phase velocity between two stations at the same azimuth 
relative to the source is (Dziewonski & Hales, 1972) 
w 	w(r-r1 ) 
C(W) = - = 
k(w) 2-Ø'-Ø2.Ø.,.2mJT 	 (3.12) 
where, 	w is angular frequency 
k is wavenumber 
S. 
r is distance of the jth station from the source 
$. is the phase of the jth seismogram 
0. j  is the instrumental phase delay of the jth seismometer 
Given the Rayleigh wave seismograms recorded by the two stations, the 
problem is to determine their phase difference 
p= (grz - j2) - (øI - øi,) 
(3.13) 
including the necessary instrumental corrections. The correct 
integer value for m must be selected. 
The phase difference between two single frequency wave trains 
can be obtained from their cross—product. Consider 
Acos(wt.Ø,) x Bcos(wt.Ø2 ) 
- AB
— - 	(cos(2wt.01.$2 ) . cos(Ø2 -,)) 
2 
(3.14) 
The product has twice the original frequency and a DC shift 
corresponding to the cosine of the phase difference between the two 
seismograms. 	This fact is made use of in Bloch and Hales' (1968) 
cross—multiplication method for the determination of inter—station 
phase velocity. The two seismograms are narrow band pass filtered 
at the frequency of interest and then cross—multiplied several 
times, on each occasion adding a further small phase shift to the 
first seismogram. When the DC level reaches a maximum, the phase 
difference between the seismograms has been reduced to zero. The 
cumulative phase shift then determines a possible phase velocity. 
Other maxima occur for additional phase shifts of 21V , hence the 
problem of the correct selection of m. 
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Stuart, Douglas and Blarney (1976) have described the application 
of Bloch and Hales' method in detail and included a listing of a 
computer program to carry out the processing. The program used in 
this work is IPV (see Appendix D) and is based on that of Stuart et 
al but with modifications to save computer time and match exactly 
the requirements of this work. The processing divides into three 
stages; preparation of the seismograms, cross—multiplication and 
selection of possible phase velocity dispersion curves from a 
frequency—time diagram. 
The stages in preparation of the seismograms are similar to 
those described for group velocity determination; baselining, 
cosine tapering, an increase in the number of points by the addition 
of zeros up to 1024 points and instrumental correction. 
The cross—multiplication process is illustrated in Fig 3.3 and 
is repeated for each frequency of interest. The range of frequency 
is that common to the group velocity dispersion curves of the 
seismograms as determined by multiple filter analysis. Recall from 
section 3.2 that the group velocity data are determined at exact 
Fourier harmonics. This means that the same applies to the phase 
velocity data determined here. Stuart et al use group velocity 
quoted against period and select the nearest Fourier harmonic for 
each filter frequency, an approach open to the objections given by 
Burton (1973) as in section 3.2. 
Each seismogram is first windowed about the group arrival time 
for the frequency of interest using a cosine window of length 4.5/f. 
This time variable filtering removes noise at group arrival times 
significantly different from that of the fundamental Rayleigh mode. 
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1.60  
Fig 3.3 Stages in the cross-multiplication process 
The windowed seismograms are narrow band pass filtered with the 
same Gaussian filter as used in section 3.2 but operating on both 
positive and negative frequencies. The value of m was kept at 35. 
The filtered' seismograms are then aoss—multiplied for a 
sequence of time shifts ranging from that corresponding to an inter-
station velocity of 1.5 km/s to 4.0 km/s. 	The time shifts step in 
intervals of one seismogram sample interval. Because the filtered 
seismograms are wave packets with significant amplitude only within 
the window about the group arrival time (Fig 3.3), the cross- 
multiplication process is controlled here to exclude samples more than 
one half window length from the group arrival time. 
For each cross—multiplication, the DC shift is defined as the 
mean of the maximum value and the following minimum in the product 
seismogram. This is the method found most effective by Bloch and 
Hales. The set of DC values obtained from the cross—multiplications 
for a particular frequency are interpolated at intervals of 0.05 km/s 
in inter—station velocity ranging from 1.5 to 4.0 km/s, the values 
being stored as one column of a two dimensional matrix. 
Once cross—multiplication is complete for all the frequencies 
of interest, the matrix of DC values has the appearance of Fig 3.4. 
Possible phase velocity dispersion curves in the range 1.5 to 4.0 
km/s appear as ridges and each successive ridge represents a 2 
phase difference. For display purposes individual columns of the 
matrix are normalised to a maximum value of 99.0 and the matrix 
contoured at intervals of 5.0 from 0.0 to 95.0. 	The zero contours 
represent phase differences of + - 7 2 from the ridge maxima. 
The ridge separation changes gradually from one part of the 
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diagram to another. Re-writing the inter-station phase velocity 




èc 	- C 2 
wr 
(3.15) 
Ridge separation increases with 	, which increases with 
increasing phase velocity, decreasing frequency and decreasing 
inter-station distance. Also the heights of ridge maxima are not 
identical because the DC values are modulated not only by the phase 
difference between the filtered seismograms, but also by that 
between the cosine windows. 
For small enough frequency and inter-station distance, there 
will be a unique ridge within the set limits, 1.5 to 4.0 km/s, of 
possible inter-station phase velocity. Let 
0 wr 
C, 	 C2 
where, 	c 1 = 4.0 	c2 = 1.5 
For a unique ridge 
e2 -e, <2r 
fr< c,c2 
C2 - C 
fr < 2.4 
(3.16) 
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For example, stations on the LISPB profile are separated by a 
nominal 3 kin and the minimum Rayleigh wave frequency tested was 
0.659 1 8 Hz: 
3 x 0.65918 = 2.0 < 2.4 
Cases in which the inequality isnot satisfied occur if the inter-
station distance is increased, perhaps due to a missing station in 
the profile, or when the minimum Rayleigh wave frequency, as 
determined from FTAN diagrams (see section 3.2) is greater than 
0 .659 1 8 Hz. There may still be a single ridge however. If one 
ridge is near the centre of the diagram (c = 2.75 km/s) another will 
not appear at the top of the diagram unless 
fr > 8.8 
	
(3.17) 
and not at the bottom unless 
fr > 3.3 
	
(3.18) 
For a frequency of 0 .659 1 8 Hz, the latter condition is satisfied for 
inter—station distances up to 5.0 km. 	If two ridges appear on a 
diagram, the correct one can be chosen to match best phase 
velocities determined between nearby stations. 
Using these methods it was always possible to pick a single 
ridge when calculating inter—station phase velocity dispersion for 
the VHF Rayleigh wave data considered here. A further possibility 
not required here, but which has been made use of in the past, is to 
select that dispersion curve which most closely matches the 
theoretical dispersion for an existing model for the propagation 
path. This implies that the region of study must already be fairly 
well investigated seismically. 
A similar condition to that just described controls the choice 
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of velocity interval between rows of the matrix of DC values. The 
value already given was 0.05 km/s. This condition requires that at 
least one intermediate value exists between successive ridge maxima, 
which are closest together at the highest frequency and lowest 
velocity. 	The condition is 
wr wr 
 
— -- <Tr 
C I 	C 2 
> 	2fr< 
dc2 
C 2 - C 1 
(3.19) 
where, 	c = 1.50 +v 	c 1 = 1.50 
For v = 0.05 km/s, 
fr < 23.25 
For r = 3 km, f < 7.75 Hz. Because the maximum frequency was 
5.9326 Hz (see section 3.2) this condition was satisfied for adjacent 
LISPB array stations. 	However, for larger inter—station distances 
a reduced step was required. 
The ridge searching procedure described in 3.2 was adapted to 
read the phase velocity dispersion curves from the frequency—time 
diagram of DC values. Ridges are closest together at the highest 
frequency considered. 	Therefore, to obtain data from all the 
ridges passing across part or the whole of the bandwidth considered, 
ridge searching was started at the right hand column which is the 
high frequency side of the matrix of DC values. Starting at the 
top of the column, the first maximum is found and the phase velocity 
calculated by parabolic interpolation. 	The corresponding ridge is 
then searched to complete the first dispersion curve. 	The search 
continues down the right hand column to the next ridge, and so on 
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until the bottom of the column. 
Errors in the phase velocity data obtained can again be split 
into three groups as for group velocity; interference to the signal 
at the recording site, errors in recording and processing before 
cross-multiplication and errors within application. 
Interference to the fundamental Rayleigh wave by higher modes 
and S waves has been discussed in section 3.2. The cross-
multiplication method discriminates against seismic waves with a 
significantly different group arrival time to the fundamental mode 
Rayleigh wave by the use of time variable filtering. Errors in 
signal recording and processing before analysis include those in the 
start time and sampling rate of each seismogram. The processing 
described in Chapter 2 was designed to minimise these. Phase errors 
in the instrumental corrections have been regarded as random about 
the standard instrument responses used. Phase velocity dispersion 
determined by least squares from groups of inter-station measurements 
include this source of error in their statistical error estimates. 
Aside from the instrumental correction, the rest of the cross-
multiplication process was again tested by application to synthetic 
seismograms. These were formed using the same parameters as in 
equation 3.1 for the first seismogram and with r = 35 km rather than 
30 kin for the second. 	The resulting frequency-time diagram of DC 
values is given in Fig 3.4 and compared with the theoretical phase 
velocity. 	The rms error is 0.05 km/s. 
In the same way that contributions to the error in group velocity 
dispersion arising within the application of multiple filter analysis 
included, besides random numerical error, a systematic error 
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associated with assumptions in the mathematics, the cross-
multiplication method also includes an inaccuracy associated with the 
assumption of constant signal amplitude within the filter bandwidth. 
Thus phase velocity data are biased towards the values on the uphill 
side whenever a strong gradient exists in the Rayleigh wave amplitude 
spectrum. Recall that DC values are modulated not only by the phase 
difference between the filtered seismograms, but also between the 
cosine windows. Therefore, phase velocity dispersion along the 
largest ridge will be most accurate, while ridges further down the 
diagram will be biased to higher velocity slightly and vice versa 
further up the diagram (Fig 3.5). 	These two systematic errors might 
be reduced by, firstly, introducing pre—whitening (Godlewski. & West, 
1978) and, secondly, calculating phase velocity dispersion along only 
the largest ridge on the diagram of DC values and using the fact that 
other ridges correspond to successive phase differences of 27t to 
calculate other possible dispersion curves. The latter scheme 
could also represent a saving in computation time, because only one 
ridge, rather than several, is searched. 
3.4 Amplitude 
The direct approach to calculating the amplitude spectrum of a 
signal is the use of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). In the case 
of a seismic surface wave, the seismogram includes noise as well as 
signal. That occurring beyond the beginning and end of the surface 
wave can be rejected by windowing the seismogram. For example, 
Burton (1973) calculates the group velocity dispersion of the surface 
wave then truncates close behind the latest group arrival time in 




Fig 3.5 A sine curve (a) representing one column of the matrix 
of DC values in cross-multiplication is modulated (b) 
to illustrate the shift in ridge peaks due to the effect 
of the cosine window in time variable filtering 
signal. 	However, this does not solve the problem of seismic 
arrivals such as higher modes which are simultaneous with the low 
frecuencies in the fundamental. 	As indicated in the introduction, 
and already introduced in section 3.3, time variable filtering has 
been used in this work to isolate the fundamental mode Rayleigh wave. 
Time variable filtering, or group delay filtering as it is 
alternatively know, has been described by Pilant and Knopoff (1964) 
and Landisman, Dziewonski and Sato (1969). 	In both cases a 
seismogram is recovered, filtered of noise at frequencies and times 
different to that determined by the group velocity of the signal of 
interest. 	It is unnecessary to reconstruct the filtered seismogram. 
The calculation of surface wave amplitude with time variable 
filtering divides into two stages; preparation of the seismogram and 
calculation of the amplitude data. Recovery of the filtered 
seismogram is optional. The preparatory stage is the same as has 
been described previously and consists of baselining, cosine tapering, 
addition of zeros up to 1024 points and instrumental correction. 
Then, for each frequency of interest, the seismogram is windowed 
about the group arrival time with a cosine window of length 4.5/f. 
The range of frequencies is therefore that previously determined for 
group velocity. FF'P is applied to the windowed seismogram and the 
required amplitude point derived from the spectrum for the frequency 
of interest. 
The amplitude spectrum obtained is the direct FFT of the surface 
wave convolved with the transform of the cosine window. The effect 
is to smooth the spectrum, which leads to more stable Fourier 
amplitudes. The smoothing function is acceptable in view of its 
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small negative side lobes (Bath, 1974, p 159). 	The shorter the 
window length, the more heavily smoothed is the Rayleigh wave 
spectrum. That the degree of smoothing obtained with a length 
4.5/f was reasonable was checked by a visual examination of all the 
amplitude spectra generated in one run of the processing. 
By recovering phase as well as amplitude information and then 
applying a reverse FFT, the filtered seismogram can be obtained. 
This was used as a test of the method. The two synthetic 
seismograms used in section 3.3 were summed to represent a direct 
wave (30 km range) affected by a lateral reflection (35 km range). 
Fig 3.6 illustrates the recovery of the direct wave. 
Amplitudes were calculated for the same frequencies as group 
velocity from each seismogram and therefore the criteria for the 
Rayleigh wave bandwidth described in section 3.2 apply. The 
program which implements the calculation of amplitude data with time 
variable filtering is AMPS and is listed in Appendix D. 
Variations in the coupling of the seismometers to the ground 
have a significant effect on the recorded Rayleigh wave amplitude. 
This effect is probably more severe for the LISPB seismometers which 
were not operating in pits, unlike LOWNET and EKA. The LISPB 
recorder gain settings were also altered from shot to shot and might 
possibly be accidentally set to the wrong value. 
Amplitude errors arise from the instrumental correction and are 
probably greater than for those described in sections 3,2 and 3.3 
for velocity. However, they are handled identically and regarded 
as random perturbations about the standard responses. 
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ORIGINAL SEISMOGRAM 
LATERAL REFLECTION ADDED 
RECOVERY BY TIME VARIABLE 
FILTERING 
Fig 3.6 Application of time variable filtering to remove a 
lateral refraction from a seismogram 
3.5 The calculation of surface wave dispersion and attenuation in 
separate geological provinces 
In sections 3.2 to 3.4 techniques have been described which could 
be used to calculate group velocity dispersion and amplitude data for 
each seismogram and phase velocity dispersion for station pairs in 
the VHF Rayleigh wave data set under consideration. The methods 
described in Chapter 2 are now extended to the derivation of 
dispersion and attenuation parameters including their statistical 
uncertainties. Data sets representative of each of the geological 
provinces can then be derived. 
The available seismograms divide into three groups; those from 
LOWNET representing isolated paths of varying lengths at different 
azimuths from the shot-point, those from the LISPB array recorded at 
a nominal 3 km spacing along a single azimuth from the shot-point and 
those from EKA which is a two-dimensional array. 
Consider the second group. For surface waves propagating along 






= 	. C 
U( f) 
is frequency (Hz) 
is group arrival time (sec) 
is distance from the source (kin) 
) is group velocity (kzn/s) 
is a constant 
(3.20) 
Therefore the gradient of a straight line fitted to measured group 
arrival time data obtained within a single geological province at a 
particular frequency gives the group velocity within that province 
at that frequency. This formula was exploited by Brilliant and 
Ewing (1954) in a study of Rayleigh wave propagation across the 
United States. 
Group arrival time data are derived by multiple filter analysis 
(section 3.2). The group velocities given by that analysis 
transform to group arrival time simply by tg(f) = r/Ua(f). The 
fit to the observed group arrival time data is made using least 
squares (see Appendix B). This, however, gives the gradient and 
uncertainties on the gradient of the straight line fitted. 
Therefore the results obtained are better quoted in terms of group 
slowness (Knopoff, 1 969) 
s(f)= - 
	
U(f) 	 (3.21) 
The same formulation can be used for phase slowness 
t= s(f)r • 0 
(3.22) 
Phase arrival times are, however, less directly obtained than the 
group arrival times since what is calculated by the cross-
multiplication method (section 3.3) is inter—station phase velocity. 
For a three station array, the following formulation can be used. 
t tt = 	 t 23 = 




then 	t p2 
t 
p3 
with an obvious 
=0 
=t +t =t p1 	12 	12 
= tp2 + t23 = t 12 + t 23 
?xtension to longer arrays. A least squares fit to 
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these data gives the phase slowness within the array. 
A question to be answered is whether error accumulates in the 
values t. as i increases. 	From section 3.3, the error in t 1 can 
be divided into three components 
st.. = 	- 6t U (3.24) 
where, 	t. is the error associated with seismogram j, including 
instrumental correction, windowing and filtering 
t is the error associated with seismogram i 
t is the error associated purely with the cross-
multiplication 
For the three station array 
tp1 = 0 
p2 = 5t 12 = t3 - t2 + 
tp3 = 5t 12 + 3t3 = ( t2 — 3t 1+ Et)+( t 3— t 2+ t) 
= t3— t 1+2t 	 (3.25) 
The only part of the error which accumulates is the small error 
associated with cross—multiplication. Therefore, in the least 
squares analysis, phase arrival times, 	are equally weighted. 
An alternative scheme envisaged for a linear array was to 
calculate all possible. inter—station phase velocities c andij 
develop some averaging scheme to give adjacent station phase 
velocity dispersion or phase velocity dispersion for each geological 
province crossed by the profile. This was abandoned since only t 
would be averaged out by such a process and the number of runs of the 
analysis for an n—station array would be n(n+i)/2 as against (n—i) 
for the scheme considered above. However, some dispersion curves 
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between non—adjacent stations are useful where the intermediate 
station gives only a narrow band of frequencies due to a high 
background noise level. 
The frequency domain amplitude of a Rayleigh wave was given in 
equation 1.17 as 
K/ i1fr Q 




This equation can be written in logarithmic form as (Burton, 1974) 
log,0 A . 1 —Iog 10r = _Q(Tcft5 ), 1ogK 
(3.27) 
which is the equation of a straight line with gradient .-Q -1  . A 
similar idea was also used for attenuation measurements in earlier 
papers by Trygvasson (1965) and Tsai and Aki (1969). Note the use 
of Q in preference to 	is for the same reason that slowness is 
adopted above. Again, a least squares fit is made to the observed 
data within each particular geological province. 
In all three cases given above, simple linear regression is used 
to estimate the gradient. An assumption is that the ordinate alone 
contains the errors. This is a reasonable assumption if (Appendix 
B) 
a2 (X 1 )<<(Y1 ) 
(3.28) 
where, 	a is the gradient of the straight line 
is the relative error in the abscissae 
is the relative error in the ordinate 
The condition is satisfied for 	since a<O.1 and also 
E(X1 ) < E(Y1 ). Q•1 is not expected to be greater than 0.1 and 
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amplitude measurements are less accurate than group arival time. 
Amplitude variations which are being averaged within each geological 
province are much greater than for group arrival time • For group 
and phase slowness 
(vi) - - - 	( X1) = 6r- 
t 	U r 	 (3.29) 
r is found from the national grid co—ordinates of the shots and 




The error in application of multiple filter analysis was shown in 
section 3.2 to be approximately 0.1 km/s for a synthetic seismogram 
which gives (i. 
1 
) = 0.4% already near to (x ) without the additional 
effects discussed for real seismograms. 
Examples of straight line fits are given in Fig 3.7, which show 
that an excellent fit was obtained to the observations, particularly 
in the case of phase and group slowness. 
The equations given above are applicable to the L0WI1ET data but 
in this case the stations are situated over a range of azimuths 
rather than a single one. The observed amplitude data is affected 
by the source radiation pattern in addition to propagation path 
effects. The area covered by LOWNET is larger than any single 
geological province along the LISPB profile and a wider range of 
structures are being averaged. Therefore, larger uncertainties are 
to be expected in the results. 
Group and phase slowness at EKA are determined by the application 
of the iterative least squares method introduced in Chapter 2 to 
group and phase arrival times at individual frequencies. Thus a 
frequency dependent azimuth of propagation is also derived. 
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The group arrival times used are those determined by multiple 
filter analysis. To obtain phase arrival times 19 inter-station 
measurements are made, but not between adjacent stations as in the 
case of the LISPB profile. This is because if the station spacing 
is too small the ridge on the matrix of DC values generated by the 
cross-multiplication method becomes poorly formed. The schemes 
used for LISPB shots E and 2 are given in Chapter 4. 
Fig 3.7 shows that surface wave amplitude data are more variable 
than arrival times. Therefore, when calculcating Q(f) at EKA, for 
a particular shot the azimuth is held fixed at that obtained from the 
corresponding group and phase 'arrival time data. The problem then 
reduces to that solved for the LISPB data (equation 3.27) where in 
the geometrical correction term, r is calculated for each seismometer 
by the formula 
r 	• sine)2 	(yj . .Acos9)2 ' 
. 30) 
which is as used in equation 2.11. 
3.6 Summary 
Representative data sets for each geological province given in 
Chapter 2 can be obtained by the methods which have been described 
here. Group velocity dispersion is obtained from each seismogram 
	
by multiple filter analysis. 	Inter-station phase velocity between 
selected station pairs is calculated by the cross-multiplication 
method. The Rayleigh wave amplitude spectrum is derived from each 
seismogram using time variable filtering to discriminate against 
S waves, higher modes and lateral refractions and reflections. 
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Dispersion and attenuation data for each geological province are 
obtained by the use of least squares methods and are expressed in 
terms of phase slowness, 	group slowness, 	and the 
specific dissipation factor Q 1 (f). 	A statistical uncertainty is 
calculated for each data point. 
These methods have been applied to the VHF Rayleigh wave 




DISPERSION AND ATTENUATION OF VHF RAYLEIGH WAVES IN 
SEPARATE GEOLOGICAL PROVINCES IN SCOTLAND 
4.1 	Introduction 
In Chapter 2 separate geological provinces were identified by 
time domain measurements applied to Rayleigh wave seismograms 
recorded from LISPB shots fired in Scotland. A summary of these 
results has been given in Table 2.3. Frequency domain methods were 
described in Chapter 3 which have been applied to the data from each 
province, giving a set of phase and group slowness dispersion curves 
and estimates of the specific attenuation factor which form the 
basis of this Chapter. These results are compared between provinces 
and layered models formed by an extension of the "half-space" method 
used in Chapter 2. 
4.2 Northern Scotland - analysis of seismograms recorded by the 
LISPB mobile array 
The seismograms recorded by the LISPB mobile array are of shots 
Nil and N12 at shot-point Ni in Loch Eriboll and of shots ii and 12 
at shot-point 1 near Dunkeld. The shot-points and profile line are 
mapped in Fig 1.5. 	The recordings of Nil and N12 considered were 
made along the northern 66 km of segment ALPHA in the Northern 
Highlands and those of 12 along the southern 54 km of the same 
segment in the Grampian Highlands. 	The recordings of shot 11 
considered were made along the northern 50 km of segment BETA which 
extends across the Highland Boundary Fault southward into the Midland 
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Valley. The seismograms have been presented as reduced travel 
time sections in Figs 2.6, 2.8 and 2.10. 
A total of 39 seismograms from the LISPB array were analysed by 
the multiple filter technique described in section 3.2. 	Several 
of those shown in the reduced travel time sections were rejected 
on the grounds of instrumental faults or the proximity of the 
station to the source, which makes the separate phases indistinguish-
able on the seismogram. Four example FTAN diagrams are given in 
Fig 4.1 to 4.4 and illustrate different aspects of the analysis. 
The range of filter frequencies is narrower in Fig 4.1 compared 
to the others. This mirrors a difference in Rayleigh wave signal 
bandwidth between land and sea shots. Fourier spectra of the 
Rayleigh wave seismograms recorded from shot—point Ni were all 
similar, showing a sharp amplitude peak at 2.2 Hz. The range of 
filter frequencies was chosen to bracket this peak, running from 0.66 
to 3.49 Hz (27f to 143M 	). 	The signal fell away to below 
the noise level at these frequency limits. Fourier spectra of 
Rayleigh waves recorded from the land shots 11 and 12 were richer in 
high frequencies, particularly where close to the source. 	To 
include all the Rayleigh wave energy, the upper limit for multiple 
filter analysis was increased to 5.93 Hz (243f) for these data. 
The sharply peaked nature of the Rayleigh wave spectrum 
generated by Nil and N12 is illustrated by the rapid fall off in 
instantaneous amplitude either side of the peak on the FTAN diagram 
from station A009 (Fig 4.1). 	On the low frequency side, this is 
accentuated by the bandpass filtering applied to all LISPB 
seismograms (Fig 2.1). 	A request was made to the Geophysikalisches 
FAIiFN1'r (Hfl 















FTAN diagram showing 
instantaneous amplitude 
as a function of 
frequency and velocity 
for a Rayleigh wave 
generated by shot Nil 
and observed by a 
vertical component 
seismometer at station 
A009 at a range of 
32.6 km. The group 
velocity dispersion 
picked aloiig the ridge 
representing the 
fundamental mode is 
marked . . The peak marked 
x is identified as a 
higher mode. 
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Fig 4.2 
FTAN diagram for a 
Rayleigh wave generated 
by shot 12 and observed 
at station A056 at a 
range of 17km. The 
largest amplitude on the 
diagram corresponds to an 
S wave and has 
therefore been picked by 
ridge following in 
preference to the Rayleigh 
wave at higher frequencies. 
Compare Fig 4.3 where the 
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Ridge following re-run 
on the FTAN diagram 
shown in Fig 4.2. It has 
been started this time 
close to the Rayleigh wave 
ridge at high frequencies 
and has therefore 
recovered Rayleigh wave 
group velocity dispersion 
over a broader 
bandwidth than before. 
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FTAN diagram for a 
Rayleigh wave generated 
by shot 11 and observed 
at station B009 at a 
range of 26 km. Some 
high frequency 
information has been 
lost because the later 
part of the Rayleigh wave 
was not digitised. 
Like Fig 4-1 , this 
diagram shows a 
higher mode (x). 
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Institut, Universitat Karisruhe, where the digitising was carried out, 
for unfiltered digital seismograms, in the expectation that these 
would give better low frecuency results. However, these were not 
obtained. 
The range of group velocity points accepted from individual FTAN 
diagrams was set using a scheme based on the shape of contours (see 
section 3.2). 	For the recordings of Nil and N12, group velocity was 
determined consistently from the eight seismograms A008 to A015 to a 
minimum of 0.76 Hz. 	A common upper limit of 2.5 1 Hz was set, 
giving data at 19 frequency points from each. 
In Fig 2.6, lateral reflections were marked o .i the seismogram8 
from stations A008 and A009. On the FTAN diagram for A009 (Fig 4.1), 
the reflection leads to some distortion of contours at the end of the 
Rayleigh wave arrival, extending them to lower velocity. Distortion 
of the dispersion curve appears minimal,, however, and the interfering 
arrival has been regarded as sufficiently weak to neglect. 
On all the FTMT diagrams of recordings from shots Nil and N12, 
a higher mode precedes the fundamental, appearing as a narrow 
bandwidth peak around 2.5 Hz. It is more pronounced where the shot 
recorded is Nil, as is the case at A009 (Fig 4.1); given only the 
recordings of shot N12 it might have been overlooked. 	A least 
squares straight line fit to the peaks in instantaneous amplitude 
for the higher mode arrival at A009, AOii, A013 and A015 gives a group 
slowness of 0.36 s/km along the array. 
The FTAN diagrams obtained for A001 and A002 have poor 
resolution because the signal is more delta—like at close range. 
These seismograms will not be discussed further other than to point 
out that using the FTAN diagram from A001 to make a single station 
determination of group slowness for the path from the shot-point 
gives values ranging from 0.48 to 0.60 s/km, confirming the slow 
propagation offshore suggested by time domain measurement. 
Figure 4.2 shows the result of a multiple filter analysis of 
the recording at station A056 of shot 12 and illustrates the broader 
frequency bandwidth of Rayleigh waves recorded close to shot-point 1. 
This is one example where ridge searching was repeated, starting at 
a new point on the FTAN diagram to pick the fundamental mode group 
arrival over a wider bandwidth. In Fig 4.2 the S wave preceding 
the Rayleigh wave leads to the largest value of instantaneous amplitude 
and is picked as the starting point for the first search. The 
Rayleigh wave group arrival is only selected once the S wave weakens 
at low frequencies. In Fig 4.3 the search has been restarted at a 
known point on the Rayleigh wave and this time follows it across the 
entire diagram. This means that group arrival data were available 
for the frequency range 0.95 to 5.93 Hz. 
Unlike the previous case, the frequency range of Rayleigh wave 
group velocity data obtained from each seismogram was not constant 
along the entire line of seismic recordings from shot 12. Equation 
1.3 shows that for constant group velocity and attenuation, high 
frecuencies decline in amplitude with distance more rapidly than low. 
This causes the upper limit at which the Rayleigh wave group arrival 
can be read to decrease with increasing distance. This is rapid at 
first, dropping from 5.93 Hz at A056 to 3.4 Hz at A054 for example, 
but the rate of decrease tapers off. 	The preferential decay of 
high frequencies is also illustrated by the Rayleigh wave spectral 
peak, which decreases from 3.4 Hz at A059 to 2.2 Hz at A054. 
In contrast to this, the minimum frequency to which group 
velocity can be followed increases with decreasing distance from the 
source. Each of Figs 4.1 to 4.4 illustrates a tendency for the 
ridge representing the Rayleigh wave to broaden with decreasing 
frequency. Also the ridge broadens with decreasing distance from 
the source. For example, the combined effect makes the minimum 
frequency read at A059 close to shot 11 to be 2.02 Hz compared to the 
figure of 0.95 Hz given for the more distant A056. 
Other variations in the readable Rayleigh wave bandwidth occur 
amongst the recordings of shot 12. 	At A53A, there is a severe 
attenuation of high frequencies which appears to be associated with 
propagation across the Loch Tay Fault (Fig 2.9). At the more 
distant stations, A053 and A052, there is a partial recovery of the 
bandwidth. 	This implies a destructive interference effect at A53A, 
possibly due to multipathing of high frequencies. 
At A051 a drop—out occurs simultaneously with the S wave so 
that on the reduced travel—time section (Fig 2.8) the Rayleigh wave 
is hardly visible. However, on the corresponding FTAR diagram the 
Rayleigh wave shows up clearly. Therefore, by a suitable ridge 
search, dispersion data was recovered over the frequency range 1.34 
to 3.1 Hz. 
Signal to noise ratio at the group of four outlying stations 
A48A, A048, A48B and A047 is poor and the Rayleigh wave is poorly 
defined on each of the corresponding FTAN diagrams. Only at 
frequencies less than 1 Hz is the Rayleigh wave possibly still 
propagating above the background noise level. However, the 
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combined effect of bandpass filtering and instrumental roll—off 
makes the low frequency arrivals difficult to follow. These four 
seismograms are not considered further. 
Analysis of the recordings of shot 11 shows similarities to 
shot 12. 	High frequencies decline with increasing distance while 
low frequencies are poorly resolved at short range. The chosen 
range for multiple filter analysis was the same, as might be expected 
from the identical shot size (Table 1.1). 
The FTAN diagram for B009 (Fig 4.4) illustrates some aspects 
particular to this group of seismograms. B009 is one of several 
seismograms truncated part way through the Rayleigh wave. Close to 
the end of the digitised trace, group arrivals are biased early by. 
the cosine tapering applied to the seismograms to avoid Gibb's 
effect (Kanasewich, 1 973, pp 1 72- 1 73). 	The FTAN diagram, however, 
presents an analysis of only that part of the seismogram within the 
limits of the tapering, thus minimising the problem. 
Once again a higher mode signal is seen, centred at 2.2 Hz. 
This is a strong arrival at B009 and stations up to B012, also 
appearing, but more weakly, on other FTAN diagrams of recordings from 
shot 11. 	Contrast this with the S wave present in the FTAN diagram 
for shot 12 recorded at A056 (Fig 4.2). 	It is a broad band non- 
dispersed arrival with a minimum frequency of about 3.5 Hz. 	The 
narrow band—width lower frequency arrival at B009 is probably a 
stationary phase in a complex group velocity dispersion curve, 
typical of higher modes (Mooney & Bolt, 1966). 
A least squares straight line fit to the four arrivals at B009, 
BOlO, B011 and B012 gives a group slowness of 0.38 s/kin, similar to 
the value found for the northern section of segment ALPHA above. 
These observations have not been modelled but Hrmann (1969) has done 
so for similar narrow bandwidth arrivals, assuming they are first 
higher mode. 
For the calculation of group and phase slowness dispersion and 
specific attenuation by the least squares methods described in 
section 3.5, the seismograms have been grouped as in Table 4.1. 
This has been guided by the time domain measurements, the results of 
which are summarised in Table 2.3. Each group is identified by a 
mnemonic giving the relevant geological province and LISPB shot. 
The first group, MNEN1, is divided into two by the shot 
recorded, despite the fact that the shot point is common to both and 
that the segment of the LISPB profile occupied is the same. Figure 
4.5 illustrates residuals of a least squares fit to the observed 
group arrival times for all eight stations at a frequency of 2.03 Hz. 
The residual time (observed minus least squares fit) is positive for 
the odd numbered (Nil) stations and negative for the even numbered 
(N12) stations. This discrepancy between the two shots has been 
avoided by calculating group and phase slowness and attenuation 
separately for each and combining the results using formulae given 
by Burton (1973) as applied in his computer program QBAR.. 
Latterly, the National Grid co-ordinates of all the LISPB 
stations sited in Scotland have been obtained from Dr. K. Nunn at 
Birmingham University. After re-calculating the shot to station 
distances, the discrepancy appears to be due to the original values 
being too small for Nil. This arises because no allowance was made 
for Nil being fired 0.2 km north-west of N12 (Table 1.1). 	Because 
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1. 	N1TEN1 2. 	N1IE12 	3. 	DAL12 	4. 	ORS11 5. 	LVS11 
(Nil) A53A 	A059 B005 B011 
A009 A053 	A058 B006 B012 
AOii A052 	A057 B007 B013 
A013 A05 1 	A056 B009 B014 







NNEN1 Noine metamorphics (north) Nil, N12 
MNE12 Moine metamorphics (Graznpian) 12 
DAL12 Dalradian 12 
ORS11 Old Red Sandstone ii 
LVS11 Devonia.n lavas 11 
Table 4.1 Groupings with mnemonic headings of LISPB seismograms by 
geological province for least squares estimates of group 








A008 A010 	A012 
• A014 
-05 I I 
30 40 	 50 60 
range ( km) 
FIg 4.5 Group arrival 	times Ct) 	minus 	values from 	a 
least squares straight 	line 	fit 	( t1 5 ) 	for stations 
along segment ALPHA at 	the 	northern end of 	the 
LISPB profile. Odd 	numbered 	stations observed 
shot Nil and have 	positive 	values 	while 	even 
stations observed N12 	and have 	negative 
values. 
the ranges for Nil were too small, group arrival times from that 
shot (odd stations) appear late relative to those from N12 (even 
stations). 
Using Burton's equations had an added advantage for attenuation. 
For a single shot, a plot of log amplitude against time falls onto a 
straight line. For two different shots observed over the same path, 
the data fall onto straight lines with identical gradients but with 
the same intercept only if the source spectral amplitudes of the 
two shots are the same. If the two data sets were fitted by a 
single line the gradient would be correct but the error would be 
increased. 
Table 1.1 shows that, while both Nil and N12 were intended to be 
dispersed shots at optimum depth (95m, see Jacob, 1975), N12 landed 
on the sea floor at 94 in. 	This will have altered the pattern of 
reverberations and hence the source spectrum. 
It has been pointed out to me (McGonigle, personal communication) 
that in calculating the variance of the estimates of slowness and 
attenuation obtained from the combination of data from Nil and N12, 
the residual sum of squares, calculated by Burton as 




should be modified to 
(n1cov(x;y))Z 	
(4.2) RSS = nvar(y) - ____________ 
n.var(y1) 
i 	I 
(for notation see Appendix B). The result of using the corrected 
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formula is to slightly increase the variance of the estimates. 
In section 2.7, the Dairadian province was divided north and 
south of station A057, with slower propagation south compared to 
north. Here, all six seismograms A054 to A059 have been grouped 
together into DAL12 to determine average slowness and attenuation in 
this region. This is especially important for attenuation. 	It 
was found necessary to have a minimum of four stations to give 
Q(f) with reasonable estimates of the standard error. This 
precludes resolution of separate regions within DAL12. 
The reduced travel time section in Fig 2.10 would suggest that 
a group DAL11 should exist determining slowness and attenuation for 
Dairadian rocks south of shot—point 1 from observations of shot 11. 
These data could have been combined with DAL12 for inversion. 
However, BOOl has already been neglected as too close to the source 
and signal to noise ratio at B003 is poor, sufficient to make 
resolution of the Rayleigh wave impractical. Two stations remain, 
insufficient for reasonable estimates of Q(f), but group and 
phase slowness have been calculated (without error estimates) for 
comparison with the results from observation of shot 12. Over the 
frequency range 1.54 to 5.93 Hz group slowness increases from 0.41 
to 0.46 s/km and phase slowness from 0.40 to 0.44 s/km. 
Group and phase slowness dispersion for each of the five 
geological provinces given in Table 4.1 are given in Figures 4.6 to 
4.15 and are listed in Appendix C. 
It has been mentioned that Rayleigh wave frequency bandwidth 
varied from station to station in the cases of shots 11 and 12. 
This can lead to steps in the dispersion curve where the number of 
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FREQUENCT U11J 
UMNENI • STATIONS ARC R068.R610, A6t2.fl01LiR069.R01 I R013.A0I5 
Fig4.6 Rayleigh wave group sLowness data set UMNEN1 
calculated from observations along the northern end of 
segment ALPHA of the LISPB profile in the Moine 












CMNHI, STATIONS Rft A008.R010.A012,a01qAaa9.A0u.Aot3.A0i5 
F1g4.7 RayIegh wave phase slowness data set CMNENI 
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2.6 	 2. 
FFEQUENC1 (HI) 
UMNEI2, STATIONS RAE A53A,R053,A052.A0s1.R65a 
F1g4.8 Rayleigh wave group slowness data set UMNE12 
calculated from observations near the southern end of segment 
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FFIEQUENCT (HZ) 
CHNEI2. STAIQNS ARE R653.A652,R0S1.ci6SO 
Fig 49 Rayleigh wave phase slowness data set CMNE12, 
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FREQUENCY (HZ) 
UOALI2. STATIONS ARE A859,A058,A057,A056.R655,A059 
Fig 4.10 Rayleigh wave group slowness data set UDAL12 
calculated from observations at the southern end of segment 
ALPHA of the LISPB profiLe in the Datradian province 


















































CDf1LI2. STATIONS ARE R059A058A057.A056.R055,A0514 
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Fig 4.11 RayLeigh wave phase sLowness data set CDAL12 
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IJOASII. STATIONS ARC 9O5.86,87.89.Bi 
Fig4.12 Rayleigh wave group slowness data set UOR5I1 
calculated from observations near the northern end of segment 
BETA of the LISPB profile in the Old Red Sandstone 
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COAS11 STATIONS RAE B5.BS.B7.59,B1O 
Fig 4.13 Rayleigh wave phase slowness data set COR51I, 



































1.5 	 2. 
FIiEQUENCY (HZ) 
0 
ULVSII. STATIONS ARE 
F1g4.14 RayLeigh wave group slowness data set ULVS11 
calcuLated from observations along segment BETA of the 
LISPB profile in the Devonian Lavas province of the 
Ochil Hills. 
CLVS1I. STATIONS AAE 81I,12.86t3.1't.15.516 
Fig4.15 RayLeigh wave phase slowness data set CLVS11, 














frequency. These have been removed by a two-stage process. Let 
s, s 2' s 3 and s4be four estimates of slowness at consecutive 
frequencies in a dispersion curve with s and s determined by n+1 
stations and s 3 and 54 by n stations. 	The latter pair are altered 
by the addition of 5s where 
s=(sq._3s 3 +3s2 _s I ) 	
(4.3) 
This makes the gradient from s 2 to 5 3 equal the average of those 
from s1  to s and s to 54 • Where this scheme was applied, 	s 
was always less than one standard deviation. Addition of s 
removes the step in the dispersion curve but can leave a corner. 
The dispersion curves were therefore also smoothed using a five 
point weighted running mean 
s = ...L (51-a 4s_ 1 .6s • 4s 1 .,,. s1 +2 ) 16 	 (4.4) 
An immediate test of the dispersion curves found was to 
differentiate phase slowness to obtain values of group slowness 
which should be consistent with the corresponding observations in 
each province. 	Novotny's (1976) formula was re-expressed in terms 
of slowness 
d 
s(f)= —( fs )  
df 
The match between observed group slowness and that obtained 
using Novotnyts formula is shown in Table 4.2. 	For each province, 
Ii ri 	 2 






Province 	 x1 	 x2 
MNEN1 0.005 0.008 
NNE12 0.020 0.110 
DAL12 0.033 0.036 
ORS11 0.009 0.048 
LVS11 0.018 0.089 
Table 4.2 The match between observed group slowness and that 
calculated from phase slowness data using Novotny's 
formula. 
where, 	n 	is the number of frequencies 
s. is the observed group slowness at frequency i 
s. 
	
	is the group slowness at frequency i obtained by 
Novotny's formula 
o. is the standard error of s 
• 1 	 01 
have been calculated. These numbers can be compared as follows: 
x 1 < x 2 	good fit 
x1 = x2 	fair fit 
x 1 > x2 	poor fit 
A good fit has been obtained for all provinces, especially 
ORS11. 	For DAL12 it is only fair, and poor around 4Hz. 	This is 
isolated from any portion of the phase slowness dispersion where the 
number of stations changes with frequency and a residual effect of 
a step might occur. The observed group slowness oscillates in a 
way which this result suggests is unrealistic. The standard errors 
of the estimates are large enough, however, that a smooth curve such 
as predicted by differentiation ofthe observed phase slowness will 
lie within them. 
Reasonable estimates of Q(f) have been obtained for only 
three out of the five provinces given in Table 4.1. 	The results 
are given in Figs 4.16 to 4.18 and are listed in Appendix C. 	For 
MNEN1, the procedure was the same as for slowness; separate 
treatment for Nil and N12 followed by combination of the results. 
The other two data sets represent DAL12 and ORS11. 	In each 
case one station has been neglected in the calculation of Q(f) 
compared to the calculation of slowness. 	The reason for doing so 
can be seen in the pattern of amplitude data (Figs 4.19. 4.20). 















QMNNt. STTIQWS RAE fi68B.I4618.ROl2.R61sR689.R61t.$613.B8l5 
Fig4.16 Rayleigh wave d(f) data set QMNEN1, calculated from 
observations along the northern end of segment ALPHA of the 















Fig 4.17 Rayleigh wove Q(f) data set QDAL12 • calculated from 
observations at the sourthern end of segment ALPHA of the 
LISPB profile in the Datradian province immediateLy north of the 
Highland Boundary Fault. 
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Fig 4.18 Rayleigh wave O(f) data set OORS11 calculated from 
observations near the northern end of segment BETA of the 
LISPB profile in the Old Red Sandstone province immediately 
south of the Highland Boundary Fault. 
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Fig 4.19 Observed Rayleigh wave amplitude decreqses with increasing distance frqm shot 12 along segment 
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H9EQUENCI (HZ) 
Fig 420 Observed Rayleigh wave amplitude decreases with 	increasing distance from 	shot 11. 	along 	segment 















Attenuation (equation 1.3) implies a decrease in amplitude with 
increasing distance from the source, this being more pronounced for 
high frequencies than low. This pattern is well matched by the 
observed data from both DAL12 and ORS11 except for the most distant 
station in each case, these being A054 and BOlO respectively. 	In 
both instances the reason for the discrepancy appears to be the 
proximity of the station to an important geological feature, the Loch 
Tay Fault near A054 and the Highland Boundary Fault near Bob. It 
seems that where the structure is complicated in this way the simple 
pattern of circular wavefronts propagating out from the source, which 
is the basic assumption of equation 1.3, is broken by interference 
effects. Meaningful attenuation can be calculated only once these 
are edited from the data. 
It has been said above that a minimum of four stations was 
recuired for reasonable estimates of QT(f), whereas for slowness a 
minimum of three could be used. 	This, and the rejection of a station 
from each group means that Q (f) has been determined at 40 frequency 
points for DAL12 and 19 for ORS11. 	These compare with slowness 
calculated at 44 and 25 frequencies. 
The observed amplitude data from the remaining two provinces, 
NNE12 and LVS11, are given in Figs 4.21 and 4.22. 	In the first, 
A05 1 must be immediately rejected. 	Recall that this seismogram 
included a drop-out. Althou&h useful slowness data were obtained 
the instrument fault has altered the gain sufficiently to make the 
observed Rayleigh wave amplitude obviously incorrect. 
At A53A the observed Rayleigh wave amplitude is smaller than at 
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Fig 4.1 Rayleigh4  wave amplitude observed from shot 12 at stations along segment ALPHA of the LISPB profile 
in the Grampian Moine province. Stations A051 and A53A are rejected leaving insufficiertt data for well 
determined estimates of O( f) 
0 
Fig 	4.22. Rayleigh wave amplitude spectra 	observed from 	shot 11 along segment BETA of the 	LISPB profile 	in the 































destructive interference effect discussed earlier. 	Rejection of 
A53A and A051 leaves only three stations, too few to give well 
determined estimates of Q 1 (f). 
The amplitude data calculated for LVS11 do not show a decrease 
with increasing distance. 	For example, the second highest amplitude 
peak occurs at B016, the most distant of the six stations. 	Due to 
the combined effects of geometrical spreading and attenuation, the 
Rayleigh wave signal strength is about an order of magnitude lower 
in this province than in ORS11 nearer the source, while the background 
level of noise can be expected to be the same. 	Also lateral 
refraction tends to focus and defocus the wavefronts. 	Since these 
become less curved as they travel out from the source, the fractional 
change in amplitude brought about by a particular focussing effect 
will be greater the further it occurs from the source. Therefore, 
within the data set LVS11, noise, lateral refraction and, possibly, 
errors in instrumental gain appear to have swamped the attenuation 
effect. 
4.3 Central Scotland - analysis of the seismograms recorded by 
LOWNET 
Seismograms showing VHF Rayleigh waves recorded by LOWNET from 
shot-point 1 have been given in Fig 2.13 and others for shot-point E 
in Fig 2.14. 	Multiple filter analysis has been applied to eight 
seismograms, those from stations EBH, EDU and ELO for shot-point 1 
and EDI, EAU, EEH, EGL and ELO for shot-point E. 
The LOWNET and EKA seismograms (EKA is discussed in section 4.4) 
have a greater potential for low frequency information than those 
from the LISPB array. The majority of the LISPB instruments were 
2 Hz seismometers and all the seismograms were bandpass filtered, 
whereas LOWNET and EKA use 1 Hz seismometers and no bandpass 
filtering was applied. 	A minimum filter frequency of 0.27 Hz was 
used in the analysis of LOWNET and EKA seismograms compared with 
0.66 Hz for the LISPB array. 
The disadvantage of working with LOWNET is the low density of 
stations. In Chapter 2, time domain measurements from LOWNET 
seismograms were treated as single station estimates for isolated 
paths (Fig 2.11). 	This is continued here; 	the results of multiple 
filter analysis are given as single—station determinations of group 
slowness in Figs 4.23 and 4.24. 
The result for the path from shot—point 1 to ELO is comparable 
with group slowness data set UDAL12 from the LISPB array (Fig 4.8). 
At frequencies common to both dispersion curves the former is 
consistently 0.02 to 0.03 s/km slower. 	This reproduces the pattern 
discussed in section 2.8. The group slowness curve from ELO 
extends to a minimum of 0.85 Hz, imposed by the limits of resolution 
at short range discussed in section 4.3. 	This is only slightly 
less than the 1.15 Hz for TIDAL12, showing that little extra low 
frequency information has been recovered. 
Station EBH lies close to B014 on segment BETA of the LISPB 
profile. Comparing the results of multiple filter analysis between 
the two recordings from shot—point 1, there is only a small 
difference in group slowness. 	The rms difference is about 1 %, 
showing that LOWNET and LISPB recordings are consistent. 
These two seismograms give a test of whether the land shots at 
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Fig4.23 Single station group slowness dispersion obtained by 
multiple filter anaLysis of Rayleigh wave seismograms recorded 
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Fig 4.24 Single slation group slowness dispersion obtained by 
multiple filter analysis of Rayleigh wave seismograms recorded 
at LOWNET stations around the Midland Valley from LISPB 
shot-point E in the Firth of Forth 
point 1 generated low frequencies which the LISPB array was not 
equipped to recover. In fact only two extra frequency points can 
be read from the EBH recording, giving a minimum frequency of 0.56 
Hz as against 0.76 Hz at B014. 
The path from shot—point 1 to EDU is comparable to that to 
E'BH, crossing a mixture of Dairadian, Old Red Sandstone and Devoniart 
Lavas. Group slowness is similar, with an overall decrease of 5%, 
similar to the time—domain result. 
Estimates of group slowness determined by multiple filter 
analysis of the recordings at EAU, EGL, and EDI of Rayleigh waves 
generated at shot—point E in the Firth of Forth fall onto a common 
curve in Fig 4.24. Each recording differs, however, in terms of 
the frequency bandwidth across which the Rayleigh wave dispersion 
can be read. High frequencies present at EDI are lost, at EAU and 
EGL. On the other hand, because the latter two are further from 
the source, more low frequency information is obtained as resolution 
improves. 
The paths from shot—point E to each of these three stations all 
run across Carboniferous rocks to the south of the Firth of Forth 
and contrast with the northward paths to EBH and ELO (Fig 2.11). 
Group slowness determined from EBH is less at most frequencies, 
consistent with these values being averaged across Carboniferous 
sediments and the faster Devonian lavas. The proportion of faster 
material is greater at ELO leading to still smaller group slowness. 
Note, however, that the curve from EBH crosses those for EAU and EGL. 
One possible explanation for this is that the depth to basement is 
greater north than south of the Firth of Forth; group slowness to 
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the south decreases rapidly at low frequencies as more energy 
penetrates beneath the sedimentary basin. 
EBH and ELO are at the same azimuth relative to shot—point E 
and inter—station group and phase slowness have been determined 
between the two. The results are given in Fig 4.25. Group 
slowness has been determined by the subtraction of group arrival 
times at the two stations and inter—station phase slowness by Bloch 
and Hales' method (Section 3.3). 	In section 2.8, this path was 
given as splitting in the ratio 2:15:7 for the three provinces 
Dalradian:Old Red Sandstone:Devonian Lavas. A comparison can 
therefore be made by a combination of data sets from DAL12, ORS11 and 
LVS11. However, these three were determined from shots at point 1 
and do not run to the low frequencies from shot point E recorded at 
EBH and ELO. On the other hand the maximum frequency for the 
dispersion curves representing the path from EBH to ELO is 1.73 Hz. 
EBH is 27 km and ELO 50 km from shot—point E and high frequencies 
are attenuated below the background noise level before propagating 
that far. However, over the small frequency range that can be used 
for a comparison, both phase and group slowness are about 201/6 faster 
between EBH and ELO. 
Least squares estimates of phase and group slowness and 
attenuation have been calculated to represent the Carboniferous of 
the Midland Valley around shot—point B. As mentioned in section 3.5 
this neglects the effects of a non—circular radiation pattern. In 
order to obtain reasonable standard error for the estimates of 	(f) 
it was necessary to include EBH with the three preferred stations 
EGL, EAIJ and EDI despite the difference in single station group 
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Fig 4.25 Inter- station Rayleigh wave phase and group slowness 
dispersion between stations EBH and ELO obtained using 
seismograms recording LISPB shots at point E in the 
Firth of Forth 
slowness evident in Fig 4.24. The number of frequency points common 
to all five data sets is only five, constrained by EDI at the lower 
limit and EAtJ at the upper. The results are given in Figs 4.26 to 
4.28 and listed in Appendix C. 
4.4 Southern Scotland - analysis of the seismograms recorded by 
Div 
The seismograms recorded at EKA (Fig 2.12) showing surface waves 
generated by the LISPB shots at points E and 2 have been given in 
Figs 2.15 and 2.16. The two groups contrast in terms of signal to 
noise ratio, that in the former being considerably better despite 
being 78 km from the shot as against 44 km for shot—point 2. An 
example FTAN diagram for shot—point E is shown in Fig 4.29 and 
confirms the good signal to noise but shows that this is restricted 
to a narrow band of frequancies around 1 Hz. In Fig 4.30 , the peak 
in instantaneous amplitude representing the Rayleigh wave recorded 
from shot—point 2 is surrounded by few closed contours, illustrating 
the weaker signal. The narrow signal bandwidth of Rayleigh waves 
recorded from shot—point E and poor signal to noise ratio of those 
recorded from shot—point 2 restricted the calculation of slowness 
and attenuation to five frequency points ranging from 0.76 to 
1.15 Hz. 
The method used to calculate slowness at EKA has been described 
in sections 2.9 and 3.5. 	Group slowness dispersion determined from 
the shot—point E recordings is shown in Fig 4.31. No satisfactory 
result could be obtained from an analysis of the shot—point 2 
recordings. However, phase slowness data from the shot—point E 
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Fig 426 Rayleigh wave group slowness data set ULWN calculated 
from observations at LOWNET stations around the Midland Valley of 
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Fig 4-27 Rayleigh wave phase slowness data set CLWN complementing 
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Fig 4.28 RayLeigh wave Q( f) data set QLWN , calculated from 
observations at LOWNET stations around the Midland Valley of LISPS 
shots at point E in the Firth of Forth 
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Fig 4.30 FTAN diagram showing 
instantaneous amplitude as a 
function of frequency and velocity 
for a Rayleigh wave from 
LISPB shot-point 2 observed 
at station7 along the red arm of 
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Fig 4.31 Group slowness data set UEKA, calculated from observations 
cit EM in the Southern Uplands of Rayleigh waves generated at 
LISPB shot-point E 
and shot-point 2 seismograms were consistent and have been averaged 
to give the results presented in Fig 4.32. 
In the case of the LISPB array, when analysing phase slowness, 
the cross-multiplication method was applied largely to adjacent 
stations. However, the two-dimensional nature and close spacing of 
the seismometers at EKA necessitated a different approach. If 
cross-multiplication is applied to stations almost equidistant from 
the source, the resolution of ridges in the matrix of DC values 
becomes very poor (see section 3.3). 	To overcome this problem it 
was necessary to devise 19 pairs within each of the two sets of 
seismograms such that all were sufficiently far apart for adequate 
resolution yet close enough to make selection of a single ridge in 
each matrix of DC values straightforward. For shot-point E it was 
recognised that the azimuth of propagation was more nearly parallel 
to the blue arm than red arm of the array. This was true to the 
extent that application of the cross-multiplication method to pairs 
within the red arm -was impractical since all were at a similar 
distance from the source. Choosing the closest pit to the source, 
Bli, cross -multiplication was applied to the ten pairs Bli-ROl, 
B11-R02, ..., B11-R11 and then to six pairs in the blue arm, B11- 
B06, B09-B05, ..., B05-BO1. 	The three pairs B06-BO1, B07-BO1 and 
B08-BO1 completed the necessary 19. A similar scheme starting with 
R11 was adopted for the shot-point 2 seismograms. 
Implicit in the phase slowness calculated from the results 
obtained with the scheme given above is the constraint that phase 
arrival time increases with increasing distance from the source. 
There is no such constraint for group slowness, which is one reason 
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Fig 4.32 Phase slowness data set CEKA. complementing UEKA (Fig 4.31) 
but including observations of Rayleigh waves generated at LISPB 
shot-point 2 
for the failure in application to the shot—point 2 data. 
Estimates of the azimuth of propagation at EKA of Rayleigh waves 
generated by shots at points E and 2 are shown in Fig 4.33. At 
each frequency, four points have been calculated, one determined 
from the phase data and another from the group data for each shot-
point. Those calculated from the group data are less reliable, in 
keeping with the discussion above, but not grossly inaccurate. The 
results for shot—point E confirm the eastward refraction of Rayleigh 
waves propagating south across the Southern Uplands Fault which was 
identified in section 2.9. There is little change across the 
available bandwidth, the phase results all lying in the range 
162-163 0 compared to 173
0  for the direct path. No significant 
refraction is evident for the shot point 2 Rayleigh waves; the 
phase results range from 3120  to 313 0 compared to the direct shot to 
array centre azimuth of 311 0 . The geological map (Fig 2.12) shows 
that this path crosses approximately perpendicular to the 
Carboniferous—Lower Palaeozoic boundary where any lateral contrast 
might be expected to lie. Therefore the lack of any refraction is 
to be expected. 
The azimuths determined from the phase slowness calculations 
were used in the modified method for the calculation of Q(f) 
described in section 3.5. The results from the shot—point E data 
are shown in Fig 4.34. The shot—point 2 data did not give rise 
to results with reasonable standard error estimates. This is in 
keeping with previous lack of success for segments (NNE12 and LVS11) 
of the LISPB profile where land shots were observed at comparable 
long range. 
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Fig 4.33 Azimuth of propagation for Rayleigh waves 	observed at 
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Fig4.34 Rayleigh wave Q(f) data set QEKA, calculated from 
observations at EKA in the Southern Uplands of LISPB shots 
at point E 
4.5 Comparison of the propagation and attenuation of VHF Rayleigh 
waves in separate geological provinces in Scotland 
The seven phase slownessdispersion curves determined by the 
observation of VHF Rayleigh waves in Scotland and described 
individually in sections 4.1 to 4.4 are drawn together in Fig 4.35 
for comparison. Phase slowness increases monotonically with 
frequency in general, the exception being curve CLVS11 which turns 
downward at the high frequency end. Propagation is slowest in 
the Carboniferous sediments of the Midland Valley, with a progressive 
decrease in slowness with increasing geological age, a pattern broken 
only by the relative positions of CMNE12 and CDAL12. The variation 
from province to province is as would be expected from Table 1.2. 
Each dispersion curve has been used to form a simple layered 
model of intrinsic shear velocity at depth by a modified form of the 
"half space" method used in section 2.7. 	The phase slowness at the 
minimum (s(f 1 )) and maximum (s(ç)) frequencies have been used to 
calculate shear velocity ( p) in two layers. 	The top layer is 
determined by 
= (0.9194s(f)) 
d 1 = ( fs(f)) 
(4.7) 
and is thus one wavelength thick at the highest frequency. Phase 
slowness at the lowest frequency represents shear velocity 
averaged over one wavelength at the minimum frequency. This 
average includes the top layer and this is allowed for in 
calculating shear velocity in the second layer, 
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Fig 4.35 Observed Rayteigh wave phase slowness dispersion from 
seven different geological provinces drawn together for comparison 
P2 = (0.9194)' 
fs(f)-f,s(f,) 
s(f, )s(f)( fh- f 1 ) 
d2 = 
(4.8) 
The resultant models are shown in Fig 4.56. Overall, the 
near surface velocities are greater than given in Chapter 2. This 
is because the half-space modelling scheme used there included the 
assumption that group and phase slowness are equal. Equation 4.5 
shows that for monotonically increasing phase slowness, group 
slowness is larger, which therefore leads to the faster near 
surface velocities given here. Nevertheless, the contrasts between 
provinces found in Chapter 2 are maintained. 
The increase in near surface velocity brings the model for the 
Moine rocks of Northern Scotland (MNEN1) into closer agreement with 
the LISPB model (Bamford et al, 1 977; 1978; Assumpcao & Bamford, 
1978; see Fig 1.6). 	In particular, for a Poisson's ratio of 0.25, 
compressional wave velocity () in the second layer is 6.1 km/s 
which agrees with the LISPB model layer 1. Further south, the 
LISPB interpretation shows a decrease in this layer. This is 
reproduced by the second layer of successive surface wave models, 
NNE12 representing the drarnpian Moine and DAL12 Dairadian rocks. 
Dispersion curve CDAL12 has both a higher maximum and higher 
minimum frequency than any other (Fig 4.35). 	This is because the 
corresponding segment of the LISPB profile runs up to the shot- • 
point. Close to the source high frequencies can be observed which 
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Fig 4.36 Simple shear-velocity depth models derived from the phase slowness data shown in Fig 4.35 
are attenuated below the noise level at greater range. On the 
other hand, as has been noted in section 4.2, low frequencies are 
less well resolved at close range. 	Consequently, model DAL12 
resolves shallower layers. 
Both layer thickness and shear velocities of model DAL12 
representing Dalradiari rocks north of shot—point 1 are similar to 
those of the LISPB model in its modified form as introduced by 
Assumpcao and Bamford. In the LISPB model, 	in the surface 
layer is 5.65 km/s and Poisson's ratio (o) is 0.33 which gives a 
shear velocity of 2.8 km/s, comparable with the 2.6 km/s in the top 
layer of DAL12. 	In the layer below, OC. = 5.7 km/s and (r = 0.24 
which gives a shear velocity of 3.3 km/s, comparable with 3.2 kin/s in 
model DAL12. 
Model ORS11 is also relatively shallow, due to the effect of 
the slow propagation, which implies short wavelength and so less 
penetration. The surface layer remains consistent with the 
outcropping of Old Red Sandstone, as found before from time domain 
measurement. The value of 2.5 km/s given for P in layer 2 of 
model ORS11 implies 	= 4.7 km/s for 0 = 0.3, similar to the 
superficial layer of the LISPB model. Rayleigh waves do not 
penetrate to the basement shown in that model, where V = 5.8 km/s 
and (r = 0.24 implies 	= 4.1 km/s. 
The higher velocity in the surface layer of model LVS11 
reflects the transition from sandstone to Devonian lavas, while 
layer two remains similar to the previous model. 	The observed 
phase slowness dispersion reaches a maximum at 1.93 Hz. 	Applying 
equations 4.4 and 4.5 at this frequency implies an intermediate low 
velocity layer beneath the surface layer, in which P = 1.8 km/s 
and which has a thickness of 0.3 km. Comparison with model ORS11 
implies that Old Red Sandstone underlies the lava. Low velocity 
layers due to buried sandstones have been revealed in previous VBF 
Rayleigh wave dispersion analyses by Herrmann (1969) and Anderson 
and Dorman ( 1 973). 
The remaining two models are determined by only a narrow 
bandwidth of frequencies at the lower end of the spectrum 
illustrated in Fig 4.35. The top layers of both models are 
therefore thicker than in the other five. 	Nevertheless, dispersion 
curve CLWNE is very steep which leads to a marked contrast between 
the upper and lower layers. The upper represents Carboniferous 
sediments around the Firth of Forth while the lower may represent 
penetration into the basement since P = 3.2 km/s and o = 0.25 
implies 0. = 5.5 km/s, intermediate between the values of 5.0 and 
5.8 km/s given for the superficial layer and layer 1 respectively 
of the LISPB model. 
Model EKA has little contrast between the layers. Both 
and P2 are consistent with the superficial layer of the LISPB model 
where 	= 5.0 km/s and o = 0.27, giving 	= 2.8 km/s. 
Figure 4.37 illustrates the five Q 1 (f) curves determined from 
VBF Rayleigh waves in separate geological provinces in Scotland. 
Q)(f) ranges from 0.015 to 0.050. 	The attenuation found here is 
therefore comparable with that observed by Long (1976) from which 
the estimate 0.011 was derived in section 1.3 as against 0.003 to 
0.005 found by Bath (1975). 
A trend common to most of the curves is a decrease with 
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Fig 4.37 RayLeigh wave O(f) from five different geoLogicaL 
provinces drawn together for comparison 
increasing frequency, but QORS11 is distinguished from the rest by 
increasing over much of its bandwidth. There is a similarity between 
QDAL12 and QM}IEN1, both showing an increase over a narrow band of 
frequencies at an intermediate point on the curve. However, 
reference to Figs 4.16 and 4.17 shows that model curves fitted to 
these data need not reproduce this effect to fit within the 
estimated standard errors. QEKA and QLWN both show a particularly 
rapid decrease with increasing frequency. 
Preliminary estimates of the intrinsic shear wave dissipation. 
factor, Q, have been calculated to correspond with the velocity 
models shown in Fig 4.36. These have been calculated by a "half-
space" method introduced by Burton ( 1 973). 	He shows that in a 
half-space 
= 
Introducing (Anderson et al, 1965; Burton & Kennet, 1972)9 
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In the models, 	is calculated from the observed Q at 
the highest frequency and Q 2 from Q••1 at the lowest frequency. 
They are shown in Fig 4.38. 	In all the models except ORS11, 
in the lower layer is roughly double that in the surface layer. 
The minimum in Q•1 found in data set QORS11 implies an 
intermediate layer of little attenuation. Applying equation 4.8 
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Fig 4.38 Simple 	depth models derived from the Q(f) data 	shown in Fig 4.37 
with 	and p average values of those in the existing two layers and 
using the minimum observedimplies that 	reaches a minimum 
of 0.021. 
These calculations have been carried out assuming Q# is 
independent of frequency. This is standard to many published 
inversions (Knopoff, 1964a). Where several attenuating mechanisms 
operate, as is likely for attenuation observed in the earth, the 
probable result is a negligible frequency dependence, much less 
than would be expected for any individual mechanism (Jackson & 
Anderson, 1970). 	However, in some recent work (Mitchell, 1979; 
Alci, 1979), relations of the form 
-I 	•' - 
= Q ,of 
(4.10) 
have been considered. In particular, for crustal surface waves, 
Mitchell reports that . 	= 0 over the frequency range 0.025 to 0.25 
Hz, but may increase to 0.5 at higher frequencies. 
As an alternative to the two layer models of Fig 4.38, equation 
4.10 has been written as 
Log Q = Log Q' 0 - logf. 
Substituting equation 4.9 




S'O 3o 	 (4.11) 
with % and P chosen for some half—space. 
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Estimates of Q-1 and E can be made by a least squares straight 
line fit to the observed data. The results here are, 
Data set 	 ± standard error 
Q30EN1 	 0.64 + 0.09 
QDAL12 	 0.55 ± 0.03 
QORS11 	 —0.38 + 0.04 
QEKA 	 1.58+0.19 
The values for are greater than zero except for that from 
QORS11. 	This is to be expected because, overall, Q-1 increases with 
frequency in this data set. The values found for QJ"INENl and QDAL12 
are reasonable extrapolations of Mitchell's value to higher 
frequency but larger values are found from QLWN and QEKA. 
Up to this point, interpretation of the slowness and attenuation 
has been by rough "half—space" calculations. In Chapters 5 and 6 a 
formal inversion of the data is reported, using a proper formulation 
of the forward problems for the dispersion and attenuation of 
Rayleigh waves propagating through plane layered models. The 
discussion includes tests of the two layer models given here. 
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INVERSION OP OBSERVED RAYLEIGH WAVE DISPERSION 
5.1 	Introduction 
In geophysics, the term inversion describes the process of 
finding the properties of the earth implied by a given set of data 
observed at its surface. Here, fundamental mode Rayleigh wave 
dispersion obtained from seismograms observed in Scotland are used 
to investigate the variation of shear velocity with depth along a 
profile through seven different geological provinces. 
Both here and in Chapter 6, where inversion of attenuation 
data is considered, a solution exists to the forward problem; 
theoretical data can be calculated mathematically from a given 
model. However, there is no direct solution to the inverse 
problem; observational data cannot be transformed into a single 
earth model (Backus & Gilbert, 1967; Parker, 1 977). 
Two inversion schemes are used here. Hedgehog (Keillis Borok 
& Yanovskaja, 1967; Biswas & Knopoff, 1974) is a trial and error 
search for models having theoretical Rayleigh wave dispersion which 
matches the observations. The alternative is linear inversion 
(Wiggins, 1972). A linear approximation is made to the forward 
problem and inverted using singular value decomposition (see 
Appendix B). The solution is used to iterate a starting model 
towards a final solution having a theoretical dispersion which best 
fits the data. The variance of its parameters represents the 
range of models which satisfy the data. 
Properties common to all the models given as a solution to an 
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inversion problem are understood to be properties of the real earth. 
For example, one dimensional models may become very similar when a 
running average is taken of the parameters over a particular depth 
interval. The parameters are then known except for unresolved 
details with dimensions less than the length of the running mean 
(Backus & Gilbert, 1968). The resolving power of the VHF Rayleigh 
wave data presented in Chapter 4 is investigated in section 5.2. 
No inversion is dependent purely on the input data. There are 
constraints in the formulation of the forward problem. Each model 
produced here and in Chapter 6 consists of a finite number of 
homogeneous isotropic parallel layers overlying a half—space. These 
one—dimensional models represent individual geological provinces. 
Comparison between them illustrates lateral changes in structure 
along a north to south profile through Scotland. 
The Thompson - Haskell method (Thompson, 1950; Haskell, 1 955) 
has been widely used for the calculation of Rayleigh wave dispersion 
for layered models. An alternative was introduced by Knopoff ( 1 964b) 
which gives better precision and faster computation. A FORTRAN 
routine for the calculation of a Rayleigh wave function 
FR(w,c; 	, p. 	i = 1,n) 
where, 	w 	is angular frequency 
c 	is phase velocity 
is compressional wave velocity 	-for n—i layers 
• is shear wave velocity 	 overlying- a half 
Pi is density 	- 	 space 
is given by Schwab and Knopoff (1972). 	The zeros of FR  correspond 
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to fundamental and higher mode Rayleigh wave phase velocities. To 
compute a theoretical fundamental mode Rayleigh wave dispersion 
curve for a given model, the zero of FR  with minimum phase velocity 
is found numerically for each frequency f (w/2t ) using bisection. 
Values of c are converted to slowness by 
= 	 (5.1) 
This process can be seen coded in FORTRAN in program EHV listed in 
AppendixD. HBV also illustrates the calculation of group slowness 
using a numerical approximation to equation 4.1 
U 
(f) = s C 
 (f)+f s(f+ 3f)_s(f_f) 	 (5.2) 
23 f 
The method used here models Rayleigh wave dispersion due to 
the variation of intrinsic 	, 	and p with depth in an elastic 
earth. The earth is anelastic, however, which causes a further 
dispersion (Futterman, 1962). For geophysically realistic models 
the effect is very much smaller than that of changes in the elastic 
parameters (see section 6.1). 
Theoretical group and phase slowness dispersion curves have 
been calculated for each of the models shown in Fig 4.36. The use 
of Knopoff's method requires a model to have a finite number of 
layers overlying a half space. In the calculations, layer 2 of 
each model has become the half space, thus neglecting its real 
thickness. 
Besides shear velocity, values of compressional wave velocity 
and density must also be specified in order to form the Rayleigh 
wave function. 
Assumptao and Bamford (1978) have interpreted shear waves 
observed along the LISPB profile to give Poisson's ratio. (o). 
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These estimates range from 0.27 to 0.33 near the surface and from 
0.23 to 0.26 at greater depth (Fig 1.7). 	A constant value of 0.27 
has been adopted here. This means that in each layer compressional 




An empirical relationship has been established between density and 
compressional wave velocity by Nafe and Drake (1965). Following 
Stuart (1978), a numerical approximation to this has been used 
	
p = 0.286k + 1 .736 	 (5.4) 
which is similar to that adopted by Keller et al (1976) 9  
= 0.273 	+ 1.815 	 (5.5) 
which gives values approximately 0.05 larger for the range of 
considered here. 
As a comparison, theoretical dispersion curves have also been 
calculated to represent a previously published LISPB model (Ba.xnford 
et al, 1977; 1978; Assumpcao & Bamford, 1 978; see Fig 1.6). 	In 
each case velocities in and thickness of the superficial layer have 
been taken at the mid—point of each geological province. Velocities 
in the layer beneath have then been taken for the half space in the 
calculation. 
Theoretical group and phase slowness dispersion curves are 
compared with the observations in Fig 5.1. 	In all cases, the best 
fit obtained is between the half space model phase slowness 04) and 
the observed phase slowness. C4 is asymptotic to the observed phase 
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slowness at maximum frequency, then decreases in value at lower 
frequencies. 
The asymptotes of the theoretical dispersion curve for a model 
consisting of one layer overlying a half space are the slowness 
corresponding to a half space with the properties of layer one at 
high frequencies and of the half space at low frequencies. Since 
group and phase slownesses are equal in an elastic half space, the 
theoretical group slownesses U4 are, like C4, asymptotic to the 
observed phase slowness at maximum frequency but approach from above 
rather than below. Each U4 curve reaches a maximum at an 
intermediate frequency which agrees with the rough guide given by 
Hudson and Douglas (1975) 
rX 
f 	=1 
max 	 (5.6) 
where, 	OK is compressional wave velocity in layer 1 
t 1 is thickness of layer 1 
The observed group slowness for provinces MNEN1, DAL12, ORS11 
and LWN increases across the frequency bandwidth, rather than 
reaching the maximum shown by the theoretical curves 134. A thinner 
surface layer might be more appropriate in each of these cases. On 
the other hand, LVS11 and EKA appear to require thicker surface 
layers than shown in Fig 4.36. 
The observed group slowness is NNE12 is more complex than can 
be fitted by a simple one layer model. At low frequencies it runs 
close to the U4 curve but at high frequencies it runs close to the UI 
curve, the theoretical group slowness derived from the LISPB model. 
In general, theoretical dispersion curves calculated from the LISPB 
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model underestimate the observations. This is particularly so for 
province ORS11, where the observed dispersion is clearly due to 
variations in elastic properties within the 1.8 km thick superficial 
layer shown in the LISPB model. The Rayleigh wave data resolves 
detail in the near surface layers not apparent from modelling body 
wave data. 
The simple approach to fitting observed dispersion data used up 
to this point has been successful in approximately matching phase 
slowness but less so for group slowness. In the following 
discussion, linear and Hedgehog inversions give a quantitative 
insight into the range of shear velocity in multilayered models 
satisfying the Rayleigh wave data and their uncertainties. There 
is also an analysis of the resolution of shear velocity in 
individual layers. 
5.2 Linear inversion of phase slowness dispersion 
Small changes in shear velocity in a layered elastic earth model 
give rise to changes in the corresponding theoretical phase slowness 
which can be related by the appropriate partial derivatives 
= 	 i=1,m 	 (.r) Ci 
This system of simultaneous linear equations can be written in 
matrix form, 
• 	 Ax= 3i 	 (5.8) 
where, 	A is an mm matrix of partial derivatives 
x is an mci matrix of parameter corrections 
b is an mxl matrix of changes in phase slowness 
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If an inverse can be calculated for A, then the necessary alterations 
to a model required to fit the given data can be calculated. These 
parameter corrections are first order approximations but the scheme 
can be repeated until a satisfactory fit is achieved to the data. 
An iterative scheme of the type discussed above was introduced 
by Dorman and Ewing (1962) for the solution of dispersion inversion 
problems and used by Brune and Dorman (1963) to invert data 
representing paths across the Canadian Shield. The inverse matrix 
for A, which can be calculated algebraically when m=n or by least 
squares when mAn, tends to be unstable with wild variations in shear 
velocity from layer to layer (Takeuchi, Dorman & Saito, 1964). In 
an attempt to overcome this problem, Bloch, Hales and Landisman 
(1969) carried out inversions correcting only one parameter at each 
step. 
A linear inversion scheme is described in Appendix B which uses 
the algebraic process of singular value decomposition to form an 
inverse matrix (Lanczos, 1961). 	Instability is shown to be 
associated with small singular values, the effects of which can be 
avoided by either a cut off strategy or the introduction of the 
Levenberg—Marquadt parameter (9). For non—zero 9, the parameter 
corrections cease to be independent, the extent to which this 
occurs being expressed by the resolution matrix. For the 
inversions described here, the solutions have been calculated using 
matrices weighted according to the standard errors of the 
observations and the model layer thicknesses (Wiggins, 1972). 	The 
half—space has in each case been weighted equally with the layer 
above it. 
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At the first iteration, 9 has been set equal to the maximum 
singular value. Because of the way in which 9 operates 
(Appendix B), it controls the stability of the problem over the 
range from the maximum singular value, where the problem is strongly 
damped, to the minimum, where the problem will probably be unstable. 
The rnaximwn singular value is therefore a minimum for e which 
guarantees a stable first iteration. 
Subsequently, at each step $ has been halved, gradually 
reducing the damping and improving the resolution. Once the 
maximum standard error of any parameter is greater than 0.15 km/s, 
the value has remained fixed (Wiggins, 1972). 
Each iteration has continued until 
rM 1o_t 
C- j:f 	ob. 
(5.9) 
where, 	3th is theoretical slowness 
s ob 
 is observed slowness 
ob is standard error of observed slowness 
Each model is specified by mit 	, p1 and t for i = 1, 
n for n—i layers overlying a half—space. Inversion of observed 
Rayleigh wave phase slowness and uncertainty could be carried out 
to solve for each of these in a model with a large number of thin 
layers extending to great depth. The inversion would be made 
stable by a suitable choice of e. However, many of the model 
parameters would not be resolved. 
Partial derivatives presented by Takeuchi, Dorman and Saito 
(1964) and Bloch, Hales and Landisman (1969) show that 








Therefore, V . and 	are poorly determined by the inversion of 
Rayleigh wave dispersion and their values have been constrained here 
by assuming the relationships between X,f3 and p given in section 
5.1 
Burckhard and Jackson (1976) state that a comparison should 
be made of partial derivatives normalised with respect to the 
likely uncertainty of the corresponding model parameter. Density 
then becomes an important parameter in their inversion of 
oceanic data. Wiggins (1972) also found that density could 
be reolved in a simultaneous inversion of Love and Rayleigh wave 
data. 
In some early inversions of the data presented here, 
deep layers were not resolved. These had shear velocities 
with small standard errors, values which were very much the 
same as those of the starting model and resolving kernels which 
peaked at layers well above. Resolution can be expected to 
decrease above 0-5),,min and below 0.5\ max 	mm where 
X 	and 
X  max correspond to the maximum and minimum frequencies 
respectively. Knopoff and Schlue (1972) give 0•4Xmax  as a 
maximum depth for inversion. The depths to the half-space 
in the models discussed here have been reduced to these 
levels. 
The remaining model parameters are the layer thicknesses and 
number of layers between the surface and the half-space. In some 
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inversions (Knopoff and Schlue, 1972; Stuart, 1 978) where layers 
have been identified with particular tectonic structures, their 
thicknesses have been variable parameters. Here they have been 
fixed. 
In the models presented here, the thickness of each layer has 
represented a minimum resolving width for the inversion. As long 
as this is less than the resolving width of the kernels, it does not 
represent a constraint on the solution. Increasing the number of 
layers would not increase the resolution, it would merely add 
unnecessarily to the computation. On the other hand, reducing the 
number of layers so that each was resolved independently of the 
others would probably mean that the solution was over constrained 
and would not illustrate all the information available from 
the data. 
The inversions of the seven Rayleigh wave phase slowness 
dispersion curves in Chapter 4 have been carried out 
using the principles described above and are illustrated in Figs 5.2 
to 5.8 . Each diagram shows the models obtained at the final 
iteration with P and its uncertainty in each layer and the 
half—space. Resolving kernels are shown, each normalised to the 
same peak value. 	The fit of the theoretical phase slowness for 




So b - Sth 
ob 
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(5.11) 
Figs 5.2 to 5.8. 	Linear inversions of phase slowness (see section 
Each of these seven figures has three elements; 
Graph of shear velocity against depth. 
This shows a central value of shear velocity, flanked by its 
standard error, for each of several layers and the underlying half-
space. 
Kernels. 
A resolving kernel is drawn for each layer and the half—space. 
The surface layer is represented at the left running down to the half-
space at the right. 
Each resolving kernel is drawn against the same depth scale as 
in 1 above and all are normalised to the same peak positive value. 
A small tick is drawn to correspond to each kernel. A horizontal 
through this passes across the middle of the relevant layer in the 
graph of shear velocity against depth. A vertical through this is 
the zero line for the kernel. 
A kernel with a narrow positive peak at its own layer depth shows 
that the layer is well resolved while a broad peak implies poor 
resolution. 	Some kernels include undesirable negative values (see 
discussion in text). 
Residual and normalised residual. 
These graphs show a comparison of the theoretical dispersion for 
the layered model with the central values of shear velocity given in 
1 and the observations. 
The residual is calculated as 	s th - s ob 	(s/Icm) 
The normalised residual is calculated as 	5 th - 5ob 
ob 
where, 	Sth  is theoretical phase slowness 
Sob IS observed phase slowness 
Cr ob is estimated standard error of observed phase 
slo.iness 
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Fig 5.7 Linear inversion of fundamental mode Rayleigh wave phase 
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at each frequency. These inversions are now discussed and 
interpreted in terms of the geology along the north—south profile 
through seven geological provinces in Scotland. 
The best fit between observed and theoretical data has 
been obtained from inverting data set CNNEN1, the maximum 
difference being 4 x 10 s/km. This is probably related to the 
standard errors in data set CMNEN1 which are smaller than for the 
others. When normalised with respect to data uncertainty 
the differences between theoretical and observed phase slowness 
are similar for all the inversions. The exception is data 
set CLWN. 	In this particular case the observed phase slowness 
decreases sharply at the minimum frequency, an effect which 
cannot be reproduced by a model with only three layers overlying 
a half—space. 
All seven inversions illustrate an increase in shear velocity 
with depth which is to be expected from compaction due to depth of 
burial and also from the effect of near surface weathering ( Hall, 
1970 ). The final models fall within an envelope which ranges from 
about 1.1 to 2.7 km/s at the surface and from 2.4 to 3.6 km/s at a 
depth of 2 km. 
The lowest values of P  are found in model CLWN, representing 
Carboniferous rocks in the Midland Valley. However, below 
0.8 km, shear velocity in CLWN increases sharply and model 
CORS11 sets the minimum. 	In contrast, the highest shear 
velocities are given by the models representing Moine rocks, 
Cr'ilrE12 in the Grampians and CMNEN1 in Sutherland. 	These 
two models are very similar, differing by only 0.2 km/s 
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at maximum. Model CDAL12 is similar to these two between 0.4 
and 1.2 km, but has smaller values of P above and below this 
region. 
Intermediate between the shear velocities found for 
sedimentary and metamorphic provinces are those given by models 
CLVS11 and CEKA. This pattern, which is an increase of shear 
velocity with age, is that to be expected from the discussion 
of the observed phase slowness dispersion in section 
4.5 
While an increase in shear velocity with depth is an overall 
feature of the inversions, some models show finer detail. MNEN1 
increases in shear velocity more rapidly between 0.4 and 0.8 km than 
at other levels. 	Three others, DAL12, ORS11 and LVS11 show low 
velocity zones. 
In DAL12 and ORS11 the low velocity zones are shallow, 
reaching a minimum in the second layer between 0.1 and 
0.2 km. The inversions do not prove the existence of these 
zones because, in both, shear velocity depth profiles 
can be drawn which lie within the range given for each layer 
and which increase continuously with depth. However, in DAL12 
in particular, there is at least a slack gradient in the 
top 300 m. 
The low velocity zone in model CLVS11 was predicted in 
section 4.5 . 	Below 0.2 km depth P differs by less than 0.3 km/s 
from model CORS11, the model representing the adjacent 
geological province to the north. However, above this level the 
difference is twice this value. The contrast may well result 
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from a thickness of Devonian lavas overlying Old Red Sandstone 
in the Ochil Hills. This structure has also been interpreted 
from analysis of surface geology ( MacGregor & MacGregor, 
1978 ). 
Good resolution of the solution parameters is illustrated by 
properly located resolving kernels, sharply peaked at the relevant 
depth. 	Four inversions, CMNEN1 9 CDAL12, CORS11, and CLVS11 
have properly located kernels for the majority of layers. In 
the other cases, where only a few layers could be determined, 
the resolving kernels have poor shape. An undesirable 
aspect of the kernels is that they go negative at some depths, 
which can lead to false low velocity zones in the final 
models. The inversion process can be modified to correct 
this ( Jackson, 1972; Braile & Keller, 1975 ). 	The resolving 
kernels given here are also distorted at the half—space 
possibly due to the arbitrary weighting given to that 
parameter. 
5.3 Hedgehog inversion of phase and group slowness dispersion 
The second scheme adopted for the inversion of dispersion 
data falls into the trial and error category and is a 
development of the Monte Carlo method. In a random search within 
defined parameter limits, only a small fraction of the 
trials will be successful. The Hedgehog system used here 
improves on this situation by using the first solution found 
to control the further search ( Keilis Borok & Yanovskaja, 
1967 ). 
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In Hedgehog, discrete points are spaced regularly across 
the continuous interval over which each model parameter is 
allowed to vary. From the first solution, found by Monte 
Carlo, the parameter values are moved onto the nearest 
discrete knot of this multi—dimensional net. If the model 
which this knot defines is acceptable then the search 
continues, testing models at adjacent knots against the 
observed data. By this method, Hedgehog gradually builds 
up a singly connected set of discrete solutions which 
satisfy the data. Having completed the set, Monte Carlo 
is invoked once again to search for acceptable models outside 
this region of parameter space. 
Hedgehog has previously been used by Knopoff and 
Schlue (1972) 1, Biswas and Knopoff (1974) and Stuart (1978) for 
the inversion of surface wave dispersion data. In each of 
these examples, interest has centred on the low velocity zone 
in the upper mantle and the variable parameters have included 
both layer thickness and shear velocity. Relations have been 
assumed between shear velocity, compressional wave velocity 
and density, reducing the degrees of freedom in the inversions 
in a way similar to the linear inversions described in section 
5.2 
Hedgehoginversions of the VHF Rayleigh wave dispersion data are 
given in Figs 5.9 to 5.15. 	Layer thicknesses have been set to 
integral multiples of those used previously in section 5.2 with the 
intention of simplifying a comparison of the two different inversion 
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Figs 5-9 to 5.15 Hedgehog inversions of phase and group 
slowness (see section 5-3 ) 
Each diagram shows three regions of shear velocity 
1 the region of search 
2 the region satisfying pt)ase slowness data 
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Fig 5•9 Hedgehog inversion of fundamental mode Rayleigh 
wave slowness for shear velocity in the Moine 
province of northern Scotland 
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Fig 5.10 Hedgehog inversion of fundamental mode Rayleigh 
wave slowness for shear velocity in the 
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Fig 5.11 Hedgehog inversion of lundamental mode Rayleigh 
wave slowness for shear velocity in the 
Dulradian province between the Loch Tay and 
Highland Boundary faults 
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Fig 5.12 Hedgehog inversion of fundamental mode Rayleigh 
wave slowness for shear velocity in the Old Red 
Sandstone province south of the Highland Boundary 
Fault 







Fig 5.13 Hedgehog inversion of fundamental mode Rayleigh 
wave slowness for shear velocity in the Devonian 
Lavas province in the OchiL Hills 
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Fig 5.14 Hedgehog inversion of fundamental mode Rayleigh 
wave 	sLowness observed using LOWNET for shear 
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Fig 5.15 Hedgehog inversion of fundamentaL mode Rayleigh 
wave phase slowness observed across the EKA 
array for shear velocity in the Southern Uplands 
( Lower Palaeozoics ) 
methods. The variable parameters have therefore been the 
individual layer and half space shear velocities. The computer 
program HBV, listed in Appendix D has been used for these 
calculations. 
As pointed out in section 5.2, surface wave dispersion data are 
capable of only finite resolution. If the number of variable 
parameters is very large, implying an attempt at fine resolution, 
the range of acceptable solutions becomes very large and no 
meaningful conclusion can be reached. In the examples referred to 
above, the number of variable parameters ranges from 4. to 6. Here, 
the data could support fewer, ranging from 2 to 5 in number. These 
figures are smaller than for the linear inversions, where the use of 
a Levenberg—Marquadt parameter introduced a smoothing effect between 
layer velocities. 
The linear inversion solutions were used to guide the initial 
form of the Hedgehog models. These began with layer thicknesses 
doubled and the bottom layer incorporated into the half space. 
Parameter searches were carried out around the values given by the 
linear inversions. Subsequently some modifications were made, 
leading to the final inversions given in Figs 5.9 to 5.15. 
In Hedgehog inversion, the range of acceptable solutions should 
ideally lie within the boundaries of the parameter search, unless 
these specify physical limits. A disadvantage of the models 
presented here is that there has been insufficient information to 
achieve this for some parameters. 
The mesh size of the Hedgehog nets used here ranges from 0.1 to 
0.2 km/s, values selected as a balance between generating a large 
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number of acceptable solutions and generating none. In the first 
case the interval between knots is too small, while in the second, 
all acceptable solutions lie between two knots for one or more of 
the variable parameters. 
Two forms of acceptance criteria have been used here (Burton & 
Kennett, 1972). These are a test on the individual observations 
and a test on the complete dispersion curve, 
s. -S0 . 
Qi = 	' < arnax V1 As01 
2 i 
'l N 
Cr = t 	(sei_so;)) <c5; 
\.N i:i\  As0, (5. 1 2) 
Values of a 	and O 	were generally 1.0 but reduced to 0.7 in max max 
some cases. 	Use of equal values for these two limits makes the 
former test the more stringent, as was indicated by further inversions 
where o 	was reduced but which gave the same solution sets. max 
The inversions show regions satisfying the phase slowness data 
enclosing regions satisfying both phase and group slowness. The 
tests were modified for the dual inversion, doubling a 	and a- max max 
for group slowness. Without this relaxation of the requirements, 
most inversions had no solutions at all satisfying both group and 
phase slowness. 
Overall, the Hedgehog inversions display an increase in shear 
velocity with depth. At the surface, values range from 1.4 to 3.6 
km/s while at 2 km this becomes 2.4 to 3.8 km/s. 
Model MNEN1 has five parameters, more than any other because the 
corresponding dispersion curves have the smallest standard errors. 
However, P is poorly determined in layer four. In models such as 
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this one, which consist of layers of equal thickness overlying a half 
space, the range of acceptable P increases with depth in the layers. 
An alternative model can be envisaged in which layer thicknesses 
gradually increase such that P is equally well determined in each. 
The decrease in resolution with depth represented by the increasing 
layer thickness would be traded off against an increase in the 
breadth of the limits on shear velocity in the models shown. 
NNE12 is a simpler model than NNEN1 with only three free 
parameters. The limits of acceptable shear velocity are also 
broader. Shear velocities accepted in inversion NNEN1 are a subset 
of those in inversion MNE12, except between 0.6 and 0.8 km depth. 
The Hedgehog solutions imply that shear velocity distributions in the 
Sutherland and Graznpian Moine provinces are similar. 
In the Dalradian province north of the Highland Boundary Fault, 
shear velocity is similarbetween 0.4 and 1.6 km depth to that in 
the Noine provinces to the north. Above this region, model DAL12 
includes a low velocity zone when both phase and group slowness data 
require to be satisfied. Shear velocity is lower in the half space 
than for model MNEN1. However, a direct comparison is complicated 
by the fact that it runs up to shallower depths in model DAL12, 
reflecting the relatively high frequency content of Rayleigh waves 
generated by shot 12. 
The Hedgehog inversion representing the shear velocity 
distribution in the Devonian Lavas province shows a further overall 
decrease in P compared to the solutions already discussed. 	There 
is an overlap with model MNEN1 only between 1.2 and 1.6 kin and with 
model DAL12 below 1.2 km. 	There is a low velocity zone in layer 2. 
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However, no solutions were found satisfying both group and phase 
slowness. 
The Hedgehog inversion results described up to this point 
confirm the dependence of shear velocity on geological age which has 
been already discussed. This property is also expressed by the 
remaining inversions. Shear velocity in the Lower Palaeozoic rocks 
of the Southern Uplands, as represented by inversion EKA, is 
intermediate between that in the Devonian and Dairadian. The lowest 
values of P  are given by inversion LWN, although this solution has 
similar values in the half space to ORS11. 
The distributions of P with depth ininvsions LVS11 and ORS11 
are similar below 0.2 km with increased values in LVS11 above this 
level. 	The conclusion given in section 5.2 can be repeated, that 
the Devonian Lavas overlie Old Red Sandstone rocks about 0.5 km 
below the surface. 
5.4 Shear velocity - depth distributions in separate geological 
provinces in Scotland 
In Chapter 4, dispersion curves were given representing 
fundamental mode Rayleigh wave phase and group slowness in the 
frequency range 0.5 to 5 Hz observed in separate geological provinces 
in Scotland. Here, linear and Hedgehog schemes have been used to 
invert these data, treating each province independently. In view of 
this separation it has been appropriate to use Schwab and Knopoff's 
(1972) routine for the calculation of Rayleigh wave dispersion. 
All the models tested against the data therefore consist of 
homogeneous isotropic parallel layers overlying a half space. 
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Further constraints were to assume o = 0.27 and that the Nafe—Drake 
(1965) relationship was valid. 
Although a single dispersion curve can be calculated from a 
particular velocity model, the reverse is not true. More than one 
velocity model corresponds to a single dispersion curve. Furthermore, 
those presented in Chapter 4 are experimental observations and, as 
such, an uncertainty has been estimated for each data point. The 
inversion techniques used here systematically investigate the range 
of models which satisfy all this information. 
In the inversions, the layer thicknesses represent minimum 
resolving widths, in contrast to some previous work in which 
particular layers were assigned tectonic importance. Numbers and 
thicknesses of layers were set after several trials and vary in 
response to the frequency bandwidth and uncertainties of each data 
set. 
The approximate models determined in Chapter 4 were sho.m to 
represent useful starting points for the linear inversions, better 
than using the shear velocity distributions implied by the existing 
interpretation of LISPB body wave observations. Each inversion 
proceeded iteratively to a final solution using the linear inverse 
scheme introduced by Lanczos (1961) with a Levenbérg Marquadt 
parameter used to offset the effect of small singular values 
- (see Appendix B). 
The Hedgehog inversion scheme (Keilis Borok & Yanovskaja, 1 967; 
Knopoff & Schlue, 1972) is a modified form of the Monte Carlo method. 
Once a first solution has been found by a random search, Hedgehog 
moves onto a network of points or knots distributed at regular 
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intervals across the range of interest. A connected set of 
acceptable models is obtained by an ordered search about the first 
successful knot. 	Once this is complete, Monte Carlo is invoked once 
again to look for solutions outside this first set. 
The inversion results are summarised in Fig 5.16 . 	This shows 
an overall increase in shear velocity with depth due probably to the 
compaction effect of burial and near surface weathering ( Hall, 1978 ). 
The best determined dispersion curves presented in Chapter 4 were 
those from the Noine province of northern Scotland. The small error 
bars and smoothly varying phase slowness dispersion were very well 
matched by a linear inversion with ten 0.2 kin thick layers overlying a 
half—space. In a simultaneous inversion of both phase and group 
slowness by the Hedgehog method, the number of layers was reduced to 
four of 0.4 km thickness. This was necessary because the latter 
technique has no equivalent to the Levenberg Marquadt parameter; the 
resolving width equals the corresponding layer thickness. 
The two inversions in the Moine province are consistent in that 
the ranges of velocity overlap at all depths. The Hedgehog inversion 
appears more crude by virtue of its fewer layers. The increase in 
shear velocity with depth implied by both compares with the 
compressional wave distribution found by the LUST experiment (Hall, 
1978). 	Both have a more rapid increase in the top kilometre than 
below. When the LUST distribution is converted to shear velocity 
using a Poisson's ratio of 0.27 it overlaps the Hedgehog inversion 
below 0.4 km. The overlap with the linear inversion is more 
restricted, however. 
The P—wave velocity given for layer 1 of the LISPB model (Fig 1.6) 
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Fig 5.16 Seven shear veLocity depth profiLes summarising the results 
1. Moine province of northern ScotLand 	2. Grampian Moine province 
3. Dalrudian province 	 4. Old Red Sandstone province 
5. Devoniaii Lavas province 	 6. MidLand Valley (Carboniferous ) 
7. Southern Uplands ( Lower Palaeozoic ) 
is a reasonable asymptote to represent the shear velocity at depth. 
Using 0= 0.27, the compressional wave velocity of 6.2 kin/s becomes 
3.5 km/s shear wave velocity. 
In terms of both Hedgehog and linear inversions, the Grampian 
and North of Scotland Noine provinces have similar velocity depth 
distributions. 	A possible contrast, arising from granite intrusions 
(see section 1.5) which would decrease the velocity in the Grampians, 
is not required to fit the data. 
South of the Loch Tay Fault, where there is a transition to 
Dalradian rocks, the inversions imply reduced shear velocities above 
0.5 km and below 1.0 km compared to the Moine province to the north. 
Both have low velocity zones but at slightly different depths. 
However, the linear inversion, which is of phase slowness alone, does 
not prove the existence of a low velocity zone because a shear 
velocity—depth profile can be drawn which lies within the specified 
range in each layer and which increases continuously with depth. 
The Hedgehog inversion of phase slowness does not resolve this 
possible low velocity zone because it was necessary to double the 
layer thickness. A deeper low velocity zone arose in the Hedgehog 
inversion which also had to satisfy group slowness. 
The decrease in shear velocity at depth compared to further 
north is similar to that given for basement rocks in the LISPB 
model. The interpretation given there is that the contrast 
represents a change to Lower Palaeozoic basement, no mention being 
made of the Dairadiari, which consists of metamorphosed Cambrian 
rocks. 
Across the Highland Boundary Fault, basement rocks are 
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downthrown to the south (see section 1.5) and a Devonian sedimentary 
basin extends to about 2 km depth. Low shear velocities are 
associated with these Old Red Sandstone sedimentary rocks, falling 
below 2 km/s near the surface. A low velocity zone implied by the 
linear inversion is not confirmed by the Hedgehog inversion and 
probably arises for the same reasons as discussed for the Dairadian 
province to the north. The increase in shear velocity with depth 
could arise not only from the pressure effect of depth of burial but 
also from buried Devonian lavas. 
To the south, Devonian lavas outcrop in the Ochil Hills. Both 
linear and Hedgehog inversions of phase slowness imply a low velocity 
zone at about 0.6 km depth. Since below this level shear velocity 
is similar to that in the Old Red Sandstone province to the north, 
the geologies are likely to be the same. This implies that the 
Devonian lavas in the Ochil Hills are underlain by Old Red Sandstone 
rocks. Unfortunately, no successful Hedgehog inversion was achieved 
of phase and group slowness together. 
The lowest shear velocities found along any part of the LISPB 
profile in Scotland are in the Carboniferous rocks of the Midland 
Valley. There is a rapid increase with depth implying similar 
basement velocity to that further north. 
Shear velocities in the Lower Palaeozoic rocks of the Southern 
Uplands as observed at EKA show a gradual increase with depth. The 
compressional wave velocity distribution given by Jacob ( 1 969b) 
implies slightly higher values when converted to shear velocity 
using a Poisson's ratio of 0.27. 	However, the profile is very 
S imi 1 ar. 
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INVERSION OF OBSERVED RAYLEIGH WAVE ATTENUATION 
6.1 	Introduction 
In this chapter the linear and Headgehog schemes applied to VHF 
Rayleigh wave dispersion data in Chapter 5 are used to invert the 
attenuation data from separate geological provinces in Scotland 
given in Chapter 4. As in Chapter 5, the models consist of a 
finite number of isotropic parallel layers overlying a half—space. 
A solution to the forward problem for a Rayleigh wave propagating in 
such an anelastic model is required before undertaking inversion. 
A formal theory of Rayleigh wave attenuation has been given by 
Anderson and Archambeau (1964) and Anderson et al (1965). A 
modified form given by Burton (1976) highlights the causal 
relationship between intrinsic dissipation and dispersion 
(Futterinan, 1962). 
In an elastic earth a propagating wave can be represented as 
	
exp(i(wt_ker) 	 (6.1) 
where, 	w is angular frequency 
t is time 
k is wavenuznber e 
r is distance 
In an anelastic earth ke  is replaced by ka  where 
k = k 
e 
 (w) + k(w) 
a  
and 
k = $(w) + i (w) 
The equation for a propagating wave is then 




Arielasticity leads to amplitude attenuation, represented by (w), 
and intrinsic dispersion, represented by 0(w). 
The relationship between the attenuation co—efficient 6 and the 
specific dissipation factor Q 1 (w) is 




where group velocity U(w) is appropriate for Rayleigh waves, rather 
than phase velocity c(w) (Brune, 1962). 
Burton gives the following equations for and $, 
1 (Lke 0-i M - 	
Pej 2 O(çj J ej 	j 'I  
(6.4) 
2 	fw' 0(w) = - 
ôk 
where, 	e is the partial derivative of wavenwnber with respect 
ej 
to compressional wave velocity in layer j 
—1 
rxj 
 i 	is the ntrinsic attenuation for compression in layer j 
is the compressional wave velocity in layer j 
ej 
ke  is the partial derivative of wavenumber with respect to 
ej shear wave velocity in layer j 
Pi 
is the intrinsic attenuation for shear in layer j 
ej is the shear wave velocity in layer j 
w 	is a minimum cut—off frequency 
Here, the partial derivatives in equation 6.4 have been 
calculated numerically using first order differences, similar to the 
method used for partial derivatives and group slowness in Chapter 5. 
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Partial derivatives with respect to o have smaller values than those 
with respect to 
When no dissipation is associated with the bulk modulus, 
2 
(6.5) 
For the inversions carried out here, this relationship has been 
assumed, as was done by Burton and Kennett (1972) and Burton (1976). 
Anderson et al (1965) used 
= 0.44 QA 	
(6.6) 
which corresponds to a Poisson's ratio (a-) of 0.25. 	In all the 
velocity models presented in Chapter 5, a value of 0.27 was chosen 
as more appropriate for shallow structure in Scotland (Assumpcao & 
Bamford, 1978) and therefore here 
= 0.42 	
(6.7) 
Equation 6.2 implies an error in the model layer velocities 
calculated in Chapter 5 using elastic dispersion equations. However, 
introducing non—zero 	into a realistic geophysical model alters 
the corresponding phase slowness by approximately 1% (Carpenter & 
Davies, 1966; Kanamori & Anderson, 1977). 	This small systematic 
error, which is much smaller than the standard errors of the data, 
has been neglected. 
Lee and Solomon (1978) have undertaken a simultaneous inversion 
of dispersion and attenuation data by introducing Q -1 into the 
Thompson—Haskell method. Compared to an independent inversion, as 
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is the case here, the combined inversion gave improved resolution 
for 	but decreased resolution for P . General features of the 
models were the same. 
Theoretical Q(f) have been calculated for the five QAmodels 
given in Fig 4.38. These are shown in Fig 6.1. The theoretical 
curves match the major trends of the observations; a decrease with 
increasing frequency in four provinces while the theoretical curve 
for province ORS11 shows an increase. However, finer details are 
not matched, in partiular the minimum in the observed data set QORS11. 
A more exact fit between theoretical and observed data is obtained 
by the linear inversions now described. 
6.2 Linear inversions of VHF Rayleigh wave attenuation data 
The linear inversion scheme previously used to obtain shear 
velocity models for separate geological provinces in Scotland is 
applied here to the Rayleigh wave attenuation data presented in 
Chapter 4. Because the forward problem, as formulated in equation 
6.2, is itself linear, solutions are obtained in a single step 
rather than by the iterative process required in section 5.2. 
This method has been applie.d to both Love and Rayleigh wave 
attenuation data from North America (Mitchell, 1973; Herrmann & 
Mitchell, 1975; Mitchell, 1975). 	In these studies, observations 
over the frequency range 0.02 to 0.2 Hz were used to obtain crustal 
Q 1  structures extending to 40 km depth. Further work has been 
carried out on data in the 0.01 to 0.06 Hz frequency range from the 
Pacific Ocean area (Mitchell, 1976; Canas & Mitchell, 1978) where 
interest has centred on the upper mantle down to a depth of 300 km. 
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Equations 6.2 and 6.3 were combined to obtain a matrix equation 
for the calculation of the theoretical Rayleigh wave specific 
dissipation factor, 	at frequencies corresponding to the 
observations. Given values of the intrinsic shear wave dissipation 
factor, Q, in a layered model, 
A x = b 
(6.8) 
where, 
- U t (àk14 Pj 
 + 	
P~ ) 21Tf1\% 	
3J pj 
x= 	 b 1 = Q 1 
A solution to the inverse problem follows by forming an inverse 
for A using singular value decomposition (Lanczos, 1961). A 
disadvantage of the inversion scheme adopted here is that Q g is 
not constrained to physically meaningful positive values, as it can 
be for example by the use of linear programming (Lee & Solomon, 1 975; 
Sabatier, 1977) or the Hedgehog method (Burton, 1976). 
In section 5.2, the L—M smoothing parameter (0) was selected by 
setting a maximum acceptable standard error for the model parameters. 
Here, because of the simplified nature of the inversion it has been 
convenient to examine its effect more closely. 
A total of 25 solutions were calculated, representing several 
inversions of each of the five data sets QMNEN1, QDAL12, QORS11, 
QLWN, and QEKA. These are summarised in Fig 6.2 which is a plot of 
the solution norm, X2 , against the residual norm,\2, where 
2 	1 ri 	-t 7. x —(Q.) 
fl 4 :t 	tJ 








Fig 6.2 Solution norm ( X 2 ) and residual norm (X2 ) for successive 
linear inversions of the observed specific dissipation 
factor ( Q(f)) for the intrinsic dissipation ( Q' ) in five 
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x2 m i' 	o7O 
where, 
(6.9) 
is the theoretical attenuation factor in layer j 
Pi 
n 	is the number of layers including the half—space 
—1 is the theoretical Rayleigh wave attenuation factor Xi 
at frequency i 
Qoi 
—1 is the observed Rayleigh wave attenuation factor at 
frequency I 
0. is the standard error of the observation. 
i 
For each data set, the first solution was calculated with 9 set 
equal to the maximum singular value. Subsequently 9 was halved for 
each new solution until in any layer Q was less than zero or had a 
standard error greater than 0.05. 
More solutions were generated from data set QORS11 than from 
any other and this inversion is now discussed in detail. The 
models generated are all illustrated in Fig 6.3 with the estimated 
standard error forQ 1 in each layer and the relevant resolving 
kernels. Theoretical Q2g (f) are shown in Fig 6.4 for each solution. 
In a heavily damped inversion, model Q are held down towards 
zero. The corresponding theoretical Q 1 (f) are underestimates, as 
is illustrated by solutions 1 and 2. Solution 3 is the first for 
whichX <1, representing an adequate fit to the data. These first 
three solutions have a similar profile, consisting of a single lobe 
peaking at layer three. With decreasing e, individual layer Q —1 
gradually increase. 	In solution 1, the resolving kernels are all 
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Fig 6.3 Eight linear inversions of data set QORSI1 to give 	in the 
Old Red Sandstone province south of the Highland Boundary 
Fault. The L-M, parameter is halved at each successive 
inversion. The model consists of eight 0.1 km thick layers 
overlying a half-space. A maximum and minimum value of 
are given for each layer, these being the best fit 
value plus and minus the standard error. Each resolving 
kernel is marked by a tick. A horizontal line through this 
cuts the middle of the corresponding layer. A vertical line 
is the zero line for the kernel. 
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Fig 6.4 Theoretical C(f) for the Old Red Sandstone province 
inversions srown in Fig 6.3. These are compared to 
observed dc set QORS11. 
very broad and almost identical, but localisation and resolving 
widths improve with less damping. 
In solutions 1 to 3, the decrease in 	with increasing depth 
down to the half—space is reminiscent of inversions presented by 
Mitchell and others in the papers mentioned above. That this 
effect can be created by over damping has implications for the 
existence of a rapid decrease in intrinsic attenuation in the lower 
crust (Hermann & Mitchell, 1975) and the shape of the region of 
strong attenuation in the upper mantle, particularly the depth to 
its base (Mitchell, 1976; Ca.nas & Mitchell, 1978). 	Both these 
features could be distorted by the damping process. In contrast, 
several inversions presented in these papers appear to be under 
damped in the upper layers with rapidly oscillating values and large 
error estimates. 
Amongst the inversions of data set QORS11, solution four is the 
first in which the theoretical 
—1 overestimates the observations at 
intermediate frequencies. In subsequent solutions, the values 
remain steady within this range, while the shape of the curve changes, 
giving an improved fit to the low and high frequencies. At the 
same time the shape of the models changes, becoming eventually in 
solution eight, very unstable with parameter standard errors 
approaching, or greater than 0.05. 
Of the possible inversions, solution six is preferred. 	There 
—1 is no decrease in Qft with depth which can be attributed to over 
damping and at intermediate levels around 0.5 km depth there is a 
region of low Qp representing the minimum in the observed data 
around 1.7 Hz. - The latter aspect of the theoretical curve is not 
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strongly developed and the fit at low frequencies is less good than 
the others. 	Although the fit improves in solutions seven and eight, 
the models become unstable. The minimum in observed Qs cannot be 
modelled adequately given the precision of the data obtained. 
The other linear inversions are illustrated in Figs 6.5 to 6.8. 
For all the data sets other than QORS11, the sequence of solutions 
was ended by one for which Q<O in some layer, rather than by one 
with estimated error greater than 0.05. Like the inversion of data 
set QORS11, heavily damped solutions are single lobed models. With 
decrease in the L—M parameter, each develops a more complex profile 
while the fit to the data improves. For all the inversions 
falls below 1 eventually, although for Q,MNENI this is only true for 
the final solution. 
Comparing all the models together, the trend is for the shear 
wave attenuation factor, Q, to increase from about 0.01 at the 
surface to about 0.04 at 2 km depth. This increase is more rapid 
near 0.5 km than at other depths. 
Model ORS11 (Fig 6.3), representing the Old Red Sandstone 
province south of the Highland Boundary Fault, differs from the 
others by showing an increase above 0.4 km. This was to be 
expected from the Rayleigh wave attenuation data (Fig 4.35). The 
overall trend is for Q(f) to decrease with increasing frequency 
but data set QORS11 contrasts by showing an increase at high 
frequencies, those that penetrate relatively shallow depth. 
Models MNEN1 (Fig 6.5) and DAL12 (Fig 6.6), representing the 
metamorphic Noine and Dalradian provinces, have similar Q 1 depth 
profiles. There is a minimum near zero at 0.3 km depth, increasing 
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-1 	—1 
Figs 6.5 to 6.8 Linear inversions of observed Q 
,
f) for Qp in 
layered models. 
Several inversions are given for each data set, halving the 
L—M parameter from one to another. Maximum and minimum 
values of Q P are given for the preferred inversion, as are 
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Fig 6.5 Linear inversion of data set QMNEN1 for 0 ;' in the Moine 
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Fig 6.6 Linear inversion of data •set QDALI2 for Q in the Dairadian 
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Fig 6.7 Linear inversion of data set QLWN for 	in the 
Midland Valley around LOWNET. 
OEKA 
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Fig 6-8 Linear inversion of data set QEKA for Q in the Southern 









to about 0.046 at 0.8 km. 	DAL12 decreases below, but M1IEN1 increases 
to a maximum of about 0.052 before decreasing below 1 km. MNEN1 
shows structure to a deeper level than DAL12 because of the lower 
frequencies present in data set QMNEN1 compared to QDAL12. 
LWN (Fig 6.7), representing the Carboniferous of the Midland 
Valley, and EKA (Fig 6.8), representing Lower Palaeozoic rocks in the 
Southern Uplands, are similar models with thicker layers and 
—1 
relatively broad regions of Q. compared to the others. 	This 
arises because of the narrow range of frequency in the Rayleigh 
wave data sets QLWN and QEKA. The two models overlap down to 1 km 
depth and have values less than DAL12 and MNEN1 between 0.4 and 
0.8 km. 
Only a poor fit is obtained to the observations at low 
frequencies for data set Qj'41IEN1 (Fig 6.5). 	Therefore, the decrease 
in Q# at depth, which is present even in the final model, is 
probably created by the damping process. 	This is true also for 
QDAL12 and QEKA. On the other hand, all these include negative 
at shallower levels, implying under damping. This effect has 
already been mentioned for previously published inversions. 
The resolving kernels for the final solution in each inversion 
have marked negative lobes at the second or third layer. 
Interpreting the kernels as the averaging functions which when 
applied to the real earth would give the model obtained, implies 
that the minima in Q, 1 are a result of the inversion scheme rather 
than meaningful features. Another aspect of the kernels is that, 
while localisation might be expected to deteriorate with increasing 
depth, representing the finite penetration of each Rayleigh wave 
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data set, it is also always true that the resolving kernel for layer 
one peaks in layer two. 	As found in section 5.4, a useful 
improvement would be some modification to encourage positive values 
at all depths and proper localisation. 	A likely consequence would 
be an increase in resolving width but interpretation of the inversions 
would be simplified. 
6.3 Hedgehog inversions of VHF Rayleigh wave attenuation data 
The Hedgehog method was introduced in section 5.3 for the 
inversion of slowness dispersion data to give the distribution of. 
shear velocity with depth. 	Burton (1976) has applied it to Rayleigh 
wave attenuation data in the frequency range 0.015 to 0.085 Hz. 
The solutions imply a strongly attenuating zone in the upper mantle, 
coincident with the low velocity zone. 
For the inversions presented here, models have been used with 
layer boundaries identical to those used for the shear velocities in 
section 5.4. The number of variable parameters therefore varies 
from 2 to 5, which can be compared with 5 used by Burton (1976). 
In three of the inversions, the range of Q tested was 0.0 to 
0.1 with a grid size of 0.02, but where there were only two variable 
parameters (QLWN and QEKA) the grid size was reduced to 0.002. The 
physical constraint Q0 was therefore implicit in the process. 
The number of possible solutions was greater than for the inversions 
carried out in section 5.3 but this was practical because the 
forward problem is simpler here and therefore faster to compute. 
In each inversion, solutions were accepted which satisfied the 
tests applied by Burton and Kennett (1972) and Burton (1976) and 
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described in section 5.3. 	Both a max 	max and 	
were set to 1.0. 
The regions of Q at various depths accepted by the Hedgehog 
process are illustrated in Figs 6.9 to 6.12. 	No region was 
obtained for data set QDAL12. 	This implies that the model was 
overconstrained. In the remaining inversions values of Qp were 
obtained running across the full range of search, 0.0 to 0.1. 
The inversions show a trend for Qft to increase from about 0.02 
at the surface to about 0.04 at 2 km depth. 	Model ORS11, 
representing the Old Red Sandstone province south of the Highland 
Boundary Fault, differs from the others, however, showing an increase 
in the shallow layers to about 0.06 in the top 0.1 km. Model MNEN1, 
representing the Moine province of northern Scotland, shows a marked 
attenuation peak between 0.8 and 1.2 km depth. 
The two remaining inv&sions, LWN, representing the Carboniferous 
of the Midland Valley, and EKA, representing Lower Palaeozoic rocks 
in the Southern Uplands, have only one layer overlying ahalf—space 
because of the nariow frequency range in the data. Both have 
larger values in the half—space, while at all depths the range of 
QP in EKA contains that in LWN. 
In comparison to the linear inversions, the Hedgehog solutions 
imply cruder distributions of intrinsic shear wave attenuation with 
depth. This contrast arises from the thicker layers used and the 
independence of one layer from another. In the linear method, they 
are interdependent, as illustrated by the resolving kernels. 
The linear and Hedgehog solutions for NNEN1 overlap above 0.4 km 
and below 1.2 km but the linear inversion is smoother in between, 
with larger values of Q from 0.4 to 0.8 km and smaller values from 
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Fig 6.9 Hedgehog inversion of data set OMNENI for G A 
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Fig 6.12 Hedgehog inversion of data t QEKA for 








0.8 to 1.2 km. 
The Hedgehog solution for LWN shows larger values of 
overall than the linear inversion. It may be that the number of 
models tested was inadequate in the Hedgehog inversion and that some 
with smaller values of Q# might have proved acceptable. 
The alternative inversions for ORS11 give very similar regions 
of Qp at all depths. Those for EKA also overlap at all depths, 
although both show relatively broad regions of 0. 
6.4 Linear inversions with frequency dependent Qa 
The inversions presented up to this point have made the 
assumption that intrinsic dissipation is independent of frequency. 
This follows the argument made by Jackson and Anderson (1970). 	Any 
single mechanism may give rise to frequency dependent attenuation. 
However, several are likely to be operating in the earth, each with 
a different effect. The overall variation is likely to be 
negligible. 
For example, seismic attenuation has been represented as a 
spectrum of relaxation mechanisms (Anderson et al, 1976). Although 
each has a marked dissipation peak, the combined effect is 
attenuation independent of frequency, except at high frequencies 
where QP varies as f. 
From observation, K'anamori and Anderson (1977) and Lee and 
Solomon (1978) have commented that intrinsic dissipation within the 
earth is apparently independent of frequency up to a maximum of 
about 1 Hz although Tsai and Aki (1969) found it necessary to 
introduce frequency dependence fcr long period Rayleigh wave data. 
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Since the majority of data under consideration here are above 1 Hz, 
it is of interest to introduce frequency dependence into the forward 
problem and then to study its effect on the inversions obtained. 
Equations 6.2 and 6.3 were therefore modified by introducing 
= Q_ I f_ 
0 
For a set value of V, in each layer of a model, the linearity of 
equation 6.2 is not destroyed (Lee & Solomon, 1 975). 	For crustal 
surface waves, Mitchell (1979) suggested a value of 0.5 for X at 
1 Hz. This was adopted for the inversions presented in this 
section and matches the half-space estimates for QMNEN1 and QDAL12 
made in section 4.6. 	The linear scheme used in section 6.2 was 
modified to carry out the inversions. 	All the resulting models are 
quoted at a frequency of 1 Hz, that is the values of 	are given. Po 
For each data set a sequence of solutions was calculated, 
halving the L-M parameter at each step, as in section 6.2. The 
resulting values of solution norm, X 2 , and residual norm,% 2 , are 
given in Fig 6.13 and can be compared to thoin Fig 6.2. 	In 
general the solution norm is larger for the new solutions implying 
that values of Q7p 1 given here are larger than those for 
-1
given 
in solution 6.2. 	The trend of the curves is similar but each 
terminates at a smaller value of solution noim, which implies a 
better fit to the data, except for data set QORS11. 	That for QLWN 
is of particular interest, illustrating a corner effect. 	As the 
damping is decreased, the rate of change in X 
2 
 andX 
2 slows until in 
the final solution X2 suddenly increases, representing the onset of 
instability. 	An optimum solution is to be found at the corner. 
There is a similar but less marked effect for QDAL12. 







Fig 6.13 Solution norm ( X 2  ) and residual norm (X..2) for, successive 
linear inversions of the observed specificdissipatiOfl' factor 
(Q( f)) for frequency dependent intrinsic dissipation 
(Q=Q 0 f ° ) in five geological provinces in Scotland. 
The fit to the data, as shown by Figs 6.14 to 6.18, is improved 
because the theoretical curves of Q X peak at lower frequencies than 
those in Figs 6.3 to 6.7. These match more easily the overall 
decrease in 	with increasing frequency which is common to all data 
sets except QORS11. For each inversion, a particular solution has 
been selected which seems to represent a best compromise between 
overdamping and instability. A comparison with those presented in 
section 6.2 shows that similar profiles have been obtained but now 
with a tendency for Q•1  to be larger at shallower depths and smaller 
deeper down, an effect which is particularly evident for data set 
—1 
QORS11. The minimum and maximum of Q i p n the model representing 
province MNEN1 appear at shallower depths, while Q 1 falls off more 
rapidly in the lower layers. An adequate fit has been obtained to 
these data without negative Q in the model. In a similar way, 
for equally good' fit to that obtained in section 6.2, the inversion 
of data set QDAL12 no longer requires such a marked minimum in Q. 
However, a comparison of resolving kernels shows that moreda.mping was 
applied in the new inversion which has given a poorer localisation 
and longer resolving lengths. 
Linear inversions with 	varying as f °5 achieved a good fit 
to the data without unstable models in four out of five inversions. 
This was to be expected because the predominant trend of the Rayleigh 
wave dissipation observed is a decrease with increasing frequency. 
The exception to this is data set QORS11 where the predominant trend 
is an increase and for its inversion better results were obtained 
with Q independent of frequency in section 6.2. 
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Fig 6.14 Linear inversion of data set QMNEN1 for Q(f) in 
Moine province of northern Scottand 
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Fig 6.15 Linear 	inversion of data 	set 	QDAL12 	for Q(f') 	
in the 
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Fig 6.16 Linear inversion of data set QORS11 for Q(f) in 
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Fig 6.17 Linear inversion of data set QLWN for 	f 
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Fig 6.18 Linear inversion of data set QEKA for Q(f ) in 
the Southern Uplands at the EKA array 
6.5 	intrinsic dissipation in separate geo'ogical province in 
Scotland 
Attenuation models representing separate geological provinces 
in Scotland were derived by applying the linear and Hedgehog schemes 
to a formulation of the forward problem for Rayleigh wave attenuation 
introduced by Anderson and Archambeau ( 1 964). 	Each consists of a 
finite number of isotropic parallel layers overlying a half-space, 
the same arrangement as for the shear velocity models derived 
e ar lie r. 
The linear inversion of attenuation data proceeds in a single 
step, whereas that for shear velocity is iterative. Therefore it 
was convenient to investigate the effect of the Levenberg-Marquadt 
damping scheme more closely than before. Heavily damped solutions 
are generally single lobed profiles with small positive values of 
The corresponding theoretical Q 1 (f) underestimate the 
observations. 
Graphs of solution norm against residual norm show how, as the 
-1 
degree of damping is decreased, the overall size of QP increases and 
the fit to the data improves. A good fit was first obtained at 
intermediate frequencies, improving later at the extremities. 	At 
this latter stage each model developed an individual character while 
the resolving kernels narrowed and the standard errors on Q in 
individual layers increased. 	Each sequence of solutions was stopped 
-1 
when either Qp became negative, a consequence of instability, or the 
-1 
standard error of a particular Q became greater than 0.05. The 
latter was the case only for data set Q0RS11. 
The resolving kernels obtained have marked negative lobes which 
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imply that the models not only smooth the true distribution of 
in the earth but distort it such that interpretation of the 
inversions is complicated. 	However, a comparison of the resulting 
distributions of Q# against depth has been possible with Hedgehog 
inversions. 
Overall (Fig 6.19), the inversions imply an increase in 
with depth, from around 0.015 at the surface to about 0.04 at 2 kih 
depth. The linear method implies a sharper increase around 0.5 km 
that at other depths. The corresponding trend in the observed 
specific dissipation data was a. decrease in Qp with increasing 
frequency. 	Data set QORS11 contrasted by increasing above 1.7 Hz. 
This is reflected in its inversions by an increase in Q 1 above 
0.4 km. 
Q ft is similar in the metamorphic provinces, MNEN1 and DAL12. 
However, DAL12 reaches a maximum at 0.8 km as against 1.0 kin for 
MNEN1. The inversions for LWN and EKA are similar but have few 
layers because of the narrow frequency range in the data.. Between 
0.4 and 0.8 kin, the linear inversions imply values of Q— 1smaller 
than for NNEN1 and DAL12. 
Hedgehog inversions contrast with the linear ones, showing a 
cruder distribution of Q p with depth both because of the thicker 
layering used and the lack of smoothing between them. This is 
demonstrated by the solutions for MNEN1. However, very similar 
results were obtained for ORS11 and EKA. The Hedgehog inversion 
for LWN shows larger values than the corresponding linear solution, 
perhaps due to an over—restricted search for acceptable models. 
Previous work on the frequency dependence of intrinsic 
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Fig6•19 Five 	-depth profiles summarising the results of 
fundamental mode Rayleigh wave dissipation 
(Q(f)) data inversion 
dissipation in the earth has suggested that Q may fall off as f 0 ' 5 
around 1 Hz. It maintains its inherent linearity after introducing 
such an effect into the forward problem, and the inversion scheme 
used in section 6.2 was readily modified. The new solutions give a 
better fit of theoretical 	to the data. This was to be expected 
from the decrease in Qp with increasing frequency which is common 
to four out of the five data sets. 	The odd one out is QORS11, for 
which a better fit was obtained in the original inversion. There 
is no radical change in the variations of Q with depth. Generally, 
at 1 Hz, it is larger in the shallow layers and smaller deeper down. 
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CHAPTER 7 
REGIONAL SHEAR VELOCITY AND ATTENUATION STRUCTURE IN 
SCOTLAN]) FROM VHF RAYLEIGH WAVE OBSERVATIONS 
7.1 	Introduction 
Surface waves with frequencies in the range 0.5 to 5 Hz are 
often recorded from small earthquakes and man made explosions. The 
research work reported in this thesis has been an analysis of such 
'VHF' Rayleigh waves, generated by four shots fired in Scotland 
during the large scale refraction project LISPB (Bamford et al, 1 977; 
1978). Seismograms from the LISPB mobile array and the permanent 
stations of LOWNET (Crampin et al, 1970) and EKA (Truscott, 1 964) 
formed the data. 
This final chapter is a review of the methods developed to 
analyse these records and the results obtained. Suggestions are 
included for further improvements and alternatives to these 
techniques, which could form a basis fçr further research. The 
results show regional variations in Rayleigh wave dispersion and 
dissipation, and the corresponding shear velocity and attenuation 
structure obtained by inversion. 
7.2 Analysis of Rayleigh waves 
The analysis of Rayleigh wave seismograms presented here has 
involved four stages; field recording, time domain measurements, 
digital frequency domain processing for phase and group slowness 
dispersion and the specific dissipation factor Q 1 (f), and inversion 
of these data for shear wave velocity and attenuation structure. 
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The Rayleigh waves analysed here were generated by shots fired 
during the LISPB refraction experiment. Some differences were noted 
between land and sea shots, the latter giving a relatively narrow 
bandwidth. Further comparisons could be made in future work by 
extending the data set to include Rayleigh waves generated by local 
earth tremors, quarry blasts and other refraction shots. In a 
controlled experiment, different charges could be fired at the same 
point and observed over the same path by the same instruments. In 
a small scale experiment, Hattori (1972) found that the dominant 
frequency decreased with increasing charge size. He obtained 
dispersion data over a broad bandwidth by superimposing results from 
each shot. 
The seismometers of the LISPB, LOWNET and EKA arrays all had 
resonant frequencies of 1 or 2 Hz (Appendix A). The fall—off in 
response below these points may have restricted the amount of low 
frequency information recovered. Future work will probably benefit 
from the use of wideband seismorneters using electronic feedback 
(Usher, Guraip & Birch, 1978; Wilimore, 1978). 
Time domain analysis of the seismograms proved a useful first 
look at the information they contained. Reduced travel time 
sections clearly showed a division of the data into separate 
provinces with boundaries marked by velocity changes and preferential 
attenuation of higher frequencies. These phenomena were found to be 
coincident with structural features inferred from surface geology. 
Simple measurements of group velocity and the dominant Rayleigh wave 
frequency were made. The analysis of group velocity was extended 
to isolated paths around LOWNET and EKA. Furthermore, because EKA 
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is a two—dimensional array it was possible to solve for both phase 
velocity and direction of propagation thus recogriising lateral 
refraction. 	Lateral refraction could cause the velocities measured 
along one—dimensional arrays to be overestimates. 
Analysis of Rayleigh waves using reduced travel time sections 
could prove a useful extension to standard refraction experiments. 
This would improve resolution of the near surface structure. 
Frequency domain processing began with digitisation, resampling, 
summation and decimation. Digitisation was at 50 or 100 sps but 
individual seismograms varied about these figures and resampling was 
used to correct this, the only penalty being increased noise at 
frequencies above the range of interest. Seismograms from EKA and 
LOWNET which were recordings of shots fired at the same site were 
summed, reducing the number of seismograms from 141 to 56 composites 
of improved signal to noise ratio. 	All the seismograms were then 
reduced to a sampling rate of 25 sps by decimation, a process which 
includes the low pass filtering necessary to avoid aliasing. This 
made the subsequent digital processing more efficient. 
To derive group arrival times from each seismogram over a range 
of frequencies, the multiple filter analysis technique (Dziewonski, 
Bloch & Landisman, 1969) was applied, using the computer program 
TSAP (Appendix B) which was modified from that of Burton and Blarney 
(1972). This method displays the Rayleigh wave as a ridge running 
across an FTAN diagram of instantaneous amplitude in decibels (db) 
against frequency and time. A search procedure was introduced to 
accurately trace the group velocity dispersion along the ridge in the 
presence of noise. This would start initially at the maximum value 
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on the diagram, but could be repeated from any start point chosen, 
allowing the Rayleigh wave to be selected at lower db levels. 
Multiple filter analysis was carried out here using filters of 
constant relative bandwidth. This method led to varying resolution 
across the diagrams presented. Nyman and Landisman (1977) 
introduced a "display equalised" filter in which the resolution is 
constant for their FTAN diagram, which is displayed against scales 
of log period and group velocity. A simplification would be to use 
linear time and frequency scales for the diagram, in which case 
filters of constant bandwidth achieve the same effect. 
Other alternative filters which could be considered in further 
work are those which have been proposedto maximise temporal 
resolution. 	That of Inston et al (1971) becomes excessively broad 
at a group velocity extremum, but has been modified by Cara (1973) 
to handle this situation. 	Canitez (1977) has made a similar 
analysis for a non-Gaussian filter. However, all these require 
prior knowledge of an approximate dispersion curve. 
Further schemes for multiple filter analysis include the use of 
an extrapolation algorithm applied to group arrival times obtained 
from several different bandwidths at each frequency (Denny & Chin, 
1976), and residual dispersion measurement (Dziewonski et al, 1972) 
in which the seismogram is cross-correlated with another of known 
dispersion before analysis. 	Systematic errors are reduced by the 
analysis of the resulting, more impulsive, wavetrain. 
Phase arrival times were derived from each seismogram using 
inter-station phase velocities calculated by Bloch and Hales' (1968) 
method using computer program IPV (Appendix D) which was modified 
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from that of Stuart, Inston & Blarney (1978). This makes use of the 
DC offset of the product of two seismograms. Values are displayed 
against frequency and time, the Rayleigh wave dispersion appearing, 
once more, as a ridge across the diagram. The ridge search 
procedure introduced for multiple filter anlaysis was modified to 
follow this. 
Phase differences are always determined with an uncertainty of 
+2nTT where n is an integer. Each value of n corresponds to a 
different dispersion curve. However, inter—station distances were 
always short enough that the correct choice for n was clear, 
particularly at low frequencies. The alternatives resulted in 
unrealistic phase velocities. 
An alternative considered by Bloch and Hales (1968) was 
summation of the two seismograms, rather than cross—multiplication. 
This can be extended, summing three or more from a linear array such 
as that used during LISPB. Such a stacking method is an approximation 
to a frequency—wavenumber transformation of the data (Nolet, 1976). 
This could be applied to the LISPB array data and has already been 
used in an analysis of Rayleigh wave noise at EKA (Key, 1967). Nolet 
extends the method to include time variable filtering, producing 
diagrams of stacked amplitude against phase and group velocity for 
each frequency considered. This method has been able to resolve 
higher modes of continental Rayleigh wave modes (Nolet, 1976; Cara, 
1978). 	Nitchell (1980) introduces source information into the 
analysis by including a source seismogram in the data. This 
effectively extends the array of stations to include the source 
position, giving a marked improvement in resolution. 
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Rayleigh wave amplitude data were calculated here from the 
Fourier spectrum of the seismogram after windowing about the group 
arrival time for each frequency considered. This technique is a 
form of time variable filtering. 
Group and phase arrival time, and amplitude data from individual 
seismograms, were grouped into the provinces identified from the 
earlier time domain analysis. 	Linear time (Brilliart& Ewing, 1954) 
and amplitude (Burton, 1974) versus distance curves were fitted to 
these data by least squares, giving values of phase and group slowness 
and the specific dissipation factor, together with their standard 
errors, for a range of frequencies. 
This independent analysis of individual provinces could be 
extended by introducing some further constraints. Where one shot is 
fired near the middle of a province and observed to the south, then 
another at the same point observed to the north, the two data sets 
could be combined for least squares analysis, assuming the shots had 
identical source spectra. Furthermore, the thot-point could be 
included in the array by following the argument put by Mitchell 
(1980), mentioned above. Where an array runs across two provinces 
and the boundary has been recognised as a particular geological 
feature, such as, for example, the Highland Boundary Fault, the 
least squares straight lines for each province could be constrained 
to cross where the array of stations passes over the mapped point of 
the feature. 
At the EKA array, the iterative least squares method introduced 
for time domain measurements was extended to group and phase arrival 
time data at several frequencies. The azimuths from this analysis 
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were used to constrain the calculation of Q(f), reducing that 
process to the linear straight line fit used for the other data. It 
can be envisaged that group and phase arrival times and amplitude 
data observed from several events could be treated together in a 
single iterative least squares analysis for group and phase slowness 
and Q(f). Azimuths might be constrained to the same value at all 
frequencies for a particular source. 
The final stage in analysing the data was inversion. This 
requires first a solution to the forward problem, a method for 
modelling theoretical data which can be compared to the observations. 
Here, layered models represented velocity and attenuation structure 
in each province. Comparison between inversions for distinct 
geological provinces illustrated lateral changes along a north—south 
profile through Scotland. 
Given a shear—velocity model, theoretical fundamental mode 
Rayleigh wave group and phase slowness dispersion were calculated by 
Knopoff's method (1964), using the routine published by Schwab and 
Knopoff (1972). Compressional wave velocity was constrained by 
assuming a Poisson's ratio of 0.27, and density by following the Nafe-
Drake relationship using a formula given by Stuart (1978). 
Given a shear—wave dissipation (Q(h)) model, theoretical 
were calculated using the theory given by Burton (1976), which was 
introduced by Anderson and Archambeau ( 1 964). Compressional wave 
attenuation was constrained by assuming no dissipation associated 
with the bulk modulus (Burton & Kennett, 1972). 
Two inversion schemes were used here to assess the range of 
models which satisfied the data within their uncertainties. 
Hedgehog (Keillis Borok & Yanovskaja, 1 967) is a trial and error 
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scheme, but improves on Monte Carlobyse&'ching on a discrete network 
of possible solutions about the first successful random model 
obtained in continuous parameter space. Linear inversion centres 
around inversions of non—square matrices by singular—value 
decomposition (Lanczos, 1961) using the Levenberg—Marquadt algorithm 
to stabilise the calculation. The level of smoothing in the 
algorithm is best judged from a graph of solution norm against 
residual norm. Ideally this has a corner representing an optimum. 
If the level of smoothing, is reduced, the solution norm increases 
rapidly, representing wildly varying values. If the level of 
smoothing is increased, the residual norm increases rapidly, showing 
that the inversion is overconstrained and a poor fit to the data. 
Linear inversion could be applied immediately to the inversion 
of attenuation data because the forward problem is already linear. 
In the case of Rayleigh wave dispersion, the problem has to be 
linearised, the inversion making use of a matrix of partial 
derivatives relating small changes in slowness to small changes in 
the model parameters. This latter inversion then becomes iterative, 
starting at a rough estimate of the final solution. 
In Hedgehog, acceptable models are those which give an adequate 
fit between theoretical and observed data, expressed by values of a 
and c-below preset limits (see section 5.3)0 	With such a display, 
it is possible to attempt inversion and recover no information because 
no "acceptable" models are found. It would be an improvement to 
display, for each point on the Hedgehog net, the minimum values of a 
and c-reached. This would show how "nearly acceptable" models were 
in such a situation and show how critical was the selection of the 
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limits on aand o- 
Resolving kernels for the linear inversions presented here were 
normalised to a common peak value. However, it may be misleading to 
do so. The resolution matrix represents a filter through which the 
inversion "sees" the true earth parameters. 	In that case, it is not 
only the shape but absolute value of each resolving kernel that is 
important. In attenuation inversion, numerical values of Q7p often 
tend to zero at depth, yet retain kernels identical in shape to 
shallower layers which have larger QP 
1 .If the true absolute 
values of the kernels were retained, it would be clear that the 
loer layers were hardly resolved by the inversion, corresponding to 
kernels which have collapsed to negligible values, clearly 
representing the limits of Rayleigh wave penetration. 
7.3 Summary of results 
During the LISPB project, Rayleigh waves were observed along the 
northern 66 km of segment ALPHA, south of shot-point Ni; the 
southern 54 km of ALPHA, north of shot-point 1; the northern 50 km 
of BETA, south of shot-point 1; by LOWNET from shot-points 1 and E, 
and by EKA from shot-points E and 2 (Fig 7.1). 
A reduced travel time section for the most northerly segment 
implied constant group velocity (Fig 7.2) but marked changes were 
evident from those immediately north and south of shot-point 1. 
These contrasts co-incided with features of the mapped surface 
geology. Prominent amongst these was the Highland Boundary Fault, 
where there was a marked decrease in velocity from metamorphic 
Dalradian rocks to the north, into Old Red Sandstone sediments to the 
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Fig 7.2 Summary of results from time . domain analysis 
south. No difference in velocity was found between Moine and 
Dairadian rocks north of shot—point 1, but the Loch Tay Fault caused 
a sudden reduction in the dominent frequency of the Rayleigh wave. 
Treating the LOWNET recordings as observations along isolated 
paths, gave results similar to those from the LISPB array south of 
shot—point 1 but illustrated a marked reduction in velocity in 
Carboniferous rocks around shot—point E. The path from shot—point 
E south to EKA runs out of the Midland Valley at the Southern Uplands 
Fault. A velocity for the Lower Palaeozoic rocks of the Southern 
Uplands was calculated by assuming the value for the Carboniferous 
found from LOWNET. The path from shot—point 2 to EKA lies partly 
over Carboniferous in the North of England and partly over Lower 
Palaeozoics in the Southern Uplands. Assuming the value already 
found for the lower Palaeozoics, observations at EKA of shots fired 
at 2 could be used to estimate a group velocity for the Carboniferous0 
Assuming circular wavefronts centred on the source gave a phase 
velocity across EKA of 2.65 km/s for Rayleigh waves generated at 
shot—point E. However, a better fit to the date followed by 
solving for azimuth as well. This implied a 100 refraction to the 
east and a slight increase in velocity to 2.70 km/s. The most 
likely point for refraction was the Southern Uplands Fault. 
The dominant frequencies in the raw seismograms varied probably 
in response to three causes. The larger shots, Ni and E, would 
generate lower frequencies than those at 1 and 2. Seismograms 
observed near the source showed high frequencies which were 
preferentially attenuated at a distance by dissipation along the 
path. LOWNET and EKA recorded with 1 Hz seismometers as against 
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2 Hz seismometers for the LISPB array, making them likely to show 
lower frequencies. 
Figure 7.3 summarises the values of group and phase slowness and 
specific dissipation factors obtained by frequency domain processing. 
The first stage in calculating these data was multiple filter 
analysis. FTAN diagrams showed variations in observed bandwidth 
with distance from the source. The ridge representing the Rayleigh 
wave broadened with decreasing distance from the source, affecting 
low frequencies first so that these were not resolved at close range. 
High frequencies were weaker at distance due to dissipation along 
the path, as described above. 
For the purpose of calculating group and phase slowness and 
attenuation from the relevant arrival times and amplitude data for 
individual seismograms, the north-south profile was divided into 
seven provinces as mapped in Fig 7.1. DAL12 involved averaging 
across a region immediately north of shot-point 1 where slower 
propagation was noted in the time-domain analysis. There were too 
few stations south of shot-point 1 and north of the Highland 
Boundary Fault for a Dalradian province DAL11 to be formed. 
Amongst the LOWNET recordings from shot-point E, there was a 
particularly marked variation in the observed bandwidth of the 
Rayleigh wave. There was little overlap in bandwidth, giving the 
minimum three stations for least squares analysis over a restricted 
range of frequency. The data bandwidth at EKA was also narrow, 
FTAN diagrams for all the seismograms showing a sharp single peak. 
Frequency domain analysis of the azimuth of propagation for 
wavefronts crossing EKA from shot-point E confirmed the eastward 
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Fig 7.3 Summary of results from frequency domain analysis 
refraction for all frequencies, the same as that found from time 
domain measurement. No refraction of Rayleigh waves was found for 
the path from shot—point 2 which crosses perpendicular to the 
Carboniferous—Lower Palaeozoic boundary. 
The number of provinces for which the specific dissipation 
factor, Q(f) could be calculated was restricted to five and, 
furthermore, the frequency bandwidth of these data was smaller than 
for the corresponding slowness dispersion. It was found that 
stations near a major geological feature such as the Highland 
Boundary Fault or Loch Tay Fault, did not follow the gradual 
decrease in amplitude with increasing distance which was to be 
expected. 	Also, by a possible combinationof lateral refraction 
effects, inaccurate instrumental gain and high background noise 
level, no measured decrease in amplitude with increasing distance 
was evident in province LVS11. 
Values of group and phase slowness and the specific dissipation 
factor are given in Fig 7.3 as a summary of the results which are 
listed fully in Appendix C. Phase slowness, which ranges from 
0.329 to 0.610 s/km, increases with increasing frequency, in general, 
consistent with the values of group slowness, which are always 
larger. There is a maximum in phase slowness for province LVS11 
at 1.93 Hz. 
When compared between provinces, phase slowness decreases with 
increasing geological age, a trend which is consistent with the 
values for deeper layers given by Bamford et al (1977; 1978) in 
the LISPB model. The contrasts between sedimentary and crystalline 
provinces are similar to those found in previous analyses of VHF 
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Rayleigh waves (McEvilly and Stauder, 1965; Herrmann, 1 969; Anderson 
& Dorman, 1 973). 
Values of Q(f) range from 0.015 to 0.050, which can be compared 
with 0.011 derived from a magnitude relation for VHF Rayleigh waves 
published by Long (1976). Data given by Mitchell (1973) at 
frequencies around 0.25 Hz also have similar values but these 
decrease rapidly below 0.05 Hz to about 0.008. 
The pattern of isoseismals around an earthquake is influenced by 
the attenuating properties of local propagation paths, described by 
estimates of 
-1  for the dominant seismic wave (Burton, 1978). 
Hartzell et al (1978) have found that, for a shallow earthquake, 
strong motion records at 35 km from the epicentre are composed 
primarily of VHF Rayleigh waves. Also Long (1976) has demonstrated 
that the decrease in intensity with increasing range for three 
earthquakes is consistent with instrumental records of the amplitude 
decay of VHF surface waves generated by mine blasts. These results 
imply that it is important to continue the compilation of VHF 
suface wave Q X measurements as part of the general assessment of 
seismic risk in Britain. 
Values of shear velocity and the shear wave dissipation factor, 
are shown in Fig 7.4, sumrnarising the inversions described in 
Chapters 5 and 6. In province MNEN1, shear wave velocity increases 
with depth. 	This result is similar to the trend for compressional 
wave velocity found by Hall (1978). 	In the absence of significant 
sedimentary cover, this results from the pressure effect of depth 
of burial and near surface weathering. Shear wave velocity - depth 
profiles are also similar in provinces MNE12 and DAL12 which also 
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consist of metamorphosed rocks. South of the Highland Boundary 
Fault, shear wave velocity decreases in the Old Red. Sandstone 
sedimentary basin but increases at shallow depths further south in 
the Ochil Hills where there is an overlying layer of Devonian lavas. 
The Carboniferous rocks in the Midland Valley show the lowest shear 
velocities. Beyond the Southern Uplands Fault values increase once 
again in the Lower Palaeozoic province. Here the velocity - depth 
profile is comparable with results for compressional wave velocity 
given by Jacob (1969b). 
Shear wave velocities calculated for shallow layers in the LISPB 
model (Assumpçao & Bamford, 1978) are generally higher than those 
found here by the inversion of VHF Rayleigh wave data. 
Overall 	tends to increase with increasing depth (Fig 7.3), 
which corresponds to the decrease in QS with increasing frequency 
mentioned above. Similar results are obtained in provinces KNE12 
and DAL12 but contrast with LWN and EKA by having larger values 
between 0.4 and 0.8 km. 
Mitchell (1979) has suggested thatvaries with frequency (f), 
perhaps as f0l5  above a frequency of 1 Hz. This would lead to 
varying as f 5 over a half-space. A least squares fit of 
curves with the form f 
-(
to the observations gave values of ( 
ranging from 0.55 to 1.58,  excepting for QORS11 where it was 
negative, -0.38. 	Clearly, frequency dependent Q ft does not 
entirely explain the observations. 	Inversions with Q which varied 
as f 05 gave a better fit to the data than for constant Q 1 except 
QORS11. There was no radical change in the QpL depth profiles 
found (Q given at 1 Hz when frequency dependent), with a trend 
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for larger values in shallow layers and smaller values deeper down. 
At shallow depths where rocks are at relatively low pressure, 
seismic attenuation has been attributed to friction at grain 
boundaries (Gordon & Nelson, 1966) or across cracks (Jackson & 
Anderson, 1970). 	Under this mechanism, 	decreases with depth as 
the overburden pressure increases. This is not therefore an 
explanation of the observations given here as these generally imply 
the opposite trend. Winkler, Nur and Gladwin (1979) have shown 
that such losses occur only at strains greater than found in 
seismology outside the immediate vicinity of earthquakes. 
An alternative investigated by Houseley, Tittman and Cirlin 
(1974) is the variation of Qp with rock porosity and the presence of 
pore fluids. 	In porous rocks at room temperature, Q is of the 
order 0.01. In a high vacuum, when all pore fluids have been removed, 
decreases by an order of magnitude to a value equivalent to a 
non—porous rock of the same mineral content. 
By this theory, the variations in Qp1 (h) found here represent 
changes in saturation or porosity with changes in depth, associated 
in at least some cases with changes in rock type. If independent 
measurements of compressional wave velocity and attenuation were 
available, it would be possible to investigate such variations in 
more detail (Winkler, 1979). 
7.4 The end 
The declared aim of this project was to model velocity and 
attenuation structure in Scotland from Rayleigh waves generated by 
shots fired during the LISPB project. 	This final chapter has been 
IMME 
a summary of the results, illustrating how these aims were achieved. 
Alternative methods of processing the type of VHF Rayleigh wave 
data considered have also been described. There is a large body of 
these data, recorded during refraction surveys or by arrays such as 
EKA and LOWNET from quarry blasts and earthquakes in Britain. This 
forms a good basis for building on the project described in this 
thesis, the first detailed examination of VHF Rayleigh wave 
propagation and attenuation. 
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APPEIDIX A 
INSTRUMENTAL CORRECTIONS 
A.l Distortion of a seismogram by a recording instrument 
Calculations of phase and group slowness and attenuation by the 
methods described in Chapter 3 involve the comparison of the 
relative phase and amplitude of seismograms. Ideally, a seismogram 
is a distortion free record of the actual ground motion but in 
practice this is not so. 
In the time domain, a seismogram is the convolution of the 
ground motion with the response of the recording instrument. Only 
if the latter were a delta function would an ideal record be 
obtained. 	In the frequency domain, the convolution becomes a 
product of Fourier spectra. Because division is a simpler process 
than deconvolution, the correction of seismograms for instrumental 
distortion has been carried out here in the frequency domain. 
A.2 An equation to represent instrumental response 
For the seismograms used in this research work, within the 
frequency range 0.5 to 5 Hz, the instrument response can be broken 
down into two elements. The shape of its Fourier spectrum is 
determined by the seismometer while the recording and replay systems 
contribute an overall gain factor. 
All the seismometers used are resistively damped electromagnetic 
types. 	The output voltage from these is proportional to the velocity 
of the seismometer mass. The equations of motion representing this 
system are (Wilimore, 1960), 
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N3+D±+Sx = MX 
e = —ICi 	 (A.1) 
where, X is ground displacement (m) 
x is relative displacement between mass and frame (m) 
N is the mass (kg) 
D is a resistive damping constant (kg/s) 
S is spring stiffness (kg/s 2) 
e is output emf (volts) 
K is the overall gain factor 
The solution to these equations is 
2 wK 
e(w)= 	,. 	











This is the form of equation used in computer subroutine INSTCR 
used in program TSAP listed in Appendix C. 
Application to the seismograms used 
A.3.1 	LISPB 
The LISPB array (Bam.ford et al, 1976) consisted of sixty field 
recorders, fifty of the MARS type (Berckhemer, 1970; 1976) and ten 
GEOSTORE (Racal electronics company). These operated with a 
variety of seismometers. The combination used for any particular 
recording was coded into the header information provided with it. 
Values of P and w for each seismometer used are as follows: 
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Seismometer 	f0= .. 	 Reference 
FS60 	 2.0 	0.62 	Berckhemer (1970; 1976) 
HS10 	 2.0 	0.69 	Geospace Product 
Bulletin 79 
Wilimore Mk II 	1.0 	0.7 	Huger & Watts (1964) 
The overall gain factor is calculated from a formula 
K = 0.8188 Gi2 ' 
where, 	2 lAMPis the recorder pre—amp gain 
I 	is a gain applied during digitising 
G 	is found from a look up table (see subroutine INSTCR, 
Appendix C) 
The necessary information to derive these values could be obtained 
from the seismogram header and the FORTRAN code to carry this out was 
included in subroutine INSTCR. 
A.3.2. LOWNET 
LOWNET consists of eight Willrnore Mk II seismometers operating 
at sites distributed around the Midland Valley, radio—linked to a 
common recorder. Identical responses can be used for all LOWNET 
seismograms except that the overall gain at EDI is half that at the 
other stations due to a stronger background noise level. The values 




lAMP = 0 but —1 for EDI 
i 	=1 
A.3.3 EKA 
At EKA, 20 Wilimore Nk II seismometers are wire linked to a 
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common recorder (Truscott, 1 964). 	Instrument parameters were set 





lAMP = 0 
i 	=1 
The four different instrument responses are shown in Figs A.1 and 
A.2. 
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SEISMOMETER PHPSE RESPONSES 
APPENDIX B 
LINEAR IJWERSE PROBLEMS 
B.1 	Introduction 
Four problems in this thesis are solved by linear inversion; 
A. fitting a straight line to observational data in (see section 
3.5) 
— the estimation of Q 1 (f) from Rayleigh wave amplitude 
data 
the estimation of slowness from Rayleigh wave arrival 
time data 
—1 B. finding the intrinsic Qp in a layered earth model from Rayleigh 
—1 wave Q (f) data (see section 6.2) 
C. solving for slowness and azimuth of propagation from arrival 
time data at the pits of a two—dimensional seismometer array 
(see section 2.9) 
D. finding the intrinsic seismic velocity in an earth model from 
observed Rayleigh wave phase and group slowness dispersion data 
(see section 5.2). 
In the general linear inverse problem, parameters x, j = l,n are 
to be estimated from data b., i = l,m. 	The forward problem, which 
gives theoretical data for particular parameter values is known, 
b. = g. (x , ••, x n ) 	
i = l,m 
In problems A and B described above, the forward problem is such that 
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which can be written in matrix form, 
A 	x 	= 	b 
(mxn) (nxl) (mxl) 	 (B.2) 
In the following discussion, two dimensional matrices will be 
denoted by capital letters and column matrices by small letters 
underlined, as in equation (B.2). 
In problems C and D, the forward problem is not linear. A 
linear equation is still written however (Wiggins, 1972) 9 
A 	8X 	= 
(mxn) (nxl) (mxl) 	 (B.3) 
where, 	jX is a column matrix of parameter corrections x. to 
be added to starting values x 3 , j = l,n 
b is a column matrix of observed minus theoretical 
observations, 
= b. - g1(x1 •• xn) 	i = l,m 
A 	is a matrix of partial derivatives 
= bx 
calculated at the trial starting values. In all the 
applications in this thesis a are calculatedij 
numerically. 
Because equation B.3 is an approximation, its solution is unlikely 
to lead immediately to parameters which are a "best fit" to the 
observations. 	Instead, the solution of this linearised problem forms 
one step in an iterative process which is continued until the norm 
of 16b, 	fIbII , is reduced to a satisfactory level, or the 
parameter corrections are such that IIbH is not significantly 
reduced from one step to the next. 
- B2 - 
The norm 11 16bil is defined by 
	
IIII 	=( b. - g. 	... 	 (B.4) (x1 , 	, x j) 
The smaller its value, the better the theoretical data fit the 
observations. 
The following discussion is written in terms of solving equation 
B.2. Equation B.3 is of the same form as B.2 and the method of 
solution is identical. 
The linear problem is solved by finding an inverse H which leads 
to an estimate of x, 
2 =Hb 	 (B.5) 
In general, A is not square (m n) and therefore has no algebraic 
inverse. 
B.2 The Lanczos inverse 
The inverse matrix adopted in this thesis is that given by 
Lanczos (1961). It exists for all matrices A ( m x n). As a 
solution to the general linear inverse problem it minimises 
IIA 	- 	II 
Q 	amongst the possible 2 that satisfy (i). 
The second property is a reasonable choice when 2 is. a vector of 
parameter corrections in an iterative process, giving a least squares 
solution closest to the starting model (Jackson, 1972). 
To construct the inverse, consider the singular value 
decomposition of A (Lanczos, 1961) 
A 	= 	u 	s 	vT 
(mxii) (mxp) (pxp) (pxn) 	 (B.6) 
where, 	U is a matrix of orthogonal eigen—vectors U] , i = l,p 
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V is a matrix of orthogonal eigen—vectors v, j = l,p 
S is a diagonal matrix of non—zero singular values S i , 
i = l,p. 
The eigen—vectors and singular values may be calculated from 
AAT = 2 	and 	ATAv = s 2 
	 (B.7) 
In practice, the matrices U, S and V are calculated by an algorithm 
of Golub and Reinsch (1970) which reduces A to upper bi—diagonal form 
and then applies the Q,R algorithm which is described in Lawson & 
Hanson (1974). 
The Lanczos inverse is formed from the singular value 
decomposition 
H = vs_luT 	 (B.8) 
In application to the solution of equation B.2, for reasons of 





= 	 (B.9) 
Note that U and V represent orthogonal transformations which 
re—parameteriSe equation B.2 (Gilbert, 197 1 ; Wiggins, 1972) 
Ax = b 
s(vTx) = (uTb) 
S 	x' 	= 	b' 
(pxp) ('xl) ('xl) 	 (B.10) 
Because S is square diagonal, it has a square diagonal algebraic 
inverse which is easily formed, having elements s. 1 , i = l,p. 
For m>n = p, the Lanczos inverse is equivalent to the classical 
least squares inverse 
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HLS = (ATA)_ l AT 	 (B.11) 
Equation B.11 is applied to problem A in section B.6 below. For 
p = m<n, 
= AT (MT ) —1 
has been applied to geophysical problems by Smith and Franklin 
(1969). 
B.3 Damping the effect of small singular values 
It is likely that the solutionto equation B.2 involving 
observed data in b and using the Lanczos inverse will have wildly 
varying parameters 	j = l,n (Lanczos, 1961). Nevertheless the 
forward solution calculated using these parameters will be close to 
the observed values b. When this occurs, an examination of the 
spectrum of singular values will show a number to be very small 
(but non—zero). Equations B.5 show that the transformed data 
matrix b' is multiplied by 	Therefore, small errors in b are 
greatly magnified in the solution x. A procedure adopted to 
moderate the effect of small singular values must reduce the condition 
number, which is the ratio of maximum to minimum singular values. 
To do so places an arbitrary constraint on the resulting parameters 
(Twomey, 1977). 
One method is to use a cut—off strategy (Lanczos, 1961), 
reducing p by removing the smallest singular value from S and its 
corresponding eigen—vectors from U and V. Singular values are 
removed successively until the condition number is reduced to a 
satisfactory level. Wiggins (1972) reduces p until the variances 
of the model parameters fall below pre—set levels. 	It is generally 
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the case (Parker, 1977) that a component function of the solution is 
more oscillatory as the corresponding singular value is smaller. 
The solution obtained with a truncated spectrum of singular values 
will be smoothed out; the resolution of the inversion will be 
decreased. 
A second approach to damping an unstable linear inversion is the 
Levenberg-Narquadt (L-N) method (Lavenberg, 1944; Marquadt, 1963). 
In this case (Lawson & Hanson, 1974) 
( A b)T(Ab) + e2 cT 
	
(B.12) 
is minimised. The resulting inverse is 
H 	= VMD 	 (B.13)LM 
where, 	U, V axe the same as for the Lanczos inverse 
N 	isa diagonal matrix of elements m,  i = l,p 
:i. 
The stochastic approach of Jordan and Franklin (197 1 ) to the 
solution of linear inverse problems gives a similar formulation. 
The L-M inverse has the following properties, 
	
(i) as O-O, m.-+ 	the L-M inverse tends towards the Lanczos 
inverse 
as e-ioa, m1 -+O; the solution is damped out 
for finite e, as s.—+O, m i 	0 (Fig B.1); the effect of 
small singular values is damped out 
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Fig B.1 Effect of L-tvi smoothing on the inverse of singular 
values 
hence 
2 ,2 	2 
c 
	
	 s +e- im = nan max 
2 (2 +49 
max nan 
2 2 8(s 	—8.) max nan 
=1 - 
s 2 (s 2 
	2) 
max mm (B.14) 
<1 for e> 0 	( = 1 for e = a ) 
the condition number oVthe L—M inverse is less than that of 
the Lanczos inverse. 
Jupp and Vozoff (1975) show that the cut—off and L—M methods are 
limiting members of a class of inverses 
H = VTSUT 
where 	T is a diagonal matrix of elements 
2N 
S. 
= 2N + 	
(B.15) 
The L—M method results as N-1 and the cut—off method as N—"oo, in 
which case 6 defines the cut—off level for singular values. 
The best value for e can be diagnosed by trying several values 
and plotting the residual norm against norm of the solution vector 
for each (Fig B.2). In the figure, the corner marked with an arrow 
represents an optimum. A smaller value of 9 reduces the residual 
norm only slightly, at the cost of increasing the solution norm 
considerably, introducing spurious oscillations. On the other hand, 
a larger value of 9 greatly increases the residual norm; the 
solution becomes.a poor fit to the data. 









Fig B.2 Optimum damping diagnosed from a pLot of 
residuaL norm against solution norm 
behaviour of the residual and solution norms as a function of 0. 
The square of the residual norm is 
(A - b)T(A - 	= (bTuiisUT - bT)(USMUTb - 
s.2 	s 1 .2 	
)) + JIII = iluTbil 2 
	2 
+1 
( 2 + e2 - 2 	- 
i=l 	i 	I 	 (B.16) 
The square of the solution norm is 
2 
5 
= UTb 	 2 i=l 	si + e 
I 	 (B.17) 
Therefore the behaviour of the residual and solution norms can be 
followed by plotting 
p / 	S. )2 
x(e) 
=1 
ii 	2 2 = S. 
p / 






B.4 Variance of the parameters 
Having found a solution x to equation B.2, it is useful to 
2 
have estimates of the parameter variances 	i = l,n. The 
distribution of residuals provides an estimate of the observation 
variance (Wiggins, 1972) 
cr 2 IIA-II 
2 
rn—p (B.2o) 
The covariance matrix of the model parameters is 
= T 
T 
= o- (vIvluT)(UTVIvT) 
= 	vrv ' 
= 	
jl (v.
3rn) 2 	i = l,n 	
(B.21) 
These estimates are adequate to represent the final model in an 
iterative problem, assuming that it is sufficiently close to the 
correct solution (Crosson, 1976). 
Equation (B.9) further illustrates the effect of small singular 
values in the Lanczos inverse. 	In this case m 3 
. = s
3 
 , and so the 
variance of the solution parameters becomes very large if s is very 
small. 
B.5 Resolution and information matrices 
In section B.3, it was said that damping the effect of small 
singular values introduces a constraint which tends to smooth out 
detailin the solution. The degree to which this occurs is 
expressed by the resolution matrix. This represents a window or 
filter through which the calculated solution parameters "see" the 
correct solution (Crosson, 1976). 	A similar matrix for the data 
called the information density matrix can be calculated (Wiggins, 
1972), but is not generally reported in the application to 
geophysical problems. 
To solve the linear problem of equation B.2, an inverse H has 
been calculated, which gives an estimate 
x = Rb 
Equation B.2 is 
b = Ax 
Hence 	x =HAx 
= Rx 	 (B.22) 
where R = HA is the resolution matrix (Jackson, 1972). The jth row 
of R expresses the extent to which the estimate x 3 is an average of 
the true parameters x., j = l,n. Good resolution is obtained if R 
approximates an identity matrix. Rows of R are called resolving 
kernels (Der, Masse & Landisman, 1970). 
Backus and Gilbert (1968) first introduced the concept of 
resolving kernels. 	In their problem, discrete data (bk)  are used 
to estimate values of a continuous function (a(r)) at a particular 
value (r0 ). They consider the forward problem 
b. = jjxi(r)a(r)dr 	 (B.23) 
which is representative of many geophysical problems (Twomey, 1977) 
Note that equation B.2 can represent a discretisation of B.23 
= In .a. 
3 
and so Ax = b 
where, 	b is a column matrix of elements b. 
- 	 1 
A is made up of rows a. 
For the L—M inverse, 
R = HA 
= VMUTvT 
= vr4svT 	 (B.24) 
For the Lanczos inverse, if p = n then R = VVT = I and perfect 
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resolution is obtained, but as was said above, this solution is 
likely to contain large oscillations and have large parameter 
variances. However, problems A and C introduced in section B.1 
were heavily overdetermined (m>>n) and in these cases no damping was 
required. 
The information density matrix F is derived in a similar way to 
R (Jackson, 1972; Crosson, 1976), 
A 
x = Hb 
= AHb 
A 
b = Fb 





For the Lanczos inverse, if p = n then F = I and each datum is 
independent. Otherwise, the inversion effectively operates on a 
data set which is a smoothed out version of the original, the extent 
of the smoothing being illustrated by the rows of F. 
B.6 Weighting the data and parameters 
In the discussion up to this point, the data contained in 
column matrix b have all been treated as equally reliable. No use 
has been made of the statistical error estimates which are calculated, 
for example, in problems B and D. In order to take account of 
varying uncertainty between data points, a weighting matrix E is 
introduced into equation B.2. 	Similarly, if the statistics of the 
parameters in x are known, then a second weighting matrix G is 
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introduced. 
Let D be the covariance matrix of the data and generalise the 
least squares criterion to the minimisation of (Jackson, 1972) 
(x - 1)TD1 (Ax - ) 	 (B.27) 
This alters the matrix equation B.2 to 
EAx = E 	 (B.28) 
1 
where, E = D 2 
For statistically independent data, D is a diagonal matrix of 
elements 
d. = var(b) 	I = i,m 	 (B.29) 
Statistical independence is assumed in the application to problems 
B and D. 
If the covariance matrix of the parameters (F) is known then the 
weighting matrix 
G= F2 	 (B.30) 
can be introduced, altering equation B.28 to 
EAG 1 GX = Eb 	 (B.3 1 ) 
In the absence of parameter statistics, the diagonal elements of G 
can be made inversely proportional to the relative dimensions of the 
parameters. For example, where x is a column matrix of geophysical 
parameters in successive discrete layers of an earth model, layer 
thicknesses can be used to weight the linear problem (Der, Masse & 
Landisman, 1970; Wiggins, 1972). 
B.7 The least squares straight line fit problem 
For the particular problem of fitting a straight line 
y = ax + b 
	
(B.32) 
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to observed data x.,, y, I = l,m, a least squares inverse can be 
formed explicity. This solution has been used instead of the 
Lanczos equivalent. 











Using equation B.11 
= (ATA)_l A T  b 
2 	m •\ 	f 
X. I I 	X. 	mx 
I 	1=1 	I I = 	AA= 	 - 
m 
x. 	m 	Mx 	rn 
(ATA) = 
	(m 	 I 
( 	I 
=> 	ATb= 	 I 	= H 
I_yi J I\ 	m 
— B13 — 
Therefore, 
A 1 
 ( rnx1y1-m1 	
] 
= 	
- 2 	- m2x 1 - ( mx)2 L mx 12  -m!X,y1 
1 





a = 	 where 	U1 = x 1 - 
U 
= 	-â 	 vi = y_ 
(B.34) 
This is the form of solution adopted by Burton (1973) and 
applied in his computer subroutine LSTSQR which is used in the work 
reported in this thesis. The important parameter in each 
application is the gradient (a) of the straight line. The standard 
error of the gradient is also required, 
 EV - U.V. 
1 - 1 = 
(n-2) ( 	 (B.35) 
The solution described above is satisfactory if the assumption 
that the x. are known exactly can be justified. Burton (1973) gives 
York's (1966) formula for the gradient of a least squares fit to 
data x1, yi when x and yi are subject to errors, and weighted 
inversely as their standard errors 
wU 	 wU.v. 	 wv 
2a2 	 aWU 	ç ___ a '- w(x) w(x ) . W. 1 - 	W(x ) + 	W.U.V. = 0 I 111 i 1 	1 	 i i 
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w() =(y1) 
w (Xj )w( y) 
where W. = 
	
1 	a2w(y1 ) + w(X.) 
let 	a 2 w(y 1 )<<w(x) 
then 	W i - w(y.) 
3.2 	)u2 aw i << and 	aw(yj )U 
w(x) 
a 2( 2aw y)UV 
w'(x.) 	




2(y)TJ2 << aw(y.)U i 11.1 
w(x.) 	w(x1 ) 
aZw(y)U = 	w(y)uv1 	
(B.36) 
which is the equation for a given w(y1 ) = 1 Vi derived above. 
Therefore the assumption that the Xj are exactly known is valid if 
a2o(x.) <<cr(y1 ) 	Vi 	 (B.37) 
B.8 Conclusion 
This appendix has been a mathematical description of the linear 
inversion method. The Lanczos inverse is used, adopting the 
Levenberg - Marquardt or cut—off strategies to control the stability 
of the solution. Plots of solution norm against residual norm are 
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a useful guide to optimising this control, which trades off the 
variance of the solution parameters against the resolution of the 
solution. The variance of the data can be used to weight the 
inversion. 
The Lanczos inverse has been applied to three geophysical 
inverse problems in this thesis. For the fourth case, the least 
squares straight line fit problem, an explicit inverse can be 
formulated. 
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kPPEfl)IX C 
DISPERSION AND ATTENUATION DATA 
The 19 tables given here contain the phase and group slowness 
and attenuation data for separate geological provinces in Scotland. 
These data complement the figures in Chapter 4. 
Each of the seven provinces is identified by a mnemonic; 
mnemonic 	 province 








Moine province of northern Nil and N12 
Scotland 
Grampian Moine 	 12 
Dairadian 	 12 
Old Red Sandstone 	 11 
Devonian Lavas 	 11 
Lowland Valley (LOWNET) 	11,12,E1,E2,E3 
Southern Uplands 	 El,E2,E3,21,22 
(Eskdalemuir array) 
Three alternative prefixes give the type of data in the table; 
C 
	 phase slowness 
U 
	 group slowness 
-1 
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CUNEN1, STATIONS ARE A008,AO10,A012,A014;A009,A011,A013,A015 
FREQUENCY PUS SNESS STD ERR 	FREQUENCY PUS SNESS STD ERR 	FREQUENCY PUS SNESS STD ERR 
	
1 0.75684 	0.32883 	0.00417 	2 0.85449 	0.33256 	0.00398 	3 0.95215 	0.33668 	0.00391 
4 1.04980 0.34051 0.00384 5 1.14746 0.34394 0.00341 6 1.24511 0.34706 0.00318 
7 1.34277 	0.35002 	0.00305 	8 1.44043 	0.35280 	0.00257 	9 1.53808 	0.35540 	0.00242 
10 1.63574 0.35783 0.00257 11 1.73340 0.36017 0.00402 12 1.83105 0.36254 0.00338 
13 1.92871 	0.36490 	0.00281 14 2.02636 	0.36704 	0.00259 15 2.12402 	0.36887 	0.00274 
16 2.22168 0.37051 0.00256 17 2.31933 0.37213 0.00242 18 2.41699 0.37368 0.00230 
19 2.51465 	0.37486 	0.00217 
0INE12, STATIONS ARE A053,A052,A051.A050 
FREQUENCY PUS SNESS STD ERR 	FREQUENCY PUS SNESS STD ERR 	FREQUENCY PUS SNESS STD ERR 
1 0.85449 	0.33763 	0.05024 	2 0.95215 	0.34093 	0.00520 	3 1.04980 	0.34546 	0.00634 
4 1.14746 0.34998 0.02077 5 1.24511 0.35366 0.04766 6 1.34277 0.35675 0.07314 
7 1.44043 	0.35877 	0.07693 	8 1.53808 	0.35921 	0.08174 	9 1.63574 	0.35971 	0.36931 
10 1.73340 0.36219 0.39511 11 1.83105 0.36564 0.41400 12 1.92871 0.36834 0.45097 
13 2.02636 	0.37010 	0.44970 14 2.12402 	0.37133 	0.44651 15 2.22168 	0.37236 	0.45165 
16 2.31933 0.37326 0.48374 17 2.41699 0.37391 0.50302 
CDAL12, STATIONS ARE A059,AO58,A057,A056,A055,A054 
FREQUENCY PUS SNESS STD ERR 	FREQUENCY PUS SNESS STD ERR 	FREQUENCY PUS SNESS STD ERR 
1 1.14746 	0.35539 	0.24014 	2 1.24511 	0.35643 	0.22466 	3 1.34277 	0.35870 	0.11154 
4 1.44043 0.36192 0.04945 5 1.53808 0.36521 0.04996 6 1.63574 0.36823 0.05094 
7 1.73340 	0.37092 	0.05086 	8 1.83105 	0.37334 	0.05271 	9 1.92871 	0.37564 	0.05261 
10 2.02636 0.37787 0.03732 11 2.12402 0.37996 0.03712 12 2.22168 0.38194 0.03665 
13 2.31933 	0.38391 	0.03643 14 2.41699 	0.38580 	0.03626 15 2.51465 	0.38761 	0.03613 
16 2.61230 0.38957 0.03645 17 2.70996 0.39162 0.03579 18 2.80761 0.39342 0.03560 
19 2.90527 	0.39491 	0.03532 20 3.00293 	0.39621 	0.03512 21 3.10058 	0.39741 	0.03449 
22 3.19824 0.39856 0.03430 23 3.29590 0.39972 0.03374 24 3.39355 0.40091 0.03337 
25 3.49121 	0.40207 	0.03295 26 3.58886 	0.40316 	0.03259 27 3.68652 	0.40418 	0.01920 
28 3.78418 0.40512 •0.01897 29 3.88183 0.40595 0.01874 30 3.97949 0.40681 0.01868 
31 4.07715 	0.40809 	0.01882 32 4.17480 	0.41009 	0.01795 33 4.27246 	0.41247 	0.01613 
34 4.37011 0.41456 0.01649 35 4.46777 0.41620 0.01589 36 4.56543 0.41755 0.01477 
37 4.66308 	0.41870 	0.01441 38 4.76074 	0.41964 	0.01418 39 4.85840 	0.42043 	0.01382 
40 4.95605 0.42103 0.01378 41 5.05371 0.42126 0.03152 42 5.15136 0.42113 0.03280 
43 5.24902 	0.42098 	0.03239 44 5.34668 	0.42095 	0.00246 
COR511, STATIONS ARE 8005,8006,B007,B009,8010 
FREQUENCY PUS SNESS 
	
1 0.95215 	0.47242 
4 1.24511 0.49649 
7 1.53808 	0.51990 
10 1.83105 0.54013 
13 2.12402 	0.55805 
16 2.41699 0.57407 
19 2.70996 	0.58774 
22 3.00293 0.59963 
25 3.29590 	0.60955 
STD ERR 	FREQUENCY PUS SNESS 
0.07944 	2 1.04980 	0.47863 
0.02429 5 1.34277 0.50513 
0.01905 	8 1.63574 	0.52657 
0.01595 11 1.92871 0.54648 
0.01573 14 2.22168 	0.56378 
0.01637 17 2.51465 0.57858 
0.01884 20 2.80761 	0.59182 
0.02033 23 3.10058 0.60379 
0.03913 
STD ERR 	FREQUENCY PUS SNESS 
0.06560 	3 1.14746 	0.48719 
0.02209 6 1.44043 0.51290 
0.01779 	9 1.73340 	0.53335 
0.01612 12 2.02636 0.55234 
0.01626 15 2.31933 	0.56923 
0.01681 18 2.61230 0.58319 
0.01881 21 2.90527 	0.59562 










CLVSI1, STATIONS ARE B011,B012,B013,B014,8015,B016 
FREQUENCY PUS SNESS 
1 0.75684 	0.43210 
4 1.04980 0.44799 
7 1.34277 	0.46057 
10 1.63574 0.47002 
13 1.92871 	0.47424 
16 2.22168 0.46969 
19 2.51465 	0.46605 
STD ERR 	FREQUENCY PUS SNESS 
0.04461 	2 0.85449 	0.43618 
0.02015 5 1.14746 0.45270 
0.01402 	8 1.44043 	0.46460 
0.01290 11 1.73340 0.47195 
0.01930 14 2.02636 	0.47340 
0.02770 17 2.31933 0.46816 
0.06110 
STO ERR 	FREQUENCY PHS SNESS 
0.01500 	3 0.95215 	0.44200 
0.01599 6 1.24511 0.45657 
0.01400 	9 1.53808 	0.46778 
0.01444 12 1.83105 0.47361 
0.02306 15 2.12402 	0.47157 
0.03285 18 2.41699 0.46693 
STD ERR 	FREQUENCY PUS SNESS 












CLWNE, STATIONS ARE EDI,EAU,EBH,ECL 
FREQUENCY PUS SNESS STU ERR 	FREQUENCY PUS SNESS 
1 0.56152 	0.46274 	0.02817 	2 0.65918 	0.54354 
4 0.85449 0.58139 0.13464 5 0.95215 0.59741 
CEKA AVERAGED FROM CEKAE AND CEKA2 
FREQUENCY PUS SNESS STD ERR 	FREQUENCY PUS SNESS STD ERR 	FREQUENCY PUS SNESS STD ERR 
1 0.75684 	0.37880 	0.01465 	2 0.85449 	0.38437 	0.01294 	3 0.95215 	0.38734 	0.01193 
4 1.04980 0.38852 0.01226 5 1.14746 0.38822 0.01635 
IJMNENI. STATIONS ARE A008,AO1O,A012,A014;A009,AO11,A013,A015 
FREQUENCY CRP SNESS 
	
1 0.75684 	0.35407 
4 1.04980 0.37545 
7 1.34277 	0.38701 
10 1.63574 0.39243 
13 1.92871 	0.40512 
16 2.22168 0.41637 
19 2.51465 	0.42726 
STD ERR 	FREQUENCY CR2 SNESS 
0.01044 	2 0.85449 	0.36237 
0.00591 5 1.14746 0.38228 
0.00735 	8 1.44043 	0.38683 
0.00841 11 1.73340 0.39769 
0.00559 14 2.02637 	0.40793 
0.00576 17 2.31934 0.42108 
0.00952 
STI) ERR 	FREQUENCY CRP SNESS 
0.00480 	3 0.95215 	0.36912 
0.00410 6 1.24512 0.38645 
0.00650 	9 1.53809 	0.38842 
0.01536 12 1.83105 0.40212 
0.00484 15 2.12402 	0.41170 
0.00597 18 2.41699 0.42483 
STD ERR 
0.00544 





UMNE12, STATIONS ARE A53A,A053,A052,A051,A050 
FREQUENCY CR2 SNESS 
1 0.85449 	0.38679 
4 1.14746 0.39054 
7 1.44043 	0.38626 
10 1.73340 0.37678 
13 2.02637 	0.38718 
16 2.31933 0.42911 
1 1.14746 	0.37631 
4 1.44043 0.39370 
7 1.73340 	0.40033 
10 2.02637 0.40242 
13 2.31933 	0.40225 
16 2.61230 0.40657 
19 2.90527 	0.41113 
22 3.19824 0.41303 
25 3.49121 	0.41189 
28 3.78418 0.41248 
31 4.07715 	0.41699 
34 4.37012 0.42988 
37 4.66308 	0.43833 
40 4.95605 0.43814 
43 5.24902 	0.42802 
STD ERR 	FREQUENCY GRP SNESS 
0.02562 	2 0.95215 	0.39015 
0.08519 5 1.24512 0.38837 
0.04962 	8 1.53808 	0.38369 
0.13076 11 1.83105 0.37538 
0.09984 14 2.12402 	0.40040 
0.17841 17 2.41699 0.43842 
0.12831 	2 1.24512 	0.38363 
0.02582 5 1.53808 0.39606 
0.02901 	8 1.83105 	0.40172 
0.01976 11 2.12402 0.40217 
0.02179 14 2.41699 	0.40328 
0.01447 17 2.70996 0.40824 
0.01644 20 3.00293 	0.41219 
0.01942 23 3.29590 0.41282 
0.02252 26 3.58887 	0.41166 
0.03166 29 3.88183 0.41351 
0.02511 32 4.17480 	0.42046 
0.01003 35 4.46777 0.43391 
0.02556 38 4.76074 	0.43890 
0.03410 41 5.05371 0.43609 
0.04773 44 5.34668 	0.42496 
STD ERR 	FREQUENCY GRP SNESS 
0.02704 	3 1.04980 	0.39183 
0.07893 6 1.34277 0.38726 
0.07046 	9 1.63574 	0.38002 
0.12670 12 1.92871 0.37834 
0.11655 15 2.22168 	0.41554 
0.18924 
STD ERR 	FREQUENCY GRP SNESS 
0.02868 	3 1.34277 	0.39001 
0.03139 6 1.63574 0.39834 
0.02666 	9 1.92871 	0.40237 
0.02247 12 2.22168 0.40196 
0.01807 15 2.51465 	0.40485 
0.01519 18 2.80762 0.40978 
0.01748 21 3.10058 	0.41283 
0.02017 24 3.39355 0.41235 
0.02355 27 3.68652 	0.41183 
0.03008 30 3.97949 0.41488 
0.01967 33 4.27246 	0.42511 
0.01586 .36 4.56543 0.43676 
0.02851 39 4.85840 	0.43885 























UDAL12, STATIONS ARE A059,A058,A057,A056,A055,A054 
FREQUENCY CR2 SNESS STD ERR 	FREQUENCY CRP SNESS 
UORSII, STATIONS ARE B005,B006,B007,B009,BO1O 
FREQUENCY CR? SNESS 
	
1 0.95215 	0.58023 
4 1.24512 0.60484 
7 1.53808 	0.62172 
10 1.83105 0.65459 
13 2.12402 	0.68140 
16 2.41699 0.69529 
19 2.70996 	0.70388 
22 3.00293 0.70436 
25 3.29590 	0.70565 
STD ERR 	FREQUENCY CR? SNESS 
0.11464 	2 1.04980 	0.58863 
0.01375 5 1.34277 0.60972 
0.03301 	8 1.63574 	0.63096 
0.04010 11 1.92871 0.66569 
0.04094 14 2.22168 	0.68693 
0.03011 17 2.51465 0.69866 
0.02605 20 2.80762 	0.70502 
0.03709 23 3.10058 0.70403 
0.07312 
STD ERR 	FREQUENCY CR? SNESS 
0.08316 	3 1.14746 	0.59787 
0.01947 6 1.44043 0.61488 
0.04158 	9 1.73340 	0.64238 
0.03898 12 2.02637 0.67454 
0.03761 15 2.31933 	0.69148 
0.02833 18 2.61230 0.70164 
0.02656 21 2.90527 	0.70501 







0. 02 702 
0.03089 
0.07360 
IJLVSII, STATIONS ARE B011,B012,BO13,8014,8015,B016 
FREQUENCY CR? SNESS 
1 0.75684 	0.50573 
4 1.04980 0.50588 
7 1.34277 	0.50076 
10 1.63574 0.49810 
13 1.92871 	0.48874 
16 2.22168 0.46699 
19 2.51465 	0.43187 
STD ERR 	FREQUENCY GRP SNESS 
0.07536 	2 0.85449 	0.50489 
0.01846 5 1.14746 0.50932 
0.02758 	8 1.44043 	0.49425 
0.02620 11 1.73340 0.50206 
0.07443 14 2.02637 	0.47485 
0.09942 17 2.31933 0.45781 
0.23899 
STD ERR 	FREQUENCY CRP SNESS STD ERR 
0.00737 3 0.95215 0.50379 0.03813 
0.03185 6 1.24512 0.50778 0.04174 
0.01713 9 1.53808 0.49355 0.02014 
0.03569 12 1.83105 0.49960 0.05202 
0.09493 15 2.12402 0.46829 0.10950 
0.10890 18 2.41699 0.44263 0.16532 
ULWNE, STATIONS ARE EDI,EAU,EBH,ECL 
FREQUENCY CR? SNESS STD ERR 	FREQUENCY CRP SNESS STD ERR 	FREQUENCY CRP SNESS STD ERR 
1 0.56152 	0.58278 	0.15471 	2 0.65918 	0.66246 	0.22704 	3 0.75684 	0.70640 	
0.22894 
4 0.85449 0.74482 0.27635 5 0.95215 0.77976 0.30641 
UEKA DETERMINED FROM EKAE 
FREQUENCY CRP SNESS STO ERR 	FREQUENCY CR? SNESS STD ERR 	FREQUENCY CRP SNESS STD ERR 
1 0.75684 	0.44446 	0.04480 	2 0.85449 	0.42679 	0.02949 	3 0.95215 	0.42213 	
0.02665 
4 1.04980 0.40015 0.06936 5 1.14746 0;38084 0.14163 
QMNENI, STATIONS ARE A008,A01O,A012,A014;A009,AO11,A013,A015 
FREQUENCY l/Q STO ERR FREQUENCY 1/Q STD ERR FREQUENCY 1/Q STD ERR 
1 0.75684 0.03743 0.00760 2 0.85449 0.03517 0.00555 3 0.95215 0.03305 0.00681 
4 1.04980 0.03202 0.00794 5 1.14746 0.03i34 0.00840 6 1.24512 0.03059 0.00747 
7 1.34277 0.03050 0.00657 8 1.44043 0.03120 0.00722 9 1.53809 0.03194 0.00709 
10 1.63574 0.03164 0.00687 11 1.73340 0.02990 0.00560 12 1.83105 0.02756 0.00589 
13 1.92871 0.02547 0.00492 14 2.02637 0.02358 0.00449 15 2.12402 0.02155 0.00412 
16 2.22168 0.01939 0.00386 17 2.31934 0.01750 0.00383 18 2.41699 0.01620 0.00386 
19 2.51465 0.01547 0.00363 
QDAL12, STATIONS ARE A059,58,5756,55 
FREQUENCY 1/Q STI) ERR FREQUENCY 1/Q STD ERR FREQUENCY 1/Q STD ERR 
1 1.44043 0.04527 0.01745 2 1.53808 0.04343 0.01611 3 1.63574 0.04093 0.01448 
4 1.73340 0.03852 0.01109 5 1.83105 0.03686 0.00783 6 1.92871 0.03601 0.00509 
7 2.02637 0.03589 0.00341 8 2.12402 0.03627 0.00306 9 2.22168 0.03674 0.00330 
10 2.31933 0.03657 0.00386 11 2.41699 0.03520 0.00396 12 2.51465 0.03300 0.00323 
13 2.61230 0.03090 0.00239 14 2.70996 0.02939 0.00209 15 2.80762 0.02830 0.00223 
16 2.90527 0.02736 0.00248 17 3.00293 0.02654 0.00291 18 3.10058 0.02590 0.00322 
19 3.19824 0.02542 0.00348 20 3.29590 0.02510 0.00377 21 3.39355 0.02493 0.00394 
22 3.49121 0.02480 0.00398 23 3.58887 0.02459 0.00416 24 3.68652 0.02430 0.00446 
25 3.78418 0.02403 0.00453 26 3.88183 0.02379 0.00468 27 3.97949 0.02360 0.00485 
28 4.07715 0.02352 0.00487 29 4.17480 0.02358 0.00490 30 4.27246 0.02374 0.00507 
31 4.37012 0.02408 0.00499 32 4.46777 0.02461 0.00544 33 4.56543 0.02490 0.00590 
34 4.66308 0.02464 0.00584 35 4.76074 0.02411 0.00581 36 4.85840 0.02356 0.00583 
37 4.95605 0.02295 0.00574 38 5.05371 0.02244 0.00914 39 5.15137 0.02226 0.00929 
40 5.24902 0.02228 0.00947 
Q0R5II, STATIONS ARE 8005,06,07,09 
FREQUENCY 	1/Q 	STD ERR 	FREQUENCY 	1/Q 
	
STD ERR 	FREQUENCY 	1/Q 	STD ERR 
1 1.24512 0.03190 0.00990 2 1.34277 0.03144 0.00829 3 1.44043 0.03080 0.00652 
4 1.53808 0.03021 0.00505 5 1.63574 0.02995 0.00361 6 1.73340 0.03015 0.00277 
7 1.83105 0.03079 0.00218 8 1.92871 0.03169 0.00294 9 2.02637 0.03270 0.00359 
10 2.12402 0.03377 0.00404 11 2.22168 0.03488 0.00436 12 2.31933 0.03596 0.00480 
13 2.41699 0.03688 0.00520 14 2.51465 0.03755 0.00565 15 2.61230 0.03817 0.00590 
16 2.70996 0.03898 0.00596 17 2.80762 0.03997 0.00584 18 2.90527 0.04086 0.00566 
19 3.00293 0.04150 0.00566 
QLWNE, STATIONS ARE EAU,EBR,EDI,ECL 
FREQUENCY 1/Q STD ERR FREQUENCY 1/Q STD ERR FREQUENCY 1/Q STD ERR 
1 0.56152 0.04213 0.01659 2 0.65918 0.03447 0.01038 3 0.75684 0.03008 0.00926 
4 0.85449 0.02632 0.00628 5 0.95215 0.02399 0.00459 
QEKA DETERMINED FROM EKAE 
	
FREQUENCY 	u/Q 	STD ERR 	FREQUENCY 	1/Q 	STD ERR 	FREQUENCY 	1/Q 	STD ERR 
1 0.75684 	0.05005 	0.01919 	2 0.85449 	0.04489 	0.01801 	3 0.95215 	0.03913 	0.01674 
4 1.04980 0.03225 0.01522 5 1.14746 0.02574 0.01327 
APPENDIX D 
coMPu1rER PROGRAN 
Five computer programs are given here. Three were used for 
the frequency domain processing of seismograms and apply methods 
described in Chapter 3. The others are inversion programs related 
to Chapters 5 and 6. 
TSAP - Time series analysis program 
This applies the multiple filter technique described in 
section 3.2. 
IPV - Inter—station phase velocity program 
This applies the cross—correlation method described in 
section 3.3. 
AIVtPS - Rayleigh wave amplitude program 
Calculates Rayleigh wave amplitudes using time—variable 
filtering as described in section 3.4. 
SHDG - Slowness inversion by Hedgehog 
This technique is described in sections 5.1 and 5.3. 
Q,LIN - Linear inversion of Q 1 (f) 
This applies the linear inversion method (see Appendix B) to 
observed Q(f), as described in sections 6.1 and 6.2. 	Provision 
is made for frequency dependent 
By selecting routines from SHDG and QLIN, programs for the 
linear inversion of slowness and Hedgehog inversion of attenuation 
can be derived. 
- Dl - 
TSAP 
1 C TIME SERIES ANALYSIS PROGRAM 56 C 
2. THE GROUP VELOCITY CURVE V. SELECTED HARMONIC FREQUENCIES. 
2 C 57 C 
3 C 58 C MUCH OF THIS OUTPUT IS OPTIONAL. 
4 C THIS IS A MODIFIED VERSION OF BURTON & BLAMEY 59 C 
5 C 60 C --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
6 C THE PROGRAM READS IN A DIGITAL SIGNAL SAMPLED AT EQUAL INTERVALS 61 C 
7 C OF TIME. THE SIGNAL IS FOURIER ANALYSED PRODUCING SPECTRAL PHASE 62 C HARMONIC FREQUENCIES. 
8 C AND AMPLITUDE CONTENT AT THE HARMONIC FREQUENCIES. ABSOLUTE VALUES 63 C - 
9 C MAY BE OBTAINED BY REMOVING THE INSTRUMENT RESPONSE. A MULTIPLE 64 C 
10 C FILTERING TECHNIQUE IS APPLIED TO PRODUCE A CHARACTERISTIC OF THE 65 C 
11 C DISPERSION - THE GROUP VELOCITY. 66 C SIGNAL OF NSEIS SAMPLES AT INTERVALS DELA SECONDS. NSEIS SET TO 
12 C 67 C N WHERE N/2 GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO NSEIS AND IS A POWER OF 2. 
13 C 68 C 
14 C 69 C 1. FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY IS 	DF 	1/(N*DELA) 
15 C GENERAL REFERENCE - DZIEWONSKI,BLOCH AND LANDISMAN 	1969 70 C 
16 C 'A TECHNiQUE FOR THE ANALYSIS OF TRANSIENT SEISMIC SIGNALS' 71 C 2. FREQUENCY 	HARMONICS ARE 	FREQ(I) 	
(I_1)*DF 
17 C BULLETIN OF THE SEISMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA. 	59.1, P427-444. 72 C 
18 C 73 C 3. THE NYQUIST FREQUENCY IS 	FNYQ 	1/(2*DELA) 
19 C THE ORIGINAL PURPOSE OF THE PROGRAM WAS TO ANALYSE RAYLEIGH 74 C 
20 C WAVES FROM SEISMIC EVENTS. 75 C -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
21 C 76 C 
22 C 	-------------------------- ------------------------------------------- - 77 C TO USE THIS PROGRAM. 
23 C 78 C - 
24 C OUTPUT 79 C 
25 C 80 C 
26 C 81 C THE FOLLOWING THREE LINES CONTROL THE PROGRAM RUN. 
27 C PRINTOUT. 82 C INSERT AFTER RUN IN COMMANDFILE. 
28 C 83 C 
29 C 1. INPUT OPTION PARAMETERS AND INPUT SIGNAL DATA. 84 C LINE 1. FORNAT(10A8) 
30 C 85 C TITLE FOR THE DATA SET 
31 C 2. SPECTRAL AMPLITUDE AND PHASE AT THE HARMONIC FREQUENCIES. 86 C 
32 C 87 C LINE 2. 	FORNAT(1215,3F5.2) 
33 C 3. INSTRUMENTAL MAGNIFICATION AND PHASE AT HARMONIC FREQUENCIES. 88 C 
34 C 89 C NSEIS 	NUMBER OF SAMPLES TO THE END OF THE WINDOW. 
35 C 4. SPECTRAL AMPLITUDE AND PHASE AFTER INSTRUMENT REMOVAL. 90 C 
36 C 91 C 
37 C 5. THE SIGNAL AFTER INSTRUMENT REMOVAL. 92 C IVSEIS 	INVERT THE SIGNAL. 	(1FF IVSEIS 	1) 
38 C 93 C 
39 C 6. INFORMATION ABOUT THE FILTERS. 94 C NUMCUT 	REMOVE NUMCUT SAMPLES FROM THE FRONT OF THE SIGNAl 
40 C 95 C AND CORRECT THE FIRST SAMPLE TIME BY NUMCUT*DELA. 
41 C 7. GROUP VELOCITY V. FREQUENCY 	(KNS/SEC V. HZ) 96 C I.E. ND. OF SAMPLES BEFORE BEGINNING OF WINDOW. 
42 C 97 C 
43 C 8. THE 2-0 MATRIX E - INSTANTANEOUS ANALYTIC SIGNAL AMPLITUDES 98 C NBASE 	CORRECT THE SIGNAL TO A MEAN BASELINE. 
44 C AS A FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY AND VELOCITY. 99 C (IF NBASE = 1) 
45 C 100 C 
46 C 101 C NCOSTP 	COSINE TAPER NCOSTP POINTS AT BOTH ENDS OF SIGNAL. 
47 C GRAPHS. 102 C 
48 C 103 C NCOMB 	NUMBER OF POINTS IN THE COMB USED TO SMOOTH THE 
49 C GRAPHS AT MOST OF THE ABOVE STAGES MAY BE DRAWN. 104 C FOURIER AMPLITUDE SPECTRUM. MUST BE EVEN. THE COMM 
50 C 105 C IS ADVANCED NCOMB/2 POINTS THROUGH THE SPECTRUM 
51 C 106 C FOR EACH SMOOTHING OPERATION. 
52 C PUNCHOIJT. 107 C 
53 C 108 C NAFLO 	INDEX NO. FOR THE FREQUENCY ARRAY FREQ(I) WHICH 
54 C 1. THE SMOOTHED FOURiER AMPLITUDE SPECTRUM V. FREQUENCY. 109 C REFERS TO THE LOWEST FREQUENCY OF INTEREST IN THE 
55 C 110 C AMPLITUDE SPECTRUM. ALL FREQUENCIES LOWER THAN 
111 C FREQ(NAFLO+1) - NAFLO*DF ARE REMOVED. 166 C NCI2 	GROUP VELOCITY (KIIS/SEC) / FREQUENCY (Hz). 
112 C 167 C 
113 C NINSTR REMOVE THE INSTRUMENT RESPONSE. 	(1FF NINSTE 	1) 168 C NG13 	GROUP VELOCITY (KMS/SEC) I PERIOD (SECONDS). 
114 C 169 C 
115 C NUGRUP CALCULATE GROUP VELOCITIES. 	(1FF NUGRUP - 1) 170 C NG14 	CONTOUR PLOT (AMPLITUDE CONTOURS AT 5DB. INTERVALS 
116 C 171 C FOR THE GROUP VELOCITY / FREQUENCY MATRIX). 
117 C NFLO INDEX NO. FOR FREQ(I) REFERRING TO THE LOWEST 172 C 
118 C FREQUENCY OF INTEREST,NFLO*DF,FOR  GROUP VELOCITY 173 C NCI5 	NOT USED. 
119 C DETERMINATiON. iGNORE FREQUENCY FKEQ(NFLO) AND 174 C 
120 C BELOW. NFLO MUST BE GREATER THAN NAFLO. 175 C SELECTION OF PUNCHED CARDS AS OUTPUT. 
121 C 176 C 
122 C NFHI INDEX NO. FOR FREQ(I) REFERRING TO THE HIGHEST 177 C NP1 	WRITE FREQUENCY / SMOOTHED AMPLITUDE (2E15.7) 
123 C FREQUENCY OF INTEREST,NFHI*DF,FOR GROUP VELOCITY 178 C PLUS IDENTIFICATION LABELS AND A LINE COUNT 
124 C DETERMINATION. IGNORE FREQ(NFHI) AND ABOVE. 179 C TO FORTRAN CHANNEL 4. 
125 C 180 C 
126 C NFSTEP iNTERVAL BE1'rEEN ADJACENT FREQUENCIES FOR GROUP 181 C NP2 	WRITE FREQUENCY / GROUP VELOC1TY IN (2E15.7) 
127 C VELOCITY DETERMINATION IS NFSTEP*DF. 182 C PLUS IDENTIFICATION LABELS AND A LINE COUNT 
128 C N.B. ThESE ARE THE FILTER CENTRE FREQUENCIES FREQC 183 C TO FORTRAN CHANNEL 4. 
129 C SUCH THAT FREQC(1) = FREQ(NFLO+1) = NFLO*DF ETC. 184 C 
130 C 185 C NP3 	PUNCH OUT E MATRIX. 
131 C BAND DIMENSIONLESS,RELATIVE BANDWIDTH OF GAUSS FILTER. 186 C PLUS IDENTIFICATION LABELS AND A CARD COUNT. 
132 C 187 C 
133 C DWF DECAY RATE GAUSSIAN FILTER WINDOWING FUNCTION. 188 C 
134 C 189 C N.B. - THESE OPTIONS ONLY CARRIED OUT WHEN THE OPTION 
135 C DV VELOCITY STEP ALONG THE SIGNAL. VELOCITY TO FIRST 190 C PARAMETER IS SET TO 1 E.G. NG5 	1. 
136 C SAMPLE = VSF,T0 LAST SAMPLE = VSL. CHOOSE DV TO 191 C 
137 C DIVIDE VSF-VSL INTO AT MOST 120 VALUES OF VELOCITY 192 C 
138 C 193 C 
139 C LINE 3. 	FORMAT(1511,5X,311) SELECTION OF GRAPHS AS OUTPUT. 194 C -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
140 C 195 C 	--------------------------------------------- - 	 ______ 
141 C NC! INPUT SIGNAL. 196 C 
142 C 197 C MAIN 
143 C NG2 ADJUSTED SIGNAL PRIOR TO FOURIER ANALYSIS. 198 C 
144 C 199 C 
145 C NC3 SPECTRAL AMPLITUDE / FREQUENCY (Hz). 200 COMHON/CO1/z(2048),CZERO,p(2048) 
146 C 201 COMMON/CO2/5EIS(2O48),FREQ(1024),AJ.ip(1O24),PHASE(1O24) 
147 C NG4 SPECTRAL PHASE (RADIANS) / FREQUENCY (Hz). 202 COMMON/CO3/STANA}1(8),DELTAD.DELTA,ORICTh,GMTSEC 
148 C 203 COMMON/CO4/NSE1SDELA,IVSEIS,NUMCUT,NBASE,NCOSTP,NCOMB,NAFLO, 
149 C NC5 SEISMOMETER CALIBRATION PULSE (LISPB INSTRUMENT 204 1 	 NINSTR,NUCRUP,NFLO,NFHI,NFSTEP,BAND,DWF,DVNMLO1 
150 C RESPONSE TO A STEP OF ACCELERATION). 205 COMMON/CO5/NC1,NC2,NC3NC4,NG5,NG6,NG7,NC8,NC9,NC1O,NC11,Nc12,Nc13 
151 C 206 1 	 ,NC14,NCI5,NP1,NP2,NP3 
152 C NC6 iNSTRUMENT RESPONSE AMPLITUDE / FREQUENCY (Hz). 207 COMMON/CO6/TITLEA(20),DATE,BLANK,TITLEB(20) 
153 C 208 COMMON/C20/IDIG,IANP,STANM(6) 
154 C NC7 INSTRUMENT RESPONSE PHASE (RADS.) / FREQUENCY (Hz) 209 COMMON/CNTR/ORIGIN 
155 C 210 COMPLEX Z,CZERO,P 
156 C NC8 SIGNAL WITH INSTRUMENT EFFECT REMOVED. 211 REAL*8 TITLEATITLEB,DATE,DUMMY,BLANX 
157 C 212 DATA DUMIIY/' 	 'I 
158 C NG9 SPECTRAL AMPLiTUDE (MICRONS) / FREQUENCY (Hz) 213 BLANK=DUMMY 
159 C INSTRUMENT RESPONSE REMOVED. 214 CALL PLOTS('A.C.EVANS-MURCHSEIS',19,70) 
160 C 215 CALL FACTOR(O.6) 
161 C NC1O SPECTRAL PHASE (RADIANS) / FREQUENCY (Hz). 216 CALL NEWPEN(6) 
162 C INSTRUMENT RESPONSE REMOVED. 217 CALL TIMER 
163 C 218 ORIGIN = 0.0 
164 C NC1I SMOOTHED SPECTRAL AMPLITUDE / FREQUENCY (Hz). 219 CZEROCMPLX(O.00.0) 
165 C 220 C 
221 CALL DATIM(DATE.DUMMY) 32 ORIGTh - 0.0 
222 READ(5,10,END999)(TITLEA(I),I6,15) 33 CMTSEC 	(DELTA/VRED)+SMPL1+ORIGTh 
223 10 FORMAT(10A8) 34 DELA 	1./DELAC/DELA 
224 PRINT 20,DATE 35 WRITE(6,101) STANAN,STANM,DELTA,MHOUR,MIN,SEC,ORIGTh,GMTSEC 
225 20 FORJ4AT(lH1,///,5X,'SURFACE WAVE ANALYSIS' ,90X,A8) 36 101 	FORMAT(///10x,'LISPB STATION AND INSTRUMENT' ,2X,8A1,'—' ,6A1, 
226 PRINT 30 37 1 //10X,'DISTANCE OF STATION FROM SHOTPOINT',F7.1,2X 
227 30 FORMAT(5X ------------------------- 90X,'-------- 7) 38 2 	'KILOMETRES' 
228 PRINT 40,(T1TLEA(I),I6,15) 39 3 ///IOX,'SHOT TIME',6X,I2,1X,'HOURS',3X,12,IX, 
229 40 FORMAT(20X,10A8//) 40 4 	'MINS',3X,F5.2,1X,'SECS',9X,'(IN SECONDS) -',F1i.3 
230 C 41 5 //IOX,'TIME OF FIRST SAMPLE',35X,'(lN SECONDS) .s',F11.3) 
231 CALL INPUT 42 READ(5,94) NSEISI,IVSEIS,NUMCUT,NBASE,NCOSTP,NCOMB,NAFLO, 
232 CALL TRACE1 43 1N1NSTR,NUGRUP,NFLO,NFHI,NFSTEP,BAND,D14F,DV,FG 
233 IF(NINSTR.NE.1.AND.NG11.NE.1.AND.NPI.NE .1) GO TO 50 44 94 	FORNAT(1215,4F5.2) 
234 CALL TRACE2 45 IF(NSEIS1.LT.NSEIS) NSEISNSEIS1 
235 50 IF(NUGRUP.NE .1) GO TO 60 46 PRINT 50,NSEIS,DELA,IVSEIS,NUMCUT,NBASE,NCOSTP, 
236 CALL UGRUP 47 INCOMB,NAFLO,NINSTR,NUGRUP,NFLO,NFHI,NFSTEP,BAND,DWF,DV,IDIG,IANP 
237 C 48 50 	FORMAT(///IOX,'NSEIS 	=',15,IOX,'DELA 	.",F7.6,8X,'IVSEIS 
238 60 CONTINUE 49 1 15,10X,'NUMCUT 	' ,I5, 
239 CALL TIMER 50 2 	//10X,'NBASE 	',I5,1OX,'NCOSTP 	',I5,10X,'NC0MB 
240 999 CALL FINISH 51 3 15,1OX,'NAFIA1 ',I5, 
241 END 52 4 	//1OX,'NINSTR 	' ,I5,IOX,'NUCRUP -' ,I5,1OX,'NFLO 
53 5 15,1OX,'NFHI 	',I5, 
54 6 	//1OX,'NFSTEP 	',I5,1OX,'BAND 	-',F6.2,9X,'DWF 
55 7 F6.2,9X,'DV ' ,F6.2, 
1 SUBROUTINE INPUT 56 8 	//1OX,'IDIG 	'.',15,1OX,'IAMP 	(2**)',12) 
2 C 57 READ 60,NC1,NG2,NG3,NG4,NG5,NG6,NC7,NC8.NG9,NGIO,NC11,NGI2,NG13, 
3 C READS IN INPUT PARAMETER OPTIONS AND THE INPUT SIGNAL. 58 1 	NGI4,NG15,NP1,NP2,NP3 
4 C 59 60 	FORHAT(1511,5X,3I1) 
5 COMMON/CO2/SEIS(2048) 60 PRINT7O,NC1,NC2,NG3,NG4,NG5,NG6,NC7,NG8,NG9,NG1O,NC11,NGI2,NG13, 
6 COMMON/CO3/STANAM(8),DELTAD,DELTA,ORIGTM,GMTSEC 61 1 	NGI4,NC15,NP1,NP2,NP3 
7 COMMON/C04/NSEIS,DELA,IVSEIS,NUMCUT,NBASE,NCOSTP,NCOMB,NAFLO, 62 70 	FORMAT(///IOX,'GRAPH AND PUNCH SELECTION', 
8 1 	 NINSTR,N1JGRUP,NFLO,NFHI,NFSTEP,BAND,DWF,DV,NAFLO1 63 1 //10X,5I1,LX,511,1X,511,2X,3I1) 
9 COMMON/C05/NG1,NG2,NG3,NG4,NG5,NG6,NG7,NG8,NG9,NG1O,NG11,NG12,NG13 64 GMTSEC = GMTSEC+FLOAT(NUMCUT)*DELA 
10 1 	 ,NG14,NG15,NP1,NP2,NP3 65 1103 IF(GMTSEC.GT.ORIGTM) GOTO 110 
11 COMMON/C06/TITLEA(20),DATE,BLANK,TITLEB(20) 66 WRITE(6,1104) ORIGTM,GMTSEC 
12 COMHON/C20/IDIC,IAMP,STANM(6) 67 1104 FORNAT(/1X,'** GMTSEC.LE.ORIGTh 
13 COMIION/CLIM/FC 68 1 	1X,' 	ORIGTM 	' ,F11.3/ 
14 DIMENSION FMT(10),STAN(19) 69 2 1X,' GMTSEC 	' .F11.3/) 
15 REAL*8 TITLEA,TITLEB,FMT,BLANK,DATE 70 MORCUT = (ORIGTM—CMTSEC)/DELA+1 
16 DATA AST/'*'/ 71 NUMCLTF = NUMCUT+MORCUT 
17 READ(4,90) NSEIS,MAXDAT,MINDAT,IDIG 72 GMTSEC 	GMTSEC+FLOAT(MORCUT)*DELA 
18 90 FORMAT(1x,416) 73 WRITE(6,1105) MORCUT,ORICTM,CMTSEC 
19 READ(4.91) 	(STAN(I),I=1,19),MHOUR,HIN,SEC 74 1105 FORMAT(IX,'MORCIJT 	',I6,' ORIGTM 	',F11.3,' GMTSEC 	' ,F11.3/) 
20 91 FORMAT(1x,19A1,I2,1X,12,1X,F5.2) 75 GOTO 1103 
21 DO 1 I4,19 76 110 	READ(4,1I01) 	(SEIS(I),I'1,NSEIS) 
22 IF(STAN(I).EQ.AST)GOT02 77 1101 FORNAT(1OF7.0) 
23 1 CONTINUE 78 NUMP1 = NUMCUT+1 
24 2 STANM(1) 	STAN(I-4) 79 DO 1102 I=NUMP1,NSEIS 
25 STANM(2) = STAN(I-3) 80 SEIS(I—NUMCUT) = SEIS(I) 
26 STANM(3) = STAN(I-2) 81 1102 CONTINUE 
27 STANM(4) = sTAN(I-1) 82 NSEIS = NSEIS—NUMCUT 
28 READ(4,92) 	(STANAN(I),I=I,8),STANM(5),STANM(6),IAJIP 83 C 	PRINT 120,(SEIS(I),I=1,NSEIS) 
29 92 FORMAT(3x,8A1,1OX,2A1,12) 84 120 	FORMAT(1H1///10X,'SEISMOGRAN ORIGINAL DATA', 
30 READ(4,93) SMPL1,SMPL2,DELTA,VRED,DELAC • DELA 85 1 //,(1x,12F10.0)) 










SUBROUTINE TRACE 1 56 
57 
PREPARES THE SIGNAL FOR FOURIER ANALYSIS AND FOURIER ANALYSES IT 58 
59 
COMMON/GRFF/TITLE(20),XMAX,XMIN,YMAX.YMIN,INDX,INDY, IND, 1DOT, 60 











DIMENSION ATITLE(20),BTITLE(20),CTITLE(20) 72 
REAL*8 TITLE,ATITLE,BTITLE,CTITLE,TITLEA,TYPEMN,TYPE,BLANR,DATE 73 
COMPLEX Z,CZERO 74 
DATA ATITLE/ 	 SECONDS 	 SEISMOGRAM AF 75 
1TER ANY ADJUSTMENTS IMMEDIATELY PRIOR TO TRANSFORMING BY FOURIER. 76 
2 	'I 77 
DATA BTITLE/'FREQUENCY (Hz) 	 AMPLITUDE 	AMPLITUDE I F 78 
1REQUENCY (Hz) FOR ADJUSTED SEISMOGRAM. 79 
2'/ 80 
DATA CTITLE/'FREQUENCY (Hz) 	 PHASE (RADIANS) PHASE (RADIAN 81 
1) I FREQUENCY (Hz) FOR ADJUSTED SEISMOGRAM. 82 
2 	'I 83 

















N = 1024 101 
CALL POW(N,NBY2,NBY2P1,NPOW2) 102 
FNYQ=1.O/(2.O*DELA) 103 
DF=FNYQ/FLOAT(NBY2) 104 
PRINT 30,N,NBY2,NBY2P1,NPOW2,FNYQ,DF 105 
30 	FORMAT(///IOX,'N - ',I5,5X,'NBY2 - ',I5,5X,'NBY2PI - ',15,5X, 
I 	'NPOW2 	',I5,5X,'FNYQ 	,F9.5,5X,DF - ',F9.6,/) 
FREQ(1 )-O. 0 
DO 40 I2,NBY2 
FREQ(I)-FREQ(I-1 )+DF 
40 CONTINUE 
IF(NCI.NE.l) GO TO 70 
DO 50 1-1,5 
TITLEA( I )=BLANK 
SO CONTiNUE 
TITLEA( 3 )=ATITLE (3) 
DO 60 1-17,20 
TITLEA( I )=BLANK 
60 CONTINUE 
TITLEA( 16)-DATE 
C GRAPH 1 
CALL TIMSER(TITLEA,SEIS,NSEIS,DELA,3) 
C 
70 	DO 61 I-1,NSEIS 
61 VSEIS(I) 	SEIS(I) 
IF(IVSEIS.NE .1) GO TO 85 










100 IF(NCOSTP.EQ.0) GO TO 110 
?I=4.0*ATAN(1 .0) 
CALL NPCSTP(SEIS,NSEIS,NCOSTP, 1,PI) 
C 
110 NSESP1=NSEIS+1 




IF(NG2.NE.1) GO TO 130 
CALL TIMSER(ATITLE,SEIS,NSEIS,DELA,3) 
C 	FOURIER TRANSFORM OF SIGNAL. 
130 CALL ZRLOAD(N,SEIS,Z) 
CALL COOL(NPOW2,Z,+1.0) 
C 	FILTER OUT LOW FREQIJENIES UP TO NAFLO*DF. 
1F(NAFLO.EQ.0) NAFLO=1 






NAFLO 1 NAFLO+1 





IF(XA.EQ.O.O.OR.XB.EQ.O.0) GO TO 145 
PHASE(I)ATAN2(XA,XB) 




IF(NC3.NE. 1) GO TO 170 
DO 160 I'1,20 
TITLE(I)'BTITLE(I) 
160 CONTINUE 
C CRAPH 2 
CALL CARCRF(FREQ,AMP, NBY2) 
C 
170 IF(NC4.NE.1) CO TO 190 
DO 180 I1,20 
TITLE (I)CTITLE (I) 
180 CONTINUE 
CALL DRUM(NBY2,PHASE) 
C GRAPH 3 
CALL CARGRF(FREQ, PHASE, NBY2) 
190 IF(NC3.NE.1.AND.NG4.NE.1) CO TO 210 
C 	PRINT 200,(I,FREQ(I),AMP(I),PHASE(I),I=NFL0,NFHI) 
200 FORMAT(1HI///8X,'SEISMOGRAM SPECTRUM', 






REMOVES THE INSTRUMENT EFFECT CALCULATED BY SUBROUTINE INSTCR AND 
SMOOTHS THE SPECTRAL AMPLITUDE / FREQUENCY GRAPH. 
COMMON/GRFF/TITLE(20) ,XMAX, XMIN,YMAX,YMIN, INDX, INDY, IND, IDOT, 
ANSTR1 ,IF, XLIMIT, YLIMIT, SCALX, SCALY 
COMMON/CO1/Z(2048),CZERO,P(2048) 
COMMON/CO2/SEIS(2048),FREQ(1024),AIIP(1024),PHASE(1024) 





COMMON/CO6/T1TLEA(20) ,DATE, BLANK, TITLEB(20) 
COMMON/C07/N, NBY2, NBY2P1, NPOW2, FNYQ,DF 
COMMON/C20/IDIC, IAMP,STANM(6) 
COMMON/VSER/VEL(1024),VSEIS(1024),NVSER 
19 DIMENSION ATITLE(20),TIT1(5),TIT2(5) 
20 REAL*8 DATE,BLANX,TITLEA,TITLEB,ATITLE,TIT1,TIT2,T1TLE 
21 COMPLEX Z,CZERO,P 
22 DATA ATITLE/' 	 SECONDS 	 SEISMOGRAM WI 
23 1TH EFFECT OF SEISKOMETER REMOVED. 
24 2 	'I 
25 DATA TIT1/'FREQUENCY (Hz) 	 AMP(MICRONS) 	'I 
26 DATA TIT2/'PHASE (RADIANS) AMPLITDEANP-MACNIFCATION'/ 
27 TITLE06=DATE 
28 DO 10 Il,N 
29 P(I)CzERO 
30 SEIS(I)O.O 
31 10 CONTINUE 
32 DO 20 I6,15 
33 TITLE(I)'TITLEA(I) 
34 20 CONTINUE 
35 WRITE(6,I010) NINSTR 
36 1010 FORNAT('ONINSTR =',12) 
37 IF(NINSTR.NE .1) GO TO 175 
38 CALL INSTCR 
39 DO 30 I6,15 
40 TITLE(I)=TITLEA(I) 
41 30 CONTINUE 
42 DO 80 I'NAFLO1,N11Y2 
43 IF(REAL(P(I)).EQ.O.O.AND.AIMAC(P(I)).EQ.0.0) GO TO 40 
44 z(I)=z(I)/P(I) 
45 GOTOSO 
46 40 z(I)=CzERO 
47 50 ANP(I)CABS(z(I)) 
48 XA=_1.O*AI4AG(Z(I)) 
49 XBREAL(Z(I)) 
50 IF(XA.EQ.0.0.OR.XB.EQ.0.0) GO TO 60 
51 PHASE(I)ATAN2(XA,XB) 
52 GOTO8O 
53 60 PIIASE(I)=0.O 
54 PRINT 70,I,XA,XB 
55 70 FORNAT(//10X,15,2F10.5) 
56 80 CONTINUE 
57 CALL FILLUP(NBY2P1,Z) 
58 C 
59 IF(NC8.NE.1.AND.NG14.NE.1) GO TO 130 
60 DO 90 I=1,NBY2 
61 P(I)=Z(I) 
62 90 CONTINUE 
63 CALL FILLUP(NBY2P1,P) 
64 CALL COOL(NPOW2,P,-1.0) 
65 DO 100 I=1,NSEIS 
66 P(I)=P(I)/(DELA*FLOAT(N)) 
67 SEIS(I)=REAL(P(I)) 
68 VSEIS(I) = SEIS(I) 
69 100 CONTINUE 
70 IF(NG8.NE.1) CO TO 130 
71 C PRINT II0,(SEIS(I),1=1,NSEIS) 
72 110 FORNAT(1}11///1OX,'SEISMOGRAM WITHOUT INSTRUMENT (M1CRONS)',//, 
73 1 	(1X,12F10.3)) 
ATITLE(16)-DATE 24 PI4.0*ATAN(1.0) 
DO 	120 1-17,20 25 TITLE(16).DATE 
ATITLE(I)BLAN1( 26 AIIP(1)-O.0 
120 CONTINUE 27 PHASE(1)-O.0 
IF-3 28 P(1)CzER0 
CGRAPH8 29 C 
CALL TIMSER(ATITLE,SEIS,NSEIS,DELA,IF) 30 C CALCULATES CORRECTIONS TO UNITS OF DIGITISATION TO 
c 31 C GIVE MICRONS PER SECOND (BASED ON FLAT PART OF FREQUENCY 
130 DO 140 1-1,5 32 C RESPONSES OF INSTRUMENTS). 
TITLE(1)-TITI(I) 33 C 
140 CONTINUE 34 DATA KK,AA,NINE/'K','A','9'/ 
IF(NG9.NE.1) GO TO 160 35 DATA HH,FF,WW,GC,SS,PP,MMMM/'H','F','W','G','S','P','M/ 
NM-NBY2-NAFLO1 36 C 
C GRAPH 9 37 C GS1H 	GS2W 	CP3H 	M4F 	MSG 	M6H DUMMY 
CALL CARGRF(FREQ(NAFL01),AMP(NAFLO1),NM) 38 DATA GAFAC/ 
160 IF(NC1O.NE.1) CO TO 165 39 1 	.55, 	1.70,13.75, 	1.00, 	1.90, 	1.10, 	0.00, 
TITLE(4)TIT2(1) 40 2 .69, 	2.13,13.75, 	1.00, 	1.90, 	1.10, 	0.00, 
TITLE(5)=TIT2(2) 41 3 	.69, 	2.13,13.75, 	1.00, 	1.90, 	1.10, 	0.00, 
CALL DRUII(NBY2,PHASE) 42 4 .69, 	2.13,17.19, 	1.00, 	1.90, 	1.10, 	0.00,. 
C GRAPH 10 43 5 	.86, 	2.66,17.19, 	1.00, 	1.90, 	1.10, 	0.00, 
CALL CARGRF(FREQ(NAFL01),PHASE(NAFL01),NM) 44 6 .86, 	2.66,17.19, 	1.00, 	1.90, 	1.10, 	0.00, 
165 CONTINUE 45 7 	.86, 	2.66, 	0.00, 	1.00, 	1.90, 	1.10, 	0.00, 
C PRINT 170,(I,FREQ(I),AMP(I),PHASE(I),I..NFI.O,NFHI) 46 8 	1.07, 	3.32, 	0.00, 	1.00, 	1.90, 	1.10, 	0.00, 
170 FORMAT(1H1///8X,'SEISMOGR.AN SPECTRUM WITHOUT INSTRUMENT', 47 9 	1.07, 	3.32, 	0.00, 	1.00, 	1.90, 	1.10, 	0.00, 
1 	//,2(8X,'FREQUENCY',6X,'AI4PLITUDE',8X,'PHASE',5x), 48 * 1.07, 	3.32, 	0.00, 	1.00, 	1.90, 	1.10, 	0.00, 
2 //,2(I5,3E15.7)) 49 1 	0.00, 	0.00, 	0.00, 	1.00, 	1.90, 	1.10, 	0.00/ 
175 CONTINUE 50 ISEISM =7 
280 RETURN 51 IF(STANM(1). EQ. KK. AND. STANM(2). EQ. AA. AND. STANM(3).EQ. NINE) 
END 52 1STANM(4)=MIfMM 
53 IF(STANM(1).EQ.CC.AND.STANM(2).EQ.SS)ISEISM=12 
54 IF(STANM(1).EQ.GG.AND.STANM(2).EQ.PP)ISEISPI-3 
55 IF(ISEISM.EQ. 7.AND.STANM(4).EQ.FF)I5EISM=4 
SUBROUTINE INSTCR 56 IF(ISEISM.EQ.7.AND.STANM(4).EQ.cc)IsEIStl=5 
C 57 IF(ISEIS}l. EQ. 7.AND. STANM(4).EQ. H}l)ISEISM..6 
C CALCULATES THE THEORETICAL INSTRUMENT RESPONSE 58 IF( ISEISM. EQ. 12. AND. STANM(4) . EQ. HH)ISEISM-1 
C 59 IF(ISEISM.EQ.12.AND.STANM(4).EQ.ww)ISEISM..2 
COMMON/GRFF/TITLE(20),XMAX,X1IIN,YMAX,YMIN,INDX,INDY,IND,IDOT, 60 IF(I5EI5M.EQ.7.ANfl.5TANM(4).EQ.WW)ISEISM2 
1 	 ANSTR1, IF,XLIMIT,YLIMIT,SCALX, SCALY 61 IF(STANH(4).EQ.MMMJ1)ISEISM4 
COMMON/C01/Z(2048),CZERO,P(2048) 62 IAMPT=IAMP 
COMNON/CO2/SEIS(2048),FREQ(1024),AIIP(1024),PHASE(1024) 63 IF(IANP.LE.0)IANPT..1 
COMNON/C04/NSEIS,DELA,IVSEIS,NUMCUT,NBASE,NCOSTP,NCOMB,NAFLO, 64 CAIN m 2.**IANP*CAFAC(ISEISM,IAJIPT)*IDIG*0.8188 
1 	 NINSTR,NUGRUP,NFLO,NFHI,NFSTEP,BAND,DWF,DV,NAFLO1 65 WRITE(6,300) STANM,GAIN 
COHMON/CO5/NC1,NG2,NG3,NC4,NC5,NG6,NG7,NG8,NC9,NG1O,NC11,NG12,NCI3 66 300 FORNAT(///1OX,'INSTRUMENT ',6A1 
1,NG14,NC15,NP1,NP2,NP3 67 1 	//1OX,'ONE UNIT DiSPLACEMENT =' ,E1O.2,' MICRONS/SEC') 
COMMON/C06/TITLEA(20),DATE,BLANK,TITLEB(20) 68 KOUNT=0 
CONMON/C07/N,NBY2,NBY2P1,NPOW2,FNYQ,DF 69 1000 IF(ISEISM.EQ.1) CALL GSIH(CAIN) 
COMMON/C20/IDIC,IANP,STANM(6) 70 IF(ISEISM.EQ.2) CALL CS2W(GAIN) 
COMPLEX Z,CZERO,P,AYEM,POW 71 IF(ISEISM.EQ.3) CALL GP3H(GAIN) 
DIMENSION ATITLE(7),RMS(78),CAFAC(7,11) 72 IF(ISEISM.EQ.4) CALL 	M4F(CAIN) 
REAL*8 T1TLEA,DATE,BLANK,TITLEB,ATITLE,T1TLE 73 IF(IsEIsM.EQ.5) CALL 	M5C(GAIN) 
AYEM=CMPLX(0.0,-1.0) 74 IF(ISEISM.EQ.6) CALL 	M6H(GAIN) 
DATA ATITLE/'FREQUENCY (Hz) 	SECONDS AMP-MAGNIFCATIONPHASE (RADIAN 75 C 
is) 	'I 76 C 
PRINT 10 77 IF(KOuNT.EQ.1) GOTO 150 
10 FORMAT(IH1///1OX,'SEISMOMETER PARAMETERS'///) 78 IF(NC5.NE.i.AND.NC6.NE.1.AND.NC7.NE.1) GO TO 180 
DO 	120 I5, 15 134 RETURN 
TITLE(1)"TlTLEB(I) 135 END 
120 CONTINUE 
IF(NC5.NE.1) GO TO 160 
DO 130 I2,NBY2 
POW=(2.0*PI*FREQ(I))**(_2.0) 1 SUBROUTINE CSIH(GAIN) 
P(I)=CMPLX(0.0,_1.0)*P(I)*POW 2 COMMON/CO1/Z(2048),CZERO,P(2048) 
130 CONTINUE 3 COMMON/CO2/SEIS(2048),FREQ(1024),ANP(1024),PHASE(1024) 
CALL FILLUP(NBY2P1,P) 4 COMMON/C06/TITLEA(20) P DATE,BLANK,TITLEB(20) 
C FREQ TO TIME. 5 COMMON/C07/N,NBY2,NBY2PI,NPOW2,FNYQ,DF 
CALL COOL(NPOW2,P,-1.0) 6 COMPLEX CZERO,Z,P 
DO 140 I1,N 7 REAL8 SEISTL(1O),TITLEA,DATE,BLANK,TITLEB 
P(I)=P(I)/(DELA*FL0AT(N)) 8 DATA SEISTL/'HSlO SEISMOMETER WITH CEOSTORE RECORDER 
SEIS(I)=REAL(P(I)) 9 1 	 5*' 	7 
140 CONTINUE 10 WRITE(6,100) SEISTL 
TITLE(3)ATITLE(3) 11 100 	FORJIAT(//IOX,IOA8) 
IF=3 12 DO 2 I1,10 
CALL TIMSER(TITLE,SEIS,NSEIS,DELA,IF) 13 IT = 1+5 
KOUNT 	1 14 2 	TITLEB(IT) = SEISTL(I) 
P(l) 	CZERO 15 DATA FOREP,BETA,RHS10/55.,0.69,2.0/ 
GOTO 1000 16 PI=4.0*ATAN(1.0) 
150 CONTINUE 17 WO 	2.*PI*RHS1O 
160 IF(NC6.NE.1.AND.NC7.NE.1) CO TO 200 18 B = 2.*PI*FOREP 
NM=NBY2-NAFIJ)1 19 DO 1 I=2,NBY2 
TITLE(1)=ATITLE(1) 20 W 	2.*PI*FREQ(I) 
TITLE(2)=ATITLE(2) 21 P(I) = W**2*CAIN/QIPLX(WO**2_W**2,2.*BETA*WO*W) 
TITLE(3)=BLAN1( 22 ANP(I)=CAS(P(I)) 
IF(NG6.NE.1) GO TO 170 23 PHASE(I)=ATAN2(AflIAG(P(I)),REAL(P(I))) 
TITLE(4)=ATITLE(4) 24 1 	CONTINUE 
TITLE(5)=ATITLE(5) 25 RETURN 
CALL LIMIT(FREQ(NAFLO1),NPLOT) 26 END 
IF(NM.LT. NPLOT) NPLOT=NN 
CALL CARCRF(FREQ(NAFLO1),AIIP(NAFLO1),NPLOT) 
C 
170 IF(NC7.NE.1) CO TO 180 1 SUBROUTINE CS2W(CAIN) 
TITLE(4)=ATITLE(6) 2 COMMON/CO1/Z(2048),CZERO,P(2048) 
TITLE(5)=ATITLE(7) 3 COM1ION/CO2/SEIS(2048),FREQ(1024),AIIP(1024),PHASE(1024) 
CALL DRUM(NBY2,PHASE) 4 COMNON/C06/TITLEA(20),DATE,BLANK,TITLEB(20) 
CALL LIMIT(FREQ(NAFLO1),NPLOT) 5 COMMON/CO7/N,NBY2,NBY2PI,NPOW2,FNYQ,DF 
IF(NM.LT .NPLOT) NPLOT=NM. 6 COMPLEX Z,P,CZERO 
CALL CARCRF(FREQ(NAFLO1),PHASE(NAFLO1),NPLOT) 7 REAL8 SEISTL(10),TITLEA,DATE,BLANK,TITLEB 
180 CONTINUE 8 DATA SEISTL/WILLMORE (1Hz.) SEISMOMETER WITH CEOSTORE RECORDER 
C180 PRINT 190,(I,FREQ(I),AIIP(I),PHASE(I),I=NFLO,NFHI) 9 1 	',3*' 
190 FORMAT(IHI///8X,'INSTRUMENT RESPONSE', 10 WRITE(6,100) SEISTL 
1 	//,2(8X,'FREQUENCY',6X,'AMPLITUDE',8X,'PHASE',5X), 11 100 	FORNAT(//1OX,1OA8) 
2 //,2(15,3E15.7)) 12 DO 2 1=1,10 
C 13 IT=I+5 
200 TMCRNS=80.0 14 2 	TITLEB(IT) = SEISTL(I) 
DO 210 I=1,NBY2 15 DATA FOREP,BETA,FOWILL/55.,0.7,1.0/ 
J=NBY2+I 16 PI=4.0*ATAN(1.0) 
SE1S(I)=O.O 17 WO = 2.*PI*FOWILL 
SE1S(J)=O.O 18 B = 2.*PI*FOREP 
AMP(I)=O.O 19 DO 1 I=2,NBY2 
PRASE(I)=0.O 20 W = 2.*PI*FREQ(1) 
210 CONTINUE 21 P(I) = W**2*GAIN/CMPLX(WO**2_W**2,2.*BETA*W0*W) 
22 AMP(I) 	CABs(P(I)) 3 REALB SEISTL(1O),TITLEA,DATE,BLANK,TITLEB 
23 PHASE(I) ATAN2(AIMAG(P(I)),REAL(P(I))) 4 CALL CSIH(GAIN) 
24 1 CONTINUE 5 DATA SEISTL/' CEOSPACE SEISMOMETER WITH MARS66 RECORDER 
25 RETURN 6 1,4*' 	7 
26 END 7 WRITE(6,100) SEISTL 
8 100 FORMAT(//1OX,10A8) 
9 DO 2 1=1,10 
10 IT=I+5 
1 SUBROUTINE CP3H(GAIN) 11 2 TITLEB(IT) 	SEISTL(I) 
2 COMMON/C06/TITLEA(20),DATE, BLANK,TITLEB(20) 12 RETURN 
3 REAL8 SEISTL(IO),TITLEA,DATE,BLANK,TITLEB 13 END 
4 CALL CS1H(CAIN) 
5 DATA SEISTL/'HSlO SEISMOMETER WITH PROTOTYPE 
6 1 GEOSTORE RECORDER 	',2*' 	7 
7 WRITE(6,100) SEISTL 1 SUBROUTINE M6H(GAIN) 
8 100 FORMAT(//IOX,1OA8) 2 COMMON/C06/TITLEA(20),DATE,BLANK,TITLEB(20) 
9 DO 2 1=1,10 3 REAL8 SEISTL(10),TITLEA,DATE,BLANK,TITLEB 
10 IT 	1+5 4 CALL CSIH(CAIN) 
11 2 TITLEB(IT) = SEISTL(I) 5 DATA SEISTL/'HSIO SEISMOMETER WITH MARS66 RECORDER 
12 RETURN 6 1,5*' 	7 
13 END 7 WRITE(6, 100) SEISTL 
8 100 FORHAT(//1OX,LOA8) 
9 DO 2 1=1,10 
10 IT=I+5 
1 SUBROUTINE M4F(CAIN) 11 2 TITLEB(IT) = SEISTL(I) 
2 COMMON/CO1/Z(2048),CZERO,P(2048) 12 ETURN 
3 COMMON/CO2/SEIS(2048),FREQ(1024),ANP(1024),PHASE(1024) 13 END 
4 COMMON/CO6/TITLEA(20),DATE ,BLANK,TITLEB(20) 
5 COMMON/C07/N,NBY2,NBY2P1,NPOW2,FNYQ,DF 
6 COMPLEX Z,P,CZERO 
7 REAL'8 SEISTL(10),TITLEA,DATE,BLANK,TITLEB 1 SUBROUTINE UCRUP 
8 DATA SEISTL/'FS60 SEISMOMETER WITH MARS66 RECORDER 	', 2 C 
9 15*' 	', 3 C PERFORMS THE MULTIPLE FILTERING ANALYSIS TO PRODUCE THE DISPERSION 
10 WRITE(6,100) SEISTL 4 C CHARACTERISTIC AS A FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY AND VELOCITY OF ARRIVAL 
11 100 FORMAT(//1OX,10A8) 5 C I.E. THE 2-D MATRIX E. 
12 DO 2 1=1,10 6 C 
13 IT = 1+5 7 COMMON/C01/Z(2048),CZERO,P(2048) 
14 2 TITLEB(IT) = SEISTL(I) 8 COMNON/CO8/E(120,120) 
15 DATA FOREP,BETA,FOFS60/55.,0.62,2./ 9 COMMON/CO4/NSEIS,DELA,IVSETS,NUMCUT,NBASE,NCOSTP,NCOMB,NAFLO, 
16 P1 = 4.0*ATAN(1.0) 10 1 	 NINSTR,NUGRUP,NFLO,NFHI,NFSTEP,BAND,DWF,DV,NAFLOI 
17 WO = 2.*PI*FOFS60 11 COMNON/CO7/N,NBY2,NBY2P1,NPOW2,FN'YQ,DF 
18 B = 2.*PI*FOREP 12 COMMON/CO3/STANAM(8),DELTAD,DELTA,ORIGTH,GMTSEC 
19 DO 1 I=2,NBY2 13 COMMON/CO2/SEIS(2048),FREQ(1024),A}IP(1024),PHASE(1024) 
20 W = 2.*PI*FREQ(I) 14 COMMON/VSER/VEL(1024),VSEIS(1024),NVSER 
21 P(I) = w**2*GAIN/cMPLX(W0**2_w**2,2.*BETA*w0*W) 15 DIMENSION VSTEP(120),FREQC(120),TABLE(2,1024) 
22 ANP(I) = CABS(P(I)) 16 COMPLEX Z,CZERO,P 
23 PHASE(I) = ATAN2(AIMAC(P(I)),REAL(P(I))) 17 EQUIVALENCE (VSTEP(1),SEIs(1)), 
24 1 CONTINUE 18 1 	 (FREQC(1),SE1S(121)), 
25 RETURN 19 2 (FABLE(1,1),sEIs(1025)) 




1 SUBROUTINE MSG(CAIN) 24 FREQ(I)=O.0 
























































PHASE(I)=O.0 81 C 
5 CONTINUE 82 C CHOOSE CENTRE FREQUENCIES. 
c 83 C 
C FTAN MAX & MIN VELOCITIES 84 NC0L1 
C 85 IF(NFLO.LT.NAFLO1) CALL EXiT 
EMIT 	GMTSEC-ORICTM 86 FREQC( 1 )=NFLO*DF 
TF 	EMIT+NCOSTP*DELA 87 NFCTWO=NFLO+NFSTCP 
VSF = DELTA/IT 88 DO 90 I=NFCTWO,NFHI,NFSTEP 
TL=EMIT+FLOAT(NSEIS_2*NCOSTP)*DELA 89 NCOL=NCOL+1 
VSLDELTA/TL 90 FREQC(NCOL)=FREQC( NCOL-1 )+NFSTEP*DF 
PRINT 10, VSF,VSL 91 90 CONTINUE 
10 FORl4AT(1Hh//10X'CROUP VELOCITY CALCULATiON', 92 PRINT 100,NCOL 
I 	 /1OX,' 
-------------------------- ', 93 100 FORHAT(/10X,'NUMBER OF FREQUENCY STEPS 	NCOL -'.15) 
5 //IOX,'MAX VELOCITY IS ',F7.3,1X'KI4S/SEC', 94 C 
6 	 //IOX.'MIN VELOCITY IS ',F7.3,1X,'K1IS/SEC') 95 IF(NCOL.GT .120) CALL EXIT 
C 96 DO 140 J=1,NCOL 
C VELOCITY TO EACH E(I).(EACH DIGIT IN TIME SERIES) 97 JCOL=J 
C 98 CALL GAUSSA(FREQC(J),ALPHA,JCOL) 
DO 20 I=1,NSEIS 99 DO 	110 I1,N 
K=NSEIS-I+1 100 P(I)=P(I)*Z(I) 
TABLE(1,I)=DELTA/(EMIT+(K_1.0)*DELA) 101 110 CONTINUE 
VEL(K)=TABLE(1,I) 102 CALL COOL(NPOW2,P,-1.0) 
20 CONTINUE 103 DO 120 I=1,NSEIS 
C 104 K=NSEIS-I+1 
NVSER = NSEIS 105 TAELE(2,I)=CABS(P(K))/(FLOAT(NBY2)*DELA) 
201 NVSER - NVSER-1 106 120 CONTINUE 
IF(VEL(NVSER).LT.VSL) GOT020I 107 C 
C 108 DO 130 I=1,NROW 
C MAKE SURE NO. OF VELOCITIES IS LE TO 120. 109 CALL LOOK(I,2,NSEIS,TABLE,VSTEP(I),E(J,I)) 
30 NLIM=(VSF-VSL)/DV 110 130 CONTINUE 
IF(NLIM.LE.120) CO TO 40 111 140 CONTINUE 
DV=2.0*DV 112 C 
CO TO 30 113 CALL UEMTRX(NROW,NCOL) 
C 114 RETURN 
40 K-i 115 EMIl 
I 	NSEIS-NCOSTP 
VSTEP(1)=TABLE(1,I) 
50 IF(VSTEP(K).LE.VSL) CO TO 60 
K=K+1 1 SUBROUTINE CAUSSA(FC,ALPHA,JCOL) 
VSTEP(K)=VSTEP(K-1)-DV 2 C 
GO TO 50 3 C CREATES IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN A BANDPASS GAUSSIAN FILTER OF 
60 NROW=K-1 4 C SPECIFIED 'Q'. 
PRiNT 70,NROW 5 C 
70 FORMAT(/1OX,'NO. OF VELOCITY STEPS = NROW =' .15) 6 COM1ION/CO1/Z(2048).CZERO,P(2048) 
C 7 COMMON/CO7/N,NBY2,NBY2PI ,NPOW2,FNYQ,DF 
C SET UP FILTER VALUES. 8 COMJION/CO4/NSEIS,DELA,IVSEIS,NUMCUT,NBASE,NCOSTP,NCOHB,NAFLO, 
C 9 1 	 NINSTR,NUGRUP,NFLO,NFHI,NFSTEP,BAND,DWF,DV,NAFLO1 
BETA=ALOG(DWF) 10 COMPLEX Z,CZERO,P,CPXONE 
ALPHA=BETA/BAND**2 11 CPXONE(1 .0,0.0) 
PRINT 80,BETA,ALPHA,DF 12 DO 10 I=1,N 
80 FOR1IAT(/IOX,'BETA - ',F8.3,5X'ALPUA = 	',F8.3,5X,'FUNDA}IENTAL DF - 13 P(I)=CZERO 
1 	',F8.6) 14 10 CONTINUE 
C 15 LMI=FC/DF+0.5 
CALL ZER02D(E,120, 120) 	 . 16 L=LM1+1 














CHECK FiLTER IS WITHIN TIME SERIES. 19 
IF((FC_FLOAT(LL)*DF).GT.0.0.AND.(FC+FLOAT(LL)*DF).LT.FNYQ)CO TO 30 20 
PRINT 20,FC,LL 21 
FORMAT(//10X,'FC -' ,F1O.5,SX,'LL 	',I5) 22 
CALL EXIT 23 
P(L)CPX0NE 24 
CHECK FILTER WIDTH. 25 
1F(LL.GE.1) CO TO 50 26 
PRINT 40,LL 27 
FORMAT(//10X,'CHECK PARAMETER BAND. 	LL 	' .15) 28 
CALL EXIT 29 
FFFC 30 










1F(JCOL.EQ.1) PRINT 70 41 
FORMAT(/1OX,'FC=FILTER CENTRE FREQUENCY (Hz) 	FC(L_1)*DF', 42 
/1OX,'L=FREQUENCY ARRAY INDEX NO. CORRESPONDING TO FC', 43 
/1OX,'FLO 6 FHI ARE FILTER BAND LIMITS 	FLO(1_BAND)*FC', 44 
3 	/1OX,'NFILTN0. OF FiLTER POINTS', 45 
//6X,'NCOL',9X,'L',LOX,'FC',13X,'FLO',LOX,'FHI',12X,'NFILT' 46 
5 	) 47 
PRINT 80,JCOL,L,FC,FLO,FHI,NFILT 48 







SUBROUTINE UEF.ITRX(NROW,NCOL) 56 
57 
PRODUCES THE GROUP VELOCITY I FREQUENCY CURVE FROM E BY OBTAINING 58 
THE VELOCITY OF THE MAXIMUM ENERGY ARRIVAL THEN USES RIDGE 59 
SEARCHING. SCALES THE MATRIX E RELATIVE TO A MAXIMUM VALUE OF 60 
99DB. 61 
62 
COMMON/CRFF/TITLE(20) ,XMAX, XMIN, YMAX,YMIN, INDX, 1NDY, IND, IDOT, 63 
ANSTR1, IF,XLIMIT,YLIMIT, SCALX,SCALY 64 
COMHON/ANTN/CONTIT(10), 65 
XPI ,XP2,YP1 ,YP2, IXTIT(6),IYTIT(4),PNX(12O),PNY(12O),NU 66 
COMMON/CO2/SEIS(2048) 67 
COMMON/CO3/STANAM(8),DELTAD, DELTA 68 
COMMON/C04/NSEIS,DELA, IVSEIS,NUMCUT, NBASE,NCOSTP,NCOMB,NAFLO, 69 
NINSTR,NUCRUP,NFLO,NFHI,NFSTEP,BAND,DWF,DV,NAFLO1 70 
COHMON/C05/NC1,NG2,NC3,NC4,NC5,NC6,NC7,NG8,NC9,NG1O,NCI1 ,NCI2,NGI3 
I 	 ,NGI4,NC15,NPI,NP2,NP3 
COMMON/C06/TITLEA( 20),, BLANK 
COMMON/C08/E(120, 120) 
COMJIONIC20/IDIG, lAMP, STANM(6) 
DIMENSION VSTEP(120),FREQC(12O),X(12O),Y(120),U(12O) ,PERIOD(12O), 
1 	 ATITLE(6),AOFE(120,120),IXTITL(6),IYTITL(4) 
REAL*8 CONTIT, ATITLE ,TITLE, TITLEA, DATE, BLANK 
EQUIVALENCE (VSTEP(1),SEIS(I)), 
1 	 (FREQC(1),SEIS(121)), 
2 (X(1),SE1S(241)), 
3 	 (Y(1),SEIS(361)), 
4 (U(1),SEIS(481)), 
5 	 (PERIOD(1),SEIS(601)) 
DATA IXTITL/'VELOCITY (KM/S) 	 'I 
DATA IYTITL/'FREQUENCY (Hz) 'I 
DATA ATITLEI'FREQUENCY (Hz) PERIOD (SECONDS)GRP.VEL. KMS/SEC'/ 
EMAXO. 0 
DO 40 J1,NCOL 
DO 20 I=1,NROW 
IF(E(J,I).LT.EMAX) COT020 
IRM = I 
JCM = J 







C FIND GROUP VELOCITY AT MAXIMUM 
C 
A = 0.5*(E(JCM,IRN_1)+E(JCM,IRM+1)_2.*E(JCM,IRM)) 
B = 0. 5*(_E(JCM IRN-1)+E(JCM, IRII+1)) 
U(JCM) 	VSTEP(IRM)+0.5*B/A*DV 
JCMAX = JCM 
JCMIN JCM 
C 
C FIND OTHER GROUP VELOCITIES 
C 
ISTEP = -1 
311 J 	JCM 
I = IRM 
IRJ = I 
ISTEP = ISTEP*(_1) 
312 J = J+ISTEP 
IF(J.GT.NCOL) COT0311 
IF(J.LE.0) COT0351 
320 DIFF1 = E(J,I-1)-E(J,I) 
DIFF2 = E(J,I)-E(J,I+1) 
IF(DIFF1.LE.O..AND.DIFF2.CT.O.) C0T0330 
IF(DIFF1.LE.O. .AND.DIFF2.LE.O.) COT032I 
IF(DIFF1.CT.O. .AND.DIFF2.CT.O.) G0T0322 
G0T0350 
321 1=1+1 
IF( I. EQ. NROW) G0T0350 
GOTO32O 
322 I - 1-1 126 IF(IZ.EQ.1) PRINT 	170,(FREQC(I),I=1,NHY,10) 
IF(I.EQ.1) G0T0350 127 170 FORMAT(7X,F5.3,4(25X,F5.3)) 
G0T0320 128 DO 180 I=1,NROW 
330 A - 0.5*(E(J,I-1)+E(J,I+1)-2.*E(J,I)) 129 PRINT 190,vSTEP(I),(E(J,I),J=NL0W,NHY) 
B = 0.5*(_E(J,I_1)+E(J,I+1)) 130 180 CONTINUE 
U(J) 	VSTEP(I)+0.5*B/A*DV 131 190 FORMAT(1X,F4.2,IX,42F3.0) 
IF(ISTEP.EQ. 1) JCMAX=J 132 200 CONTINUE 
IF(ISTEP.EQ.-1) JCMIN=J 133 C 
GOT0312 134 IF(NG14.NE.1) GO TO 210 
350 IF(ISTEP.EQ.1) GOT0311 135 DO 206 1=1,119 
351 MU = JCMAX-JCMIN+1 136 IPI = 1+1 
PRINT 50, DATE,(TITLEA(I),I=6,15),STANAM, 137 DO 206 J=IP1,120 
* 	(J,FREQC(J),PERIOD(J),U(J),J=JCMIN,JCMAX) 138 xx = E(I,J) 
50 FORNAT(1H1//IOX,'TSAP',5X,A8 139 E(I,J) = E(J,I) 
* 	//1OX,1OA8//1OX,8A1//17X,'FREQUENCY',5X,'PERIOD',5X, 140 E(J,I) = xx 
* 'U VELOCITY'//(IOX,14,3E13.5)) 141 206 CONTINUE 
PRINT 60,EMAX,IRM,JCM 142 DO 209 I=1,NU 
60 FORNAT(//1OX,'EMAX =',E15.7,5X,'IRN =',IS,SX,'ICM =',IS) 143 PNX(I) = U(I+JCMIN-1) 
DO 70 1=6,15 144 PNY(I) = FREQC(I+JCMIN-1) 
TITLE(I)=TITLEA(I) 145 209 CONTINUE 
70 CONTINUE 146 xPl = vSTEP(1) 
TITLE(3)=BLANK 147 XP2 = VSTEP(NROW) 
TITLE(4)=ATITLE(5) 148 YP1 = FREQC(1) 
TITLE(5)=ATITLE(6) 149 YP2 = FREQC(NCOL) 
1F(NG12.NE.1) GO TO 80 150 DO 207 1=1,6 
TITLE(1)=ATITLE(1) 151 IxTIT(I) = IXTITL(I) 
TITLE(2)=ATITLE(2) 152 IF(I.LE.4) IYTIT(I) 	IYTITL(I) 
C GRAPH 12 153 207 CONTINUE 
CALL CARGRF(FREQC(JCMIN),U(JCMIN),NU) 154 DO 208 1=1,10 
80 IF(NC13.NE.1) GO TO 90 155 208 CONTIT(I) = TITLEA(I+5) 
TITLE(1)=ATITLE(3) 156 CALL CONTUR(E,NROW,NCOL,120,5.0,40.0, 100.0) 
TITLE(2)=ATITLE(4) 157 210 IF(NP3.NE.1) COTO 211 
C GRAPH 13 158 WRITE(7,212) 	(TITLEA(I),I=6,15) 
CALL CARGRF(PERIOD(JCMIN),U(JCMIN),NU) 159 212 FORHAT(1OA8) 
90 IF(NP2.NE.1) GO TO 130 160 WRITE(7,213) DATE,STANAM,NROW,NCOL 
C PUNCH FREQUENCY (Hz) AND GROUP VELOCITY (104S/SEC) IN (2E15.7). 161 213 FORMAT(A8,8A1,2I3) 
NFQ = JC}IAX-JCMIN+1 162 WRITE(7,214) 	(FREQC(I),I=1,NCOL) 
WRITE(7,120) STANAM,STANM,DELTA,DATE,NFQ, 163 214 FORMAT(4E15.7) 
* 	(FREQC(I),u(I),I,sTAMAII,I=JCMIN,JCMAx) 164 WRITE(7,214) (vSTEP(I),I=1,NROW) 
120 FORMAT(8A1,'-' ,6A1,F12.5,2X,A8/I5/ 165 WRITE(7,214) 	((E(I,J),J=1 ,NCOL),I=1 ,NROW) 
*(2E15.7,15x,I5,'U',9x,8A1)) 166 211 CONTINUE 
C 167 RETURN 
130 DO 150 J=1,NCOL 168 END 
DO 140 I=1,NROW 
E(J,I)=20.0*ALOGIO(E(J, I)/EMAx)+99.O 
140 CONTINUE 
150 CONTINUE 1 SUBROUTINE CooL(N,xx,SIGNI) 
C PRiNT OUT E MATRIX. 2 C 
N42=(NCOL-1)/42+1 3 C THIS SUBROUTINE WAS PROCRA}INED BY I.IIACLEOD, DEPT. OF 
DO 200 IZ=1,N42 4 C ENGINEERING PIIYSICS,A.N.U. AND HAS BORROWED FROM D. HCCOWAN'S 
NLOW=(1Z_1)*42+1 5 C COOL AND IBM'S HARM. 
NHY=NLOW+41 6 C 
IF(NHY.GT .NCOL) NHY=NCOL 7 C SINGLE PRECISION VERSION MODIFIED BY J.B.YOUNC FOR THE 360/75. 
PRINT 160 8 C 
























































c 65 Xx(K2+1)=A1I+A3R 
DIMENSION w(14),Xx(1),NBIT(20),JNT(20) 66 xx(K3)=AIR+A31 
c j 	67 xx(K3+1)=A1I-A3R 
C 68 140 CONTINIJE 
iNTEGER OFFSET 69 GO TO 200 
C 70 C 
C 71 150 LBLOK2=NX 
DATA Nx,0/ 72 L2BLOK=LEL4DK2-1 
c 73 DO 160 KO=1,L2BLOIç2 
c 74 K1=KO+LBLOK2 
1F(NX.GT.0)G0 TO 100 75 A1R=XX(K1) 
ROOT2=SQRT(2.0) 76 A1i=XX(K1+1) 
P1 2=8. 0*ATAN(1 .0) 77 xx(K1)=xx(KO)-A1R 
c 78 xX(K1+1 )=Xx(KO+1 )-A11 
100 NX=2**N 79 xx(K0)=xx(KO)+A1R 
NX2=NX+NX 80 XX(KO-fl)=XX(KO+1)+A1I 
NX2LSI=NX2-1 81 160 CONTINUE 
NX2LS2=NX2-2 82 C 
NXON8=NX/8 83 C 
NXON4=NXON8+NXON8 84 200 DO 300 M=LSTART,N,3 
NXON2NX0N44NXON4 85 LBLOK2=NX/2**(M+1) 
CON1PI 2/FLOAT(NX) 86 L2BLOK=LBLOK2-1 
IF(S1GNI.CT.0.0)GO TO 120 87 LBLOK1=L2BLOK-1 
C 88 LBLOK8=LBLOK2*8 
DO 110 K=1,NX2LS1,2 89 LSLAST=NX2-LBL4OK8+1 
Xx(K+1)=-xx(K-i-1) 90 C 
110 CONTINUE 91 00 210 K=4,N 
C 92 NBIT(K)=O 
120 DO 130 K=1,N 93 210 CONTINUE 
JNT(K)=2**(N_K) 94 C 
130 CONTINUE 95 NW=0 
c 96 C 
LSTARTN_N/3*3+1 97 00 290 OFFSETL,LBLAST,LBLOK8 
IF(LSTART.EQ.1)G0 TO 200 98 IF(OFFSET.EQ.1)G0 TO 220 
IF(LSTART.EQ.2)GO TO 150 99 ARG=CONI*FLOAT(NW) 
LSLOK2=NXON2 100 w(1)=c0S(ARG) 
L2BLOK=LBLOK2-1 101 w(2)=SIN(ARG) 
C 102 CSSQA=W(1)*W(1) 
DO 140 K01,L2BLOK,2 103 w(3)CSSQA-4CSSQA-1.0 
K1KO+LBLOK2 104 w(4)=w(1)*w(2) 
K2=K1+LBLOK2 105 w(4)=w(4)+w(4) 
K3=K2+LBLOK2 106 w(5)=w(3)*w(1)_w(4)*w(2) 
AOR=XX(KO)+XX(K2) 107 w(6)=w(4)*w(1)+w(3)*w(2) 
A0I=XX(KO+1)+XX(K2+1) 108 CSSQ2A=W(3)*W(3) 
A1R=XX(KO)-XX(K2) 109 w(7)=CSSQ2A+CSSQ2A-1.0 
A1I=XX(KO+1 )-XX(K2+1) 110 W(8)=W(4)*W(3) 
A2RXX(K1)+XX(K3) 111 w(8)=w(8)+w(8) 
A21=XX(K1+1)+XX(K3+1) 112 w(9)=w(7)*w(1)_w(8)*w(2) 
A3R=XX(K1)-XX(K3) 113 w( 10)=w(8)*w(1)+w(7)*w(2) 
A3IXX(K1+1 )-xx(K3+1) 114 CSSQ3A=W(5)*W(5) 
XX(KO)=AOR+A2R 115 w( 11 )CssQ3A-I-CssQ3A-1 .0 
xx(KO+1 )=A01+A21 116 w(12)=w(6)*w(5) 
XX(K1)=AOR-A2R 117 w(12)=w(12)+w(12) 
XX(K1+1)=AOI-A21 118 W(13)=w(7)*w(5)_w(8)*w(6) 
XX(K2)=AIR-A31 119 w(14)=w(8)*w(5)+w(7)*w(6) 
220 	LBLOKOOFFSET+LBLOK1 175 A6IA1I+A3I 
c 176 A7RA3I-A1I 
DO 260 KO=OFFSET,LBLOKO,2 177 A7IA1R-A3R 
K1KO+LBL0K2 178 Xx(KO)A4R+A6R 
K2K1+LBLOK2 179 XX(K0+1)A4I+A6I 
K3=K2+LSLOK2 180 xx(K1)A4R-A6R 
K4=K3+LBLOK2 181 XX(K1+1)A4I-A6I 
K5=K4+LBLOK2 182 Xx(K2)=A5R+A7R 
K6K5+LBLOK2 183 XX(K2+1)=A51-s-A71 
K7=K6+LBLOK2 184 XX(K3)A5R-A7R 
XKOWR=XX(K0) 185 XX(K3+1 )A5I-A7I 
XK0WIXX(K0+l) 186 AOR=XKOWR-XK4WR 
IF(OFFSET.NE .1) GO TO 240 187 A0I=XKOWI-XK4WI 
XK1WRXX(K1) 188 A8R=XKIWR-XK5WR 
xK1wIxx(K1+1) 189 A8IXK1WI-XK5WI 
XK2WR=XX(K2) 190 A1R=A8R-A81 
XK2t4IXX(K2+1) 191 A1IA8R+A8I 
XK3WRXX(K3) 192 A2R=XK6wI-XK2WI 
xK3w1=xx(K3+1) 193 A2IXK2WR-XK6WR 
XK4WR=XX(K4) 194 A8R=XK3WR-XX7WR 
XK4WI=XX(K4+1) 195 A81=XK3WI-XK7WI 
XK5WR=XX(K5) 196 A3R=A8R-A81 
XK5WI=xx(K5+1) 197 A31=A8R+A81 
XK6WR=XX(K6) 198 A4R=AOR+A2R 
XK6W1=XX(K6+1) 199 A41=A0I+A21 
XK7WR=XX(K7) 200 A5R=AOR-A2R 
xK7WI=XX(K7+1) 201 A51=A0I-A21 
GO TO 250 202 A6R(A1R-A3I)/ROOT2 
240 	XK1wRXx(K1)*w(1)_XX(K1+1)*w(2) 203 A6I(A1I+A3R)/ROOT2 
XK1WI=XX(K1)*W(2)+xX(Kj+1)*w(1) 204 A7R(A3R-A1I)/R0OT2 
XK2WR=XX(K2)*W(3)_XX(K2+1)*14(4) 205 A71=(A31+A1R)/ROOT2 
XK2WI=XX(K2)*W(4)+XX(K2+1)*w(3) 206 XX(K4)=A4R+A6R 
XK3WR=XX(K3)*W(5)_XX(K3+1)*W(6) 207 xx(K4+1)=A41+A61 
XK3WIXx(K3)*w(6)+xx(K3+1 )*w(5) 208 XX(K5)=A4R-A6R 
XK4WR=XX(K4)*w(7)_xx(K4+1 )*w(8) 209 XX(K5+1 )A4I-A6I 
XK4WIXX(K4)*W(8)+XX(K4+1)*w(7) 210 Xx(K6)=A5R+A7R 
XK5WRXX(K5)*W(9)XX(K5+1)*W(lO) 211 XX(K6+1)=A5I-4-A71 
XK5WIxx(K5)*w(10)+xx(K5+1 )*w(9) 212 XX(K7)=A5R-A7R 
XK6WR=XX(K6)*14(11)_Xx(K6+1)*W(12) 213 XX(K7+1)A5I-A7I 
XX6WI=XX(K6)*w(12)+xx(K6+1)*w(11) 214 260 CONTINUE 
XK7WRxx(K7)*w(1 3)-xx(K7+1 )*w(14) 215 C 
XK7WI=Xx(K7)*w(14)+xX(K7+1)*W(13) 216 DO 280 K=4,N 
250 	AOR=XKOWR+xK4wR 217 IF(NBIT(K).NE.0)GO TO 270 
A0I=XKOWI+XK4WI 218 NBIT(K)=1 
AIR=XKIWR+XK5WR 219 NW=NW+JNT(K) 
AII=XK1WI+XK5WI 220 GO TO 290 
A2RXK2WR+XK6WR 221 270 NBIT(K)O 
A21=XK2WI+XK6WI 222 NW=NW-JNT(K) 
A3}=XK3WR+XK7WR 223 280 CONTINUE 
A31=XK3WI+XK7WI 224 C 
A4R=AOR+A2R 225 290 CONTINUE 
A41=A0I+A21 226 300 CONTINUE 
A5R=AOR-A2R 227 C 
A51=A0I-A2I 228 C 
A6R=A1R+A3R 229 144=0 
230 C 
231 DO 310 K-1,N 1 
232 JNT(K)JNT(K)+JNT(K) 2 	C 
233 NBIT(K)=O 3 C 
234 310 CONTINUE 
235 C 
236 KO 6 
237 IF(NW.LE.K)GO TO 320 7 
238 HOLDR=XX(NW+1) 8 




243 XX(2)}l0LDI 1 
244 C 2 	C 
245 320 DO 340 M1,N 3 C 
246 IF(NBIT(M).NE.0)GO TO 330 4 
247 NBIT(M)1 5 
248 NW=NW+JNT(M) 6 
249 GO TO 350 7 
250 330 NBIT(M)=0 	. 8 
251 NWNl4-JNT(M) 9 
252 340 CONTINUE 10 
253 C 
254 350 DO 390 K2,NX2LS2,2 
255 IF(NW.LE.K)GO TO 360 
256 HOLDRXX(NW+1) 1 
257 HoLDIXx(Nw+2) 2 	C 
258 xx(Nw+1)xx(K+1) 3 C 
259 xX(NW+2)=Xx(K+2) 4 
260 XX(K+1)HOLDR 5 
261 XX(K+2)=HOLDI 6 
262 C 7 
263 360 DO 380 M=1,N 8 
264 IF(NISIT(M).NE.0)G0 TO 370 9 
265 NBIT(M)=1 10 
266 NW=NW+JNT(M) 11 
267 GO TO 390 12 
268 370 NBIT(M)=0 13 
269 NW=NW-JNT(M) 14 
270 380 CONTINUE 15 
271 C 16 
272 390 CONTINUE 17 
273 C 18 
274 IF(SIGNI.CT.O.0)GO TO 420 
275 C 
276 DO 410 K1,NX2LS1,2 
277 XX(K+1)-XX(K+1) 1 	C 
278 410 CONTINUE 2 C 
279 C 3 	C 
280 C 4 C 
281 420 RETURN 5 	C 























N=ALOGJO(AN)/ALOC1O(2. O)+1 .0 
N1=(2**N)+1 
N2=2**(N+1) 
N 1M 1 =N 1-1 







GENERAL USER SUBROUTINE TIMER 
FROM THE CALL - CALL TIMER 
THE TIME FROM THE LAST CALL TIMER IS PRINTED OUT 
THE FIRST CALL SETS UP TIMER 
SUBROUTINE TIllER 
9 DATA DIFF/O./ 39 
10 IF(DIFF) 	2,1,2 	 0 40 
11 	C 41 
12 1 CALL CLOCK(DIFF) 42 
13 RETURN 43 
14 	c 44 
15 2 CALL CLOCK(TIME) 45 
16 DIFFTJJ1E-DIFF 46 
17 PRINT 3, 01FF 47 
18 	3 FORMAT(80X,29IITIME ELAPSED FROM LAST CALL 	,F10.4,8H SECONDS) 48 
19 DIFF=TIME 49 
20 RETURN 50 
21 	C 51 




1 SUBROUTINE BASE (X,N,TYPE, 	IPI) 56 
2 	C 57 
3 C 58 	C 
4 DIMENSION x(N) 59 
5 REAL8 MEAN,TYPE 60 
6 DATA MEAN/8IIMEAN 	/ 
7 	C 
8 SUMXO 
9 SUMIX0 1 
10 AN=N 2 	C 
11 IF(TYPE - MEAN)1,2,1 3 C 
12 1IND1 4 	C 
13 COTO3 5 C 
14 2IND2 6 	C 
15 3 DO 4 	I = 1,N 7 C 
16 A11 - 8 	C 
17 SUMX = SUMX + x(I) 9 C 
18 GO TO (5,4),IND 10. 	C 
19 5 SUMIX = SUMIX + AI*X(I) 11 C 
20 4 CONTINUE 120 	C 
21 XBAR = SUMX/AN 13 C 
22 GO TO (6,7),IND 14 	C 
23 6 XINTO = (((4.*AN)+2.)*SIIMx_6.*SUMIx)/(AN*(AN_1.)) 15 C 
24 PHI 	((12.*SUMIx)_6.*(AN-fl.)*SUMx)/(AN*(AN+1.)*(AN_1.)) 16 	C 
25 DO 20 I = 1,N 17 C 
26 AI=I 18 	C 
27 x(I) = X(I) - AI*PHI - XINTO 19 C 
28 20 CONTINUE 20 
29 PRINT 10, PHI, XBAR 21 	C 
30 10 FORIIAT(//4X,49HDATA HAS BEEN CORRECTED TO LEAST SQUARES BASELINE! 22 
31 14X,32HGRAD1ENT OF LEAST SQUARES LINE =,F1O.5,8X,14HNEAN OF DATA =, 23 
32 2F13.5) 24 
33 GOTO8 25 
34 	C 26 
35 7 DO 30 	I = 1,N 27 
36 x(I) = X(I) - XBAR 28 
37 30 CONTINUE 29 
38 PRINT ii, XBAR 30 	C 
11 FORIIAT(//4X,40HDATA HAS BEEN CORRECTED TO MEAN BASELINE!/4X, 
1I4HMEAN OF DATA ",F10.4) 
8 SUMX2 - 0 
SUMX3 0 
DO 9 I - 1,N 
X2 	X(I)*x(I) 
SLJMX2 	SUMX2 + X2 




SKEW = (A3MNT*A3MNT)/(VARX**3.) 
PRINT 12, VARX, SKEW 
12 FORHAT(/4X,18HVARIANCE OF DATA -,E10.4,8X,IOHSKEWNESS =,F10.4) 
IP1 = IP1 + 1 
GO TO (14,15),IP1 
15 PRINT 16,(I, X(I), I = 1,N) 
16 FORMAT(//4X,24HTHE BASELINED DATA IS —H5(4x,6HSANPLE,4x,4Hx(I), 




IND=1 -------COSINE TAPER BOTH ENDS OF CURVE. 
IND=2---------COSINE TAPER FRONT END OF CURVE. 
IND=3---------COSINE TAPER COSINE TAPER BACK END OF CURVE 
X-----IS THE ARRAY. 
N---IS THE NUMBER OF POINTS IN THE ARRAY. 
NO -----IS THE STARTING NUMBER. 
DIMENSION X(N) 
ANO = NO-i 
PHI = P1/AND 
CPHI = COS(PHI) 
SPill = SIN(PHI) 
CTHET1 = i. 
STHET1 = 0. 
CT}IET2 = 1. 
STHET2 = 0. 
7 DO 2 I1,IFIRST 
8 X(I,J)-O.O 
9 2 CONTINUE 
10 1 CONTINUE 
11 RETURN 
12 ENI) 
1 SUBROUTINE ANAXN(X,N,XMAX,KP) 
2 C 
3 C 
4 DIMENSION X(N) 
5 KQ-1 
6 2 KP=KQ 
7 5 IF(KQ-N)3,4,4 
8 3 KQ=KQ+1 
9 IF(X(KP)-X(KQ))2,5,5 
10 4 XMAX=X(KP) 
11 RETURN 
12 END 
1 SUBROUTINE ANINN(X,N,XMIN,KP) 
2 C 
3 C 
4 DIMENSION X(N) 
5 KQ=1 
6 2 KP=KQ 
7 5 IF (KQ-N) 3,4,4 
8 3 KQ=KQ+1 
9 IF (x(KP)-x(KQ)) 5,5,2 
10 4 XMIN=X(KP) 
11 RETURN 
12 END 
1 SUBROUTINE TIMSER(TITLE,Y,N,DELA,IF) 
2 C THIS ROUTINE PLOTS N VALUES OF THE ARRAY X. DELA IS THE 
3 C SAMPLING INTERVAL. 
4 C 
5 C TITLE IS A 20 ELEMENT ARRAY CARRYING DATA FOR ANNOTATING THE 
6 C OUTPUT GRAPHS. THE TITLE ARRAY IS SET UP AS FOLLOWS 
7 C 
8 C TITLE(1) 	- UNUSED 
9 C TITLE(2) 	- UNUSED 
10 C TITLE(3) 	- CONTAINS 8 HOLLERITH CHARACTERS CIVING THE UNITS 
11 C OF THE TIME SERIES E.G. SECONDS 
12 C TITLE(4) 	- UNUSED 
13 C TITLE(S) 	- UNUSED 
14 C 
15 C TITLE(6) 	-) 
16 C . 	 )CONTAINS 80 HOLLERITH CHARACTERS GIVING A TITLE TO 
31 
	
DO 1 I - 1,NO 
32 GO TO (2,3,4),IND 
33 
	
2 IA N-I+1 
34 3 INI 
35 
	
CO TO 5 
36 4 IN N-I+1 
37 
	
5 X(IN) = 0.5*X(IN)*(1. - CTHET2) 
38 GO TO (6,9,9),IND 
39 
	
6 X(IA) 	0.5*X(IA)*(1. - CTHET2) 








44 E NI) 







CTHET2 CTHET1*CPHI - STHETI*SPHI 
5 STHET2 = STHETI*CPHI + CTHET1*SPHI 
6 
	
CTHET1 = CTHET2 













5 DIMENSION PHZ(LPHZ) 
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5 DIMENSION X(1FIRST,J2ND) 
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C. 	)THE GRAPH 72 DO 1 I2,N 
C 	T1TLE(15) -) 73 XPLOT=XPLOT+XINCR 
C 74 YPLOTY(I)*SCALY+YLIK 
C 	TITLE(16) 	UNUSED 75 CALL PLOT(XPLOT I YPLOT,2) 
C TITLE(17) -) 76 1 CONTINUE 
. 	)CONTAINS 24 HOLLERITH CHARACTERS GIVING A SUBTITLE 77 C 
C 	TITLE(19) -)TO THE GRAPH 78 C PLOT THE AXES 
C TITLE(20) - UNUSED 79 C 
C 80 YAX=20.0+YFRAIIE 
C 81 XAX=FRANE+2.0 
C 82 START=YSTART 
REAL*8 AT1TLE,TITLE 83 STEP=1.0/SCALY 
DIMENSION ITIT(20),ISUBT(6),IABSC(2) 84 CALL AXIS(XAX,YAX,' 	',1,4.0,90.0,START,STEP) 
DIMENSION TITLE(20) 85 CALL PLOT(XAX,YAX,3) 
DIMENSION ATITLE(20) 86 XAX=XAX+1.0 
DiMENSION Y(N) 87 CALL PLOT(XAX,YAX I 2) 
DIMENSION ARRAY(4) 88 STEP=1.O/SCALX 
DATA YFRAME/-JO.O/ 89 START=XSTART+STEP 
DATA FRAME/-10.0/ 90 AX=AXLEN-1.0 
EQUIVALENCE(ATITLE(3),IABSC(1)) 91 CALL AXIS(XAX,YAXJABSC,-8,AX,O.O,START,STEP) 
EQUIVALENCE(ATITLE(6),ITIT(1)) 92 C 
EQUIVALENCE(ATITLE(17),ISUBT(1)) 93 C PLOT THE TITLE 
C 94 C 
DO 20 1=1,20 95 XAX=FRAME+2.0 
ATITLE(I)=TITLE(I) 96 YAX=25. O+YFRAME 
20 	CONTINUE 97 CALL SYMBOL(XAX,YAX,O.1,ITIT,0.0,80) 
C 98 C PLOT THE SUBTITLE 
CSETUPNEWFRAHE 99 C 
C 100 YAX=19.0+YFRA}IE 
YFRAME = YFRANE+10.0 101 CALL SYMBOL(XAX,YAX,O.1,ISUBT,0.0,24) 
IF(YFRAME.GT.22.0) YFRAME = 0.0 102 C 
IF(YFRAME.LT.. 3.0) FRAME = FRAHE+10.0 103 C 
C 104 RETURN 




CALL SCALE(ARRAY,4.0,2,1) 1 SUBROUTINE CLOCK(T) 
YSTART=ARRAY(3) 2 REAL*8 TT 
SCALY=1.O/ARRAY(4) 3 CALL CPUTIM(TT) 
AXLEN=8.0 4 T=TT 
ARRAY(1)0.O 5 RETURN 
ARRAY(2)=FLOAT(N_1)*DELA 6 END 
CALL SCALE(ARRAY,AXLEN, 2,1) 
XSTART=ARRAY( 3) 
SCALX=1 . O/ARRAY(4) 
C 1 SUBROUTINE DATIM(DAY,TIME) 
C PLOT TIME SERIES 2 REAL*8 DAY,TIME 
c 3 CALL HDATE(DAY) 
XLIM=2.0+FRAME_XSTART*SCALX 4 CALL CTIME(TIME) 
YLIM20. 0_YSTART*SCALY+YFRAME 5 RETURN 
XPLOT=XLIM 6 END 
YPLOT=YLIM+Y (1 )* SCALY 
CALL PLOT(XPLOT,YPLOT, 3) 
XINCR=DELA*SCALX 
1 SUBROUTINE FINISH 49 C N.B. CONTENTS OF ARRAYS ARE MODIFIED USING LOG SCALE 
2 CALL PLOT(0.0,0.0,999) - 	 50 C 
3 RETURN 51 C IND IS AN INDICATOR FOR CONTROLLING FRAME CALLS - 
4 END 52 C IND-1 CARGRF CALLS ADVFLM AND PLOTS ON A NEW FRAME 
53 C .2 CARGRF PLOTS ON THE CURRENT FRAME 
54 C 
55 C lOOT IS THE CODE FOR THE PLOTTING SYMBOL 
1 SUBROUTINE CARCRF(X,Y,N) 56 C 
2 C 57 C ANSTR1 iNDICATES WHETHER THE PLOTTED POINTS HAVE TO BE JOINED UP 
3 C NEW CARGRF 58 C ANSTR11. POINTS NOT JOINED 
4 C 59 C 2. POINTS JOINED 
5 C 60 C 
6 C FROM THE 	CALL CARGRF(X,Y,N) 	THIS PACKAGE PLOTS N POINTS 61 C 
7 C THE CARTESIAN CO-ORDINATES OF THE ITH POINT BEING SPECIFIED AS 62 C 
8 C X(I),Y(I) 63 COMMON/CRFF/ TITLE(20),XMAX,XMIN,YMAX ) YMIN,INDX,INDY,IND 
9 C 64 IIDOT,ANSTR1,IF 
10 • C THE OPTIONS ARE SET BY USING THE COMMON - 65 CONMON/CNTR/ ORIGIN 
11 C 66 DIMENSION X(N), Y(N) 
12 C COMMON /GRFF/ T1TLE(20), XMAX, XMIN, YMAX, YMIN, INDX, 	INDY, IND, 67 DIMENSION ARRAY(4) 
13 C IIDOT, ANSTR1, 	IF, XLIMIT, YLIMIT, SCALX, SCALY 68 DIMENSION IIORD(5),IIABSC(7) 
14 C 69 DIMENSION IORD(4),IABSC(6),ISUBT(20) 
15 C THE TITLE ARRAY CARRIES INFORMATION FOR ANNOTATING THE OUTPUT 70 REAL*8 TITLE 
16 C GRAPH. 	THIS ARRAY MUST BE SET UP AS FOLLOWS - 71 REAL*4 INSTR1,JOIN/4HJOIN/,BLANK/4H 
17 C 72 DATA ILOG/4HLOG /,IBLANK/4H 
18 C T1TLE(1) 	-) 73 DATA YFRAME/-8.0/ 
19 C . 	 )CONTAINS 24 HOLLERITH CHARACTERS GIVING THE UNITS 74 DATA FRAME/-10.0/ 
20 C TITLE(3) 	-)OF THE ABSCISSAE 75 EQUIVALENCE(TITLE(1),IABSC(1)) 
21 C 76 EQUIVALENCE(TITLE(4),IORD(1)) 
22 C TITLE(4) 	)CONTAINS 16 HOLLERITH CHARACTERS GIVING THE UNITS 77 EQUIVALENCE(TITLE(6),ISUBT(1)) 
23 C TITLE(S) )OF THE ORDINATE 78 C 
24 C 79 C 
25 C TITLE(6) 	-) 80 IF(IND.NE.2)IND=1 
26 C . 	 )CONTAINS 80 HOLLERITH CHARACTERS GIVING A TITLE TO 81 IF(INDX.NE.2)INDX=1 
27 C . 	 )THE GRAPH 82 IF(INDY.NE.2)INDY=1 
28 C TITLE(15) -) 83 INSTRI=JOIN 
29 C 84 IF(ANSTRI.EQ. 1.)INSTR1=BLANK 
30 C TITLE(16) -CONTAINS 8 HOLLERITH CHARACTERS GIVING DATE OF 85 C 
31 C PROCESSING 86 GO TO (30,10),INDx 
32 C TITLE(17) -CONTAINS 8 HOLLERITH CHARACTERS GIVING TIME OF 87 10 POSXT=PMIN(X,N)*0.8 
33 C PROCESSING 88 DO 20 I=1,N 
34 C TITLE(18) -) 89 IF(X(I).LT.POSXT)X(I)=POSXT 
35 C . 	 )UNUSED 90 X(I)=AL0G1O(x(I)) 
36 C TITLE(2O) -) 91 20 CONTINUE 
37 C 92 30 GO TO (60,40),INDY 
38 C XMAX )SET BOTH EQUAL IF PROGRAM TO CHOOSE THE ABSCISSAE 93 40 POSYT=PMIN(Y,N)*0.8 
39 C XMIN )SCALE. OTHERWISE SET TO CHOSEN LIMITS OF ABSCISSAE SCALE 94 DO 50 I=1,N 
40 C YMAX )SET BOTH EQUAL IF PROGRAM TO CHOOSE THE ORDINATE SCALE 95 IF(Y(I).LT.POSTF)Y(I)=POSYT 
41 C YHIN )OTHERW1SE SET TO CHOSEN VALUES OF ORDINATE SCALE 96 Y(I)'ALOGlO(Y(I)) 
42 C 97 50 CONTINUE 
43 C INDX IS AN INDICATOR FOR PLOTTING THE ABSCISSAE ON A LOG SCALE 98 C 
44 C INDX=1 ABSCISSAE ON LINEAR SCALE 99 60 GO TO (100,200),IND 
45 C INDX=2 ABSCISSAE ON LOG SCALE 100 C 
46 • C 101 C 
47 C INDY IS A SIMILAR INDICATOR FOR THE ORDINATE SCALE 102 100 IF(Xl-IAX-XMIN)110,120,1I0 
























































XMNXNIN 159 300 CONTINUE 
CO TO 130 160 IIORD(1)=1BLANX 
120 CALL AMAXx(X,N,XMX) 161 IF(INDY.EQ.2)II0RD(1)ILOG 
CALL ANIN(X,N,XMN) 162 DO 70 I2,5 
130 IF(YMAX—YllIN)140150,140 163 IIORD(I)I0RD(I-1) 
140 ThX&IMAX 164 70 CONTINUE 
YMNYMIN 165 IIABSC(1)IBLAN1( 
CO TO 160 166 IF(INDX.EQ.2)IIABSC(1)IL0C 
150 CALL AMAXX(YN,YMX) 167 DO 80 I2,7 
CALL AMIN(Y,NYMN) 168 IIABSC(I)IABSC(I-1) 
160 YFRANE=YFRAME+10.0 169 80 CONTINUE 
IF(YFRAME.GT.14.0)YFRAME2.0 170 YAX&jFRAME 
IF(YFRA1IE.LT.7.0)FRAMEFRANE+10.0 171 XAX=FRANE+2.0 
C SCALE X AXIS 172 CALL PLOT(XAX,YAX,3) 
C 173 YAX=YFRANE+1.0 
200 ARRAY(1)=XMX 174 CALL PLOT(XAX,YAX,2) 
ARRAY(2)=XMN 175 STEP1.0/SCALY 
CALL SCALE(ARRAY8.0,2,1) 176 START=YSTART+STEP 
XSTART=ARRAY(3) 177 CALL AX1S(XAX,YAX,IIORD,20,5.0,90.0,START,STEP) 
SCALX1.O/ARRAY(4) 178 YAX=YFRAIE 
C SCALE Y AXIS 179 STARTXSTART 
C 180 STEP=1..O/SCALX 
ARRAY(1)YMX 181 CALL AXIS(XAX,YAX b IIABSC,-28,8.00.0,START,STEP) 
ARJAY(2)=YHN 182 C 
CALL SCALE(ARRAY,6.0,2,1) 183 C PLOT THE SUBTITLE 
YSTART=ARRAY(3) 184 C 
SCALY=1.0/ARRAY(4) 185 YAX=YFR.ANE-1.0 
C* 186 XAX=FRA}IE+2.0 
C 187 CALL SYMBOL(XAX,YAX,0.1,ISUBT,0.0,80) 
C PLOT THE POINTS 188 C 
C 189 C 
XLIM=FRAME+2.0_XSTART*SCALX 190 ORIGIN = FRA}IE+10.0 
YLIM=YFRANE_YSTART*SCALY 191 400 RETURN 
XPLOT=XLIM+X(1)*SCALX 192 END 
YPLOT=YLIN+Y(1 )*SCALY 
1F(IDOT.EQ.-1)GO TO 210 
CALL SYMROL(XPLOT,YPLOT,O.1,IDOT,0.0 0 -1) 
NCHAR=-1 1 C 
GO TO 211 2 FUNCTION PHIN (X.N) 
210 CALL PLOT(XPLOT,YPLOT,3) 3 C 
NCHAR=3 4 C FINDS MINIMUM POSITIVE VALUE OF ARRAY X 
211 IF(1NSTR1.EQ.JOIN)NCHAR=2 5 C 
DO 230 I=2,N 6 C 
XPLOT=XLII4+X(I)*SCALX 7 DIMENSION X(N) 
YPLOT=YLIM+Y(I)*SCALY 8 C 
IF(IDOT.EQ.-1)GO TO 212 9 DO 1 KQ=1,N 
NCHAR=—NCHAR 10 IF(X(KQ).LE.O.0)GO TO 1 
CALL SYMBOL(XPLOT,YPLOT,O.1,IDOT,O.O,NCHAR) 11 GO TO 5 
CO TO 230 12 1 CONTINUE 
212 CALL PLOT(XPLOT,YPLOT,NCHAR) 13 PMIN=1.25 
230 CONTINUE 14 CO TO 6 
C 15 5KP=KQ 
C PLOT THE AXES 16 2 IF(KQ—N)3,4,4 
C 17 3 KQ=KQ+1 
GO TO (300,400),IND 18 IF(X(KQ).LE.O.0)CO TO 2 
19 IF(X(KP)-X(KQ))2,5,5 13 C2 	C140C 
20 4 PMIN=X(KP) 14 CALL 0807A(A,DC,C1,C2,C3,C4,NX,NY,HX,HY,QX,QY,O.,1,N) 
21 6 RETURN 15 RETURN 
22 END 16 END 
SUBROUTINE AMAXX (X,N,XMAX) 1 SUBROUTINE OB07A(F,DC,C1,C2,C3,C4,NX,NY,HX,HY,QX,QY,COSS,NQ,IDF) 
2 C 2 DIMENSION ITIT(20),F(IDF,IDF) 
3 C FINDS MAXIMUM VALUE OF ARRAY X 3 CO ION/CO r/OX,OY,COSC,SING,DX,DY,CX,CY,X,Y,A,B,C,D,CON,IHL,IRK 
4 C 4 C0MNON/AWrN/CONTIT(IO), 
5 C 5 1 	 XP1,XP2,YP1,YP2,IXTIT(6),IYTIT(4),PNX(120),PNY(120),NU 
6 DIMENSION X(N) 6 COMMON/VSER/VEL(1024),VSEIS(1024),NVSER 
7 C 7 REAL8 CONTIT 
8 KQ 	1 8 EQUIVALENCE(C0NTIT(1),ITIT(1)) 
9 2KPKQ 9 IHLi 
10 5 IF(KQ -N)3,4,4 10 IHK = 2 
11 3KQ=KQ+1 11 IHO=3 
12 IF(X(KP) - X(KQ))2,5,5 12 Ox = QX 
13 4 XMAX = x(KP) 13 OY 	QY 
14 RETURN 14 COSG = COSS 
15 END 15 DX=}IX 
16 DY=HY 
17 IX=NX-i 
18 IY = NY-i 
1 SUBROUTINE ANIN (X,N,XMIN) 19 AA = DX*FLOAT(IX) 
2 C 20 BB = DY*FLOAT(IY) 
3 C FINDS MINIMUM VALUE OF ARRAY X 21 CX = 0.5*DX 
4 C 22 CY=O.5*DY 
5 C 23 SING = SQRT(i._COSC*COSC) 
6 DIMENSION X(N) 24 DELR = 1.0/DC 
7 C 25 IF(COSG) 	101,102,102 
8 KQ = 1 26 101 	Ox = OX_BB*COSG 
9 5 K? = KQ 27 102 	IF(NQ) 	105,105,104 
10 2 IF(KQ-N)3,4,4 28 C 
11 3 KQ = KQ + 1 29 C 	DRAWS FRAME TO ENCLOSE CONTOUR DIAGRAM 
12 IF(X(KP) - X(KQ))2,5,5 30 C 
13 4 XMIN = X(KP) 31 104 	XD = OX 
14 RETURN 32 YD = OY 
15 END 33 CALL PLOT(XD,YD,-3) 
34 START = XP1 
35 STEP = (XP2-xPI)/AA 
36 CALL AXIS(O.O,O.0,IXTIT,-24,AA,0.0,START,57EP) 
1 SUBROUTINE CONTUR(A,NX,NY,N,CSTEP,CLOW,CHIGH) 37 START =YP1 
2 COM}ION/CNTR/ORIGIN 38 STEP = (YP2-YPI)/BB 
3 DiMENSiON A(N,N) 39 ANGLE 	ARSIN(SING)*57.29578 
4 CALL PLOT(ORIGIN,0.0,-3) 40 CALL AXIS(0.O,0.O,IYTIT, 16, BB, ANGLE, START, STEP) 
5 HX = 8.0/FLOAT(NX-1) 41 XD = AA-f0.5 
6 HY = 8.0/FLOAT(NY-1) 42 YD = 0.0 
7 QX = 2.0 43 ANGLE = ARSIN(S1NG)*57. 29578 
8 QY 	2.0 44 CALL SYMBOL(XD,YD,O.1,1TIT,AN(,LE,80) 
9 DC = CSTEP 45 XD = AA 
10 C3 	CLOW 46 YD = 0.0 
11 C4 = CHIGU 47 CALL PLOT(XD,YD,3) 
























YD 	BB*SING 104 C THE FOLLOWING TRANSFORMATION REDUCES ALL SUCH RISKS TO A 
CALL PLOT(XD,YD,2) 105 C PRACTICAL ZERO. MODIFY THE 4 FIELD VALUES (2) TO 
1(0 	BBCOSC 106 C Z(NEW) 	Z(OLD) + DZ 
CALL PLOT(XD,YD,2) 107 C WHERE 
DRAWS VELOCITY SERIES 108 C DZ 	Z*10**5 + DELBIT (FOR 2>0) 
XD 	(BB+1.0)*COSG 109 C DZ Z*10**5 - DELBIT (FOR 2<0) 
YD = (BB+1.0)*SINC 110 C THE DISCONTINUITY OF 2*DELBIT IS INTRODUCED IN CASE Z IS SMALL, 
CALL PLOT (XD, YD, 3) 111 C BECAUSE THE TRANSFORMATION MIGHT THEN DEGENERATE TO AN IDENTITY 
CALL AMAXX(VSEIS,NVSER,YMAX) 112 C MAPPING. 
CALL AIIIN(VSEIS,NVSER,YMIN) 113 C 
YMIN 	0.0-YMIN 114 A 	F(I,J) 
SNAIl 	AMAX1(YMAX,YMIN) 115 A 	1.00001*A+SIGN(SMALL,A) 
DO 107 I1,NVSER 116 B F(I+1,J) 
XE 	(VEL(I)-xP1)/(XP2-XP1) 117 B 	1.00001*B+SIGN(SMALL,B) 
IF(XE.LE.0.0) G0T0107 118 C = F(I+1,J+1) 
YE = VSEIS(I)/SMAX 119 C 	1.00001*C+SIGN(SMALL,C) 
XF = AA*XE+XD 120 D F(I,J+1) 
YF =0.7*YE+YD 121 D = 1.00001*D+SIGN(SMALL,D) 
CALL PLOT(XF,YF,2) 122 X = DX*FLOAT(I_1) 
CONTINUE 123 Y 	DY*FLOAT(J_1) 
xoo.o 124 C 
YDO.O 125 C 
IF(NQ-1) 106,106,105 126 C TO DETERMINE WHICH CONTOURS (IF ANY) ENTER THE BOX, APPLY 
CONTINUE 127 C INTEGRAL PARTS TEST. TO DO THIS CORRECTLY WE OPERATE UPON SHIFTED 
DO 105 J=1,NU 128 C FiELD VALUES AND RETURN TO PURE FIELD AFTERWARDS. 
XE 	(PNX(J)-XPI)/(X22-XPI) 129 C 
YE = (PNY(J)-YP1)/(YP2-YP1) 130 C 
yj = AA*XE+BB*YE*COSG 131 103 DS = SICN(DC,C1) 
YF = BB*YE*SINC 132 EMOD 	C1_DS*AINT(ABS(C1*DELR)) 
CALL SYMBOL(XF,YF,0.1,243,O.0,-1) 133 JA = IFIX((A_EMOD)*DELR) 
CONTINUE 134 JB = IFIX((B_EMOD)*DELR) 
CALL PLOT(XD,YD,3) 135 JC = IFIX((C_EHOD)*DELR) 
SMALL=1.E-6 136 JD 	IFIX((D_EMOD)*DELR) 
DO 	112 J=1,IY 137 Ji = MAXO(JA,JB,JC,JD) 
DO 	113 I=1,IX 138 J3 = MINO(JA,JB,JC,JD) 
139 Al = FLOAT(J1) 
140 A3 = FLOAT03) 
FOR REASONS THAT WILL BECOME APPARENT, CONTOUR VALUES SHOULD NOT 141 IF(J3.EQ.Jl) COTO 123 
EXACTLY COINCIDE WITH FIELD VALUES, TO TAKE AN EXAMPLE, SUPPOSE 142 C 
FIELD VALUES ARE READ IN AS A=25.3, 	B=29.4, C=29.4, 	D=26.5 AND 143 C JUMP ON IF NO CONTOURS EXIST, OTHERWISE FIND WHAT THEY ARE 
THE CONTOURS ARE REQUESTED BY PUNCHING C1=20.4, C2=38.4, DC=4.5. 144 C 
THERE IS THEN THE DANGER THAT CONTOUR 29.4 MIGHT BE IDENTIFIED AS 145 J3 = J3+1 
INTERSECTING SIDE BC 	(SEE LINE OF EXECUT 146 AJC1 = EMOD+ANAXI(C1_EMOD,A3*DC) 
302 	IF((B_CON)*(C_CON).LT.0) 303,304 	) 147 AJC2 = EMOD+AMIN1(C2_EMOD,A1*DC)+0.01*DC+SKALL 
IF BY CHANCE WE GO TO 303, WE WILL GET TO 402,404,410 OR 412 AND 148 CON = AJC1 
GET OVERFLOW ON DIVIDING BY (C-B). 149 C 
AS ANOTHER EXAMPLE, A MALFUNCTION CAN OCCUR WHEN ONLY ONE OF 150 C BROKEN CONTOUR 
THE FOUR FIELD VALUES IS EQUAL TO A CONTOUR LEVEL. SUPPOSE A=25.3, 151 C 
B=29.4, C=30.0, 	D=26.4, 	CONTOUR=29.4. 	CENTRE POINT E IS 27.78 AND 152 41 CALL EXECUT(1) 
CONTOUR CHOULD BE DRAWN FROM SIDE OD TO SEMIDIACONAL OE TO CORNER 153 CON = CON+DC 
B. HOWEVER THE COMPUTER MIGHT FIND THAT BOTH AB AND BC ARE 154 IF(CON-AJC2) 41,41,123 
INTERSECTED BY THE CONTOUR. SINCE OD IS INTERSECTED THE LOGIC 155 123 DS = SIGN(DC,C3) 
MUST ASSUME THAT AD IS ALSO INTERSECTED. A WILD LINE WILL BE DRAWN 156 EMOD = C3_DS*AINT(ABS(C3*DELR)) 
FROM A POINT WELL OUTSIDE THE GRID-BOX, LYING ON 157 JA = IF1X((A_EHOD)*DELR) 
EXTRAPOLATED LINE AD. 158 JB = IFIX((B_EMOD)*DELR) 
JC - 1FIX((C_EMOD)*DELR) 17 IF(KLINK.NE .2) GOTO 201 
3D 	IFIX((D_EMOD)*DELR) 18 CALL QUICK(X+DX*(CON_A)/(B_A) Y IHK) 
31 = MAXO(JA,JB,JC,JD) 19 201 CALL cJICK(X+DX*(C0N_D)/(C_D),y+Oy.IHL) 
33 	MINO(JA,JB,JC,JD) 20 P 	PIP/(CEN-C) 
Al = F1.OAT(J1) 21 CALL QUICK(X4CX*(I+P),YscY*(I+P),IHK) 
A3 	FLOAT03) 22 IF(KLINK.NE .2) COTO 202 
IF(J3.EQ.Jl) COTO 113 23 CALL QUICK(X+DX,Y+DY*(CON_B)/(C_B),IHK) 
C 24 202 RETURN 
C JUMP OUT IF NO CONTOURS, OTHERWISE FIND THEM : 	25 402 CALL QUICK(X,Y+DY*(CON_A)/(D_A),IHL) 
C 26 P = PIP/(CEN-D) 
J3 	33+1 27 CALL QUICK(X -fCX*(I_P),Y+cY*(I4P),IHK) 
AJC3 	EHOD+AIIAXI(C3_EMOD,A3*DC) 28 IF(KLINK.NE .2) COTO 203 
AJC4 	EMOD+AMIN1(C4_EMOD,A1*DC)+0.01*DC+SMALL 29 CALL QUICK(X+DX*(CON_D)/(C_D),y+ny, INK) 
CON 	AJC3 30 203 CALL QUICK(X -+-DX*(CON_A)/(B_A),Y,IHL) 
C 31 P = PIP/(CEN-B) 
C FULL CONTOUR 32 CALL QUICK(X -4CX*(I+P),Y+CY*(I_P),IHK) 
C 33 IF(KLINK.NE .2) COTO 204 
42 CALL EXECUT(2) 34 CALL QUICK(X+DX,Y+DY*(CON_B)/(C_B),IHK) 
CON 	CON+DC 35 204 RETURN 
IF(CON-AJC4)42,42,113 36 403 CALL QUICK(X+DX*(CON_A)/(B_A),Y,IHL) 
113 CONTINUE 37 P = PIP/(CEN-D) 
112 CONTINUE 38 CALL QUICK(X+CX*(I_P),Y+CY*(I+P),IHK) 
RETURN 39 IF(KLINK.NE .2) GOTO 205 
END 40 CALL QUICK(X+DX,Y+DY*(CON_B)/(C_B),IHK) 
41 205 RETURN 
42 404 CALL QUICK(X+DX*(CON._A)/(B_A),y, IHL) 
43 P = PIP/(CEN-B) 
SUBROUTINE QUACK(PX,PY,IND) 	 - 44 CALL QUICK(X+CX*(I+P),Y*CY*(I_P),IHK) 
GOTO (2,3,1,5), 	IND 45 IF(KLINK.NE .2) GOTO 206 
1 CALL SYMBOL(PX,PY,0.02,244,0.0,1) 46 CALL QUICK(X+DX,Y+DY*(CON_B)/(C_B),IHK) 
GOTO 5 47 206 RETURN 
2 CALL PLOT(PX,PY,3) 48 405 P = PIP/(CEN-D) 
GOTO 5 49 Q = PIP/(CEN-A) 
3 CALL PLOT(PX,PY,2) 50 GOTO (0501,0502), KLINK 
5 RETURN 51 0501 CALL QUICK(X -4CX*(I_0.5*(PfQ)),Y+cY*(I1.0.5*(p_Q)),IHL) 
END 52 COTO 0503 
53 0502 CALL QUICK(X -+DX*(CON_D)/(C_D),Y+DY,IHL) 
54 CALL QUICK(X+CX*(I_P),Y+CY*(I,P),IHK) 
55 0503 CALL QUICK(X+CX*(I_Q),Y+CY*(IQ),IHK) 
SUBROUTINE EXECUT(KLINK) 56 CALL QUICK(X+DX*(CON_A)/(B_A),Y,IHK) 
COMMON/CONT/OX,OY,COSC,SINC,DX,DY,CX,CY,X,Y,A,B,C,D,CON,IHL,IHK 57 RETURN 
REAL 1 58 406 P = PIP/(CEN-c) 
1=1.0 59 Q = PIP/(CEN-B) 
CEN = 0.25*(A+B+C-sD) 60 COTO (0601,0602), KLINK 
PIP = CEN-CON 61 0601 CALL QUICK(X+CX*(I+0.5*(P.f)),Y+cy*(I+0.5*(p-Q)),IHL) 
KZ = 16 62 GOTO 0603 
IF((A-CON)*(BCON).LT.O.) KZ=KZ-8 63 0602 CALL QUICK(X+DX*(CON_D)/(C_D),YfDY,IHL) 
1F((B-CON)*(C_CON).LT.O.) KZ=KZ-4 64 CALL QUICK(X+CX*(I+P),Y+CY*(I4p),IHK) 
IF((C_CON)*(D_CON).LT.O.) Kz=Kz-2 65 0603 CALL QUICK(XX*(I4),Y+CY*(I_),IHK) 
IF((A_CON)*PIP.LT.O.) KZ=KZ-1 66 CALL QUICK(X+DX*(CON_A)/(B_A),y,IHK) 
CO TO(401,402,403,4O4,405,406,407,4O8,409,41O,411,412,413,414, 67 RETURN 
*415,416), 	1(2 68 407 CALL QUICK(X,Y+DY*(CON_A)J(D_A),IHL) 
401 CALL QUTCK(X,Y+DY*(CON_A)/(D_A),IHL) 69 F = PIP/(CEN-A) 
P = PIP/(CEN-A) 70 CALL QUICK(X -fCX*(I_P),Y-ICY*(I_P) INK) 
CALL QU1CK(X-fCX*(I_P),Y+CY*(I_P),1HK) 71 IF(KLINK.NE .2) COTO 207 
CALL Q(JICK(X+DX*(CON_A)/(B_A),Y,IHK) 127 
207 RETURN 
408 CALL QIJICK(X,Y+DY*(CON_A)/(D_A),IHL) 
P 	PIP/(CEN-C) 
CALL QUICK(X+CX*(I+P),Y+CY*(I+P),IHK) 1 
IF(KLINK.NE.2) GOTO 208 2 
CALL QUICK(X+DX*(CON_A)/(B_A),Y, 111K) 3 
208 RETURN 4 
409 CALL QUICK(X+DX*(CON-D)/(C-D),Y+DY,IHL) 5 
P 	P1P/(CEN-A) 6 
CALL QUICK(X-I-CX*(I_P),Y+CY*(I_P),IHK) 7 
IF(KLINK.NE .2) GOTO 209 
CALL QUICK(X+DX,Y+DY*(CON_B)/(C_B),IHK) 
209 RETURN 
410 CALL QUICK(X+DX*(CON_D)/(C_D),Y+DY,IHL) .1 
P = PIP/(CEN-C) 2 
CALL QUICK(X+CX*(I+P),Y+CY*(I+P),IHK) 3 
IF(KLINK.NE .2) GOTO 210 4 
CALL QUICK(X+DX,Y+DY*(CON_B)/(C_B), INK) 5 
210 RETURN 6 
411 P = P1P/(CEN-A) 7 
Q = PIP/(CEN-B) 8 
COTO (1101,1102), KLINK 
1101 CALL QUICK(X+CX*(I-0.5*(P-Q)),Y+CY*(I_0.5*(P-H)),IHL) 
GOTO 1103 
1102 CALL QU1CK(X,Y+DY*(CON_A)/(D_A),IHL) 1 
CALL QUICK(X.fCX*(I_P),Y+CY*(I_P),IHK) 2 
1103 CALL QUICK(X-fCX*(I4),Y+CY*(I_Q),IHK) 3 
CALL QUICK(X+DX,?+DY*(CON_B)/(C_B),IHK) 4 
RETURN 5 
412 p = PIP/(CEN-D) 6 
Q = PIP/(CEN-C) 7 
GOTO (1201,1202), KLINK 8 
1201 CALL QUICK(X4X*(I_0.5*(P_Q)),Y-fCY*(I-F0.5*(P-H)),IHL) 9 
GOTO 1203 10 
1202 CALL QUICK(X,Y+DY*(CON_A)/(D_A),IHL) 11 
CALL QUICK(X-fCX*(I_P),Y-fCY*(I+P),IHK) 12 
1203 CALL QUICK(X-fCX*(I-l-Q),Y+CY*(I+Q),IHK) 13 
CALL QUICK(X+DX,Y+DY*(CON_B)/(C_B),IHK) 14 
RETURN 15 
413 CALL QIJICK(X,Y+DY*(CON_A)/(D_A),IHL) 16 
P = PIP/(CEN-B) 17 
CALL QU1CK(X+CX*(I+P),Y+C?*(IP),IHK) 18 
IF(KLINK.NE .2) GOTO 211 19 
CALL QUICK(X+DX*(CON_D)/(C_D) ,Y+DY, INK) 20 
211 RETURN 21 
414 CALL QUICK(X,Y+DY*(CON_A)/(D_A),IHL) 22 
P = PIP/(CEN--D) 23 
CALL QUlCK(X+CX*(I_P),Y+CY*(1fP),IHK) 24 
IF(KLINK.NE.2) COTO 212 25 
CALL QIJ1CK(X+DX*(CON-_D)/(C_D) ,Y+DY, INK) 26 
212 RETURN 27 
415 CONTINUE 28 
416 CONTINUE 29 
RETURN 30 
END 



















** IMPORTANT NOTE ** 




IARGUM - INDEX OF THE CURRENT VALUE BEING LOOKED UP IN 
C THE TABLE. 
C 
	
VALIN - VALUE IN THE FIRST COLUMN OF TABLE. 




THIS VERSION STARTS LOOKING FROM THE POINT IN THE TABLE WHERE 




DIMENSION TABLE(M, N) 
DATA 1T/3/ 
LAST = 1 





21 	IT = IT+1 
LAST = -1 
GOTO 7 
22 	VALOT = TABLE(2,IT) 
RETURN 
23 	IF(LAST.EQ.-1) GOT024 
IT = IT-i 
GOTO 7 
24 	IF(IT.LE.2) GOTO 99 
31 DIFF1 TABLE(l,IT-1)-VALIN 
32 DIFF2 = TABLI(1,IT-2)-VALIN 
33 DIFF3 - TABLE(1,IT)-VALIN 
34 DIFF4 = TABLE(1,IT+1)-VALIN 
35 TERM4 (TABLE(2,IT_1)*DIFF3_TABLE(2,1T)*DIFF1)/(DIFF3_DIFFI) 
36 TERM! (DIFF3*(TABLE(2IT_2)*D1FP1_TABLE(2,IT_1)*DIFF2))/ 
37 1 (DIFFJ-DIFF2) 
38 TERM3 = (DIFF4*(TERM1_(DIFF2*TERn4)))/(D1FF3.DIFF2) 
39 TERM1 = DIFF4*TERII4 




42 TERM4 (D1FF2*(TERM1_TERM2))/(DIFF4DIFFI) 
43 VALOT (TERM3-TERM4)/(DIFF4-DIFF2) 
44 RETURN 
45 99. 	WRITE(6,100) IARGUM,VALIN,IT 
46 100 	FORMAT(//20X,'** SUBROUTINE LOOK 
47 1 20X,'ARCUMENT NOT IN TARLE'/ 
48 2 20X,'IARGUM 	,15/ 
49 3 20X,'VALIN ,F10.31 




I C 56 
2 C INTERSTATION PHASE VELOCITY PROGRAM (IPV) 57 
3 C 58 
4 C THIS IS A MODIFIED VERSION OF STUART, DOUGLAS & BLANEY 59 
5 C 60 
6 C THE PROGRAM COMPUTES THE PHASE VELOCITY OF A DISPERSED SEISMIC 61 
7 C SIGNAL BETWEEN TWO STATIONS. THE SEISMOGRAMS, WHICH ARE 62 
8 C REPRESENTED IN THE PROGRAM AS DIGITS SAMPLED AT EQUAL INTERVALS, 63 
9 C ARE INITIALLY WINDOWED AROUND THE GROUP ARRIVAL TIME OF THE 64 
10 C FREQ'S OF INTEREST IN ORDER TO ELIMINATE EXTRANEOUS NOISE. BOTH 65 
11 C SEISMOGRAMS ARE THEN PASSED THROUGH A NARROW BAND PASS DIGITAL 66 
12 C FILTER CENTRED AT VARIOUS FREQ'S AND THEIR CROSS PRODUCT FORMED 67 
13 C . FOR A NUMBER OF TIME SHIFTS CORRESPONDING TO CONSTANT PHASE 68 
14 C VELOCITY STEPS. THE AVERAGE OF THE RESULTANT TIME SERIES IS A 69 
15 C MAXIMUM WHEN THE NO SIGNALS ARE IN PHASE. THE PHASE VELOCITY 70 
16 C DISPERSION IS DETERMINED FROM A CONTOURED MATRIX CONSISTING OF 71 
17 C AVERAGES AS A FUNCTION OF PHASE VELOCITY AND FREQUENCY. 72 
18 C 73 
19 C 74 
20 C GENERAL REFERENCE --'NEW TECHNIQUES FOR THE DETERMINATION OF . 	 75 
21 C ---------------- SURFACE WAVE PHASE VELOCITIES' 	S.BLOCH AND 76 
22 C A.L.HALES, 	BULL.SEISM.SOC.AM . 	58, 	1021-1034. 	- 77 
23 C 
- 78 
24 C 79 
25 C 80 
26 C 81 
27 C . 82 
28 C NOTES FOR USERS. 83 
29 C ---------------
- 84 
30 C 85 
31 C 1) 	ENSURE THAT GROUP VELOCITY VALUES ARE AT THE SAME 86 
32 C FREQUENCIES AND OVER THE SAME RANGE IN EACH RECORD. 87 
33 C 2) 	SELECT THE RANGE OF FREQUENCIES OVER WHICH THE GROUP 88 
34 C VELOCITY VALUES LOOK SENSIBLE. 89 
35 C 3) 	FIRST SEISMOGRAN,STATION ETC. IS NEARER THE SOURCE, THE 90 
36 C SECOND SEISMOGRAJI,STATION ETC. IS FURTHER FROM THE SOURCE. 91 
37 C 4) 	PUT LISPB SEISMOGRAM 1 ON FT3. 92 
38 C 5) PUT LISPB SEISMOGRAM 2 ON FT4. 93 
39 C 94 
40 C . 95 
41 C CONTROL PARAMETERS ON FT5 96 
42 C - ---------------------- 97 
43 C 
. 98 
44 C LINE1 , 	FORNAT(1OA8) 99 
45 C ---- 100 
46 C TITLEA 	TITLE FOR THE DATA SET. 101 
47 C 102 
48 C LINE2 , 	FORMAT(2F5.3,I10,3F5.3) 103 
49 C ---- 104 
50 C FSTART 	START FREQUENCY FOR PHASE VELOCITY SEARCH. IF 105 
51 C = 0.0, THEN ALL POSSIBLE PHASE VELOCITIES 106 
52 C FOUND. 107 
53 C VSTART 	START VELOCITY FOR PHASE VELOCITY SEARCH. 108 
54 C 109 
55 C NGV 	NUMBER OF GROUP VELOCITIES FED IN FOR EACH 110 
C 	 SEISMOGRAM. 
C FCOSTP 	FRACTION OF SEISMOGRAM TAPERED AT EACH END. 
C 	 VELMI HIGHEST PHASE VELOCITY OF INTEREST. 
C VELLOW 	LOWEST PHASE VELOCITY OF INTEREST. 
C 
C 	LINE3 , FORMAT(IX,A8,IX,7I5) 
C 
C 	 TYPE 	LEAST FOR LEAST SQUARES BASELINE 
C MEAN FOR MEAN BASELINE. 
C 	 NOZERO 	NO OF ZEROS ADDED TO FRONT OF SEISMOGRAM. 
C IMTRX -1 THEN EXTENDED PRINTOUT. 
C 	 IVSEIS 	"1 INVERT 1ST SEISMOGRAM 
C -2 INVERT 2ND SEISMOGRAM 
C 	 NINSTR 	-1 MAKES LISPB INSTRUMENTAL CORRECTION 
C NG1 -1 DRAW GROUP VELOCITIES. 
C 	 NG2 	-1 DRAW WINDOWED, BANDPASS FILTERED AND CROSS 
C MULTIPLIED TRACES FOR MIN, CENTRE AND MAX 
C 	 FREQUENCIES. 
C NG3 	-1 GRAPH PHASE VELOCITIES 
C 	 -2 DRAW CONTOUR PLOT OF +VE VALUES OF 2D X 
C MATRIX. 
C 
C 	LINE4 , FORMAT(3F10.5) 
C 
C 	 BAND 	BANDWIDTH OF FILTER. 
C DWF DECAY RATE OF GAUSSIAN FILTER. 
C 	 DV 	PHASE VELOCITY STEPS. (NOT MORE THAN 120 
C BETWEEN yELLOW AND VELHICH. 
C 
C 	LINES5 • FORNAT(2E15.7) 
C 
C 	FREQ1(I) 	FREQUENCIES 	) 
C ) I-1,NCV FOR SEISMOGRAM 1 
C 	GV1(I) 	GROUP VELOCITIES ) 
C 
C 	FREQ2(I) 	FREQUENCIES 
C ) I-1,NGV FOR SEISMOGRAM 2 
C 	GV2(I) 	GROUP VELOCITIES 
C 
C 
C* * *** ** *** *** ** * *** * ***** *** ** ** ** * 
C 
COMMON/PHASE1/NSEIS1,SEISI(2048),NSEIS2,SEIS2(2O48).N,DELA,INTRX, 
1PI , N2, NBY, DOMECA,ALPHA,BETA 
COMMON/PHASE2 /NGV 1, FREQ1( 120) , GV1(12O) , NG V2, FREQ2(12O) , GV2( 120) 




COMMON /OUT/ Y(2048,5) 
COMMON /GRAPH/ TITLE(31),00ELA 
COMMON /PACK/ NSN1 ,NFINW1, NSTW2,NFINW2 
COMMON /CXMX/ FSTART,VSTART 
C 
COMMON/ANTN/CONTIT( 10) 
DIMENSION STNAMI(14),STNAII2(14),STAN(19) 166 READ(3,8) CMTI,DELTA1,VRED1,DELA1 
DIMENSION FHT1(10),FI4T2(10) 167 8 FORMAT(1X,F8.3,8X,2F8.3,17X,F8.2) 
DIMENSION rrl(4),TT2(5) 168 GMT1 	GMT1+DELTA1/VRED1 
DIMENSION TITLE1(20),TITLE2(20),TITLEA(20) 169 DELA - 1.0/DELA1 
C 170 READ(4,6) NSESI2,1D1C2 
REAL*8 CONTIT,DATh,TIME,TITLEI,TITLE2,FMT1,FMT2,TYPE,SECS,BLANK 171 READ(4,601) 	(STAN(I),I-1,19) 
REAL*8 TITLE,TITLEA,TTI,TT2 172 DO 604 1=4,19 
COMPLEX Z 173 IF(STAN(I).EQ.AST) GOT0605 
C 174 604 CONTINUE 
DATA TYPE/8H 	/,AST/'*'/ 175 605 STNAM2(9) 	STAN(I-4) 
DATA BLANK/8H / 176 STNAM2(I0) 	STAN(I-3) 
DATA SECS/8HSECONDS / 177 STNA1I2(11) - STAN(I-2) 
DATA TT1/8HSEIS 1 	,8HSEIS 2 	,8HINSTCR 1,8HINSTCR 2/ 178 STNAN2(12) - STAN(I-1) 
DATA Tr2/8HWIND 1 	,BHWIND 2 	,8HFILT 1 	,8HFILT 2 	,8HX-MULT 	/ 179 READ(4,7) (sTNAM2(I),I-1,8),sTNAN2(13),sTNAM2(14),IAJ.1p2 
C 180 READ(4,8) GMT2,DELTA2,VRED2,DELA2 
CALL TIMER 181 DTEST - ABS(2.*(DELAI_DELA2)/(DELAI+DELA2)) 
CALL PLOTS('A.C.EVANS,MURCHSEIS',19,70) 182 IF(DTEST.LT.1.) COT082 
CALL FACTOR(O.6) 183 WRITE(6,81) DELA1,DELA2 
CALL NEWPEN(6) 184 81 FORNAT(IHO,5X,'DELAl -,E13.5,5X,'DELA2 -',E13.5) 
CALL DATIM(TITLEI(16),TITLE1(17)) 185 STOP 
CALL DATIM(TITLE2(16),TITLE2(17)) 186 82 CONTINUE 
PI=4.0*ATAN(1.0) 187 CMT2 = GMT2+DELTA2/VRED2 
C 188 READ 9,FSTART,VSTART,NGV,FCOSTP,VELLOW,VELIII 
1 CALL DATIM(DATE,TIME) 189 9 FORJIAT(2F5.3,IJO,3F5.3) 
DO 2 1=1,20 190 NGV1=NGV 
TITLE1(I)=BLANK 191 NCV2=NGV 
TITLEQ(I)-BLANK 192 READ 10,TYPE,NOZERO,IMTRX,IVSEIS,NINSTR,NG1,NC2,NG3 
2 CONTINUE 193 10 FORMAT(1X,A8,LX,715) 
TITLEL(3)=SECS 194 READ 11,BAND,DWF,DV 
TITLE2(3)=SECS 195 11 FORMAT(3F10.5) 
TITLE(31)=SECS 196 READ 12,(FREQ1(I),cvl(I),I-1,Ncvl) 
DO 301 1=1,4 197 READ 12,(FREQ2(I),CV2(I),I-1,NGV2) 
301 TITLE(I)=TT1(I) 198 12 FORMAT(2E15.7) 
C 199 C 
C READ IN THE INPUT DATA 200 C SET NTJMCT1,N1JMCT2,NSEIS1,NSEIS2 
C 201 C 
READ (5,5) 	(TITLEA(I), 	1=6,15) 202 UHIN = 10.00 
DO 4 1=1,10 203 UMAX = 0.00 
CONTIT(I) = TITLEA(I+5) 204 DO 13 I=1,NGV1 
TITLE(I+20) = CONTIT(I) 205 TI = DELTA1/GV1(I) 
4 CONTINUE 206 T2 = DELTA2/CV2(I) 
5 FORMAT (1OA8) 207 WINBY2 = 2.3/FREQ1(I) 
READ(3,6) NSES11,IDIC1 208 JMIN1 	DELTAI/(T1+WINBY2) 
6 FORMAT(1X,16,12X,16) 209 UMIN2 = DELTA2/(T2-IWINBY2) 
READ(3,601) 	(STAN(I),I-1,19) 210 UMAX1 = DELTA1/(T1-WINBY2) 
601 FORMAT(1X,19A1) 211 UMAX2 	DELTA2/(T2-WINBY2) 
DO 602 1=4,19 212 UMAX = AHAX1(UMAX,UMAX1,UMAX2) 
IF(STAN(I).EQ.AST) COT0603 213 UMIN 	A}IINI(UMIN,UMIN1,UMIN2) 
602 eONTINUE 214 13 CONTINUE 
603 STNAN1(9) = STAN(I-4) 215 N1JMCTI = (DELTA1/UMAx-GMT1)/DELA 
STNAHI(10) = STAN(I-3) 216 NUMCT2 = (DELTA2/UMAX-GMT2)/DELA 
STNAM1(11) = STAN(I-2) 217 NSEIS1 = (DELTA1/UMIN-GMTI)/DELA 
STNAMI(12) = STAN(I-1) 218 NSEIS2 = (DELTA2/UNIN-CMT2)/DELA 
READ(3,7) 	( sTNA111(I),I=1,8),sTNAN1(13),sTNA1IJ(14),IANP1 219 NCSTP1 = (NSEIS1-NUMCT1)/(1./FCOSTI'-2.) 











NSEIS1 - NSEISI+NCSTPI 276 
NSEIS2 - NSEIS2+NCSTP2 277 
NUMCTI 	NUMCTI-NCSTP1 278 
NUMCT2 - NUMCT2-NCSTP2 279 
IF(NUMCTI.LT.0) NUMCT1-0 280 
IF(NUMCT2.LT.0) NUMCT2-0 281 
1F(NSEIS1.GT.NSES1L) NSEIS1=NSES11 282 
IF(NSEIS2.GT.NSES12) NSEIS2-NSES12 283 
NSEIS1 	NSEIS1-NUMCTL 284 
NSEIS2 	NSEIS2-NUMCT2 285 
NCSTP1 - FCOSTP*NSEIS1 286 
NCSTP2 - FCOSTP*NsEIS2 287 
GMT1 - CMT1+NUMCT1*DELA 288 




FILTER CHARACTERISTICS 293 
294 
EETA-.ALOG(DWF) 295 
ALPHABETA/ BAND**2 296 
297 
CALCULATE TIME SHIFT FACTORS FOR CROSS-MULTIPLICATION 298 
299 
NOZER1 	NOZERO 300 
TMAXD21/VELLOW+3.O*DELA 301 
TMIN-D21 /VELHI-3. O*DELA 302 
NMIN-(GMT2-GMT1-TMIN)/DELA+1 .0 303 
IF (NMIN.CT.0) GO TO 14 304 
NOZER1 = NOZER1-NMIN + 1 305 
CMT1 	CMTL + FLOAT (NMIN-1) * DELA 306 





NMAx=(TKAX-CMT2+GMTI)/DELA+1 .0 312 
TMIN=CMT2-GMT1-FLOAT(N1IIN-1 )*DELA 313 
TMAX=CMT2-GMT1+FLOAT(NMAX-1 )*DELA 314 
NFNMAX4t4MIN-1 315 
TT(1)=TMIN 316 




READ IN SEISMOGRAMS 321 
322 
FOR}IAT(1OF7.0) 323 
NSEIS 	NSEISI+NUMCT1 324 
NPL1 NSEIS1+1 325 
NM1 	NOZERI-1 326 
READ(3,16) 	(SEIS1(I),I=NOzER1,NSEIS) 327 
DO 17 I-NOZER1,NSEIS1 328 
SEISI(I) = SEIS1(I4-NUMCTI) 329 
CONTINUE 330 
DO 170 I-NPLI,2048 
SEIS1(I) - 0.0 
170 CONTINUE 
DO 171 I-1,NM1 




NPL1 - NSEIS2+1 
NM1 NOZERO-1 
READ(4. 16) (SE1S2(I),I=NOZERO,NSEIS) 
DO 18 I=NOZERO,NSEIS2 
SEIS2(I) = SEIS2(I+NUMCT2) 
18 CONTINUE 
DO 180 P=NPL12048 
SEIS2(I) 	0.0 
180 CONTINUE 






C FILEHEADER FOR FT7 
C 
WRITE(7,60) (STNAN1(I),I-1,8),DELTA1,(STNAM2(I),I-1 ,8), 
* DELTA2,D21,DATE 
60 	FORMAT(8A1,E13.5/8A1,E13.5/8X,E13.5, 1OX.A8) 
C 









PRINT 43,TYPE,NOZERO, IMTRX, IVSEIS, NINSTR 
PRINT 42,BAND,DWF,NC1,NG2,NC3 
PRINT 47 
PRINT 48,(I,FREQ1(I) ,Cv1(I),I=1 ,NGV1) 
PRINT 49 








GO TO (23,19 1 21),IVSEIS 
19 	DO 20 I=1,NSEISI 
331 SEIS1(I)=-SEISI(I) 
332 20 CONTINUE 
333 GOTO23 
334 21 DO 22 I1,NSEIS2 
335 SEIS2(I)-SEIS2(I) 
336 22 CONTINUE 
337 23 IMTRXIMTRX+1 
338 C 
339 C INCREASE NO. OF POINTS (N) TO A POWER OF 2 (N2) .GT. NSEISJ 
340 C OR NSEIS2 
341 C 
342 IF(NSEISJ.GT.2048.OR.NSEIS2.GT.2048) STOP 
343 N 	1024 
344 N2-1O 
345 C 
346 C VSTEP STEPS DV FROM VELLOW TO VELHI. TSTEP STEPS 
347 C IN CORRESPONDING TRAVEL TIMES BETWEEN THE TWO STATIONS. 
348 C 








357 DO 25 I=2,NVEL 
358 VSTEP(I)VSTEP(I-1)-DV 
359 TSTEP(I)=D21/VSTEP(I) 
360 25 CONTINUE 
361 C 
362 C REMOVE MEAN OR LINEAR TREND FROM SEISMOGRAMS 
363 C 
364 IP1=IMTRX-1 
365 CALL BASE(SEIS1(NOZER1),NSEIS1-NOZERI+1,TYPE,IP1) 
366 CALL BASE(SEIS2(NOZERO)NSEIS2-NOZERO+1TYPE,IP1) 
367 C 
368 C COS TAPER BOTH ENDS OF SEISMOGRAM 
369 C 
370 IF(NCSTP1.GT.0) CALL CSTP(SEIS1(NOZER1)NSEIS1-NOZER1+1NCSTP1,1) 
371 IF(NCSTP2.GT.0) CALL CSTP(SEIS2(NOZER0)NSEIS2-NOZERO-f-1,NCSTP2 ) 1) 
372 C 
373 C GRAPH OUT SEISMOGRAMS BEFORE INSTRUMENTAL CORRECTION 
374 C 
375 DO 252 I=1,N 
376 Y(I,1) 	SEIS1(I) 
377 Y(I,2) SEIS2(I) 
378 Y(I,3) = 0. 
379 Y(I,4) = 0. 
380 Y(I,5) = 0. 
381 252 CONTINUE 
382 NC=2 
383 IF(NINSTR.EQ.0) GOT025I 
384 NC=4 
385 C 
386 C PERFORM INSTRUMENTAL CORRECTION 
387 C 
388 DF - 1./(N*DELA) 
389 NFLO 	FREQ1(1)/DF 
390 NAFLO (1.-BAND)*NFL40 
391 CALL INSTCR(STNAN1(9),SEIS1,N,N2,NAFLO 1 DELA,IAI1P1,IDICI) 
392 CALL INSTCR(STNAN2(9),SEIS2,N,N2NAFL0,DELA,IAMP2,IDIG2) 
393 C 
394 C GRAPH OUT SEISMOGRAMS AFTER INSTRUMENTAL CORRECTION 
395 C 
396 DO 27 I-1,N 
397 Y(I,3) 	SEISL(I) 
398 Y(I,4) = SEIS2(I) 
399 27 CONTINUE 
400 251 CONTINUE 
401 CALL CHAN(N,NC,3,1) 
402 IF(NGI.EQ.0) GO TO 28 
403 C 
404 C GRAPH OUI GROUP VELOCITY VALUES 
405 C 
406 26 CALL GRFGPV(NGV1,FREQ1 ) GVI) 
407 CALL GRFGPV(NGV2FREQ2 I CV2) 
408 28 DO 29 1=1,5 
409 29 TITLE(I)=TT2(I) 
410 C 
411 GO TO (31,30),INTEX 
412 30 PRINT 51,NMIN,NMAX,ThIN,TMAX 
413 PRINT 52,NF,(I,TT(I),I=1,NF) 
414 PRINT 53,NVEL,(I,VSTEP(I),TSTEP(I),I=1,NVEL) 
415 31 NC=O 
416 KFREQ=1 
417 WRITE(6,315) 
418 315 FORNAT(1H1//5X,CROSS MULTIPLICATION FOR KFREQ 	1,NGV1'/) 
419 C 
420 C BEGIN MAIN LOOP - CALCULATION OF PHASE VELOCITY FOR KFREQ=1,NGV1 
421 C 
422 32 CALL PACKET(N,DELA,NSEIS1,SEISI,DELTA1,GMT1,NCV1,FREQ1, 
423 1GV1,KFREQ,SA,NSN1,NFINW1,IMTRX) 
424 CALL PACKET(N,DELA,NSEIS2, SEIS2,DELTA2,GMT2,NGV2,FREQ2, 
425 1GV2,KFREQ, SB,NST.42,NFINW2, IMTRX) 
426 IF(NG2.EQ.0) COT0331 
427 IF(KFREQ.NE . 1.AND.KFREQ.NE . NGB2.AND.KFREQ.NE .NGV1) GOT0331 
428 DO 33 I=1,N 
429 Y(I,1)=SA(I) 
430 Y(I,2)=SB(I) 
431 33 CONTINUE 
432 331 CONTINUE 
433 CALL CRUNCH 
434 IF(NG2.EQ.0) GOT0341 
435 IF(KFREQ.NE.1.AND.KFREQ.NE.NGB2.AND.KFREQ.NE .NGV1) GOT0341 
436 DO 34 	I=1,N 
437 Y(I,3)=SA(I) 
438 Y(I,4)=SB(I) 
439 34 CONTINUE 
440 341 CONTINUE 
CALL OUTPUT 6 COMPLEX Z,CZERO 
IF (NC2.EQ.0) GO TO 35 7 DIMENSION ATITLE(12),GAFAC(7,11),PARAN(7,2),STNAM(6),SEIS(2048) 
IF(KFREQ.EQ. 1. OR. KFREQ. EQ. NGB2. OR. KFREQ. EQ. NGV I )CALL CHAN(N,5,3, 1) 8 REAL*8 TITLEA,DATE,BLANK,TITLEB,ATITLE,TITLE,SEISTL(7,7) 
35 KFREQ=KFREQ+1 9 DATA PARAN/ 
NCNC-*-1 10 * 	2.0,1.0,2.0,2.0,2.0,2.0,0.0, 
IF(KFREQ.LE.NGV1)GO TO 32 11 * 0.69,0.70,0.69,0.62,0.69,0.69,0.00/ 
CALL EXUBIT : 	12 DATA SEISTL/ 
WRITE(6,36) 13 *'GEOSTORE RECORDER, 11510 SEISMOMETER 
CALL TIMER 14 *'GEOSTORE RECORDER, WILLMORE HEll SEISMOMETER 
GO TO 999 15 *'pRy1y1YpE CEOSTORE RECORDER, HS10 SEISMOMETER 
C 16 *'MARS66 RECORDER, FS60 SEISMOMETER 
C 17 *'MJS66 RECORDER, CEOSPACE SEISMOMETER 
36 FORMAT(/// I OX, 'END OF ROUTINE MAIN'/) 18 *'MJS66 RECORDER, HS1O SEISMOMETER 
37 FORMAT(1Hh///LOX,65HSURFACE WAVE ANALYSIS (PHASE VELOCITY (lOIS/SEC 19 'I *' 	 - DUMMY - 
1) / FREQUENCY (HZ)),46X,A8) 20 DATA KX,AA,NINE/'K','A','9'/ 
38 FORHAT(1OX,65H— -------------------------------------------------- - 21 DATA HH,FF,WW,GC,SS,PP,MMMM/'H','F' ,'W' ,'G','S','P','M'/ 
1— ------------ 46X,8H------) 22 C 
39 FORMAT(/20X,1OA8//) 23 C 	GS1H 	GS2W 	GP3H 	M4F 	M5G 	M6H DUMMY 
40 FORMAT(///1OX,'STATION NAME OF SEISMOGRAM 1 IS 	',8A1// 24 DATA GAFAC/ 
110X,'DISTANCE OF RECORDING STATION FROM THE SOURCE IS ',F1O.5, 25 1 	.55, 	1.70,13.75, 	1.00, 	1.90, 	1.10, 	0.00, 
2' 	KMS'//lOX,'TINE OF FIRST SAMPLE IS ',F8.4,LX,'SECS') 26 2 .69, 	2.13,13.75, 	1.00, 	1.90, 	1.10, 	0.00, 
41 FORNAT(///JOX,'NSEISl 	',15,5X,'NSEIS2 = ',15,5X,'NGV1 - ',I5,5X, 27 3 	.69, 	2.13,13.75, 	1.00, 	1.90, 	1.10, 	0.00, 
1'NGV2 	',IS,SX,'DELA = 	',F10.5,5X,'NCSTP1 -',15,5X, 28 4 .69, 	2.13,13.75, 	1.00, 	1.90, 	1.10, 	0.00, 
*//IOX,'NCSTP2 =',15,5X,'VELHI 	',F10.5,5X,'VELLOW 	',F1O.5,5X, 29 5 	.86, 	2.66,17.19, 	1.00, 	1.90, 	1.10, 	0.00, 
*'DV = ',FlO.S/lOX,'UMIN 	.',E13.5,5X,'UMAX -',E13.5) 30 6 .86, 	2.66,17.19, 	1.00, 	1.90, 	1.10, 	0.00, 
42 FORMAT(//10X,'BAND = 	',F10.5,5X,'DWF 	',F1O.5,5X,'NCL 	',IS, 31 7 	.86, 	2.66, 0.00, 	1.00, 	1.90, 	1.10, 0.00, 
15X,'NG2 	=',I5,5X,'NG3 .",IS) 32 8 	1.07, 	3.32, 	0.00, 	1.00, 	1.90, 	1.10, 	0.00, 
43 FORMAT(//10X,A8,5X,'NOZERO -',15,5X,'IMTRX =',15,5X,'IVSEIS -',IS 33 9 1.07, 	3.32, 	0.00, 	1.00, 	1.90, 	1.10, 	0.00, 
* 	//1OX,'NINSTR 	' ,I5) 34 * 	1.07, 	3.32, 	0.00, 	1.00, 	1.90, 	1.10, 	0.00, 
44 FORHAT(1H1//10X,12HSEISMOGR.AM 1,3X,'ORIGINAL DATA'!) 35 1 	0.00, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00/ 
45 FORNAT(6(I5,E15.7)) 36 DF 	1./(N*DELA) 
46 FORHAT(1H1//1OX,'SEISMOGRAM 2',3X,'ORIGINAL DATA'!) 37 DO 10 I1,N 
47 FORHAT(1H1//20X,54HFREQUENCY(HZ)/CROUP VELOCITY(KMS/SEC) FOR 38 Z(I) = CMPLX(SEIS(I),0.0) 
ISEISMOCRAM 1/!) 39 10 	CONTINUE 
48 FORMAT(3(I5,2E15.7)) 40 CALL COOL(N2,Z,+1.0) 
49 FORMAT(//20X,54HFREQUENCY(HZ)/GROUP VELOCITY(K1IS/SEC) FOR 41 P1 = 4.0*ATAN(1.0) 
ISEISMOGRAN 2/!) 42 CZERO = CMPLX(0.,0.) 
50 FORHAT(1H1) 43 113Y2 = N/2 
51 FORMAT(1H1//1X,5HNMIN=,I5,1X,5HNMAX,I5,1X,5HThIN=, 44 NBY2P1 = NBY2+1 
1G12.5,1X,5HTMAX=,G12.5) 45 NAFLO1 = NAFLO+1 
52 FORMAT(//5X,'TT(I),I=l,NF 	NF =',I5//1X,6(4X,LHI,9X,'TT(I)')/ 46 DO 102 I=1,NAFLO 
1(6(16, IX,G12. 5))) 47 102 	Z(I) = CZERO 
53 FORMAT(//SX,'VSTEP(I),TSTEP(I),I=l,NVEL 	NVEL =',15//3(5X,1HI,6X, 48 DO 101 I=NAFLO1,NBY2 
l'vSTEP(I)',6x,'TsTEP(I)')/(3(16,2G14.5))) 49 101 	z(1) = DELA*Z(I) 
999 CALL PLOT(O.0,0.0,999) 50 ISEISM 	.7 
STOP 51 IF(STNAM(1).EQKK.AND.STNAM(2).EQ.AA.AND.STNAM(3).EQ.NINE) 
END 52 * 	STNAH(4) = MMMM 
53 IF(STNAM(1).EQ.GG.AND.STNAM(2).EQ.SS) ISEISM=12 
54 IF(STNAM(1).EQ.CC.AND.STNAM(2).EQ.PP) ISEISM=3 
55 IF(ISEISM.EQ.7.AND.STNAJI(4).EQ.FF) ISEIsM-4 
SUBROUTINE INSTcR(STNAN,SEIS,N,N2,NAFLO,DELA,IAMP,IDIC) 56 IF(ISEISM.EQ.7.AND.STNAM(4).EQ.CC) ISEISM=5 
C 57 IF(ISEISM.EQ.7.AND.STNAN(4).EQ.HH) ISEISM=6 
C CALCULATES THE THEORETICAL INSTRUMENT RESPONSE 58 IF(ISEISM.EQ.12.AND.STNAM(4).EQ.H14) ISEISM=1 
C 59 IF(ISEISM.EQ.12.AND.STNAN(4).EQ.WW) ISEISM=2 
COMMON /PHASE3/ Z(8192) 60 IF(ISEISM.EQ. 7.AND. STNAM(4).EQ.WW) ISEISM-2 
61 IF(STNAH(4).EQ.MMMM) ISEISM-4 5 C SEISMOGRAM IS COSINE TAPERED. 
62 IAMPT - IANP 6 C 
63 IF(IAMP.LE.0) IAMpr=1 7 C IF THE WINDOW EXTENDS BEYOND THE FRONT OF THE SEISMOGRAM, THE 
64 CAIN - 2.**IANP*CAFAC(ISEISM,IANPT)*IDIG*0.8188 8 C TAPERING IS ADJUSTED SO THAT AT THE GROUP ARRIVAL TINE THERE 
65 WRITE(6,11) STNAN,(SEISTL(I,ISEISM),1-1,7),PARAM(ISEISM,1), 9 C IS NO DISTORTION. THE WINDOW IS NO LONGER CENTRED ON THE ARRIVAL 
66 * 	PARAi4(ISEISM,2),GAIN 10 C TIME, IT IS 'ASSYMMETRICAL'. 
67 11 FORNAT(//SX,'INSTRUMENr ',6A1,5X,7A8//5X,'RESONANT FREQUENCY -', 11 C 
68 * 	F4.1,' HZ',5X,'DA}IPING 	',F4.1 12 DIMENSION SEIS(2048),FREQC(120),GV(120),WAVPKT(2048) 
69 * //5x,'ONE MICRON/SEC .',E1O.2,' UNITS DIGITIZER') 13 C 
70 WO 	2.*PI*PARAN(ISEISM,1) 14 C GROUP ARRIVAL TIME FOR FREQUENCY OF INTEREST (TMARR) 
71 WOSQ 	WO**2 15 C 
72 B - 2.*PARAM(ISEISM,2)*WO 16 TMARR=DELTA/GV(KFREQ) 
73 DO 13 I-NAFLO1,NBY2 17 C 
74 W - 2.*PI*DF*(I_1) 18 C LENGTH (WINDOW) AND NO. OF SAMPLES (NWIN) OF COSINE TAPER WINDOW 
75 Z(I) - Z(I)*C2IPLX(WOSQ_W**2,B*W)/(W**2*CAIN) 19 C 
76 13 CONTINUE 20 C 
77 CALL FILLUP(NBY2P1,Z) 21 WINDOW=4.5/FREQC(KFREQ) 
78 CALL COOL(N2,Z,-1.0) 22 NWIN=WINDOW/DELA 
79 DO 131 I-1,N 23 NWBY2=NWIN/2 
80 131 Z(I) - Z(I)/(DELA*N) 24 NWIN2*NWBY2 
81 C 25 C 
82 DO 25 I-1,N 26 C TIME (TARRG) AND NO. OF POINTS (NSACW) FROM START OF SEISMOGRAM 
83 SEIS(I) 	REAL(Z(I)) 27 C TO 'TMARR' 
84 z(I) 	czERo 28 C 
85 25 CONTINUE 29 TARRG=TMARR-GMT 
86 RETURN 30 NSACW=TARRG/DELA+0.5 
87 END 31 C 
32 C NO. OF POINTS FROM START OF SEISMOGRAM TO START (NSTARW) AND END 
33 C (NFINW) OF WINDOW 
34 C 
1 SUBROLTrINE FILLUP(NOPTS,Z) 35 NSTARW-NSACW-NWBY2 
2 C 36 NFINW=NSACW+NWBY2 
3 C 37 NFRONT=NWBY2 
4 DIMENSION Z(1) 38 C 
5 COMPLEX Z,CZERO 39 C CHECK THAT WINDOW IS INSIDE DATA SET 
6 CZERO=CMPLX(0.0,0.0) 40 C 
7 AN=NOPTS-2 41 IF(NSrARW.GT.1)GO TO 2 
8 N=AIOG1O(AN)/ALOGIO(2.0)+1.O 42 NWIN=NWIN+NSTARW 
9 N1=(2**N)+1 43 NFRONT=NWIN-NWBY2 
10 N2=2**(N+1) 44 NSTARW1 
11 N1M1=N1-1 45 PRINT 1,NSACW,NWBY2,FREQC(KFREQ) 
12 DO 1 1=2 N1M1 46 1 FORMAT(///LOX,'FOR THIS FREQUENCY THE PROGRAM IS USING AN ASYMMETRICA 
13 NN=N2-I+2 47 1L COSINE TAPERED WINDOW' /1OX, 
14 Z(NN)=CONJG(Z(I)) 48 1'BECAUSE A SYMMETRICAL WINDOW WOULD EXTEND BEYOND THE EDGE OF THE 
15 1 CONTINUE 49 LSEISMOGRAN.'/lOX, 
16 Z(N1)=CZERO 50 1'THE USER CAN OVERCOME THIS ASYMMETRY BY LENGTHENING THE SEISHOCRA 
17 RETURN 51 1M'/lOX, 
18 END 52 1'IF NO MORE ACTUAL DATA IS AVAILIBLE THEN ZEROS CAN BE ADDED TO TN 
53 1E FRONT. 	(SEE MAIN PROGRAM LISTING) '/lOX, 
54 L'NSACW-',17,1OX,'NWBY2',17,1OX,'FREQUENCY',F12.5) 
55 C 
SUBROUTINE PACKET(N, DELA, NSEIS, SE IS, DELTA, GMT, NGV, FREQC, 56 C LOAD AND COSINE TAPER THE WINDOWED SEISMOGRAM 
2 1GV,KFREQ,WAVPKT,NSTARW,NFINW,IMTRX) 57 C 
3 C WINDOWS SEISMOGRAM WITH WINDOW 4.5*PERIOD  IN LENGTH, 58 2 DO 3 I=1,N 
4 C CENTRED ON GROUP ARRIVAL TIME FOR THAT FREQC. THE WINDOWED 59 WAVPKT(I)=O.O 
3 CONTINUE 34 
DO 4 I-NSTARW,NFINW 35 
WAVPKT(I)SEIS(I) 36 C 
4 CONTINUE 37 C 
CALL CSTP(WAVPKT(NSTARW),NWIN+1,NFRONT,1) 38 C 
C 39 C 
NW! 	NSTARW-20 40 C 
NW2 - NFINW+20 41 
COTO(5,6),IMTRX 42 
6 WRITE(6,I00) N,DELA,NSEIS,DELTA,GMT,NGV,KFREQ,CV(KFREQ), 43 * 	FREQC(KFREQ),WINDOW,NWIN,NSTARW,NFINW,(WAVPKT(I),INW1,NW2) 44 
100 FORMAT(//5X,'PACXET'/SX,'------ 'II 45 
• 	5X,'N 	',I5,2X,'DELA 	',E15.7,2X,'NSEIS -',IS,ZX,'DELTA -', 46 
• E15.7,2X,'GMT -',E15.7/5X,'NGV ..',I5,2X,'KFREQ 	",I5,2X, 47 
• 	'GV(KFREQ) ..',E15.7,2X,'FREQC(KFREQ) 	',E15.7/5X,'WINDOW 	, 48 • E15.7/2X,'NWIN ..',15,2X,'NSTARW 	',I5,2X,'NFINW -',15// 49 • 	(1OEI3.5)) 50 
5 RETURN 51 




SUBROUTINE CRUNCH 56 
C 57 
C FILTERS WINDOWED SEISMOGRAMS SAl AND SA2 WITH A GAUSSIAN 58 2 
C BANDPASS FILTER DEFINED BY ALPHA,BETA AND WITH CENTRE FREQUENCY 59 C 
C CMEGACL*DOMEGA AS CLOSE AS POSSIBLE TO FREQ1(K) 60 C 
C 61 C 




COMMON/PHASE4/X(120,120),VSTEP(120),NR,NX,KFREQ,NC,FREQC(120) 66 6 
C 67 C 
COMPLEX Z 68 
C 69 7 
C WINDOWED SEISMOGRAMS (SA(I),SB(I)) ARE PUT INTO A COMPLEX ARRAY Z 70 
C AND FOURIER ANALYSED 71 
C 72 9 
DO 	1 I1,N 73 
z(I)=CMPLX(SA(I),SB(I)) 74 11 
1 CONTINUE 75 
CALL COOL(N2,Z,1.0) 76 12 
Z(1)=CMPLX(0.0,0.0) 77 C 
z(NBY+1)=z(1) 78 8 
C 79 
C CHOOSE THE CENTRE FREQUENCY OF THE FILTER (OMEGAC) FROM THE 
C HARMONICS IN THE TIME SERIES (DOMEGA*L) SO THAT IT IS NEAREST TO 
C THE FREQUENCY OF INTEREST (FREQ1(I)) 
C 1 
OMECAC2.0*PI*FREQ1(KFREQ) 2 C 
OMEGAO 	OMEGAC 3 C 
L=OMEGAC/DOMEGA-O.5 4 C 
OMEGAC=DOMEGA*FLOAT(L) 5 C 
L=L+1 6 C 
FREQC(KFREQ) - OMECAC/(2.0*PI) 
OMEGAO.0 
BAND PASS FILTER THE WINDOWED SEISMOGRAMS 
GAUSSIAN FILTER FUNCTION P IS MULTIPLIED BY B(YFH +VE AND -yE 
FREQUENCIES, J,K AND NJ,NK. 
DO 2 I-1,NBY 
JL-I 
K-L+I 






IF (ABS(PONENT).CT. 100.00) GO TO 3 
PEXP (PONENT) 
IF(J.LT.2)GO TO 4 
Z(J)Z(J)*P 
Z(NJ)=Z(NJ)*P 




TRANSFORM FILTERED SEISMOGRAMS BACK INTO TIME DOMAIN 
CALL COOL(N2,Z,-1.0) 




PRINT 7, KFREQ,NC,L,OMECAC,OMECAO,J,FREQC(KFREQ) 
FORMAT(/5X,'KFREQ -',15,2X,'NC ..',15,2X,'L -' ,I5,2X,'OMEGAC-', 
* E15.7,2X,'OMEGAO ..',E15.7,2X,'J .',I5,2X,'FREQC(KFREQ) -',E15.7) 
COTO (8,9),IMTRX 
IF(KFREQ.GT .5) GOT08 
PRINT 11,(SA(I),I-1,N) 
FORHAT(//,1X,'SA(I),Il.N' ,/(1X, 1OG12.5)) 
PRINT 12,(SB(I),I=1,N) 




CROSS MULTIPLIES FILTERED SEISMOGRAMS, FOR A SERIES 
OF TIME SHIFTS (K-1,NF). FOR EACH OF THESE, CALCULATES THE D.C. 
LEVEL (E(K)). THEN INTERPOLATES TO FIND D.C. LEVEL AT VELOCITY 









































































62 501 1(1,5) - 0. 
63 DO 502 I-NSTA,NEND 
COMMON/PHASE1/NSEIS1,SEIS1(2O48),NSEIS2,SEIS2(2048),N,DELA,DITRX, 64 502 1(1,5) - SANSBS(I) 
1P1,N2,NBY,00MEGA,ALPHA,BETA 65 DO 503 I-NENDP1,N 
COMMON/PHASE3/Z(8192),SA(2048),SB(2048) 66 503 Y(I,5) = 0. 
COMMON/PHASE4/X(120,120),VSTEP(120),NR,NX,KFREQ,NC,FREQC(120) 67 C 
COMMON/PHASE5/VELHI,VELLOW,NVEL,NF,NMAX,NMIN,rr(2O48),TSTEP(120),N 68 4 NEND1-NEND-1 
1G3 69 E(K)-O.0 
COMMON /PACKI NSI'.J1,NFINW1,NSN2,NFINW2 70 IF(NEND1.LT.IC)G0T0 6 
COMMON bUTt 1(2048,5) 71 C 
72 C FIND hUN VALUE OF X—MULT TRACE AFTER THE MAX AT 'IC' AND CALCULATE 
COMPLEX 2 73 C THE D.C. LEVEL 
DIMENSION E(2048),SANSBS(2048) 74 C 
75 IF(XMAX) 701,6,702 
SET UP FIRST CROSS MULTIPLICATION 76 701 DO 7011 I-IC,NEND1 
77 IF(SANSBS(I+1).LT.SA14SBS(I)) COT08 
NPL 	(NFINWI—NSTW1)/2 78 7011 CONTINUE 
MSTW1 	NST.J1—NPL 79 GOTO 8 
MSfl42 	NSI'W2—NPL 80 702 DO 7 I-IC,NEND1 
NTEST 	MSTW2—MSTW1-4-NMIN 81 IF (SA1ISBS(I+1).Cr.SANSBS(I))GO TO 8 
IF(NTEST) 601,601,602 82 7 CONTINUE 
NSTA 	MSTW2-1+1MIN 83 8 E(K)(SAMSBS(IC)+SAMSBS(I))*0.5 
NEND 	MSTW1+4*NPL 84 6 K=K+1 
15W-i 85 C 
GOTO 603 86 C CHECK RANGE OF PHASE VEL. VALUES COMPLETED 
NSTA 	MSN1 87 C IF RANGE NOT COMPLETED ADJUST TRACES IN X—MULT PROCESS 
142ND 	MSTr12+NMIN+4*NPL 88 C 
ISW 	2 89 IF(K.GT.NF) COT09 
CONTINUE 90 COTO(1O,11),ISW 
NSTB = NSTA—NMIN 91 10 IF(NSTA.LE.NSIMIN) ISW-2 
NSTMIN 	MSN1+1 92 NSTA = NSTA-1 
K-i 93 GOTO I 
94 11 NEND = NEND-1 
CROSS—MULTIPLY TRACES FOR SEQUENCE OF TIME SHIFTS 95 NSTB 	NSTB+1 
96 GOTO1 
XMAXO.O 97 C 
IC=NSTA 98 C INTERPOLATE TO FIND D.C. LEVEL AT VEL. STEPS OF INTEREST 
IF(NEND.LT .NSTA) GOT04 99 C 
XANAX 	0. 100 9 KLIM=K—i 
DO 2 I=NSTA,NEND 101 DO 12 I=i,NVEL 
IN = I—NSTA+NSTB 102 X(KFREQ,I)=O. 
SA}ISBS(I) 	SA(I)*SB(IN) 103 IND=1 
XATEST = AES(SA}ISBS(I)) 104 CALL INTPOL (NF,3,TT,E,TSTEP(I),X(KFREQ,I),IND) 
IF(XAMAX—XATEST) 3,2,2 105 GOTO(12,121) ,IMTRX 
IC 	I 106 121 IF(IND.EQ.3) WRITE(6,100) I,NVEL,TSTEP(I),IND 
XMAX 	SANSBS(I) 107 100 FORNAT('O','LOOP 12 IN OUTPUT I=',IS,' NVEL-',15, 
XANAX 	XATEST 108 * ' TSTEP(I)=' ,E13.5,' 	IND -' ,I1) 
CONTINUE 109 12 CONTINUE 
110 C 
SA}ISBS(I) GRAPHED IF CROSS MULTIPLICATION INVOLVES NO OFFSET 111 GOTO (13,14),IMTRX 
112 14 PRINT 15, NEND,NSTA,NSTS,ISW,K,KLIM,KFREQ 
IF(NSTA.NE .NSTB)GO TO 4 113 15 FOR14AT(//5X,'OUTPUT'/5X, ------- - II 
NSTAII1 = NSTA-1 114 * 	SX,'NEND -',I5,1X,'NSTA -',IS,IX,'NSTB -',I5/ 
NENDP1 = NEND+1 115 * 5X,'ISW -',IS, 1X, 'K -',15,1X,'KLIM -',IS,iX, 
DO 501 I=1,NSTAM1 116 * 	'KFREQ -',I5) 
117 PRINT 	16,(TT(I)E(I),I-1,KLIM) 46 CALL CXMTRX 
118 16 FORMAT(//5X,'TT(I),E(I)j-1,KLIM'//(5X,10C12.5)) 47 IF (NC3.NE.2) CO TO 9 
119 PRiNT 17,(TSTEP(I),X(KFREQ,I),I=1,NVEL) 48 DO 11 1-1,120 
120 17 FORNAT(//,1X,'TSTEP(I),X(KFREQ,I),I=1,NVEL',/(IX,10C12.5)) 49 DO 11 J-1,120 
121 C 50 AOFX(I,J) - x(J,I) 
122 13 RETURN 51 11 CONTINUE 
123 END 52 DO 10 1-1,6 
53 IXTIT(I) - JXTIT(I) 
54 IF(I.LE.4) IYTIT(I) - JYTIT(I) 
55 10 CONTINUE 
1 SUBROUTINE EXHBIT 56 NSMCRM - -1 
2 C 57 XP1 - VSTEP(1) 
3 C NORMALISES X, PRINTS OUT THE NORMALiZED VERSION, CALLS CONTUR. 58 XP2 - VSTEP(NR) 
4 C 59 YP1 - FREQC(1) 
5 COMMON/C04/NSMCR1I 60 YP2 - FREQC(NC) 
6 COMMON/ANTN/CONTIT(IO),XP1,XP2,YP1,YP2,IXTIT(6),IYTIT(4) 61 CALL CONTUR(AOFX,NR,NC,120,5.0,5.0,100.0,1) 
7 COMMON/PHASE4/X(120,120),VSTEP(120),NR,NX,KFREQ,NC,FREQC(120) 62 9 RETURN 
8 COMMON/PHASE5/VELHI,VELLOW,NVEL,NF,NMAX,NMIN,rr(2048),TSTEP(120),N 63 END 
9 1G3 
10 REAL*8 CONTIT 
11 DIMENSION JXTIT(6),JYTIT(4),AOFX(12O,120) 
12 DATA JXTIT/'VELOCITY (KM/S) 	'I, 1 SUBROUTINE CXMTRX 
13 * 	JYTIT/'FREQUENCY (Hz) 	'I 2 C 
14 C : 	3 C FINDS POSSIBLE PHASE VELOCITIES 
15 NR=NVEL 4 C 
16 NC=KFREQ-1 5 COMMON/PHASE4/X(120, 120),VSTEP(120),NR,NX,KFRQ,NC,FREQCY(120) 
17 C 6 COMMON/CRFF/TITLE(20),XMAX,XMIN,YMAX,YMIN,INDX,INDY,IND,IDOT, 
18 C NORMALISE MATRIX COLUMN BY COLUMN 7 * 	ANSTR1,IF 
19 C 8 COMMON/ANFN/CONTIT(1O) 
20 DO 1 I-1,NC 9 COMMON/PHASE5/VELHI,VELLOW,NVEL,NF,NMAX,NMIN,TI(2048), 
21 XMAX - 0.0 10 * 	TSTEP(120),NG3 
22 DO 2 J-1,NR 11 DIMENSION C(120) 
23 IF(X(I,J).CT.XNAX) XMAX=X(I,J) 12 REAL*8 CONTIT,ATITLE(5),TITLE,BLANK 
24 2 CONTINUE 13 DATA ATITLE/'FREQUENCY (Hz) 	','PHASE VEL (KN/S)'/, 
25 00 3 J=1,NR 14 * 	BLANIC/' 	'I 
26 3 X(I,J) = X(I,J)/XMAX*99.0 15 C 
27 1 CONTINUE 16 WRITE(6,101) 
28 C 17 101 FOFUIAT(1H1/10X,'PHASE VELOCITIES'//9X,'FREQUENCY',4X, 
29 C PRINT 0111 NORMALISED x 18 * 	'PHASE VELOCITY'//) 
30 C 19 DV 	VSTEP(1)-VSTEP(2) 
31 N20=(NC-1)/20+1 20 NC - NC3-1 
32 DO 4 IZ=1,N20 21 C 
33 NLOW=(IZ_1)*20+1 22 1F(NG3.NE.1) GOT072 
34 NHY=NLOW+19 23 DO 70 1=1,5 
35 IF(NHY.CT.NC )NHY=NC 24 70 T1TLE(I) 	ATITLE(I) 
36 PRINT 5 25 DO 71 1=6,15 
37 5 FORMAT(JH1//50X,I4HMATRIX OF X(I)///) 26 71 TITLE(i) - CONTIT(I-5) 
38 PRINT 6,(FREQC(I),I=NLOW,NHY,2) 27 CALL DATIM(TITLE(16),TITLE(17)) 
39 6 FORMAT(2X,10F12.2) 28 IND = 1 
40 DO 7 I=1,NR 29 YMA)( = VSTEP(1) 
41 PRINT 8 ,VSTEP(I),(X(J,I),J=NLOW,NHY) 30 YMIN = VSTEP(NR) 
42 8 FORMAT (1X,F4.2,3X,2OF6.2) 31 XMAX = FREQCY(NC) 
43 7 CONTINUE 32 XMIN = FREQCY(1) 
44 4 CONTINUE 33 INDX = 1 






































































lOOT - (-1) 90 





IF(I.CE.NR) GOTO1 96 
IF(X(NC,I).LT.0.) GOTO1O 97 
IF(X(NC,I).LT.X(NC,I-1)) GOTO10 98 
i-i-i 99 
1-1+1 100 












IF(J.LT.1) G0T0351 9 
III 10 
1 = I2-ILAST 11 
ILASTII 12 
IF(I.LE.0.OR.I.GE.NR) 00T0351 13 
DIFF1 	X(Jj-1)-X(J,I) 14 
DIFF2 = X(J,i)-X(J,I+1) 15 
IF(DIFF1.LT.0. .AND.DIFF2.GT.O.) G0T0330 16 
IF(DIFF1.LT.0. .AND.DIFF2.LE.0.) G0T0321 17 
IF(DIFF1.GT.O. .AND.DIFF2.GE.0.) GOT0322 18 
DIFF = X(J,I-1)-X(J,I+1) 19 
IF(DIFF.LT .O.) GOT0321 20 
IF(DIFF.CT.0.) G0T0322 21 
GOTO 351 22 
1=1+1 23 
IF(I.CE.NR) G0T0350 24 
GOTO 320 25 
1=1-1 26 
IF(I.LE.1) GOT0350 27 
GOTO 320 28 
CONTINUE 29 
IF(X(J,I).LT.0.) COT0350 30 
A = 0.5*(X(J,I_1)+X(J,I+1)_2.*X(J,I)) 31 
IF(A.EQ.O.) C0T0350 32 
B = 0.5*(X(J,I_1)+X(J,I+1)) 33 
C(J) = VSTEP(I)+0.5*B/A*DV 34 
JCMIN=J 35 
GOTO 312 36 
CONTINUE 37 
NPV = JCMAX-JCMIN+1 38 
WRITE(6,352) (I,IRST,FREQCY(I),C(I),I=JCMIN,JCMAX) 39 
FORNAT(1HO/(IH 	5X,I3,5X,I3,5X,2E15.7)) 40 












C 	SUBROUTINE BASE(X,N,TYPE,1P1) 
C 
C 	REMOVES EITHER THE LEAST SQUARES 
C OR MEAN BASELINE OR THE FIRST POINT 
C 	FROM THE ARRAY X. 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE BASE(X,N,TYPE, IPI) 
DIMENSION X(N) 
REAL*8 TYPE,MEAN, LEAST 
DATA MEAN/8HMEAN 	/,LEAST/8HLEAST I 




IF(TYPE. EQ. LEAST)INDE3 
AN = FLOAT(N) 
SUMX = 0.0 
SUMIX 0.0 
DO 104 I=1N 
Xl = X(I) 
SUMX SUMX+X1 
SUMIX = SUMIX + FLOAT(I)*X1 
104 CONTINUE 
XBAR = SUMX/AN 
XINTO = (((4.*J)+2.)*5lJHX_6.*SIJMIX)/(AN*(AN_1,)) 
PHI = ((12.*SUHIX)_6.*(AN+1.)*SUMX)/(AN*(AN+1.)*(AN_1.)) 
GO TO (110, 120, 13O),INDE 
C 
C 	REDUCE X BY THE VALUE OF ITS FIRST POINT 
C 
110 DO 113 I=1,N 
X(I) = X(I) - FX 
113 CONTINUE 
PRINT 1 
1 	FORNAT(//4X,42HDATA HAS BEEN CORRECTED BY THE FIRST POINT) 
GO TO 200 
C 
C 	REDUCE X BY ITS MEAN VALUE 
C 
120 DO 123 I-1,N 




2 	FORMAT(/ /4X, 44HDATA HAS BEEN CORRECTED TO THE MEAN BASELINE) 
GO TO 200 
C 
C 	REDUCE X BY ITS LEAST SQUARES BASELINE 
C 
130 DO 133 I-1,N 
X(I) 	X(I) - FLOAT(I)*PHI - XINTO 
133 CONTINUE 
PRINT 3 
3 	FORI4AT(//4X,53HDATA HAS BEEN CORRECTED TO THE LEAST SQUARES BASELI 
1NE) 
C 
C 	PRINT MEAN, FIRST POINT, GRADIENT OF LEAST 
C SQUARES LINE FOR ORIGINAL X. PRINT VARIANCE, 
C 	SKEW OF FINAL X 
C 
200 SUHX2 0.0 
SUMX3 - 0.0 
DO 204 I-1,N 
xl = X(I) 
X2 - X1X1 
SUMX2 SUMX2 + X2 
SUMX3 SUMX3 + X2*X1 
204 CONTINUE 
VARX = SUMX2/AN 
A3MNT = SUHX3/AN 
SKEW = (A3MNT*A3MNT)/(VARX**3) 
PRINT 4, XBAR, FX, PHI, VARX, SKEW 
4 	FOR1IAT(4X,14HNEAN OF DATA =,G12.5,8X,22HVALUE OF FIRST POINT -, 
1G12.5/4X,32HGRADIENT OF LEAST SQUARES LINE -,C12.5,8X,18HVARIANCE 
20F DATA .,G12.5,8x,10HSKEWNESS =,C12.5) 
IF(IPI.EQ.1)PRINT 5, (I, X(I), I-1,N) 




C 	SUBROUTINE CSTP(X,N,NO,INDE) 
C 
C 
C 	INDE=1 	COSINE TAPER BOTH ENDS OF CURVE. 
C INDE-2 COSINE TAPER FRONT END OF CURVE. 
C 	INDE-3 	COSINE TAPER BACK END OF CURVE. 
C 
C 










































































SUBROUTINE CSTP(X,N,NO, INDE) 






































35 10 DO 17 I 	1,N0 
36 
	








IN = (I-1)+1 







	x(IN) - 0.5*X(IN)*(1.0_CTHET2) 
42 
	
CO TO (15,16,16),INDE 
43 15 X(IA) 	0.5*X(IA)*(1._CTHET2) 
44 
	
16 CALL SINCOS(CPHI,SPHI,CTHET1,STHET1,CTHET2,STHET2) 






























10 CTHET2 - CTHETI*CPHI - STHETI*SPHI 
11 
	
STHET2 - STHET1*CPHI + CTHET1*SPHI 
12 CTHET1 - CTHET2 
13 
	






























































































CO TO (I0,20),IND 
C 








BESSELS INTERPOLATION FORMULA TO THE FIFTH DIFFERENCE 
REFERENCE - I.A.T. P.56 
FROM THE CALL INTPOL(N,LX,Y,XP,YP,IND) 
N NUMBER OF POINTS 
L STARTING POSITION IN TABLE OF VALUES (NOT LESS THAN 3) 
X INDEPENDENT VARIABLE WHICH MUST BE EQUALLY SPACED 
Y VALUES OF THE FUNCTION 
XP INTERMEDIATE VALUE OF REQUIRED YP 
YP VALUE OF FUNCTION OF REQUIRED XP 
IND 1 NORMAL INTERPOLATION YP FROM XP 
IND 2 INVERSE INTERPOLATION XP FROM YP 
IND 3 NO INTERPOLATION VALUE OUTSIDE TABLE 
FORMS THE FOLLOWING DIFFERENCE TABLE - 
X 	Y 	Dl 	D2 	D3 	D4 	D5 
Dli 
Y(K-1) Y(K-1) D21 
D12 	031 
X(K) Y(K) D22 	D41 
XP YP D13 	D32 	D51 
X(K+1) Y(K+1) 023 	D42 
014 	033 




CI? SUBROUTINE INTPOL 
52 10 K-L 
53 IF(X(L)-XP)11,11,14 
54 11 DO 13 I-L 1 NL 
55 IF(X(I)-XP)12,15,100 
56 12 K-I 
57 13 CONTINUE 
58 C K? OUTSIDE TABLE 
59 14 IND3 
60 CO TO 300 
61 C K? IS A TABULAR VALUE 
62 15 YP-Y(I) 
63 GOTO300 
64 C 
65 C SET K FOR INVERSE INTERPOLATION 
66 20 DO 23 KL,NL 
67 P-(YP-Y(K))/(Y(K+1)-Y(K)) 
68 IF(P)23,25.22 
69 22 IF(P-1.ODO)100,23,23 
70 23 CONTINUE 
71 C YP OUTSIDE TABLE 
72 24 1ND3 
73 COTO300 
74 C YP IS A FUNCTION VALUE 
75 25 xP=x(K) 
76 CO TO 300 
77 C 
78 C FORM DIFFERENCES 












91 041 =D32-D31 
92 D42'D33-D32 
93 D51D42-D41 
94 GO TO (210,220),IND 
95 C 
96 C INTERPOLATION SECTION 
97 C FORM BESSEL COEFFICIENTS 










107 C 8 C NN 	- THE PACKACE USES THE COONS 
108 
109 
C TUE FORMULA 




110 GO TO 300 
10 
11 C 
111 C 12 C Y IS THE ARRAY TO BE PLOTTED, TITLE IS AN ARRAY 
112 C INVERSE INTERPOLATION SECTION 13 C FOR ANNOTATING THE DIAGRAM AND DELA IS THE SAMPLING  
113 220 DO 230 b 1,2O 14 C INTERVAL.  
114 C FORM BESSEL COEFFICIENTS 15 C  
115 B2P*(P_1.ODO) 16 C TITLE IS MADE UP AS FOLLOWS  :- 
116 B3 B2*(P_O.5DO) 17 C  
117 B4=B2*(P+1.ODO)*(P_2.000) 18 C TITLE(1) 	) EACH ELEMENT CARRIES 
118 B5=B4*(P_O.5DO) 19 C - 	) AN 8 CHARACTER TITLE DESCRIBING  
119 B2 B2/4.OD0 20 C TITLE(S) 	) THE DATA IN THE CHANNEL.  
120 B3 B3/6.ODO 21 C TITLE(6) 	)  
121 B4B4/48.ODO 22 C - 	) UNUSED  
122 B5B5/12O.ODO 23 C TITLE(20) )  
123 
124 




TITLE(21) ) CARRIES 80 CHARACTERS  










TITLE(30) ) THE OUTPUT. 
TITLE(31) ) CARRIES 8 CHARACTERS GIVING THE UNITS OF THE TIME 
127 C 28 C 
SERIES.  
128 300 RETURN 29 C  




C IF IND=1 THE MAXIMUM AMPLITUDE IN EACH CHANNEL 
33 C IS SCALED TO THE MAXIMUM RANGE AVAILABLE. 
1 BLOCK DATA 34 C IF IND2 EACH CHANNEL IS SCALED TO THE MAXIMUM RANGE OF THE  
2 COMMON/CNTR/FRA }IE,YFRAME 35 C ENTIRE ARRAY.  
3 DATA FRA}IE,YFRANE/-8.0,8.O/ 36 C * WHEN IND=1 THE DATA IN THE ARRAY IS DESTROYED! 
4 END 37 C 
38 SUBROUTINE CHAN(N,NC,IF,IND) 




SUBROUTINE CARGRF(X,Y,N) 41 REAL*8 TITLE,DATE(2) 
ITITLE(64),ARRAY(4),IDATE(4),BMAx(5),8MIt5) 





4 C 44 * 	 (DATE(1),IDATE(1)) 
5 END 45 DATA DATE(1)/'CHAN 	'I 
46 DATA XFRANE/-8.O/ 
47 CALL HDATE(DATE(2)) 




C SETUPFRANE  
2 C 50 C  
3 C - ASTSAP 51 XFRAME = XFRANE+10.0. 
4 C 52 YFRAME = 12.0 
5 END 53 C 
54 C SCALE ARRAY Y 
55 C 












DO 60 I=1,NC  
4 C SUBSCRIPTED ARRAY Y(I,J) WHERE J DEFINES THE CHANN EL 60 CALL AMAX(Y(1,I),N.ZMAX)  
5 C NUMBER AND I THE SAMPLE NUMBER IN THE J TN. CHANNEL. 61 CALL AMIN(Y(1,I),N,ZMIN) 
























































BMAX(I) - ZMAX 117 NTITLE 	(IPLOT_1)*2+1 
BMIN(I) - ZMIN 118 CALL SYMBOL(XPLOT,YPLOT,HEICHT,ITITLE(NTITLE),ANCLE,NCHAR) 
Gob 	(30,60),IND 119 C 
30 ZRG 	ZMAX-ZMIN 120 C DRAW TIME SERIES 
IF(ZRG-1.OE-30) 60,60,40 121 C 
40 DO 50 K1,N 122 YPLOT 	YFRAME+0.5+(Y(1,IPLOT)_YMIN)/YRG*2.5 
Y(K,I) = (Y(K,I)-2MIN)/zRG 123 XPLOT = XFRAME 
50 CONTINUE 124 CALL PLOT(XPLOT,YPLOT,3) 
60 CONTINUE 125 DO 90 J-2,N 
GOTO (80,70),IND 126 YPLOT = YFRAHE+0.5+(Y(J,IPLOT)_YMIN)/YRG*2.5 
70 CALL AMAX(BMAX,NC,YMAX) 127 XPLOT = XFRAME+((J_1)*DELA_XSTART)/SCALX 
CALL AMIN(BMIN,NC,YMIN) 128 CALL PLOT(XPLOT,YPLOT,2) 
80 CONTINUE 129 90 CONTINUE 
YRG 	YMAX-YMIN 130 C 
C 131 C DRAW Y-AXIS 
C DRAW MAIN TITLE 132 C 
C 133 XPLOT = XFRA1IE 
XPLOT = XFRAME 134 YPLOT = YFRANE 
YPLOT 	YFRA}fE-1.0 135 CALL PLOT(XPLOT,YPLOT,3) 
HEIGHT 	0.1 136 YPLOT 	YPLOT+3.0 
ANCLE = 0.0 137 CALL PLOT(XPLOT,YPLOT,2) 
NCHAR = 80 138 XPLOT = XPLOT-f0.5 
CALL SYMBOL(XPLOT,YPLOT,HEIGHT,ITITLE(41),ANCLE,NCHAR) 139 CALL PLOT(XPLOT,YPLOT,2) 
C 140 C 
C DRAW DATE 141 C RESET FRAME 
C 142 C 
YPLOT 	YFRMIE-0.4 143 YFRAIIE = YFR.A14E+3.0 
XPLOT = XFRA}{E 144 100 	CONTINUE 
HEIGHT 	0.08 145 C 
CALL SYMBOL(XPLOT,YPLOT,HEIGHT,IDATE,ANGLE,16) 146 C FINISH 
C 147 C 
C DRAW TIME AXIS 148 RETURN 
C 149 END 
AXLEN 	8.0 
ARRAY(1) = 0.0 
ARRAY(2) = (N_1)*DELA 
CALL SCALE(ARRAY,AXLEN,2,1) 1 SUBROUTINE AMAX (X,N,xMAx) 
XSTART = ARRAY(3) 2 C 
SCALX = ARRAY(4) 3 C FINDS MAXIMUM VALUE OF ARRAY X 
XPLOT 	XFRA14E 4 C 
YPLOT = YFRAME 5 C 
ANGLE 	0.0 6 DIMENSION X(N) 
CALL AXIS(XPLOT,YPLOT,ITITLE(61),-8,AXLEN,ANGLE,XSTART,SCALX) 7 C 
C 8 KQ-1 
C BEGIN MAIN LOOP 9 2 KP = KQ 
C 10 5 IF(KQ -N)3,4,4 
DO 100 IPLOT=1,NC 11 3 KQ = XQ + 1 
C 12 IF(X(KP) - X(KQ))2,5,5 
C DRAW SUBTITLE 13 4 XMAX = X(KP) 
C 14 RETURN 
YPLOT = YFRAME+0.3 15 END 
XPLOT = XFRAHE+O. 1 
ANGLE = 0.0 
NCHAR = 8 
















































39 5 XMAX-0.O 
FINDS MINIMUM VALUE OF ARRAY X 40 XMIN=O.O 
41 YMAX=O.O 
42 YMIN=O.O 
DIMENSION X(N) 43 INDX=1 
44 INDY=1 
KQ-1 45 IND1 
5KP=KQ 46 IDOT-1 
2 1F(KQ7N)3,4,4 47 ANSTRI=2.0 
3KQ-KQ+1 48 IF=3 
1F(X(KP) - X(KQ))2,5,5 49 CALL CARGRF(X,Y,N) 
4 XMIN - X(KP) 50 C 
RETURN 51 RETURN 
END 52 END 
SUBROUTINE GRFGPV(N,X,Y) 1 SUBROUTINE COOL(N,XX,S1GNI) 
2 C A SPECIAL VERSION USING THE DOUBLE PRECiSION COOL PROGRAMME 
GRAPHS OUT GROUP VELOCITY VALUES 3 C 
4 C N.B. 	ARRAY 	XX 	MUST HAVE TWICE AS MUCH STORAGE ALLOCATED AS USED 
COMMON /GRFF/ ATITLE(20), )(MAX, XMIN, YMAX, YHIN, INDX, INDY, 	IND, 5 C 
IIDOT, ANSTR1, 	IF, XLIMIT, YLIMIT, SCALX, SCALY, XFACTR, YFACTR 6 DIMENSION XX(1) 
DIMENSION X(1),Y(1) 7 C 
DIMENSION TITLE(20) 8 NX=2**(N+1) 
DIMENSION TITLX(20) 9 NXD=NX*2 
REAL*8 ATITLE,TITLE,TITLX 10 DO 1 I=1,NX 
11 J=NX-I+1 
DATA TITLE/'FREQUENCY (Hz) 	 ', 12 JD=NXD_I*2+1 
* 	 'GRP.VEL.(KM/S) 	', 13 XX(JD)"XX(J) 
* 'GROUP VELOCITY DISPERSION FOR SEISMOGRAM 1, 14 XX(JD+1)'O. 
* 	 9*' 	'/ 15 1 CONTINUE 
DATA TITLX/'FREQUENCY (Hz) 	 ', 16 C 
* 	 'GRP.VEL.(KM/S) 	', 17 CALL DCOOL(N,XX,SIGNI) 
* 'GROUP VELOCITY DISPERSION FOR SEISMOGRAM 2 	', 18 C 
* 	 9*' 	, 19 DO 2 J=1,NX 
20 JD=J*2_1 
DATA 	iOi 21 XX(J)=XX(JD) 
22 2 CONTINUE 
CALL DATIM(TITLE(16),TITLE(17)) 23 C 
CALL DATIM(TITLX(16),TITLX(17)) 24 RETURN 
25 END 
NH=NH+1 
GO TO (1,3),NH 
DO 2 1=1,16 1 SUBROUTINE DCOOL(N,XX,SIGNI) 
ATITLE(I)=TITLE(I) 2 C 
CONTINUE 3 C THIS SUBROUTINE WAS PROGRAMMED BY I.MACLEOD, DEPT. OF 
GO TO 5 4 C ENGINEERING PHYSICS,A.N.U. AND HAS BORROWED FROM D. MCCOWAN'S 
5 C COOL AND IBM'S HARM. 
D041=1,16 6 C 
ATITLE(I)=TITLX(I) 7 C DOUBLE PRECISION VERSION MODIFIED BY J.B.YOUNG FOR THE 360/75. 
CONTINUE 8 C 





















DIMENSION w(14),xx(l),NBIT(20),JNT(20) 66 XX(K0)=AOR+A2R 
67 Xx(KO+1)=A01+A21 
68 xx(K1)=AOR-A2R 
DOUBLE PRECISION XX,ROOT2,P12,CON1,ARG,W,CSSQA,CSSQ2A,CSSQ3A, 69 XX(K1+1)=AOI-A21 
1AOR,AO1,A1RA1I ,A2R,A21,A3R,A31,A4R,A4I,A5R,A5I,A6R,A61,A7R,A71, 70 xx(K2)=AIR-A31 
2A8R A81 XKOWR,XKOWI,XKlWRXK1WI,XK2WR,XK2WI,XK3WR,XK3WI, 71 xx(K2+1)=AlI+A3R 
3XK4WR,XK4WI,XK5WR,XK5WI,XK6WR,XK6WI,XK7WR,XK7WI,HOLDR,HOLDI 72 xx(K3)=AIR+A3I 
C 73 xx(K31-1)=A1I-A3R 
C 74 140 CONTINUE 
INTEGER OFFSET 75 CO TO 200 
C 76 C 
C 77 150 LBLOK2=NX 
DATA NX/O/ 78 L2BLOK=LBLOK2-1 
C 79 DO 160 KO=1,L2BLOK,2 
C 80 K1=KO+LBthK2 
IF(NX.GT.0)GO TO 100 81 A1RXX(K1) 
ROOT2=DSQRT(2.ODO) 82 A1I=XX(K1+1) 
P128. ODO*DATAN(1 . ODO) 83 XX(K1)=XX(K0)-A1R 
C 84 XX(K1+1)=XX(K0+1)-A1I 
100 NX=2**N 85 XX(KO)=XX(K0)+A1R 
NX2=NX+NX 86 XX(K0+1)=XX(KO+1)+A1I 
NX2LS1=NX2-1 87 160 CONTINUE 
NX2LS2=NX2-2 88 C 
NXON8=NX/8 89 C 
NXON4=NXON8+NXON8 90 200 DO 300 M=LSTART,N3 
NXON2NXON4+NXON4 91 LBLOK2NX/2**(M+1) 
CON1 =PI2/DFLOAT(NX) 92 L2BLOK=LBLOK2-1 
IF(SIGNI.GT.0.0)CO TO 120 93 LBLOKI=L2BLOK-1 
C 94 LBLOK8=LBLOK2*8 
DO 110 K=1,NX2LS1,2 95 LBLAST=NX2-LBLOK8+1 
Xx(K+1)=-xx(K+1) 96 C 
110 CONTINUE 97 DO 210 K4,N 
C 98 NBIT(K)=O 
120 DO 130 K=1,N 99 210 CONTINUE 
JNT(K)=2**(N_K) 100 C 
130 CONTINUE 101 NW=0 
C 102 C 
LSTART=N_N/3*3+1 103 DO 290 OFFSET=1,LBLASTLBLOK8 
IF(LSTART.EQ.1)GO TO 200 104 IF(OFFSET.EQ.1)GO TO 220 
IF(LSTART.EQ.2)GO TO 150 105 ARG=CON1*DFLOAT(NW) 
LBLOK2=NXON2 106 W(1)=DCOS(ARG) 
L2BLOK=LBLOK2-1 107 w(2)=DSIN(ARG) 
C 108 CSSQA=W(1)*W(1) 
DO 140 KO=1,L2BLOK,2 109 w(3)=cSSQA+CSSQA-1.ODO 
K1=K0+LBLOK2 110 w(4)=w(1)*W(2) 
K2=K1+LBLOK2 111 w(4)=W(4)+w(4) 
K3=K2+LBLOK2 112 w(5)=W(3)*W(1)_W(4)*W(2) 
AOR=XX(K0)+XX(K2) 113 w(6)=w(4)*W(1 )+w(3)*W(2) 
AOI=XX(KO+1 )+xx(K2+1) 114 CSSQ2A=W(3)*W(3) 
A1R=XX(KO)-XX(K2) 115 w(7)=CsSQ2A-4-CSSQ2A--1.ODO 
A1I=XX(K0+1 )-xx(K2+1) 116 w(8)=W(4)*W(3) 
A2R=XX(K1)+XX(K3) 117 w(8)=w(8)+W(8) 
A2I=XX(K1+1)+XX(1C3+1) 118 w(9)=w(7)*w(1)_w(8)*W(2) 
A3R=XX(K1)-XX(K3) 119 W(10)=W(8)*W(1)+W(7)*W(2) 
A31=XX(K1+1 )-xx(K3+1) 120 CSSQ3A=%4(5)*W(5) 
121 w(11)CSSQ3A+CSSQ3A-1.ODO 176 A4RA0R+A2R 
122 w(12)=W(6)*W(5) 177 A41=AOI+A21 
123 W(12)W(12)+W(12) 178 ASR=AOR-A2R 
124 W(13)W(7)*4(5)_W(8)*W(6) 179 A51=A0I-A21 
125 W(14)W(8)*W(5)+W(7)*W(6) 180 A6RA1R+A3R 
126 220 	LBLOKO0FFSET+LBL0K1 181 A61=A1I+A31 
127 C 182 A7RA31-A1I 
128 DO 260 KO=OFFSETLBLOKO,2 183 A7IA1R-A3R 
129 K1KO+LBLOK2 184 Xx(KO)=A4R+A6R 
130 K2=Kl+LBLOK2 185 xx(KO+1)A4I+A6I 
131 K3K2+LBLOK2 186 XX(K1)A4R-A6R 
132 K4=K3+LBLOK2 187 XX(K1+1)=A41-A61 
133 K5K4+LBLOK2 188 Xx(K2)=A5R+A7R 
134 K6K5+LBLOK2 189 Xx(K2+1)=A51-I-A71 
135 K7=K6+LBLOK2 190 XX(K3)A5R-A7R 
136 XKOWR=XX(K0) 191 XX(K3+1)=A5I-A71 
137 xKOWI=XX(KO+1) 192 AOR=XXOWR-XK4WR 
138 IF(OFFSET.NE.1) GO TO 240 193 AOI=XKOWI-XX4WI 
139 XK1WR=XX(K1) 194 A8R=XKIWR-XK5IJR 
140 XX1wIXX(K1+1) 195 A8IXKIWI-XK5WI 
141 XK2WR=XX(K2) 196 A1R=A8R-A81 
142 xK2w1=XX(K2+1) 197 A1IA8R+A8I 
143 XK3WR=XX(K3) 198 A2R=XX6WI-XK2WI 
144 XK3WIX)C(K3+1) 199 A21=XK2WR-XK6WR 
145 XK4WR=XX(K4) 200 A8R=XK3WR-XK7WR 
146 XK4WI=XX(K4+1) 201 A81=XK3WI-XK7W1 
147 XK5WR=XX(K5) 202 A3R=A8R-A81 
148 XK5W1=xx(K5+1) 203 A31=A8R+A81 
149 XK6WR=XX(K6) 204 A4RAOR+A2R 
150 XK6WI=XX(K6+1) 205 A4IAOI+A2I 
151 XK7WRXX(K7) 206 A5R=AOR-A2R 
152 xlUwI=XX(K7+1) 207 A51=AOI-A21 
153 GO TO 250 208 A6R=(A1R-A31)/ROOT2 
154 240 	XK1WR=XX(K1)*W(1)_XX(K1+1)*W(2) 209 A61=(A1I+A3R)/ROOT2 
155 XK1WI=XX(K1)*W(2)+XX(K1+1)*W(1) 210 A7R=(A3R-A1I)/ROOT2 
156 XK2WR=XX(K2)*W(3)_XX(K2+1 )*w(4) 211 A71=(A31+A1R)/ROOT2 
157 XK2WI=XX(K2)*W(4)+XX(K2+1)*W(3) 212 XX(K4)=A4R+A6R 
158 XK3WR=XX(K3)*W(5)_XX(K3+1 )*w(6) 213 xx(K4+1 )=A41+A61 
159 XK3WI=XX(K3)*W(6)+XX(K3+1)*W(5) 214 xx(K5)=A4R-A6R 
160 XK4WR=XX(K4)*W(7)_XX(K4+1)*W(8) 215 Xx(K5+1)=A41-A61 
161 XK4WI=XX(K4)*1i(8)+XX(K4+1)*W(7) 216 XX(K6)=A5R+A7R 
162 XK5WR=XX(K5)*W(9)_XX(K5+1)*W(10) 217 xx(K6+1)=A51+A71 
163 XK5WI=XX(K5)*W(10)+XX(K5+1)*W(9) 218 XX(K7)=A5R-A7R 
164 XK6WR=XX(K6)*W(11)_XX(K6+1 )*W(12) 219 XX(K7+1)=A51-A71 
165 xK6w1=XX(K6)*W(12)+XX(K6+1)*W(11) 220 260 	CONTINUE 
166 XK7wRXX(K7)*W( 13)_XX(K7+1)*W(  14) 221 C 
167 xK7W1=Xx(K7)*W(14)+XX(K7+1)*W(13) 222 DO 280 K=4,N 
168 250 	AOR=XKOWR+XK4WR 223 IF(NBIT(K).NE.0)G0 TO 270 
169 AOIXKOWI+XK4WI 224 NBIT(K)=l 
170 A1R=XKIWR+XK5WR 225 NWNW+JNT(K) 
171 A1IXK1WI+XK5WI 226 GO TO 290 
172 A2R=XK2WR+XK6WR 227 270 	NBIT(K)=O 
173 A2IXK2WI+XK6WI 228 NW=NW-JNT(K) 
174 A3R=XK3WR+XK7WR 229 280 	CONTINUE 
175 A3I=XK3WI+XK7WI 230 C 
231 290 CONTINUE 286 C 
232 300 CONTINUE 287 420 RETURN 




237 DO 310 K1,N 1 SUBROUTINE TIMER 
238 JNT(K)'JNT(K)+JNT(K) 2 C 
239 NBIT(K)'O 3 C FROM THE CALL - CALL TIMER 
240 310 CONTINUE 4 C THE CPUTIME USED SINCE THE FIRST CALL, AND SINCE THE PREVIOUS 
241 C 5 C CALL ARE PRINTED OUT. THE FIRST CALL SETS UP TIMER 
242 KO 6 C 
243 IF(NW.LE.K)GO TO 320 7 REAL8 ALLTIM,LASTIJI,CPU,TIMONE 
244 HOLDRXX(NW+1) 8 DATA LASTIM/O.O/ 
245 HOLDI=XX(NW+2) 9 IF(LASTIM) 2,1,2 
246 XX(NW+1)XX(1) 10 1 CALL CPUTIM(LASTIM) 
247 xx(NW+2)=Xx(2) 11 TIHONE = LASTIM 
248 XX(1)HOLDR 12 RETURN 
249 xx(2)=HOLDI 13 2 CALL CPUTIM(CPU) 
250 C 14 LASTIM = CPU-LASTIM 
251 320 DO 340 M1,N 15 ALLTIM = CPU-TIMONE 
252 IF(NBIT(M).NE.0)GO TO 330 16 WRITE(6,100) ALLTIM,LASTIJ4 
253 NBIT(M)"l 17 100 FORMAT(//2X,'TIMER'/2X,'CPU TIME USED SINCE FIRST CALL 
254 NWNW+JNT(M) 18 * 	F7.2,' 	SECS'/ 
255 CO TO 350 19 * 2X,'CPU TIME USED SINCE 	LAST CALL 
256 330 NBIT(M)=0 20 * 	F7.2,' 	SECS) 
257 NWNW-JNT(M) 21 LASTIM = CPU 
258 340 CONTINUE 22 RETURN 
259 C 23 END 
260 350 DO 390 K=2,NX2LS2,2 
261 IF(Nw.LE.R)GO TO 360 
262 HOLDR=XX(NW+1) 
263 HOLDI=XX(NW-f2) 1 SUBROUTINE DATIH(DATE,TIME) 
264 Xx(Nw+1)Xx(K+1) 2 REAL*8 DATE,TIME 
265 xx(Nw+2)=XX(K+2) 3 CALL HDATE(DATE) 
266 XX(K+1)=HOLDR 4 CALL CTIME(TIME) 
267 )OC(K+2)=HOLDI 5 RETURN 
268 C 6 END 
269 360 DO 380 M1,N 
270 IF(NBIT(M).NE.0)GO TO 370 
271 NBIT(M)1 
272 NW=N14+JNT(M) 
273 GO TO 390 
274 370 NBIT(M)O 
275 NW'NW-JNT(M) 
276 380 CONTINUE 
277 C 
278 390 CONTINUE 
279 C 
280 IF(SIGNI.GT.0.0)GO TO 420 
281 C 
282 DO 410 K=1,NX2LS1,2 
283 xx(K+1 )=-xx(K+1) 

































































































PROGRAM AMPS 56 CZERO 	CMPLX(0.0,0.0) 
57 CALL PLOTS('A.C.EVANS,MURCHSEIS',19,70) 
58 CALL FACTOR(0.5) 
CALCULATES AMPLITUDE SPECTRAL ESTIMATES WITH TIME VARIABLE 59 CALL NEWPEN(6) 
FILTERING TO HATCH A GIVEN GROUP VELOCITY DISPERSION CURVE. 60 CALL TIMER 
EACH ESTIMATE IS DERIVED FROM THE FOURIER TRANSFORM OF A WINDOW 61 CALL HDATE(DATE) 
ABOUT THE CORRESPONDING GROUP ARRIVAL TIME. 62 ORIGIN - 0.0 
63 READ(5,10) 	(TITLEA(I),I-1,I0) 
64 WRITE(7,10) 	(TITLEA(I),I-1,10) 
DATA ON FT05 : - 65 10 FORMAT(1OA8) 
66 WRITE(6,20) DATE 
LINE 1. 	(10A8) 67 20 FORMAT(1H1/5X,'PROGRAM AMPS' 
T1TLEA - TITLE FOR DATA SET 68 * 	//SX,'SURFACE WAVE ANALYSIS',JOX,'RUN ON ',AB 
69 * /5X ------------------------- 1OX -----------------
- II) 
LINE 2. 	(5I5,F5.4,F5.2,15) 70 WRITE(6,30) 	(TITLEA(I),I-1,10) 
IVSEIS - =1 THEN iNVERT SEISMOGRAM 71 30 FORMAT(5X,1OA8//) 
NBASE - =1 THEN BASELINE SEISMOGRAM BY MEAN VALUE 72 CALL INPUT 
NINSTR - -1 THEN APPLY INSTRUMENTAL CORRECTION 73 CALL TRACE1 
NAFLO - ZERO FIRST NAFLO SPECTRAL ESIMATES 74 C 
NCOMB - SMOOTH AMPLITUDE DATA WITH RUNNING MEAN OF NCOMB 75 C MAIN LOOP 
ESTIMATES. NO SMOOTHING IF -0 76 C 
FCOSTP - FRACTION OF SEiSMOGRAM COSINE TAPERED AT EACH END 77 WRITE(6,100) 
FWIND - LENGTH OF WINDOW IS FWIND/FREQIJENCY ABOUT GROUP 78 100 FORMAT(1H1//5X,'CALCLJLATION OF SMOOTHED AMPLITUDES WITH', 
ARRIVAL TIME 79 * 	' VELOCiTY FILTERING'//IOX,'VELOCITY RANGE OF WAVE', 
NC - =1 THEN GRAPHS DRAWN 80 * 	' PACKET',3X,'FREQUENCY OF AMPLITUDE POINT'/lSX,'VELl', 
81 * 	9X,'VEL2',9X,'IA}IP',5X,'FREQ',9X,'FU1N'/) 
LINE 5. 	(15) 82 DO 40 I-1,NUIN 
NUIN - NUMBER OF GROUP VELOCITIES TO BE REAl) IN 83 CALL PACKET(I,VEL1,VEL2) 
84 CALL TRACE2(I,IAMP,FREQQ,FUINI) 
LINES 6. 	(2E15.7) 85 WRITE(6,101) I,VEL1,VEL2,IAMP,FREQQ,FUINI 
FUIN(I),UIN(I),I.4,NIJIN - FREQUENCY & GROUP VELOCITY DATA 86 101 FORMAT(3X,15,2X,2E13.5,5X,I4,2E13.5) 
87 40 CONTINUE 
DATA ON FT04 	- 88 CALL OUTPUT 
LISPB SEISMOGRAM. 89 IF(NCOMB.EQ.0) CALL FLTSEI 
90 C 
OUTPUT TO FT7 	- 91 WRITE(6,102) 
GROUP VELOCiTY AND MATCHING AMPLITUDE DATA 92 102 FORMAT(1HI) 
93 CALL PLOT(0.0,0.0,999) 
94 STOP 
95 END 
COMMON/C01 /Z(1024) ,CZERO, P(1O24) 
COMMON/CO2/SEIS(1024) ,FREQ(512) ,AMP(512) ,PHASE(512) 
COMMON/CO3/STANAM(8),DELTA,TFSMPL - 
COMMON/CO4/NSEIS,DELA,IVSEIS,NUMCUT,NBASE,NCOSTP,NAFLO,NAFLO1, 1 SUBROUTINE INPUT 
k 	 NINSTR,NCOMB,FWIND 2 COMMON/CO2/SEIS(1024) 
COMMON/CO5/NG 3 COMMON/CO3/STANAM(8),DELTA,TFSMPL 
COMHON/C06/TITLEA(1O),DATE,BLANK 4 COHM0N/CO4/NSEIS,DELA,IVSEIS.UMCUT,NEASE,NC0STP,NFLO,NAFLOl, 
COMMON/C21/AMPSMT(120),PFILT(1024),FUIN(120),UIN(120),NIJIN S * 	NINSTR,NCOMB,FWIND 
COMMON/C20/IDIG,IAMP,STANM(6) 6 COMMON/C05/NC 
COMMON/CNTR/OR1G1N 7 COMMON/C21/AMPSMT(120),PFILT(1024),FUIN(120),UIN(120),NUIN 
COMMON/CLIM/FG 8 COMMON/C20/ID1G, IAMP,STANM(6) 
COMPLEX Z,CZERO,P,PFILT 9 COMMON/CLIM/FG 
REAL*8 TITLEA, DATE, DUMMY, BLANK 10 COMPLEX PFILT 
DATA DUMMY!' 	'I 11 DIMENSION STAN(19) 
BLANK = DUMMY 12 DATA AST/'*'/ 
C 68 NUMCUT 	NUMCITF—NCOSTP 
C READ SEISMOGRAM HEADER 69 IF(NSEIS.GT.NSEIS1) NSEISNSEIS1 
C 70 IF(NtJMCUT.LT.0) NUMCUT0 
READ(4,10) NSEISI,IDIG 71 IF(NSEIS.EQ.NSEIS1.OR.NUMCUT.EQ.0) NCOSTP=FCOSTP*(NSEIS_NUMCUT) 
10 FORMAT(1X,16,12X,16) 	 . 72 TFSMPL 	TFSMPL+NIJMCUT*DELA 
READ(4,11) 	(STAN(I),I119) 73 READ(4,21) 	(SEIS(I)j1,NSEIS) 
11 FORNAT(1X,19A1) 74 21 FORNAT(10F7.0) 
I 	5 75 NSEIS = NSEIS—NUHCLJT 
12 IF(STAN(I).EQ.AST) G0T0I3 76 DO 22 I=1,NSEIS 
I 	1+1 77 SEIS(I) 	SEIS(I+NUMCIJT) 
GOTO 12 78 22 CONTINUE 
13 DO 14 J1,4 79 C 
K 	J+I-5 80 C WRITE INPUT DATA 
STANM(J) 	STAN(K) 81 C 
14 CONTINUE 82 WRITE(6,23) IVSEIS,BASENINSTR,NC0MB,NAFLO 
READ(4,15) (STANAN(I)j1,8)a(STANM(I),I5,6),IAHP 83 * 	FCOSTP,NC0STP,UMINUMAXFWIND,NC 
15 FORMAT(3X,8A1,IOX,2A1,12) 84 23 FORMAT(//5X,'INPLJT'/5X,' ----- 'III 
READ(4,16) TFSMPL,DELTA,VRED,DELAC,DELA 85 * 	5X,'CONTROL PARAMETERS'// 
16 FORMAT(1X,F8.3,8X,2F8.3,8X,F9.6,F8.2) 86 * 5X,'IVSEIS 	',I5,5X'NBASE 	',I5,5X,'NINSTR 
DELA = 1./(DELAC*DELA) 87 * 	 I5,5X,'NCOMB 	=' ,I5/ 
TFSMPL = DELTA/VRED+TFSMPL 88 * 5X,'NAFLO 	=' ,15, 
C 89 * 	 / 
C READ IN CONTROL PARAMETERS 90 * 5X,'FCOSTP =' F5.4,5X,'NCOSTP =' ,15,5X,'UMIN 
C 91 * 	 F5.2,5X,'UMAX 	=' ,F5.21 
READ(5,17) IVSEIS,NBASE,NINSTR,NAFLO,NCOMB, 92 * 5X,'FWIND 	=',F5.2,5X,'NC =',ISI//) 
* 	FCOSTP,FWIND,NG 93 WRITE(6,24) 	(FUIN(I),UIN(I),I=1,NUIN) 
17 FORMAT(5I5F5.4,F5.2,I5) 94 24 FORMAT(5X,'GROUP VELOCITIES'//5X,2(4X,'FREQIJENCY',4X, 
18 FORMAT(1511) 95 * 	'GROUP VELOCITY' ,4X)//(5X,2E15.7,5X,2E15.7)) 
C 96 WRITE(6,25) STANANSTANM,NSEIS,NUMCUT,TFSMPL,DELA, 
C READ IN GROUP VELOCITY CURVE TO CONTROL VELOCITY FILTERING 97 * 	(SEIS(I),I=1,NSEIS) 
C 98 25 FORMAT(1HJ///5X,'INPUT'/5X,' ----- 'II 
READ(5,19) NUIN 99 * 	5X,'SEISMOGRAII'// 
WRITE(7,19) NUIN 100 * 5X,'NAME 	: 	',8A1,'—',6A1/ 
READ(5,20) 	(FUIN(I),UIN(I)j1,N1JIN) 101 * 	5X,'NSEIS =' ,IS,5X,'NUMCUT =' ,15,5X,'TFSMPL =' ,F7.33X, 
20 FOR}IAT(2E15.7) 102 * 'DELA =',F6.5// 
WRITE(7,210) 	(FUIN(I),UIN(I),I,STANAN,I=1,NUIN) 103 * 	(1X,13F10.0)) 
210 .FORMAT(2E15.7,15X,15,'U',9X,8A1) 104 C 
19 FORMAT(I5) 105 C WRITE(7,I0) NSEIS,IDIC 
C 106 C WRITE(7,11) 	(STAN(I),I=1,19) 
C READ SEISMOGRAM 107 C WR1TE(7,15) 	(STANA1.1(I),I=1,8),(STANM(I),I=56),IANP 
C 108 C WRITE(7,16) TFSMPL,DELTAVRED,DELAC,DELA 
UMIN = 10.00 109 C 
UMAX = 0.0 110 WRITE(6,26) 
DO 201 I=1,NUIN 111 26 FORMAT(//SX,'END OF SUBROUTINE INPUT') 
Ti = DELTA/UIN(I) 112 CALL TIMER 
WINBY2 = FWIND/FUIN(I)*0.65 113 RETURN 
UMINI = DELTA/(T1+WINBY2) 114 END 
UMAX1 	DELTA! (T1—WINBY2) 
UMIN = AMIN1(UMIN,UMIN1) 
UMAX = AMAX1(UMAX,UMAX1) 
201 CONTINUE 1 SUBROUTINE TIMER 
NUMCUT = (DELTA/UMAX—TFSMPL)/DELA 	S 2 C 
NSEIS = (DELTA/UMIN—TFsHpL)/DELA+1 3 C FROM THE CALL - CALL TIMER 
NCOSTP = (NSEIs—NUMCUT)/(1./FCOSTP-2.) 4 C THE CPUTIME USED SINCE THE FIRST CALL, AND SINCE THE LPREVIOUS 
NSEIS 	NSEIS+NCOSTP 5 C CALL ARE PRINTED OUT. THE FIRST CALL SETS UP TIMER 
36 DO 11 I=2,NBY2 
REAL*8 ALLTIK,LASTIM,CPU,TIMONE 37 FREQ(I) 	FREQ(I-1)+DF 
DATA LASTIM/O.O/ 38 11 CONTINUE 
IF(LASTIM) 2,1,2 39 CZERO = CMPLX(O.,O.) 
CALL CPUTIM(LASTIM) 40 DO 	111 	I=1,NBY2 
TIMONE = LASTIM 41 111 PFILT(I) = CZERO 
RETURN 42 IF(NC.NE.1) GOT015 
2 	CALL CPUTIM(CPU) 43 C 
LASTIM = CPU-LASTIM 44 C DRAW INPUT SEISMOGRAM 
ALLTIM 	CPU-TIMONE 45 C 
WRITE(6,100) ALLTIM,LASTIM 46 DO 12 1=1,5 
100 	FORMAT(//5X,'TIMER'/5X,'CPU TIME USED SINCE FIRST CALL =', 47 TITLE(I) 	ATITLE(I) 
* F7.2,' SECS'/5X,'CPU TIME USED SINCE 	LAST CALL =', 48 12 CONTINUE 
* 	F7.2,' 	SECS') 49 DO 13 1=1,10 
LASTIM 	CPU 50 TITLE(I+5) = TITLEA(I) 
RETURN 51 13 CONTINUE 
END 52 CALL DATIII(TITLE(16),TITLE(17)) 
53 DO 14 1=18,20 
54 TITLE(I) = ATITLE(I-2) 
55 14 CONTINUE 
SUBROUTINE TRACE! 56 CALL TIMSER(TITLE,SEIS,NSEIS,DELA) 
57 15 CONTINUE 
BASELINES AND COSINE TAPERS THE SEISMOGRAM, THEN MAKES THE 58 IF(IVSEIS.NE .1) GOT017 
INSTRUMENTAL CORRECTION 59 C 
60 C INVERT SEISMOGRAM 
COMMON/CO1/Z(1024),CZERO,P(1024) 61 C 
COMMON/CO2/SEIS(1024),FREQ(512),ANP(512) 62 DO 16 I=1,NSEIS 
COMMON/C04/NSEIS,DELA,IVSEIS,N1JMCUT,NBASE,NCOSTP,NAFLO,NAFLO1, 63 SEIS(I) = _1.O*SEIS(I) 
* 	NINSTR 64 16 CONTINUE 
COMMON/CO5/NG 65 17 CONTINUE 
COMMON/C06/TITLEA(1O),DATE,BLANK 66 IF(NBASE.EQ.0) GOT018 
COMMONJCO7/N, NBY2,NBY2P1 ,NPOW2,FNYQ,DF 67 C 
COMMON/CRFF/TITLE(20),XMAX,XMIN,YMAX,YMIN,INDX,INDY,IND,IDOT, 68 C BASELINE SEISMOGRAM 
• ANSTR1,IF 69 C 
COMMON/C21/AMPSMT(120),PFILT(1024) 70 IF(NBASE.EQ. 1) TYPE=TYPEMN 
COMPLEX Z,CZERO,P,PFILT 71 IP1 = 0 
REAL*8 TITLEA,ATITLE(18),DATE,BLANK,TITLE,TYPE,TYPEMN, 72 CALL BASE(SEIS,NSEIS,TYPE,1P1) 
• 	BTITLE(6) 73 18 CONTINUE 
DATA TYPEMN/'MEAN 	'I 74 IF(NCOSTP.EQ.0) COT019 
DATA ATITLE/'INPUT SEISMOGRAM 	 ', 75 C 
* 	 'ADJUSTED SEISMOGRAM ', 76 C COSINE TAPER SEISMOGRAM 
* 'SEISMOGRAM AFTER INSTRUMENTAL CORRECTiON', 77 C 
* 	 ' 	SECONDS 	'I 78 P1 = 4.0*ATAN(1.0) 
DATA BTITLE/'FREQUENCY (Hz) 	','ANPLITUDE 	', 79 CALL NPCSTP(SEIS,NSEIS,NCOSTP,1,PI) 
* 	'ANP(MICRONS/SEC)'/ 80 19 CONTINUE 
TYPE = BLANK 81 NSESP1 = NSEIS+1 
N = 1024 82 DO 20 I=NSESP1,N 
CALL POW(N,NBY2,NBY2P1,NPOW2) 83 SEIS(I) = 0.0 
FNYQ = 1.0/(2.0*DELA) 84 20 CONTINUE 
DF = FNYQ/NBY2 85 C 
WRITE(6,10) N,NBY2,NBY2P1,NPOW2,FNYQ,DF 86 C DRAW ADJUSTED SEISMOGRAM 
10 	FORMAT(///SX,'TRACEl'/SX -------- - II 87 C 
* 5X,'N 	=' ,IS,SX,'NBY2 	=' ,I5,5X,'NBY2PI 	=' ,15,5X1 88 IF(NG.NE.1) GOT022 
* 	5X,'NPOW2 	=',15,5X,'FNYQ =',F9.5,3X,'DF =',F9.6/) 89 DO 21 1=1,5 
FREQ(1) = 0.0 90 TITLE(I) = ATITLE(I+5) 
91 21 CONTINUE 146 27 CONTiNUE 
92 CALL TIMSER(TITLE,SEIS,NSEIS,DELA) 147 DO 271 	I=1,NIIY2 
93 22 CONTINUE 148 271 AMP(I) - CABS(z(I)) 
94 C 149 CALL CARGRF(FREQ,AMP,NBY2) 
95 C FILTER OUT LOW FREQUENCIES UP TO NAFLO*DF 150 CALL FILLUP(NBY2P1,Z) 
96 C 151 CALL COOL(NPOW2,Z,-1.0) 
97 CALL ZRLOAD(N,SEIS,Z) 152 DO 28 I-1,N 
98 CALL COOL(NPOW2,Z,+1.0) 153 z(I) = Z(I)/(DELA*N) 
99 1F(NAFLO.EQ.0) NAFLOJ 154 SEIS(I) = REAL(Z(I)) 
100 DO 23 I=1,NAFLO 155 28 CONTINUE 
101 z(I) - CZERO 156 IF(NC.NE.1) COT030 
102 23 CONTINUE 157 C 
103 NAFLO1 = NAFLO+1 158 C DRAW INSTRUMENT CORRECTED SEISMOGRAM 
104 DO 24 I=NAFLO1,NBY2 159 C 
105 z(I) 	Z(I)*DELA 160 DO 291 1=1,10 
106 24 CONTINUE 161 291 TITLE(I+5) = TITLEA(I) 
107 C 162 DO 292 1=18,20 
106 C DRAW SPECTRUM 163 292 TITLE(I) = ATITLE(I-2) 
109 C 164 DO 29 1=1,5 
110 IF(NG.NE.1) GOT0242 165 TITLE(I) 	ATITLE(I+10) 
111 TITLE(1) = BTITLE(1) 166 29 CONTINUE 
112 TITLE(2) = BTITLE(2) 167 CALL DATDI(TITLE(16),TITLE(17)) 
113 TITLE(3) = BLANK 168 CALL TI}ISER(TITLE,SEIS,NSEIS,DELA) 
114 TITLE(4) = BTITLE(3) 169 C 
115 TITLE(S) = BTITLE(4) 170 C WRITE RESULTS 
116 DO 241 I=1,NBY2 171 C 
117 241 M4P(I) = CABS(Z(I)) 172 30 CONTINUE 
118 XMAX = 0. 173 WRITE(6,31) IVSEIS,NBASE,NCOSTP,NINSTR,(SEIS(I),11,NSEIS) 
119 XMIN 	0. 174 31 FORNAT(1HO///5X,'TRACEl'/SX ------ —'// 
120 YMAX 	0. 175 * 	SX,'SEISMOGRAM IVSEIS 	,12,1X,'NBASE =' ,12,1X,'NCOSTP 
121 YMIN = 0. 176 * I5,1X,'NINSTR =',12//(1OE12.3)) 
122 INDX 	1 177 DO 32 I=1,N 
123 INDY = 1 178 SEIS(I) = 0.0 
124 IND = 1 179 P(I) = CZERO 
125 lOOT = -1 180 32 CONTINUE 
126 ANSTR1 = 2. 481 WRITE(6,33) 
127 Fl 	0 182 33 FORMAT(//SX,'END OF SUBROUTINE TRACE1') 
128 CALL CARGRF(FREQ,ANP,NBY2) 183 CALL TIMER 
129 C 184 RETURN 
130 242 CALL FILLUP(NBY2P1,Z) 185 END 
131 DO 25 1=1,14 
132 P(I) = CZERO 
133 SEIS(I) =0.0 
134 25 CONTINUE 1 SUBROUTINE INSTCR 
135 IF(N1NSTR.NE.1) COT027 2 C 
136 C 3 C CALCULATES THE THEORETICAL INSTRUMENT RESPONSE 
137 C APPLY INSTRUMENTAL CORRECTION 4 C 
138 C S COMIION/CRFF/TITLE(20),XMAX,XMIN,YMAX,YMIN, INDX,INDY, lND, IDOT, 
139 CALL INSTCR 6 * 	ANSTR1 
140 DO 27 I=NAFLO1,NBY2 7 COMMON/CO1/Z(1024),CZERO,P(1024) 
141 IF(CABS(P(I)).EQ.O.0) GoT026 8 COMMON/CO2/SEIS(1024),FREQ(512),AMP(512),PHASE(512) 
142 1(1) = z(I)/P(I) 9 COMMON/CO4/NSEIS,DELA,IVSEIS,NUMCUT,NBASE,NCOSTP,NAFL0,NAFL01, 
143 GOTO 27 10 
* 	NINSTR,NCOMB,FWIND 
144 26 CONTINUE 11 COMMON/C05/NC 
145 z(I) = CZERO 12 COMMON/C06/TITLEA(IO),DATE,BLANK 
COHIIONJCO7/N,NBY2,NBY2P1,NPOW2,FNYQ,DF 68 IF(1AMP.LE.0) IAIIPT-1 
COMMON/C20/1DIC, lAMP, STANM(6) 69 GAIN 	2.**IAIIP*GAFAC(ISEISM, IAMPT)*IDIG*O. 8188 
COMPLEX Z,CZERO,P,AYEM,POW 70 WRITE(6,11) STANM,(SEISTL(I,ISEISM),I1,7),PARAM(ISEISM,1), 
DIMENSION ATITLE(12),GAFAC(7,11),PARAM(7,2) 71 * 	PARAJI(ISEISM,2),CAIN 
REAL*8 TITLEA,DATE,BLANK,ATITLE,TITLE, SEISTL(7,7) 72 11 FOR}IAT(//5X,'INSTRUMENT ',6A1, SX, 7A8/15X, 'RESONANT FREQUENCY " 
DATA ATITLE/'FREQUENCY (Hz) 	','SECONDS ', 73 * 	F4.1,' HZ',SX • 'DANPING -',F4.1 
* 	'AMP-MAG 	 ','PHASE (RADIANS) ', 74 * //5X,'ONE MICRON/SEC " ,E10.2,' UNITS DIG1TIZER') 
* 'RESPONSE TO STEP ACCELERATION 	 '/ 75 KOUNT 	0 
DATA PARAM/ 76 12 CONTINUE 
* 	2.0,1.0,2.0,2.0,2.0,2.0,0.0, 77 WO 	2.*PI*PARAII(ISEISII,1) 
* 0.69,0.70,0.69,0.62,0.69,0.69,0.00/ 78 WOSQ = WO**2 
DATA SEISTL/ 79 B = 2.*PARAII(ISEISM,2)*WO 
*'CEOSTORE RECORDER, HSIO SEISMOMETER 	 ', 80 DO 13 I=2,NBY2 
*'CEOSTORE RECORDER, WILLMORE MKII SEISMOMETER 	 ', 81 W = 2.*PI*FREQ(I) 
*'PROTOTYPE CEOSTORE RECORDER, HSIO SEISMOMETER ', 82 P(I) 	W**2*GAIN/0IPLX(WOSQ_W**2,B*W) 
*'MAR566 RECORDER, FS60 SEISMOMETER 	 , 83 A}IP(I) = CABS(P(I)) 
*'MARS66 RECORDER, GEOSPACE SEISMOMETER 	 ', 84 PHASE(I) 	ATAN2(AIMAC(P(I)),REAL(P(I))) 
*'MARS66 RECORDER, HSIO SE1SMOMETER 	 ', 85 13 CONTINUE 
-- DUMMY -- 'I 86 CALL FILLUP(NBY2P1,P) 
DATA KK,AA,NINE/'K','A','9'/ 87 IF(KOUNT.EQ.1) GOTO 20 
DATA HH,FF,WW,CG,SS,PP,MMMM/'H','F','W','G','S','P',M'/ 88 IF(NG.NE.1)C0T023 
89 DO 14 1=6,12 
GSIH 	GS2W 	CP3H 	M4F 	M5C 	M6H DUMMY 90 TITLE(I) 	SEISTL(ISEISM,I-5) 
DATA GAFAC/ 91 14 CONTINUE 
1 	.55, 	1.70,13.75, 	1.00, 	1.90, 	1.10, 	0.00, : 	92 TITLE(13) = BLANK 
2 .69, 	2.13,13.75, 	1.00, 	1.90, 	1.10, 	0.00, 93 TITLE(14) 	BLANK 
3 	.69, 	2.13,13.75, 	1.00, 	1.90, 	1.10, 	0.00, 94 TITLE(15) = BLANK 
4 .69, 	2.13,13.75, 	1.00, 	1.90, 	1.10, 	0.00, 95 IF(NG.NE.1) COT021 
5 	.86, 	2.66,17.19, 	1.00, 	1.90, 	1.10, 	0.00, 96 C 
6 .86, 	2.66,17.19, 	1.00, 	1.90, 	1.10, 	0.00, 97 C DRAW RESPONSE TO STEP ACCELERATION 
7 	.86, 	2.66, 	0.00, 	1.00, 	1.90, 	1.10, 	0.00, 98 C 
8 1.07, 	3.32, 	0.00, 	1.00, 	1.90, 	1.10, 	0.00, 99 DO 15 I=2,NBY2 
9 	1.07, 	3.32, 	0.00, 	1.00, 	1.90, 	1.10, 	0.00, 100 POW = (2.0*PI*FREQ(1))**(_2.0) 
* 1.07, 	3.32, 	0.00, 	1.00, 	1.90, 	1.10, 	0.00, lOt P(I) = CMPLX(_1.0,0.0)*P(I)*POW 
1 	0.00, 	0.00, 	0.00, 	0.00, 	0.00, 	0.00, 	0.00/ 102 15 CONTINUE 
PRINT 10 103 CALL FILLUP(NBY2P1,P) 
10 	FORMAT(1H1///5X,'INSTCR'/5X,'------ 'II) 104 C 
P1 = 4.0*ATAN(1.0) 105 C FREQ TO TIME 
TITLE(16) = DATE 106 C 
A11P(1) = 0.0 107 CALL COOL(NPOW2,P,-1.0) 
PHASE(1) = 0.0 108 NPLOT = 0.5/DELA 
P(1) = CZERO 109 DO 16 I=1,NPLOT 
ISEISM = 7 110 P(I) = p(I)/(DELA*FLOAT(N)) 
IF(STANM(1).EQ.KK.AND.STAN4(2).EQ.AA.AND.STANM(3).EQ.NINE) 111 SEIS(I) = REAL(P(I)) 
* 	STANM(4) = MMMiII 112 16 CONTINUE 
IF(STANM(1).EQ.CG.AND.STANM(2).EQ.SS) ISEISM=12 113 DO 17 1=1,5 
IF(STANM(1).EQ.CC.AND.STANM(2).EQ.PP) ISEISM=3 114 TITLE(I) = ATITLE(I+7) 
IF(ISETSM.EQ.7.AND.STANM(4).EQ.FF) ISEISM=4 115 17 CONTINUE 
1F(1SE1SM.EQ.7.AND.STANM(4).EQ.GC) ISEISM=5 116 DO 18 1=6,12 
IF(ISEISM.EQ.7.AND.STANM(4).EQ.HH) ISE1SM=6 117 TITLE(I) = SEISTL(I-5,ISEISM) 
IF(ISEISM.EQ.12.AND.STANM(4).EQ.H}1) ISEISM=1 118 18 CONTINUE 
IF(ISEISM.EQ.12.AND.STANM(4).EQ.WW) ISEISM=2 119 DO 	19 1=13,15 
IF(ISEISM.EQ.7.AND.STANM(4).EQ.W1) 	ISEISM=2 120 TITLE(I) = BLANK 
IF(STANM(4).EQ.MMMM) ISEISM=4 121 19 CONTINUE 
IANPT = lAMP 122 CALL DATIM(T1TLE(16),TITLE(17)) 
5 C 	IS COSINE TAPERED AND 
uuiru 	,-i 	1. 















127 KOIJNT 	1 10 * 	NINSTR,NCOMB,WPER 
128 P(1) 	CZERO 11 COMlON/CO7/N,NBY2,2P1P0W2, 






14 DIMENSION WAVPKT(1024) 
132 IF(NC.NE.1) GOTO23 15 
















W = WPER/FUIN(K) WINDO  
137 XMIN - 0.0 20 NWIN 	
WINDOW/DELA 

















TGRP = DELTA/UIN(K) 
143 IDOT 	-1 26 
NGRP = (TCRP-TFSMPL)/DELA  
144 ANSTR1 2.0 
NM 	NBY2-NAFLO1 
27 C 








NSTARW = NGRP-NWIN/2  
1 48 TITLE(2) 	ATITLE(2) 31 NFINW 	NSTARW+NWIN1 yELl = DELTA/(TFSMPL+DELA*NSTARW) 
149 
150 




VEL2 = DELTA/(TFSMPL+DELA*NFI)  
151 TITLE(4) = ATITLE(4) 34 C 
TAPER WINDOW 
152 TITLE(5) 	ATITLE(5) 
CALL 
35 C LOAD AND COSINE 
153 




DO 1 1 1,N  
155 TITLE(4) = ATITLE(6) 38 WAVPKT(I) 	0.0 
156 TITLE(5) 	ATITLE(7) 39 1 	CONTINUE  
157 CALL DR(NBY2,PHASE) 40 DO 2 I=NSTARW,NFI  
158 IF(NM.LT .NBY2) NBY2NN LO CALL CARGRF(FREQ(NAFL01),P1 1),NM) 
41 WAVPKT(I) = REAL(Z(I)) 
159 
160 23 	CONTiNUE 
42 
43 
2 	CONTINUE  









CALL ZRLOAD(N,WAVPKT,P)  
163 J = NBY2+I 46 RETURN  
164 SEIS(I) = 0.0 47 END  
165 SEIS(J) = 0.0 
166 AMP(I) = 0.0 
161 PHASE(I) = 0.0 SUBROUTINE TRACE2(K,lSMTH,FRQ,1N 
168 25 	CONTINUE 1 
169 RETURN 	 - 2 C  PRODUCES SMOOTHED FOURIER AMPLITUDE P01NT FROM WINDOWED SEISMOGRAM 




HELD IN COMPLEX ARRAY P. THE SMOOTHED AMPLITUDE IS A WEIGHTED 
VALUES CENTRED ON ISMTH(K). THE FIRST AND LAST 
S 
6 
C AVERAGE OF NCOMB+1 
C 	
OF THIS SET ARE WEIGHTED 0.5, THE OTHERS 1.0. THE KTH SMOOTHED 
AS THE KTH GROUP VELOCITY. 
1 SUBROUTINE PACKET(K,VEL1,VEL2) 7 C 





WiNDOWS SEISMOGRAM HELD IN Z WITH WINDOW WPER*PERIOD IN LENGTH 











IND - 2 
IDOT - 243 
CALL CARGRF(FUIN(K)SMTK1) 
11 67 
12 * 	NINSTR,NCOMB 68 IND 	1 
13 COMMON/C06/ TITLEA(1O),DAT' 69 lOOT 	—1 
14 COMlON/CO7/N,Y2,Y2P1,0W2,'iQ,T 70 RETURN 
15 
CONMON/C21/APSMT(120)F'LT(1024),Fu1112) 
INDY, IND,IDOT 71 END  
16 




COMPLEX Z,CZERO,P,PFILT 1 SUBROUTINE OUTPUT  
2 0 DIMENSION PH(2) 




C 	OUTPUTS RESULTS  21 
22 DATA TITLEB/'FREQUENCY (Hz) 
	
', 
4 C  
23 
', 
* 	 'AMP (MICRONS) s COMMON/CO2/SE1S(1024)  
24 
'I * 'SPECTRUM OF WINDOWED SEISHOCRAN 6 COMllON/CO3/STANAN(8),DTA 
25 C 
COMMON/C06/TITLEA(b0),DATEUNK 
26 DO 	1011 	1=1,9 8 
27 1011 TITLE(I) 	TITLEB(I) 
1=10,15 




1012 TITLE(I) 	BLANK 
10 











32 C 14 
33 CALL COOL(NPOW2,P,+1.0) 15 COMPLEX PFILT  







36 101 	CONTINUE 18 
DATA ATITLE/'FREQUENCY (HZ) 	','PERIOD (SECS) 
* 	ANP(MICRONS/SEC)',ASE (RADIANS) 'I 
37 DO 1 I=1,NBY2 19 
38 P(I) 	P(I)*DEI_A 20 DO 1 I=1,NUIN  





22 1 	CONTINUE (TITLEA(I),I1,1O),STAN,I 
41 
42 







43 FRQ = DF*(1SMTW1) 25 2 	
FORNAT(1H1//5X,'M11'52/SX ------- 
44 IF(NCOHB.EQ.0) GOT021 26 
* 	5X,'W1NDOW =',F5.2,' WAVELENGTHS'// MICRONS/SEC  (HZ) 6 PERIOD (SECS)/NPLITUDE ( )', 
45 10 	ISMTH—NCOMB/2 27 
* 5X,'FREQIJENCY 






29 * //(14,3E13.5)) 
WRITE(7,3)  48 
49 
Il = I0+NCOHB-1 
A2 = CABS(P(IO)) 
30 
31 * 	STANAN,11,NU1N)  
SO DO 2 1=10,11 32 3  
51 Al = A2 33 
IF(NG.NE.1) GOT06  
52 A2 = CABS(P(I+1)) 34 TIT(3) 	
BLANK 
53 ASUM = ASUM+(A1+A2)/2.0 35 
TITLE(4) = ATITLE(5)  
54 2 	CONTINUE 36 
TITLE(S) = ATITLE(6) 
55 AMPSMT(K) 	ASUM/NCOMB 37 DO 4 
1=1,10 










CALL DATIM(TITLE(16),T1TL17  
58 CALL 
1 41 IF(NG.NE.1) GOT05  59 
60 
IND = 
IDOT = —1 42 
TITLE(1) = ATITLE(1)  
61 RETURN 43 









5 	CONTINUE  
64 PFILT(ISMTH) = P(1SMTH) 
46 1F(NC.NE.1) GOT06 8 1 CONTINUE 
47 TITLE(1) 	ATITLE(3) 9 RETURN 
48 T1TLE(2) ATITLE(4) 10 END 
49 CALL CARCRF(PERIOD,Ij14PSMT,N1JIN) 
50 6 CONTINUE 
51 RETURN 
1 SUBROUTINE FILLUP(NOPTS,Z) 52 END 
2 C 
3 C 
4 DIMENSION z(1) 
1 SUBROUTINE DRUM(LPHZ,PHZ) 5 COMPLEX Z,CZERO 
2 C 6 CZERO=CMPLX(O.00.0) 
3 C DRUM MAKES PHASE CURVE CONTINUOUS 
: AN=NOPTS-2 
4 C 8 N=ALOC1O(AN)/ALOG1O(2.0)+1.O 
5 DIMENSION PHZ(LPHZ) 9 N1(2**N)+1 
6 PI4.O*ATAN(1.0) 10 N2=2**(N+1) 
7 PI22.0*PI 11 N1MJ=N1-1 
8 PJO. 12 DO 1 I=2,NIM1 
9 DO 40 I2,LPHZ 13 NNN2-I+2 
JO IF(ABS(PHZ(I)+PJ-PHZ(I-1 ))-PI)4O,4O, 10 14 Z(NN)=CONJG(Z(I)) 
11 10 IF(PHZ(I)+PJ-PHZ(I-1))20,40,30 15 1 CONTINUE 
12 20 PJPJ+PI2 16 z(N1)CZERO 
13 CO TO 40 17 RETURN 
14 30 PJ=PJ-P12 18 END 
15 40 PHZ(I)PHZ(I)+PJ 
16 RETURN 
17 END 
1 SUBROUTINE POW(N,NBY2,N1Y2P1,NPOW2) 
2 C 
3 C 
1 SUBROUTINE DATIM(DAY,TIME) 4 NBY2 =N/2 
2 REAL*8 DAY,TIME 5 NBY2P1 = NBY2+1 
3 CALL HDATh(DAY) 6 A = (N-1)/2 
4 CALL CTIME(TIME) 7 NPOW2 = ALOG1O(A)/AL0G1O(2.0)+2.O 
5 RETURN 8 RETURN 
6 END 9 END 
SUBROUTINE TIMSER(TITLE,Y,N,DELA,IF) 1 SUBROUTINE BASE (X,N,TYPE, 	IP1) 
2 C 2 C 
3 C -ASTSAP - 3 C 
4 C 4 DIMENSION X(N) 
5 RETURN 5 REAL8 MEAN,TYPE 




1 SUBROUTINE ZRLOAD(N,X,Z) 10 AN = N 
2 C 11 IF(TYPE - MEAN)1,2,1 
3 C 12 1 	IND = 1 
4 DIMENSiON X(N),Z(N) 13 CO TO 3 
5 COMPLEX Z 14 2 IND = 2 
6 DO 	1 1=1,14 15 3 DO 4 	I 	1,N 
7 Z(I)=CMPLX(X(I),O.0) 16 Al = I 
SUMX - SUMX + X(I) 9 C ------------------------------------------------------ - 
GO TO (5,4),IND 10 C 
5 SUMIX 	SUMIX + AI*X(I) 11 C X-----IS THE ARRAY. 
4 CONTINUE 12 C 
XBAR 	SUMX/AN 13 C N-----IS THE NUMBER OF POINTS IN THE ARRAY. 
GO TO (6.7),IND 14 C 
6 XINTO = (((4.*AN)+2.)*SUMX_6.*SUMIX)/(A}l*(AN_1.)) 15 C NO -----IS THE STARTING NUMBER. 
PHI 	((12.*SUMIX)_6*(AN+1.)*SUMX)/(AN*(AN+1.)*(AN_1.)) 16 C 
DO20 1 	1,N 17 C - ------------------------------------------------------ 
AII 18 C 
X(I) = X(I) - AI*PHI - X1NTO 19 C 
20 CONTINUE 20 DIMENSION X(N) 
PRiNT 10, PHI, XBAR 21 C 
10 FORMAT(//5X,49HDATA HAS BEEN CORRECTED TO LEAST SQUARES BASELINE/ 22 ANO = NO-i 
15X,32HCRADIENT OF LEAST SQUARES LINE =,F10.5/5X,I4HMEAN OF DATA =, 23 PHI = PI/ANO 
2F10.5) 24 CPHI = COS(PHI) 
GO TO 8 25 SPill = SIN(PHI) 
26 CTHET1 = 1. 
7 DO 30 	1 = 1,N 27 STHET1 	0. 
x(I). = X(I) - XBAR 28 CTHET2 = 1. 
30 CONTINUE 29 STHET2 = 0. 
PRINT 11, 	)(BAR 30 C 
11 FORNAT(//5X,40HDATA HAS BEEN CORRECTED TO MEAN BASELINE/SX, 31 DO 1 	I = 1,NO 
114111-lEAN OF DATA =,F1O.4) 32 GO TO (2,3,4),IND 
8 SUMX2 = 0 33 2 IA = N-I+1 
SUMX3 = 0 34 3 IN=I 
DO9 	I=1,N 35 GOTOS 
X2 = x(I)*X(I) 36 4 IN = N-I+i 
SUMX2 = SUMX2 + X2 37 5 X(IN) = 0.5*X(IN)*(1. - CTHET2) 
SUMX3 = SUMX3 + X2*X(I) 38 GO TO (6,9,9),IND 
9 CONTiNUE 39 6 X(IA) = 0.5*X(IA)*(1. - CTHET2) 
VARX = SUMX2/AN 40 9 CALL SINCOS(CPHI,SPHI,CTHET1.STHETI,CTHET2.STHET2) 
A3MNT = SUMX3/AN 41 1 CONTINUE 
SKEW = (A3MNT*A3MNT)/(vARx**3.) 42 C 
PRINT 12, VARX, 	SKEW 43 RETURN 
12 FORMAT(5X,18HVARIANCE OF DATA =,Ei1.4/5X,1OHSKEWNESS =,F1O.4) 44 END 
IP1 	= IP1 + 1 
GO TO (14,15),IP1 
15 PRINT 	16,(I, 	X(I), 	I = 	1,N) 
16 FOR1IAT(//5X,24HTHE BASELINED DATA IS --//5(4X,6HSAMPLE,4X,4HX(I), 1 SUBROUTINE SINCOS(CPHI,SPHI,CTHET1,STHET1,CTHET2,STHET2) 
13X)/(5(4X,I5,2X,F10.5))) 2 C 
3 C 
14 RETURN 4 CTRET2 = CTHET1*CPHI_STHETI*SPHI 
END 5 STHET2 = STHET1*CPHI+CTHET1*SPHI 
6 CTHET1 = CTHET2 
7 STHET1 = STHET2 
8 RETURN 
SUBROUTiNE NPCSTP(X,N,NO,IND,PI) 9 END 
IND=1 	-------COSINE TAPER BOTH ENDS OF CURVE. 1 SUBROUTINE A1-IAX(X,N,XMAX) 
IND=2 	-------COSINE TAPER FRONT END OF CURVE. 2 C 

































































5 	 DIMENSION X(N) 
6 C 
7 	 KQ-1 
8 2 	KPKQ 
9 	5 IF(KQ-N)3,4,4 
10 3 	KQKQ+1 
11 	 IF(X(KP)-X(KQ))2,5,5 
12 4 	XMAX = X(KP) 
13 	 RETURN 
14 END 
	
1 	 SUBROUTINE ANIN(X,N,XJIIN) 
2 C 
3 	C 	FINDS MINIMUM OF ARRAY X 
4 C 
5 	 DIMENSION X(N) 
6 C 
7 	 KQ1 
8 5 	KP=KQ 
9 	2 IF(KQ-N)3,4,4 
10 3 	KQ=KQ+1 
11 	 IF(X(KP)-X(KQ))2,5,5 
12 4 	XMIN 	X(KP) 
13 	 RETURN 
14 END 




5 	 RETURN 
6 END 
1 	 BLOCK DATA 
2 COMNON/CNTR/FRAIIE,YFRAJ1E 
3 	 DATA FRA}1E,YFRA}1E/-8.0-8.0/ 
4 END 




5 	 RETURN 
6 END 
1 FUNCTION PMIN (x,N) 
2 C 
3 C FINDS MINIMUM POSITIVE VALUE OF ARRAY X 
4 C 
SC 
6 DIMENSION X(N) 
7 C 
8 DO 1 KQ1,N 
9 IF(X(KQ).LE.O.0)co TO 1 
10 COTO5 
11 1 CONTINUE 
12 PMIN1.25 
13 GOTO6 
14 5 KPKQ 
15 2 IF(KQ-N)3,4,4 
16 3 KQKQ+1 
17 IF(X(KQ).LE.O.0)CO TO 2 
18 IF(X(KP)-X(KQ))2,55 
19 4 PMIN=X(KP) 
20 6 RETURN 
21 END 
1 SUBROUTINE ZER02D(X,IFIRST,J2ND) 
2 C 
3 C SETS THE DOUBLE ARRAY TO ZERO 
4 C 
5 DIMENSION X(IFIRST,J2ND) 
6 DO 1 J=1,J2ND 
7 DO 2 I1,IFIRST 
8 x(I,J) = 0.0 
9 2 CONTINUE 
10 1 CONTINUE 
11 RETURN 
12 END 
1 SUBROUTINE 'ANAXN(X,N,XMAX,KP) 
2 C 
3 C 
4 DIMENSION x(N) 
5 KQ=1 
6 2 KP=KQ 
7 5 IF(KQ-N)3,4,4 
8 3 KQKQ+1 
9 IF(X(KP)-x(KQ))2,5,5 














COMMON/C21 /ANPSMT(120),PFILT(1 024) 




9 DATA BLANK,TITLE1/' 	','SECONDS 'I 
10 
	
DATA ATITLE/'FILTERED SEISMOCRIJI 
	
'I 
11 TITLE(l) 	TITLE1 
12 
	
DO 2 1-2,20 
13 TITLE(I) 	BLANK 
14 
	
DO 10 1-1,10 
15 10 TITLE(I+5) 	TITLEA(I) 
16 
	
DO 11 1-1,5 
17 11 
	
TITLE(I) - AT1TLE(I) 
18 
	
TITLE(19) - TITLE1 












25 DO 1 I=1,NSEIS 
26 
	
sEIs(I) = REAL(PFILT(I))/DELAN 




29 SCALE = 10000./SMAJC 
30 
	
DO 13 I-1,NSEIS 
















2UAIL,111 	1. 	UL' 	raL',,IL'I,LL 	r , fl 	tLhi1i:1a:1 	#:tvn.J 	.IL,L..J 	 fl 	 oL,r:t.L 	 V..LL)¼,A1 	 L 
c 
C FODEL AS A FUNCTTCN OF DEPTH 
C 9. i.Y(I),L(I),UPRES(1),I=l,PWN1T 	(Plo.7,lx,2s15.7) 
C 
C 
C INPUT c — F'E:tp Joy 
C 
C U — GHCUi- 	LU'JNF:S3 
C 
C 	1. TIILE(I),I=1,10 	(1018) 




C A TITLE POD THE JALA I 	INC IUV.'I*D c 
C 0 
C2.K (13) 4 C 
C 5 INTEGER STAPE,RANK,ALC 
C FOS K REID IN TUE NUCUER CF LAYERS IN TN;: 6 REAL LIMITI(20),LIMIT2(20),STEP(20) 
C 7 COMMON/GR1/TITLE(1O) 
C 	3. LIFAIT1(I),LIl19'2(I),SflIF(I),I=1,K 	(3Flo.5) 8 COMMON /HHG/ K,LIMITI,LIMIT2,STEP,STAPE,RANK, 
C 9 1INTL,INT2,N,NMAX,ALG 
C LIEIT1 - LOWER LINIT OF SHEAR VELOCITY FOR A LAYER 10 COMMON /ALAY/ ALPHA(20),BETA(20),RHO(20),D(20),NOL,ISL,DEP 
C LIEI9'2 - UPPER LIPIT CF SHEAR VELOCITY FOR A LAYER 11 COMMON /PERQ/FREQ(80),C(80),U(80),NPERPT,PRES(80),UPRES(80), 
C STEP 	— INCDEIENP USED TO STEP FRON LI!'IITl TO LIEIT2 12 1 	 ASUM,ANAX 
C 13 REAL*8 TITLE 
C 4. STAPI,flANK,IRT1,INT2,U,N!AX,ALC 	(716) 14 C 
C 15 C INPUT DATA 
C STAFE - STATE OF A TAPE 16 C 
C = 0 - TAPE IS Ri ETY 17 READ 1,(TITLE(I),I=1,10) 
C = 	— TPE IC BUSY 18 1 FORNAT(10A8) 
C RANK — RANK OF iIEICHEGJJ KNOTS 19 WRITE(6,2)(TITLE(I),I=1,10) 
C INTl — AFTER ENTIIATI' N OF INTl KNOTS BY FIELCEROG EETI!OD TAPE 20 2 FORMAT(1HL/1HO,10A8,5X,A8,5X,A8) 
C 'JILL BE RE-fRITTER 21 READ(5,51) K 
C INT2 — INTERVAL F!'iiEEN FEINTING 11,12,13 ( SEE SUBROUTINE Eli ) 22 51 FOR1IAT(13) 
C N - INITIAL HullED OF A RAN!CR POINT 23 READ(5,52) 	((LIMIT1(I),LIMIT2(I),STEP(t)),I1,K) 
C iW.X — LIST 	tRUED OP A D,UJNT: PRINT 24 52 FORMAT(3F10. 5) 
C ILG - ALGO1TER OF NORM 25 WRITE(6,4)(I,LIMITI(I),LIMIT2(I),STEP(1),11,K) 
C = 1 - Kc.NTR-O.ELO lETItCU ONLY FCR CHOICE OP NEW POINTS 26 4 FORMAT('OIIEDGEHOG NET IS'/(lHO, 12, 3F 10. 5)) 
C = 2 - r:ctriE-C;RLO l.1;INLI ONLY FOR CIRICE OF ilAd KNOTS 27 READ(5,53) STAPE,RANK, INTI, INT2,N,FtAX,ALG 
C = 3 — SEARCH BY RU 	R-NANLO IIETH(1) PCR CLOD POINT, TNKU GO 28 53 FORIIAT(716) 
C TO 	iP;TGEUCG RlArflOU 29 WRITE(6,5) STAPE,RANK,INT1,INT2,N,NMAX,ALG 
C = 4 	— JE;Ctf NY ;•:CNJs-CAELO V1.TflfD FOR COOP FOIIlT 30 5 FORNAT(1H0,'STAPE =' ,13,4X, 'RANK =' ,13,4X,' INTL =' ,16,4X, 
c Ill - 
- 
It.: ~ [-:!;T v.t:c 	is 	IITrflATED. 	IF 	KNOT 	IS 	CCOO GO 	TO 31 1 	'INT2 =',16,4K,'N =',16,4X,'NMAX =',16,4X,'ALG 	',I3,) 
C IILI);EUC(; 	r::;9:E1) 32 C 
C = 5 — si;: iCE BY 	CJT;:-C,I1L0 FOR CLOD KNOTS, TIBSI GO TO 33 READ(5, 103) N0L,NPERFr 
C !fl;P'J:E(:G 	lJTiICD 34 103 FORNAT(2ILO) 
C 35 WRITE(6,6) NOL,NPERPT 
C 	5. tiOL,RPt,ilFP 	(2110) 	 - 36 6 FORMAT(1HO,'NOL =',16,4X,'NPERFr =',I6,I) 
11 37 READ(5,105) 	(D(I),I1,NOL) 
Cl itO!. - 	Ru? tN:U 01' L;YEES 	Ii! T5 	JODEL 38 105 FORMAT(F10. 5) 
c li :ri 	- 	ms BUD 0!' 	I0•I.IJEJ:I;.JTO 	i*; 	UNDO 39 WRITE(6, 7)(D(I ) ,I-i ,NOL) 
C 40 7 FORMAT('OMODEL LAYER THICKNESSES '//(LH0,F10.5)) 
C 6. D(I),I=1,t:cL 	(F1o.5) 41 READ(5,106) 	(FREQ(I),C(1),PRES(I), 	1-1,NPERPT) 
42 106 FORHAT(F1O.7,1X,2E15.7) 
C L;Y•:N THIcMm:SSES 43 READ(5, 110) AMAX,ASUM 
C 44 110 FORMAT(2F10.5) 
C 	7. .IRAX,ASUIA 	(2F10.5) 45 READ(5,106) 	(FREQ(I),U(I),UPRES(I),I1,NPERP'r) 
C 46 WRITE(6,8) AIIAX,ASUM 
C i.:x 	— 	L1i'i.; 	if;CI:;ILri 	0!' 	PIT 	FOil 	I 	SINGLE 	PCITIT 47 8 FOR1IAT(1H0,'PARAMETERS FOR PRECISION OF FIT ARE 
C tEl 	— LISlE; FCTJI( 'I OF FIT OVER ALL FOIDiS 48 1 ANAX 	' ,F7.4,3X,'ASUM -' ,F7.4) 
C 49 WRITE(6,9)(FREQ(I),C(t),PRES(I),I-1,NPERPT) 
C 8. Ft;: 	(r),c(E),Fui;;(r),I=l,trp;sr'r 	(Pln.7,lx,2515.7) 50 9 FORHAT('LFREQLtENCY, PHASE SLOWNESS, ERROR DATA FOR INVERSION'/ 
C 51 1 	(LH0,3(F7.5,3X))) 
C FRIlL. 	 — 	 FIECI;EIICY 52 WRITE(6,91)(FREQ(I),U(1),UPRES(I),I-1,NPERPT) 
C 'I — P1115K SlOWNESS 53 91 FORMAT('OFREQUENCY, GROUP SLOWNES, ERROR DATA FOR INVERSION'/ 
C FREE — STANDANI) ERROR 54 
cc r 




















































47 310 CONTINUE 
C 
48 IF(BMAX-ABS(QU)) 340,340,31 
C  49 340 BMAX 	ABS(QU) 
CALL SUMCR(1) 50 NMAX-I 
CALL HH 
51 IF(AMAX-BMAX) 37,31,31 
RETURN 52 31 CONTINUE 
END 53 PNP 	FLOAT(NPERPT) 
54 BSUM 	SQRT(BSUM/(2.*PNP)) 
55 • 	35 IF(ASUM-BSUM) 37,36,36 
56 36 RESULT - O 
SUBROUTINE EST(POINT,RESULT) 
57 37 IF(RESULT-O) 39,38,39 
C  58 38 CONTINUE 
C SUBROUTINE OF COMPARISON FOR A POINT 59 WRITE(6,50) RESULT,BSUM,NMAX,BMAX 
C 60 WRITE(6,51)(BETA(I),I-1,NOL) 
C RESULT-0 IF POINT IS GOOD ONE 	 : 
61 WRITE(6,511)(ALPHA(I),I-1,NOL) 
C RESULT-i IF POINT IS BAD ONE 62 50 FORMAT(1H ,'RESULT -',12,' BSUM '',F5.2,' NMAX -',13, 
C  63 1 	BMAX -',F5.2) 
C  64 51 FORMAT(' BETA',6F14.5) 
DIMENSION SRAY(80),SUR.AY(80),P0INT(20) 
65 511 FORNAT(' ALPHA',6F14.5) 
INTEGER RESULT 66 39 
GOTO 41 




40 WRITE(6,102) 	(BETA(I),I=1,NOL) COMMON /PERQ/FREQ(80),C(80),U(80),NPERPT,PRES(80),UpRES(80), 
69 102 FORMAT('ONO SOLUTION FOR FOLLOWING MODEL BETA :'/(1HO,4E13.5)) 1 	 ASUH,AMAX 
COMMON /SET/CRAY(80) 
70 41 RETURN 
C 71 END 
DATA OF/i.E-Oil 
C 
DO 53 I=1,NOL 
BETA(I)=POINT(I) 






INTEGER RESULT, CRANK, CINTI, CINT2 
TW0PI8.DO*DATAN(1.DO) 
4 REAL LIST(1000) 
C 
5 DIMENSION BKNOT(20),SI(20),II(2O),LII(2O) 
BSUM - 0.0 6 C 
BMAX 	0.0 
7 C THESE OPERATORS INTEGER, REAL, COMMON MUST BE REPEATED 
BSUM - 0.0 
8 C IN MAIN PROGRAM 
DO 31 I=i,NPERPT 
9 INTEGER STAPE,RANK,ALG 
CALL SETUP(I) 
10 REAL KNOT,LIMIT1(20),LIMIT2(20),STEP(20) 
CALL FINDC(CRAY(I),I) 
11 coMMoN/cR/IuoT(20),PoIwr(20) 
C CONVERT TO SLOWNESS 12 COMMON /HHG/ K,LIMIT1,LIMIT2,STEP,STAPE,RANK,INTI,INT2, 
SRAY(I) = i./CRAY(I) 
13 1N,NMAX,ALG 
IF(CRAY(I).LT.O.) GOT040 





CALL SETUP(I) 16 1CINT1/O/,CINT2/O/ 
CALL FINDC(CCRAY,I) 17 Ni-Ni-i 
SSRAY - 1./CCRAY  18 IF (STAPE.EQ.0) GO TO 100 
FREQ(I) 	FREQ(I)+DF 19 REWIND 2 
DS 	SRAY(I)-SSRAY 20 READ(2)I1,12,13 
SIJRAY(I) - SRAY(I)+FREQ(I)*DsIDF  21 KI1=K*I1 
QS 	(SRAY(I)-C(I))/PRES(I)  22 READ (2) 	(Llsr(I),I-i,KII) 
QU - (SI.JRAY(I)-U(I))/(UPREs(I)*2.0)  23 WRITE(6,304) 11,12,13 
BSUM = BSUM-fQS*QSfQU*QU  24 304 FORMAT('TAPE WAS READ. 	I1,I5,'. 	12-',I5,'. 	I3-',15) 
IF(BMAX-ABS(QS))34,34,310 25 IF(I1.EQ.12)GO TO 100 
34 BMAX - ABS(QS)  26 1 IF(I1.NE.12)GO TO 4 

























































2 K11=K 111 83 
14-0 84 
REWIND 2 85 
I4RITE(2)I1,12,14 86 
WR1TE(2) 	(LIST(I),I=1,KI1) 81 
STAPE1 88 
WRITE(6,305) Ii 89 
305 FORMAT(' REGION ENDED. TAPE IS REWRITTEN.I1=,I5) 90 
CALL SUMGR(3) 91 
3GOTO100 92 
C 93 
C CHOICE OF A NEW BASIC KNOT. PUTTING CONSTRUCTION OF 94 
C NEIGHBOUR KNOTS ON A STARTING LINE 95 
4 KI2KI2 96 
DO 5 I-1,K 97 
J1=K12+I 98 
BKNOT(I)=LIST(J1) 99 
5 SI(I)=-1. 100 




C CHOICE OF A NEW NEIGHBOUR KNOT 105 
6 IF(16.NE.1)GO TO 1 106 
7 IF(CRANK.NE .0)GO TO 15 107 
8 crANE=cRNE+1 108 
IF(CRANK.LE.RANX)GO TO 9 109 
C 110 
C RETURN TO CHOICE OF A NEW BASIC KNOT 111 
IF(15.NE.1)GO TO 208 112 
IF(I2.LE.I1)I212+1 113 
208 13=0 114 
16=2 115 
GOTO1 116 
9 DO 10 I=1,CRAN1( 117 
II(I)1 118 
10 L1I(I)=K-CRANK+I 119 
11 DO 12 I=1,K 120 
12 KNOT(I)=BKNOT(I) 121 
14 DO 214 I=1,CRANK 122 
J=II(I) 123 
KNOT(J)BKNOT(J)+S1(I)*STEP(J) 124 
IF((KNOT(J).LT.LIMITL(J)).OR.(KNOT(J).GT.LIMIT2(J)))GO TO 15 125 
214 CONTINUE 126 
GO TO 19 127 
C 128 
C PASSAGE TO A NEW NEIGHBOUR 129 
15 I=CRANK 130 
16 SI(I)=SI(I)+2 131 
IF(SI(I).LT.2.)GO TO 	14 132 
SI(I)=-1. 133 
1=1-1 134 




IF(II(I).LE.LII(I))GO TO 11 
17 I-I-i 
IF(I.EQ.0)GO TO 8 
ii(I)-II(I)+1 
IF(II(I).GT.LII(I))CO TO 17 
JI-CRANK-1 
DO 18 J-I,JI 
18 II(J+1)=II(J)+1 
CO TO 11 
C 
C 	CHECK IF KNOT HAS OCCURED BRFORE 
19 17-i 
20 IF(12.EQ.0)GO TO 23 
DO 22 1=1,12 
IS UN =0 
J1=K*(I_.1) 




IF(R.LT.0.1)GO TO 21 
IF(R.GT.1.9)GO TO 22 
ISUMISUM+1 
21 CONTINUE 
IF(ISUM.LE.RANK)G0 TO 24 
22 CONTINUE 
23 GO TO (25,41). Il 
24 GO TO (15,37), 17 
C 
C 	ESTIMATION OF KNOT 
25 IF(14.GE.13)GO TO 26 
14=14+1 
CO TO 15 
26 CALL EST(KNOT,RESULT) 
14=14+1 





315 FORNAT(/,' KNOT WAS ESTIMATED BY HEDGEHOG. RESULT=',Il/ 
1' KNOT=' ,IPE14.5,/(6X,IPE14.5)) 
IF(RESULT.EQ.1)GO TO 28 
C 
C 	PLACE GOOD KNOT IN A LIST 
226 J=K*I1 
IF(J+K.GT.I000)G0 TO 34 
DO 27 I=1,K 






POINT(I)LIM1T1(1)+(LIM 1T 2 (I)_LIMIT1(i))*GU 
103 CONTINUE 
IF(N1.LT.N)GO TO 100 
GO TO (104,106,104,104,106), PLC 
104 CALL EST(POINT,RESULT) 
IF(RESULT.EQ.1)G0 TO 100 
WRITE(6,105) N1,(POINT(I),I"l,K) 
105 FORMAT(/' GOOD POINT ',15/(1PE14.5)) 
IF(ALC.EQ.1)GO TO 100 
C 





IF(RESIJLT.EQ.1)00 TO 110 
WRITE(6,108) N1,(KNOT(I),11,K) 
108 FORHAT(/' GOOD KNOT ',I5,/(1PE14.5)) 
109 GO TO (100,100,36,36,36), ALC 



























C ACE 07/02/79 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H 2 O-Z) 




COMMON/NORN/VELN , RHON, THKN ,CJ 





Z = O.DO 
DO 10 I=1,NN 
DZ 	D(I)/2.0 
Z = Z+DZ 
PR(I) = 0.27 
10 ZZ+DZ 
DO 11 i=1,NN 
Xl 	2.*(1._PR(i)) 
X2 = 1._2.*PR(I) 
ALPHA(I) = BETA(I)*DSQRT(X1/X2) 






















































































WRITING I1,12,14,LIST ON A 
28 CO TO(228,30),15 
228 CINT1C1NTL+1 











1F(CINT2.LT.INT2)G0 TO 33 
31 WRJTE(6,32) 11,12,14 
32 FORNAT( I1=1,I5,5X,'I2',I5,5x,13,I5) 
CINT2O 
33 CO TO 6 
LIST OVERFLOW 
34 WRITE(6,35) 
35 FORMAT(' TOO MANY KNOTS FOR A LIST. EXECUTION TERMINATED.') 
RETURN 
HEDGEHOG OPERATION ON A KNOT FROM MONTE-CARLO TECHNIQUE 
CHECK IF KNOT HAS OCCURED BEFORE 
36 17=2 
CO TO 20 
37 WRITE(6,38) I,RESULT 
38 FORMAT(' RANDOM KNOT is NEIGHBOUR OF ',15,' KNOT 
1'IN A LiST. RESULT',Il) 
GO TO 100 
41 IF(RESULT.EQ.0)GO TO 226 
DO 42 I=1,K 
BKNOT 	(i)=KNOT(I) 
42 SI(I )=-1 
WR1TE(6,320) (BKI4OT(L),L1,K) 




GO TO 205 
C 
C 	CHOICE OF NEW POINT BY MONTE-CARLO METHOD 
100 N1N1+1 
1F(N1.LE.NMAX)CO TO 102 
CALL SUMGR(4) 
WR1TE(6,101) NMAX 
101 FORMAT(' NUMBER OF RANDOM POINTS MORE THAN NMAX", 
115,'. EXECUTION TERMINATED.') 
RETURN 
102 DO 103 I=1,K 
C103 POINT(I)LIMIT1(I)+(LIMIT2(I)_MIT101AS(1) 
TAPE 




















































C 11 DC - 0.IDO/VELN 
VELN 	BETA(1) 12 P12 - 8.D0*DATAN(1.D0) 
RHON 	RHO(1) 13 w 	PI2*FREQ(IF)*(THKN/VELN) 
THKN - D(l) 14 C 
RHOSEA - 0.D0 15 ICALL 	0 
THKSEA 	0.D0 16 CALL KNOPOF(W,CJ,RYLCIIJ) 
SEACOF 	0.D0 17 IF(cJ.LT.o.Do) C0T050 
C 18 ICALL 	ICALL+1 
DO 1 I=1NN 19 CC 	CJ*VELN 
ALP(I) 	ALPHA(I)/VELN 20 10 RYLGHI = RYLGHJ 
BET(I) 	BETA(I)/VELN 21 CI 	CJ 
THKNEI(I) = D(I)/THKN 22 CJ 	CI+DC 
1 RHO1(1) = RHO(I)/R}ION 23 CALL KNOPOF(W,CJ,RYLGHJ) 
C 24 IF(CJ.LT.O.DO) COT050 
CJ 	BETA(1) 25 CCC 	CJVELN 
DO 4 I=2,NOL 26 ICALL 	ICALL+1 
4 IF(BETA(1).LT.CJ) CJ=BETA(I) 27 RYLGBT 	RYLGHJ/RYLGHI 
CJ 	CJ/VELN0.8 28 IF(RYLGHT.CT.O.DO) COTOIO 
C 29 C 
DO 2 I=1,NN 30 11 CO - CI 
ALPMSQ(I) = ALP(I)*ALP(I) 31 Cl 	CJ 
2 BEThSQ(I) = BET(I)*BET(I) 32 RYLCHO = RYLCHI 
C 33 RYLCH1 = RYLCHJ 
NM1 = NN-1 34 C 
Do 3 I=1,NM1 35 20 CM = (CO+C1)/2.DO 
EPSO(I) = RHO1(I+1)/RHO1(I) 36 ERROR 	DAS((C1_CO)*vELN) 
3 EPSOO(I) = 2.DO*(BETMSQ(I)_EPSO(I)*BEThSQ(I+1)) 37 IF(ERROR.LT .SMALL) GOT030 
ALPNSQ 	ALP(NN)*ALP(NN) 38 CALL 	4OPOF(W,c24,RYLGHN) 
BETNSQ = BET(NN)*BET(NN) 39 IF(Q1.LT.O.DO) C0T050 
TWOBSQ = 2.DO*BETMSQ(1) 40 TEST = RYLGHN/RYLGH1 
EPSILO 	(_1.DO)**NM1*RHO1(1)*RHO1(1) 41 IF(TEST.GT.O.DO) GOT021 
1 /(2.DO*BETNsQ*ALPNsQ*RHO1(NN)*RHO1(NN)) 42 C 
RETURN 43 CO 	CM 
5 CONTINUE 44 RYLCIIO = RYLG}IN 
IF(II.GT.2) COT06 45 GOTO 20 
CJ = CRAY(II-1) 46 C 
GOTO9 47 21 Cl - CM 
6 CONTINUE 48 RYLGH1 = RYLGHH 
CJ = 2.*CRAY(II_1)_CRAY(II_2) 49 GOTO 20 
9 CJ = (CJ-0.3)/vELN 50 30 CF = CO*vELN 
RETURN 51 IF(DABS(RYLGHO).GT.DABS(RYLCH1)) CF=C1*VELN 
END 52 C 
53 COTO 52 
54 50 CF = (-1.0) 
55 52 RETURN 
SUBROUTINE FINDC(CF,IF) 56 END 
C 
C ACE 09/02/79 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-z) 1 SUBROUTINE KNOPOF(OHEGA,C,FRAYL) 
COMMON/PERQ/FREQ(80),C(80),U(80),NPERPT,PRES(80),UPRES(80) 2 IMPLICIT REAL*8  (A-H 2 O-Z) 
COMMON/NORM/VELN,RHON,THKN,CJ 3 COMMON/CKNPF/ALPSEA,RHOSEA,THKSEA,SEACOF,ALP1ISQ(20),BEThSQ(20), 
REAL*4 FREQ,C,U,PRES,UPRESCF 4 * 	RHO(20),THKNES(20),EPSO(20),EPSOO(20),ALPNSQBETNSQ,NOBSQ, 
C 5 * EPSILO,N 
SHALL 	1.D-10 6 REAL*8 KKNP,LKNP 
bZ Lt1P.L 	 rr.MrrvI 
7 H 	N 63 ZETA3 - _RALPHM*SINPM 
8 - C 64 COTO 180 
9 C COMPUTATION OF THE RAYLEIGH WAVE DISPERSiON FUNCTION FRAYL 65 200 RBETAJ4 	-DSQRT(ARGBTh) 
10 C 66 EXPP4 - 0.5D+00*DEXP(THKXM*RBETAM) 
11 CSQ - C**2 67 EXPH1 	O.25D-fO0/EXPPQM 
12 XX - OMEGA/C 68 SINQM - EXPPQM-EXPH4 
13 1F(THKSEA.EQ.O.D+00) COT0160 69 ZETA2 	EXPPQM+EXPM4 
14 BBCSQCSQ/ALPSEA**2_1.OD+00 70 ZETA5 - _RBETAM*SIN1 
15 RALPHO - DSQRT(CSQ/ALPSEA**2_1.OD+00) 71 210 ZETA4 - SINPH/RALPHH 
16 SEAARG 	XX*RALPHO*THKSEA 72 ZETA6 = SINQM/RBETAM 
17 SEACOF - RHOSEA*DTAN(SEAARC)/(RALPHO*RHO(1)) 73 ZETA7 	ZETA1*ZETA2 
18 C 	 S 74 ZETA8 	ZETA1*ZETA5 
19 C SET UP THE QUANTITIES IN EQS. (66) 75 ZETA9 	ZETA1*ZETA6 
20 C 76 UKN 	2.OD+OO*UKNP 
21 160 	CAMMA1 - TWOBSQ/CSQ 77 VKN = VKNP 
22 GA}I1M1 - GAMMA1-1.OD+OO 78 1F((2*(MM/2)).EQ.MM) GOT0220 
23 UKNP 	_GAMMA1*GAII1MI 79 XKNP 	ZETA4*(ZETA2*VKNP+ZETA6*WNP)_ZETA7*RP+ZETA9*SP 
24 VKNP - 0.00400 80 
ZKNP = ZETA8*VKNP_ZETA7*W1NP+ZETA3*(ZETA5*RP+ZETA2*) 
25 WKNP 	GAII1M1**2 81 UKNP 	
_(EPS1*EPS4+EPS2*EPS3)*UKNPEPS2*EPS4*XXNPl*S3*) 
26 RKNP - GAMMA1**2 82 VKNP 	EPS15*(ZETA4*(ZETA5*VKNP_ZETA2*P)_zETA8*R_zETA7*) 
27 SKNP - SEACOF 83 
SKNP = EPS15*(_ZETA7*VKN_ZETA9*NP_ZETA3*(zETA2*R_TA6*)) 
28 L 	M 84 WKNP = EPS2*(EPS2*XKNP_EPS1*UKN)+EPS1*EPS1*ZP 









32 C COMPUTE THE ELEMENTS OF THE LEFT-HAND 88 LKNP = ZETA3*(ZETA2*VKNP-ZETA5*WKNP)+ZETA7 *RKNP+ZETA 8*SKNP  
33 C MATRIX IN EQ. (67) USING EQS. (64) 89 URN? 
34 C AND (65) 90 VKNP 	EPS15*(ZETA3*(ZETA6*VKNP+ZETA2*P)+ZETA9*RRNP_1ETA7*SRN1 
35 C 91 SKNP 	EPS15*(_ZETA7*VKN+ZETA8*P+zETA4*(ZETA2*PETA5*sRN1) 
36 170 	DO 230 MM=MSTART,MSTOP 92 WKNP = EPS4*(-EPS4*KKNP+EPS3*UKN) -EPS3*EPS3 *LKNP  
37 EPSIS 	-EPSO(MM) 93 RKNP = EPS2*(_EPS2*KKNP+EPS1*UKN)_EPS1*EPS1*LRNP 
38 EPS1 	EPSOO(MM)/CSQ 94 230 CONTINUE 
39 EPS2 	EPS1-1.OD-fOO 95 IF(L.LT.N) GOTO 260 
40 EPS3 = EPS1-EPS15 96 C 
41 EPS4 	EPS2-EPS15 97 C PERFORM THE MATRIX MULTIPLICATION OF EQ. (66) 
42 THIKXM = THKNES(MM)*XK 98 C 
43 ARGAth 	1.OD+00-CSQ/ALPMSQ(MM) 99 240 BBCSQ11.OD400-CSQ/ALPNSQ 
44 IF(ARGAUI.GE.O. 0400) GOT0190 100 BBCSQ21 .OD-fOO-CSQ/EETNSQ 
45 RALPHM = DSQRT(-ARCALI4) 101 IF(BBCSQ1.LT.O.) GOTO90 
46 PM = THKX1I*RALPHN 102 RALPHN=-DSQRT(BBCSQ1) 
47 SINPM = DSIN(PM) 103 IF(BBCSQ2.LT.O.) GOT090 
48 ZETA1 	DCOS(PM) 104 RBETAN=-DSQRT(BBCSQ2) 
49 ZETA3 = RALPHM*SINPM 105 RSALRBT = RALPHN*RBETAN 
50 180 	ARGBTh 	1.OD-f00-CSQ/BEThSQ(MM) 106 EPSILN 	EPSILO*CSQ**2/RALRBT 
51 IF(ARGBTM.GE.O.OD+OO) GOT0200 107 IF((2*(N/2)).EQ.N) GOTO 250 
52 RBETAN - DSQRT(-ARGBTh) 108 FRAYL - EPSILN*(_VKNP*RBETANRNPRRNP*RALRBT*RAhj) 
53 QM - THKKM*REETAN 109 COTO 440 
54 SINQM - DSIN(QM) 110 250 FRAYL - EPSILN*(VXNP*RALPHN+RNPWKNF*RALRBT+SRNP*RBETAN) 
55 ZETA2 	DCOS(QM) 111 COTO 440 
56 ZETA5 	RBETAN*SINQM 	 - 112 440 CONTiNUE 
57 GO TO 210 113 260 CONTINUE 
58 190 	RALPUN - -DSQRT(ARCALM) 114 GOTO 91 
59 EXPPPM - 0.5D+00*DEXP(THKXM*RALPHM) - 	115 90 C = (-1.D0) 
60 EXPMPH - O.25D+OO/EXPPPM 116 91 RETURN 
61 SINPM - EXPPPM-EXPMPM 	 - 




SUBROUTINE SLJMGR(K) 56 
COMNON/HHG/ NOL,LIM1T1(20),LIMIT2(20) 57 
COMMON/ALAY/ALPHA(20),BETA(20),REO(20),D(20) 58 
COMHON/GR/ KNOT(20),POINT(20) 59 
COMIION/CR1/ TITLE(10) 60 
REAL*4 KNOT,LIMIT1,LIMIT2,ARRAY(4),SL(20),sU(20),UIIN,UIAJ( 61 
REAL*8 TITLE,ATITLE(10) 62 
DIMENSION ATIT(6),BTIT(14) 63 
EQUIVALENCE (AT1T(1),AFITLE(1)) 64 
DATA XOFF,YOFF/5.,5./ 65 
DATA BTIT/'DEPT,'H 	(K,'M) 	','BETA', 	(KM','IS) 	', 66 
'LIMI','Tl 	','LIMI','T2 	,'KNOT','l ,'KNOT','2 	'.1 67 
GOTO (1,2,3,4), 	K 68 
CALL PLOTS('A.C.EVANS,MURCHSEIS',19,70) 69 
CALL FACTOR(0.5) 70 
CALL NEWPEN(6) 71 
DMAX 	D(1) 72 
DO 101 	I2,NOL 73 
101 DMAX 	DMAX+D(I) 74 
DMIN - 0.0 75 
ARRAY(1) = DMIN 76 
ARRAY(2) = DMAX 77 
CALL SCALE(ARRAY,16.0,2,1) 78 
XSTART = ARRAY(3) 79 
XSCALE = ARRAY(4) 80 
LMIN = LIMIT1(1) 81 
LMAX = LIMIT2(1) 82 
DO 102 I=2,NOL 83 
IF(LIMITJ(I).LT.L1IIN) LMIN=LIMIT1(I) 84 
IF(LIMIT2(I).GT.thAX) LMAX=LIMIT2(I) 85 
102 CONTINUE 86 
ARRAY(1) = LMIN 87 
ARRAY(2) = LMAX 88 
CALL SCALE(ARRAY,9.0,2,1) 89 
YSTART = ARRAY(3) 90 
YSCALE = ARRAY(4) 91 
C 92 
10 YOFF = YOFF+20.0 93 
IF(YOFF.LT .40.) COTOIO 94 
XOFF 	XOFF+25.0 95 
YOFF 	5.0 96 
11 CONTINUE 97 
C 98 
DO 105 I=1,NOL 99 
SL(I) = LMAX 100 
SU(I) = LMIN 101 
105 CONTINUE 102 
C 103 
RETURN 104 
2 CONTINUE 105 








CALL AXIS (XOFF,YOFF, BTIT(4 ),12, 10.,90. O,YSTART,YSCALE) 
X XOFF 




DO 103 I=1,NOL 
Y = YOFF+(LIMITI(I)-YSTART)/YSCALE 
CALL DASH(XO,YO,X,Y,5) 
YO Y 
x = X+D(I)/xSCALE 
IF(I.EQ.NOL) X=X+2.0 
CALL DASH(XO,YO,X,Y,5) 
xO = x 
103 CONTINUE 
CALL SYHBOL(X,Y,0.2,BTIT(7),O.,8) 
X = XOFF 
Y = YOFF+(LIMIT2(1)-YSTART)/YSCALE 
CALL PLOT(X,Y,3) 
xO = x 
YO Y 
DO 104 I=1,NOL 
Y = YOFF+(LIMIT2(I)-YSTART)/YSCALE 
CALL DASH(XO,YO,X,Y,5) 
YO Y 
X = X+D(I)/XSCALE 
IF(I.EQ.NOL) X=X+2.0 
CALL DASH(XO,YO,X,Y,5) 
xO = x 
104 CONTINUE 
CALL SYMBOL(X,Y,0.2,BTIT(9),0.0,8) 
DO 1041 1=1,10 
1041 ATITLE(I) = TITLE(I) 
X = XOFF-1.O 
Y = YOFF 
HEIGHT = 9./80.0 
CALL SYMBOL(X,Y,HEIGHT,ATIT,90.0,80) 
X = XOFF 
Y = (SL(1)-YSTART)/YSCALE 
CALL PLOT(X,Y,3) 
DO 301 I=1,NOL 
Y = (SL(I)-YSTART)/YSCALE 
CALL PLOT(X,Y,2) 
X = X+D(I)/XSCALE 
24 X - X-+DX 
25 Y - Y+DY 
26 NP - NP+1 
27 1F(NP.EQ.4) NP-2 
28 CALL PLOT(X,Y,NP) 
29 	1 CONTINUE 








Y - (SU(1)—YSTART)/YsCALE 
CALL PLOT(X,Y,3) 









303 FORMAT(1HI//IHO,1OX,'HEDGEHOG SUMMARY TABLE'/ 
1 	 111 ,IOX ------------------------ -- f/I 
2 1110, 10X,'LAYER NO 	THiCKNESS 	LIMIT1',6X, 
1 'SL',8X,'SU',6X,'LIMIT2'/1H ,1Ox ----------- ,3X, 
2 ' 	 ' ,6X,'--' ,8X,'--' ,6x,'------ 'I) 
WRITE(6, 304) (I,D(I),LIMIrl(I) ,SL(I),SU(I ),LIMIT2(I) ,I1 ,NOL) 
304 FORNAT(1HO,115,F13.2,F12.3,3F10.3) 
GOTO jO 





DX = X1—XO 
DY Y1—YO 
Dx2 = Dx*Dx 
DY2 = DY*DY 
R = SQRT(DX2+DY2) 
IF(DX2.LT.1.E-5) GOT090 
THETA = ATAN(ABS(DY/DX)) 
GOTO 91 




IF(DX.NE.O.) DX = DX/ABs(Dx) 
IF(DY.NE.O.) DY 	DY/ABS(DY) 
DX = DR*COS(THETA)*DX 





DO 1 I=1,NDR 
QLIN 
C Ti]1; ThOCk,'J: 1: 'f THE 1--C1F1C )O]3311.11CN PiCTU 1Ch t• k/.YLEIGH 	1  
C 	.:!Vi:'lO GIVE TIlE EilE!J 	:I•vi: DI]:SI ItTI IN 	F;.CTOI: 	IN 	; 	LtY];I]1 FCDEL 2 
C 	U] NC 	THE 	LI 1Li 	i1IVE!i] C1; 	:ETNCJi 3 
c 4 
C IGIUT 5 
c 6 
C 7 
C 1. IJTLG 	(2oA4) 8 
c 9 
C 	I TITlE EON TILE, TOT. SE] 	TO lIE INVE1 1 TE1 10 
C 11 
C 	2. 	i:, 1] ,Tll, fElINE 	(215, 2E1 1 -3) 12 
c 13 
C 	F - 110 OF F 	FtlliPCY PCI NT:: IN )f' / 14 
C 1] - 110 OF L!YEI]S II] FCDEL 15 
C 	'1]! 	- 	1,-1.]];J1FiC 	FfC'iCHI 16 
C Ii }F' - S 	Fr 	J 	CY I 	I 	OLNCj 	FC 	(1 	i i 	-i 17 
c 18 
C 	3. 	:I]n;(1) ,N].;A(J ) ,Tsi:s( 1) ,I=1 , N 	(7110.5, ioi.,vio.$) 19 
C 20 
C 	LP1Lt - P-10E V:LOC1TY 21 
C ]]T/ - S 	;IJ]-E;vE VLLOCITY 22 
C 	T:lEI]ES - THICEGESS 23 
C 24 
C 	FOR EUDEL LYIS 25 
C 26 
C 4. 	F]Q(I),u1I(I),I=1,E 	(E15.7,15x,E15.7) 27 
C 28 
C 	FEL, - FUENCY 29 
C U] - CR011? VELOCITY 30 
C 31 
C 	5. 	Dr/(I,J),J1,N,Irr1,F 	(4E15.7) 32 
C 33 
C 	PANTILL 1)ERIV/TIV}:5 VITH RESI-F;CT TO P-\fVE VELOCITY 34 
c 35 
C 6. 	]YEBYDB(I,J),J=1,N,I=1,1' 	(15.7) 36 
C 37 
C 	PRII :L REhIVAIIVF]S 	ITR 	IFEFECT TO S-lIVE VELOCITY 38 
c 39 
C 	7. 	o(I),soo(I),I=1,r 	(11i:,2E15.7) 40 
C 41 
C 	CC - OTEhVED SPECIFIC PISNIF:TICN• FICTOR 42 














C PROGRAM FOR LINEAR Ii'lVERSION OF RAYLEIGH WAVE (SAMMA-1 TO GIVE 
C QBETA"-1 IN A LAYERED MODEL 
C 




















21 	FORJ4AT('O*** QCAHMA**_1 INVERSION PROGRAM 
1 	------------------------------------- -/ 
2 	ONUMBER OF EQUATIONS .',I3 	 / 




NM! = N-i 
DO 201 I=1,NM1 
201 SDL(I) = THKNES(I) 
SDL(N) = SDL(N_1)*2.DO 
READ(5,3) (FREQ(I),UR(I),I=1,M) 
3 	FORNAT(E15.7,15X,E15.7) 
DO 4 I=1,M 
4 	READ(5,41) (DKBYDA(I,J),J'1,N) 
41 FORMAT(4E15.7) 
DO 5 I=1,M 
5 	READ(5,41) (DKEYDB(I,J),J1,N) 
READ(5,6) (QG(I),SDD(I),I=1,M) 
6 	FORMAT(I1X,2E15.7) 
WRITE(6,7) (I,FREQ(I) ,QG(I),SDD(I),I1 ,M) 
7 	FORI4AT('OOBSERVED RAYLEIGH WAVE QG**_1'/ 




90 	CONTINUE .' 
CALL SOLVE(M,N) 
DO 8 I1,N 







9 FORI.IAT('lFINAL M0DEL/ 1 
1 	'0',10X,'QBETA**_1'04X,'SDEV',1OX,'TH10ESS'/ 2 
2 (' 	',15,'.',2F14.9,F13.5)) 3 
WRITE(6,108) TH,ALPHF,(Q(I),WRK(I),Il,N) 4 
108 F0RI4AT(0THETA ..',E13.5,' 	ALPHF 	=',E13.5/ 5 
1 	'OORICINAL AND ALTERED SINGULAR VALIJES// 6 
2 (' 	',2E13.5)) 
WRITE(6,10) 	(I,FREQ(I),QC(I),QR(I),11,M) 8 
10 FORMAT('OOBSERVED AND THEORETICAL RAYLEIGH WAVE QC-1'// 
1 	(' 	',I5,E14.5,2E13.5)) 10 
WRITE(6,11) CHISQ,XSQ 11 
11 FORMAT('OCHISQ =',E13.5,' 	XSQ 	=',E13.5) 12 
WRITE(6,20) 13 
20 FORMAT('ORESOLUTION MATRIX, ROWS NORNALISED'/) 14 
DO 290 I1,N 15 
290 WRITE(6,13) 	(R(I,J),J1,N) 16 




91 CONTINUE 21 
CALL TEST(ITEST,N) ' 22 







SUBROUTiNE SETIJP(M,N) 30 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-N,O-Z) 31 
COMMON/EQNS/WA(100, 20),A(100, 2O),B(100),X(20) 32 
COONIMODEL/QB(20),THES(20),ALP(20).BETA(20),t 33 
COMMONIF/FREQ(100),QR(100),QG(100),UR( 100 ),Q 34 
COMNON/DKIDKBYDA(100,20),DKBYDB(100, 20) 35 
COMIION/ERR/SDL(20),SDEV(20),SDD(100) 36 
C 37 
P12 = 8.DO*DATAN(1.D0) 38 
C 39 
A21 	= 4.13. 40 
DO 	I I=1,M 41 
WD=1.000ISDD(I) 42 
Al = _UR(I)/(FREQ(I)*PI2*FREQ(I)**ALPHF) 43 
B(I) = QG(I)*WD 44 
DO 	I J=I,N 45 
WM=1.ODO/SDL(J) 46 
A2 = DKBYDA(I,J)*BETA(J)*BETA(J)/ALPHA(J)*A21 47 
A3 = DKBYDB(I,J)*BETA(J) 48 
A(I,J) = A1*(A2+A3) 49 











DO 1 1=1,100 
DO 1 J=1,20 
U(I,J)=0.00 
DO 2 1=1,20 
WRK(I) - O.DO 
Q(I)=O.D0 
DO 2 J=1,20 





*WA, 100,Q,U, 100,V,2O,WRK,IFAIL) 
1F(TH.G1.O.DO) C0T071 
TN = Q(1) 




71 	TM = TH*0.5 
70 CONTINUE 
THSQ = TH*TH 
DO 8 K=l,N 
WRK(K) 0.00 




DO 10 I=1,N 
X(I) 	O.DO 
DO 10 J=1,N 
QLM = Q(J)/(Q(J)*Q(J)-fTHSQ) 
X(I) = X(I)+WRK(J)*V(I,J)*QLM 
10 CONTINUE 
DO 11 J-1,N 

















































11 CONTINUE 20 21 CONTINUE 
C 21 C 
C UN-WEIGHT X 22 IF(RJIAX.EQ.0.D0) RMAX1.D0 
C 23 D02J1,N 
DO 93 J-1,N 24 2 R(IJ) 	R(I,J)/RMAX*9.0 
93 X(J) - X(J)/SDL(J) 25 C 
c 26 RETURN 
RETURN 27 END 
END 
1 SUBROUTINE SDEVP(MN) 
SUBROUTINE FIT(M,N) 2 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-z) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-z) 3 C0MMON/F/FREQ(100)QR(100) QG(10O) 1 UR(iO0)cHIsQ 
COMM0N/F/FREQ(100),QR(100),QG(100)UR(100),CHISQXSQ 
4 COMHON/SVD/Q(20),V(20, 20)U(100,20),QLM(20) 





DO 2 I1,N COMMON/ERR/SDL(20),SDEV(20),SDD(100) 8 SDEV(I) = O.DO C 
CHISQ 	O.DO 9 DO 1 J1,N 
DO 1 I-iM 10 IF(QLM(J).EQ.O.DO) GOTO1 
WD=1.ODO/SDD(I) 11 x = v(I,J)/Qu4(J) 
QR(I) 	0.DO 12 SDEV(I)=SDEV(I)+(X*X)/(SDL(I)*5[)L(I)) 
DO 11 J-1,N 13 1 CONTINUE 
11 QR(I) = QR(I)+A(11J)*QB(J) 14 2 SDEV(I) = DSQRT(SDEV(I)) 






DO 2 I-1N 
2 XSQ 	XSQ+QB(I)*QB(I) 1 SUBROUTINE TEST(ITEST,N) 
RETURN 
END 
2 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H 2 O-z) 
3 COMHON/MODEL/QB( 20) 
4 COMNON/ERR/SDL(20),SDEV(20),SDD(100) 
5 C 
SUBROUTINE RES(N) 6 IF(ITEST.EQ.1) GOT02 




DO 10 I 1,N 
COMNON/RI/R(2O,20) 9 IF(QB(I).LT.O.DO) COT02  
COMMON/SVD/Q(20),V(2020),U(100,20),QLM(20) 10 IF(SDEV(I).GT.O.05) COT02  
CONNON/ERR/SDL(20),SDEV(20),SDD(100) 11 10 CONTINUE 
12 C 
DOJI=1,N 13 RETURN 
DO 1 JI,N 14 C  
R(I,J) 	O.DO 15 2 ITEST 	1  
DO 10 L 1,N 16 RETURN  
QLMINV 	QLM(L) 17 C  
IF(QLMINV.NE.O.DO) QLHINVI./QLMINV 18 END  
10 R(I,J) = R(I,J)+V(I,L)*V(J,L)*Q(L)*QLMINV 
R(J,I) 	R(I,J) 
NM! 	N-i 
DO 2 Ii,N 
RN/tX - 0.D0 
DO 21 J1,NM1 
IF(R(I,J).GT.RNAX) RMAX=R(I,J) 
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